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( A ihih' (>n the itiore ]ii muneift fe tiures of u v liihlonj )

BY BKOFE>:SOU S. KRISITN VSWAMI AIYANCJAB, m.a
,

JloN. Pii. L).

Ill IS riKiflt'iii px})rcs;,i')i' is a corruption of Odra^lcle^a and

takes into it iJu! ti jTitorit'S Iciiown by the names Kaliiiga,

Utkala, Odra or Odd I and even a pa,rt of J)a8ailja. Jt took in

tlie \v}u)l (3 ierritm-y which at one time in liistory was incdnrled in

ilie name Kosala, obviously Soutli Kosala, as distinct from the

north. The exact ieri'itoi ial limits of this Kosala in the eleventh

century seem to have corresponded more or less to the present

(lay territorial limits of the Tributaris States of Orissa *

Of these the tei ntory included in the name Kalifiga seems to be

tlio oldest, and in that name the ^^hole may be referred to for any

purposes of historical discussion.

have not so far come upon any reference to Kalifi^a as such

in Ycdic Ilf erature. But amonj^ the kinjrdoms of the South the

rulers of Avhich are clesciibed in the Aitarfiya BrS-limana

generally as assuming the title Bho'a, Kaliiiga seems capable

of inclusiofe', though there is no explicit statement to the

e-S’ect. There are specific references, however, in a number of

places in the jMal ahl arata to the kingdom of KaliAga. Apart

from stray references to Kalifiga rulers as such, and the part

* See Inscrjptioiifi of Kfijondra Chela I



:|^t Ih# iiaidividaa! l^fiiiga ^l«ra ' in th$ W^,
.lit described as a. dtoresi (^nnll^ beginning as soan ,as

tie i^iver Taitara^l^i is reached. 1!]^ mling dynasty id refexr^

to:, as the descendants begotten #n tlhe Queen Sushei^a of Eali&ga,

wi^eJpit Bali, by Rishi DirgHSEaba * and the five Sons born to her^

are said to have founded the five kingdoms: Ahga^ Vaiiga, E!aliiiga,

*Ptindra and Sohma. Of these five, the kingdom of Ahga oomjprised

’Ithe territory round Bhagalpur (ancient GhampS.) on the Ganges.

Vahga was the region probably on both sides of the Ganges, though

the great bulk of its territory seems to have lain to the east of

tha river, extending from the frontiers of Vaiiga to the sea. To the

west of this seems to have lain Ealihga. Pundra has been known to

correspond to North Bengal, that is, the territory on the northern

side of the Ganges and perhaps to the east of the kingdom of

Eosala. The location of Suhma is not quite so definite, but it

seims to have comprised the territory on the southern® side of

the Ganges extending from the river southwards to the frontiers

of Kalihga east of the territory of Magadha. This description

would make Kalihga extend from the Ganges westwards, at

any rate from the Rupnarain arm of the Ganges, at the mouth

of which was situated the ancient port of T&mralipti (the modem
Damloky! Throughout the greater part of history Kalihga seems

to have corresponded to the region extending from this river to

the river God&vari, and stretching from the sea into the

interior marked by a vague line drawn along the course of the

river Indr&vati to its junction with the God&varl and along its

course northwards to meet the Ganges near the town of Burdwan.

In the Mah&bh&rata itself Ealiiiga is spoken of as one kingdom

and its capital is named Rftjapuri. In this particular connection

the ruler of Kalibga is given thename Chitraiigada, whose dau^liter
^

the Kaurava Prince Duryodhana is said to have married. So far,

fhen, as the Mah&bb&rata is concerned, Kalibga was a forest king-

dom o& both sides of the Vaitaraij^i. It seems to ha^j^been regard-

ed a eingle kii^dom and its ruler is described as one in the

MaJiAbhftrata war. There is mention of Kalibga in tlie Sutras of

There Are a number of references in the Artba^&sira to

EaliAgai particularly in reference to cotton fabric of a special kind.

erhe Mahabharata, Bk XII, Cii. 4 (Eumbh.
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This tes^are olKaliJiga is borne oiii; by the 7aiatl i|prd **lrali4gatn*^

ioe eotton cloth which probably had the origiaa|^ sigaifiocta^^ of

^tton cloth of a j^rtionlar fcii^, extended later bn as a glner^jl

name for all cotton staff. So far, therefore, as Sanskrit Utera-

iure is conoerned, Kalihga was a jaell^-known kingdom ocoujpying

the geographical position that it did within later historical

times^ and according to one reference in the Great epic it waj|

the land of virtue whej'e Dharma himself, the god of righle-

oueness^ performed a yajba in a particular spot which has since

borne name Yajhapura of the later J&jpur.

Passing from the Sanskrit to Buddhist evidence, we £^nd

Kalih^ga mentioned as a kingdom with Dantapnra as its capital.

The earliest reference we get is in the Knmbhakara jAtaka where

there is a reference to a Kalihga king by name Karai^Ldu who is

' spoken of as a contemporary of ITagnajit of Gandhftra and Bhima of

Vidarbha. This is confirmed by the Uttaradhyayana Satrapy* In

the Mahagovinda Suttanta * there is a reference to another king of

Kalihga by name Sattabahu as a contemporary of DattaraJta (Dhrita

rAshtra) of Ka^i, who is mentioned in the ^atapatha BrAhma^gta.

This Suttanta gives the information that the capital of Kalihga

was Dantapura. There is another reference, again from Buddhist

sources, which seems to give us an insight into the division of

Kalihga into two kingdoms at any rate, while in regard to ite

general features it seems to support the general description

of it found in the MahAbhArata. The Oeylon Chronicle Mahavam^a

giving the history of the migration of Vijaya into Oeylon^

describes the adventures of his mother the Bengal princess, the

daughter of the Queen, who was herself a princess of Kaliiiga.

When she was sent into exile for her lascivious waywardness by

the father, the king, she departed the kingdom in the company of a

caravan of merchants going to Magadha. While they were on the

way through the territory of La^hfjt, the whole 'party was set

upon by a l:^pi* The party scattered, and she fied, as did also

the rest of them, to save her life, but accidentally took the path

by which the lion came. When the lion returned he found the

princes, and was so charmed with her beauty thc^t he begot upon

Pialcgnes of the Bndto, Ilj 270.
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ier a son and a dangbter. The son was called Simliab&hn

i^rSihaliftha faeoauso of the peculiar feature that he had the hands of

When ultimately *he returned to the grandfather’s kmgdoq.

by the achievement of killing the lion, his father, which had grown

Sd troublesome to the frontiers -of the kingdom of Bengal, hS was^

given permission by the grandfather, or rather his uncle who

«narried his mother and became subsequently ruler of Bengal, to

,
clear the forest and set up a kingdom of .his own. Thus wa*ssaid

to •have been founded the kingdom of north Kalihga, at least

one part of it with a capital Sihapura or Simhapnra
;
and this was

probably the forest reigon of Kalihga immediately adjoining the

territory of Bengal in the lower reaches of the Ganges, It is very

likely that the older kingdom lying farther south did continue, as

we, find the kingdom of Kaliliga described in early Tamil

classical literature as composed of two parts with their respective

capitals Kapilapura and Simhapnra which may have reference to

the centuries immediately preceding the Christian era. Scholars

that first studied the Mahavam^a interpreted this story as in-

volving the banishment of the Bengal princess from Bengal to Lata

or Quzaret as they misequated LMha with Lata, It is now beyond

doubt that the Ldd^a, under reference, is eastern Prakrit form of

^ division of Vajjabhumi on the banks of the Sone, or

much rather, between the Sone and the Ganges, what might bo

called in modern language West Bengal.

Kaliiiga is known to the Pur&cas^ and one of the Nandas

Nandivarman is said to have conquered it. This statement

$eems to receive some confirmation from the reference in

the Hftthigumpha inscription to the aqueduct constructed

by Nandar&ja at a period previous to the accession of

Ol^dragupta to the Magadha throne. It is wellkrA:>wn

tl»at the only conquest effected by the great Buddhist Emperor

Aioka after his accession to the throne of his father was

the Kingdom of Kalihga. In his inscription the kingdom is

spoken of as a single kingdom. The H4thigumph& inscription,

already referred to, of Kh&ravela speaks of it as a single kingdom

as well^ but with, a capital which is read as Pritudakadarbha. The

A^oka Edicts do not mention the capital of Kalihga as such, but

the faet that Anoka’s Kalihga Edicts are found in Pauli. tTosali)
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and Jaagada seems fjo lend coloai? to the inference that the first

was the capital of the kingdom iq the days of A4oka. AJoka’s

yjar was so destructive in character that it bionght aboat^ per*

manent revulsion of feeling in llie humane emperor against war,

^amil litenfture describes a war which is similarly of a gruesome

character. This was a fratricidal war between the oansin rulers

of the two kingdoms of Kalifiga with their respective capitaleb

Kapilapura and Simbapu^a. As a consequence of this war a famine

is said to have supervened. That is as far as we are enabled to ^go

Vitb the means at our disposal till about the early centuries of

the Christian era.
*

In the following centuries ICalihga must have been more or

less of a flourishing kingdom, as we find frequent reference to

it as supplying brides, heirs, and sometimes even usurpers foOejlon,

the ruling dynasty of which regarded itself as related by bloods

with tlfe Kalihga rulers. According to traditional history |be

early centuries of the Christian era for Kaliiiga are said to have

been centuries of Yavana rule and great efforts have been made to

connect this Yavana rule with the Greeks who are readily

taken to have established a kingdom there as a result of the

raids carried into the heart of India under, the Greek rulerS

Demetrius and Monandar in which both Madhyamika (Nagar near

Chittore) in Rajputana and Saketa (Oudh) suffered
;
bat there

is so far no evidence whatsoever of an irrefutable character of the

Greek occupation of Kalihga and of the perpetuation of a dynasty

in that region. The recent reading of the Hathigumpha inscription

seems to make this definitely impossible, as Kharavela the Kaliiiga

ruler claims to have driven the Yavanas (Greeks) then in occu-

pation of Muttra, This indicates that if ever the Greeks reached

as fir east as Kalihga their invasion was not of a character to

warrant the assumption of a permanent occupation. We have no

evidence of other Greek invasions so far and the term Yavana does

not always mean Greek in Sanskrit literature.

In the century immediately preiJeding the Christian era, or h

little before that, Kalihga was a well-formed kingdom set over

against the rising" kingdom of the ifttavabanas of the Deccan.

The prosperous rule indicated by the Hathigumpha inscription

under Kbaratela does not appear to hive been of such a character,.
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It is just possible ttie {ratricidal war between the two
kingdoms referred to in the Tamil epics STilappadhikaram and

Ma^idiekhalai may have* been a historical war that followed soog

after the rale of Kh&ravela of Kalihga. In the wars in the

ce^tnries immediately "following the Christian era, Kalinga does*^

not figure as an independent kingdom. The same Tamil epics

•that refer to the march of KarikSla to the north do not make any

mention, of the Kalihga kingdom although they do refer to Yajrinadu,

a ^kingdom on the banks of the Sone, Magadba and Avanti.

Among the conquests of Gautamiputra Satakarni, figure the hills

of Jdahendra and Malaya. Mahendra is the well-known Mahendra-

giri, Malaya is the Maleus of Pliny and seems to stand for

Malyavan, one of the far-eastern peaki^ of the Vindhya mountains,

quite on the borderland of Kalihga. That probably means that

Kalinga was among his conquests. When the Andhra power

declined Kalihga seems to have fallen to the share of the nisurper

from Ayodhya S'rl Vira Purusha Datta of the Ikshv&ku race.

Under the Gaptas, Kalihga seems to have formed an integral

part of the empire, although it is just possible that their Vakajjaka

contemporaries might have possessed a part of it. During all

this period Kalihga was in pretty much the same religious con-

dition as most other Indian State.s, but in Jain religious history

Kalihga figures as one of the influential Jain centres and the

Khhravela inscription lends colour to this claim. Similar claims

were made by the Buddhists, and, if the Ceylon Buddhist history

is to be believed, there were Buddhist settlements of importance

as well in Kalihga. When the Buddhists speak of Kalihga,

Dantapurra figures always as the capital. There is occasioual

mention of Simhapura, apparently the capital of northern Kalihga,

the foundation of Simhabahu with which Ceylon kept itsCif in

communication.

With the fall of the Gupta empii'e the kingdom of Kalinga

seems to have emerged into some importance. The foundation

of the KCsari dynasty ascribed to the fifth century spems to have

had its capital first of all in the interior in a place called Yayhti-

nagar, from the first important ruler of this dynasty. This came

to be known layr ^on as Adinagar and as S'adinagar, in both of

which forms it figures in the inscriptions of BajCndra Ohola a$ we
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slial! ^ee later on. Ifliis place has been indentified recently with a

plftce called Sonepor on the river Mahanadl. There are- several

leferenoes to the conquest of Kalihga by the southern King!^, the

earliest of which wSvS the invasion of Kirtiy irman, the Western tJhft*

*ulkhya Kalihga is referred to in his inscription of the year A.D. 567,

but figures in this record in a more or less conventional list. There

is a similar reference under Pulikesan but in a much less conven-*

tionaf fashion,^as his 4ibole inscription states it more clearly

that both Kosala and Kalihga submitted to bim* The ne^tt^in

order would be its conquest by Dantidurga, the first Bashfraku^a.

In this case again Kaliiiga figures among a conventional list of

his conquests. In a record of A, D. 877 Krishna II, Bashtraffifa

is *8aid to have subdued Kalihga among other kingdoms. These

various references lead us to the inference that Kalihga retained

its historical existence as an independent kingdom, and came,

into tolich with the neighbouring powers occasionally, It must

be remembered that from the character of tlie information

accessible to us now it is only when it comes into hostile contact

with its neighbours, that it is likely to be mentioned at all. In

the course of these centuries Kaliiiga seems to have passed

under the rule of a new dynasty, that of the Eastern Gangas, the^

traditional date of foundation of which is in the earlier half of

the eighth century A. D. With the advent of this dysnasty

Kaliiiga seems to come a little more -prominently into view,

With the rise of the western CliftJukhyas the territory

extending from the Godftvari southwards along the East Coast

plissed into their hands, probably from those of the Pallavas of

Kanchi . Early in the seventh century this new acquisition was

constituted into a separate viceroyalty with its headquarters first

at Vengi, which was probably later on transferred to Rajahmundri

early in the eleventh century. This vioeroyalty soon became

independent as the kingdom of the eastern Chftjukhyas, and, as

such, it was in constant contact with the kingdom of Kalifiiga on

its northern frontier. The wars under the Eftshtrakfitas, already

noted, against Kalifiga must have been the side-issues in their

constant wars with the eastern Chftjakbyas. The definite political

subordination of the eastern Chftjukhyas to the Cholas throws
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Ka<liiiga into and brings it into contact vrith the Oholas

tbemselvos almost with the beginning of the eleventh century.

During all this period • anterior to the advent of the Chola|,

Kalihga occupied a place, of some importance in history^ but the

features of that history are not quite clear. It is from this^

region that one set of colonists went over to Sumatra and Java,

•according to Javanese tradition. The region from which their

traditional founder Aji STaka came in the first cen|iury A, D. seems

inSicated in the direction of Kalihga. Ptolemy’s mention of Palur
r*

(on the Ganjan or Rislii Kulya river) as the starting point for

overseas navigation is certain indication of the overseas com-

munication of Kalihga. Whether the Kaliiiga objective in overseas

navigation -vvas the country set oy^er against it on the other side

of the Bay of Bengal, or whether it went so far down as the

• islands, is open to doubt; but the constant references to Kalifiga

and arrivals therefrom in the history of Ceylon seem lio lend

historical colour to this far-ofi emigration to the eastern islands.

Kalidasa’s Raghuvaihj^a, referririg to the kingdom of Kalifiga,

speaks of its capital being on the sea-shore, but does not give the

,^name. It describes a king under the name Hsmafigada and makes
him the loi’d of Mahendragiri and MahOdadbi, the great sea. He
does not give any further information in regard to Kalifiga.

According to certain inscriptions, the KCsari dynasty began in the

eighth century A. D., and* counts four or five kings among them.

According to one calculation, Yayatikcsari gets referred to the

beginning of the ninth century A. D. The eastern Gangas who
were one of the most influential dynasty of rulers of Orissa came
into great importanc in the eleventh century, and they carry thoir

genealogy back to a little more than 300 years from the accession

of their greatest ruler, Anantavarman Choda Ganga, ^hose
accession took place in A. D. 1078. So, apparently, this dynasty

would carry buck its origin to almost the commencement of the

ninth century. With this dynasty* the country of Kalifiga comes
into full historical view.

c

Just about the period A, D, 1000 the rising |ower of the

Choks under Baja Raja the Great made itself felt in the north.

He mad© an ©ffeotiv© intervention in,,the somewhat disturbed

affairs of the eastern Cbalukhyas, and achieved by a stroke of
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policy the permanent allianee of the eastern Oh&}nfchyas with thh

Oholas, confirmed by a marriage alliance which was * farther

Cemdhfced by a farther marriage alliance under hie scb and
sucoessol B&jendra 1, Gangaikon4a Obola. E&ja Baja . claims^

^conquest of Kalihga wSioh probably meant no more than the

attempt to bring the state of Kalihga under the suzerainty of the

Cholas as was done in the case of the eastern 0h&}akhja8. Ferhapa

the war did not go much furtheri but the understanding seems t#

have been established more permanently when the Kalihga, B&ja
^ B&ja, married a daughter of Rftjdndra, as did the eastern Ohft|akhya

R&ja Raja. The son of the latter became the great Ohdla emperoi^

under the name Knlottunga about the time when the o^hel^

grandson of RajSndra, Anantavarman Cho4a Oanga^ ascended the,,

throne of Kalinga. It was RHjCndra I that carried on a regulai* .

war of conquest against the country of Kalihga* The Oholas and^ ,

the Oh&Jukhyas were for almost a century face to face on the

frontier separating them, and this frontier extended from near,

the Western Ghats almost at the source of the Krishna along the

river till its junction with the Tungabhadra, and then in an

irregular line northwards to the Vindhya mountains. Bftjendra's

effort was to reduce the whole of Kalihgato submission to him in !

order to carry on his over seas enterprise of bringing the Tamil

colonies of Sumatra and the neighbourhood under his control

as against the rising kingdom of STri Bhoja in Sumatra. It^ia

in the course of all this war that the.' various divisions of Ealifi^

Came prominently into view. Having set the north-west frontier

at peace his army seems to have marched into the heart of

the Kosala country which then happened to be the asylum for

Brahmans fleeing for shelter from the territory subject to the

ons||iughts of Mahmud of Gthazni. Having taken Chakrakota

and Adinagar or Aadinagar or (Yay&tinagar) there, the army
marched northwkMs subduing various other parts of Ealiitga

till it reached the Ganges on the southern frontiers of Mah!p&Ia,

^ing of northern Bengal, Therefrom it turned back, defeated

the king of * Bengal proper and finally overthrew the ruler of

‘ Kalihga at the junction of the Ganges with the ocean*; In tha

meanwhile he brought up reinforcements from. liCanohi and was

encamped In R&jahmundri when his victorions general brought him
the tribute of waters from the Ganges, The Joint invarion marched^

O
' '

-I
'
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lieadqoartert. It was probably as a resalt of this invasion that

tlis definitive treaty was eonelnded with Ealifiga, and if wws

.^probably as one of the itenis of the treaty that the tnarnage was

brcmght abonti the outcome of which was peace for more than

half of a century till Eulottunga found it necessary to to wa^

^ohaUy with Anantavarman Ohoda Ganga early in the twelfth

. It is in this wa^ of Knlottnjnga that Kalihga gets

fieicribed sometimes as comprised in three divisions, occasionally

ae five, and oftentimes as seven* As early as the days perhaps of

Megasthedes B^alihga had been divided into three. The Gangetio

^
Eaungam was tbe first division, the country probably answering

Jo the part of Kalihga last conquerred by B&jsndra^s general.

Than follows Modoklingae of Pliny which may stand as

Ihe Bengali form of Madhya-Kalinga. Then follows the third

division Macco-Kalingae, which may be rendered perhaps as

Mukhya-Kaliiiga, and wbat is known as Mukhalingam may be the

Mtikhya^Ealihga-nagar, the capital of Mukhya-Kalifiga which by

mere phonetic decay gets worn into Mukhalihgam. That kind of

division seems to have continued more or less, and as was pointed

H out already there were other divisions such as Kosala answering

to the tributary states and hill tracts, Utkala, the present day

Orissa and the narrower designation at one time of the territory

of ^Horth Kalihga, the country of Tamralipta and so on. When
these had been brought under one ruler, these divisions must have

retained something of their individuality and must have lent

iolour to the variety of division implied by the kingdom being

described as comprised of three, five or seven divisions. Aocoy*

dhig to R&ja^ethara who lived in the late ninth and the early

tenth century Kalihga belonged to the eastjern part, the cou^^try

east of Benares, of w'hich these separate divisions which are

referable to Kalihga get mention, namely, Kalihga, Kosala, Tosala^

Utkala, Tamaliptaka, Mallavartaka, ^alada. Probably all these

We»© included in the larger geographical entity Kalihga a»

none of the divisions referable to Kalihga are rnoluded in his

Sbuthren division which is located south of M&hishmati. What

obtained in the age of RfijaiSkhara might well have continued ia

the nleventfa and tVnlftb nent&rie% and itbis diviiiQn
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qjnaiided by anch number^ thife^ or soven.

The term Kaliliga-ttagf^ra may not be ib proper ^^9
Md might simply stand for the qapital city of K|rli(iga

and may be indentidable with Mukhalih^a 'which might have

remained the capital till it was transferred later on Oattaok» v

there being other capitals as well, such as Dauli or Tosalt; Yaugada,*

whatever that stood for, end even the old Simhapura and KapiU*

pura. In all probability Dantapura described by Hieun Ts^g
was identical with EZalihga-nagara now identifiable in^rith

Idukhaiingam according to certain insoriptxoJ^t* This identifies*

tion ma^ seem to militate against Efilidlj^sa’s description of the

capital of Kalihga being quite on the seashore. Ipbis need

however prove a serious difficulty. Anantavarman was the buil.

der of Puri |bs his predecessors of the Kesari dynasty built and ^

endowed Bhuvausivar, and as his own son Anafiga BhCma I

built the temple at Konarka. The last of the dynasty Nrisimha

suffered perhaps a Muhamtudan invasion, and was finally over-

thrown by the usurper KapilSndra the first Gajapeti ruler who
set himself up with the countenance of the Muhammdai^ of

Bengal. This dynasty consisted only of three generations find

corresponded more or l^ss in duration to the period of the first,

second and a part of the third dynasty of Yijayanagar. During

this period the capital seems to have been at Outtack. KapilSli-
^

dra exerted himself a great deal to extend the limits of the

kingdom southwards, and carried it effectively to the God&varl

with Rftjahmuudri as the outermost viceroyalty. This he was a

al^e to achieve through alliances with the Sultans of the Bahmani

kingdom. The break up of that kingdom into five, and the

interj^ial dissensions that it fell a prey |bo, made any farther advance

of the kingdom impossible in his time. His successor Purushpttama

was able to carry Kaiifiga raids as far south as the

southern Pjannar, S^nd seems to hsye had a Governorshijp*^ per-

mamently as far south as Nellore and tJdayagiri. When the

great Yijayanagar king Krishoadeva R&ja came to the throne he

found the Gajapatis in occupation of ap the coas|^ territory alimoet

down to the frontier of Madras itself. The farseeing policy of this

ruler saw at a glances the dangerous character of this situation

for the exxipire« hating regard to the fact ihat the Gajapatis'
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were inelined to enter readilj into alliance with the Hniiainma*

dans a^inst Yijayaitagari and to the faot that the Muhammadan
states of the north weie in habitaal hostility to the empiffe.

Krishna adopted the wisest course of letting the Muhammadans
alone for the time being, and the Gajapati till he compelled

to withd^lkw from the new conquests by carrying a successful

war right up to the frontiers of modern &anj&m, and making

the position of the capital Cuttack . itself dangerous for the

imler of Orissa He succeeded in the effort. Then the Krishna
i

was agreed upon as the definitive boundary between the empire

otm Viajayanagar and the territory of the rulers of Kalihga, but

it was still understood that the coast districts extend^ing north-

wards from the Krishna to almost Ganjftm was the coast region

of Telingana and not geographically an, integral part of Kalihga.

When this dynasty was overthrown by Mahamnaadan conquest

the Muhammadan territory did not extend much fartiier south

than the MahdnudT, and then the Telingana portion was easily

absorbed into the Bhamani states chiefly that of Golconda, When
the Moghulas took possession of Golconda territory it naturally

passed into their hands, and when the Ni/ara founded an indepen-

dent state in the Dakhan it remained an integral part of his territory

till it was made over to the French as the result of a subsidiary

alliance. When the French in their turn were overthrown in South

India it passed into the hands of England. During this last

period Kalinga had no history of her own, having been absorbed into

the territory of Bengal since the Muhammadan conquests under

Akbar. When the decline of the Moghul empire began the Bengal

province found it difficult to maintain its hold on it, and the Mahra*

ttas under the Bhonslas of Nagpur were able to take easy posses-

sion of it. It was then recovered from the Malirajtas aftei' the

overthrow of the state of Nagpur, and since then underwent the

vicissitudes that Bengal itself did, tiil in the last few years it

became an integral part of the pi’ovince of Bihar & Orissa.



CHRONOLOGY OF THE NYAYA SYSTEM.

BY MAHIMAHOPADHYAYA HABAPIUSAD
SA8TBI, M.A., c.i.B.

•

Any on© who carefully read.<^ the NySya ^^ itraa will perceiye

^that they are not the work of one man, of o^^ kg©, of the pro-

fessors of one soienoe, or even of the professors of one system

of religion. It would seem apparent that at different ffge

philosophers, logicians and di vinos have interpolated various sec-

tions into an already existing work on what we may, for the want

of a better name, call Logic.

It i* evident that such a book would be full of contradictions,

friconsistenoies and irreconoiliable passages. So the Nyfiya

Sutras are. The Hindu^' commentators from Vatsyayana, in the

4th century A. D. to Radhaniohan Goswami in the 19th, have

attempted to evolve a harmonious system of Logic and Philosophy

from the Sutras. The task is an impossible one, and so every one

of them has failed, and that miserably. They have imported

later and more modern ideas into the commentaries, but with-

out success. The acute logicians of Bengal thought it was a

dilEcult work
;
and they have recourse to various shifts to explain

the Bhashya and other commentaries. They have changed some

passages and imported extraordinary meanings into others*

* But unfortunately the idea of studying the Sutras by them-

selves did not occur to any one of them. Ninety-nine per cent of the

of this work are accompanied with some commentary or

other. MSS. giving the Sutras only are extremely rare. I got

one from Midnapore, and gave a copy of it to my friend, Dr.

Venis, and it was published at Benares. It is known as the

Nydyasuttroddhdra. My friend Mahamahopadbyaya. Pandit Vindh-

yeavari Prasad Dube got one at Benares, and he published it

in the Bibliotheca Indica as an appendix to his edition of the

NyayavSrttika* This is as NydyasMcdnihandha, But from

what I know of the habit^i|^f pandits, I am sure nobody had
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jatudied the Sutras by themselves. They have been used only as

works of reference. '

t took up the N'^ycCsucimbandha for independent study. Qn
comparing the Sutras ,as given there, with Sutras in edition

accompanied by commentaries, and also with the Nydyasuttroddhdra

I was struck with the variety of readings which the Nyay i

* Sutras presented.A number of sutras are regarded as spurious. The

readings of a large number of Sutras are irreconcilliably different

in different editions. This is not the case with the VedSnti

Sutras, and with the Mimamsa Sutras, in which various readings

are extremely rare, almost non-existent, and interpolated Sutras

there are none. I am not speaking of the Sankliya and the

Yoga Sutras, which are comparatively modern. The difficulty

which I feel in regard to the Nyaya Sutras was also felt about

• a thousand years ago, when Vacaspati Misra, who flourished

about the end of the 10th century, attempted to fix the number

,v of the sutras and their readings in Nydyasucuiihandha,

For convenience sake, I took up the Nydyasucinihandha

dated 898 of a certain era either Saka or Samvat, that is

976A. D. or 842 A. D, and that for three reasons,—(1) because

it counts the number of the Sutras, number of words, and

even the number of letters in the Nyaya Sutras; (2) because

it divides the Sutras into sections, each dealing with a single

topic
; (3) because it is dated, and there are internal evidences

to show that it was written by the great Vacuspati, the commenta-

or on the six systems.

The study of the Sutras makes it apparent that works of two

different sciences have been mixed up. One is a work on Logic,

or rathm' the science of Reasoning, or as Sadajiro Sigiura terms

it, "science of discriminating true knowledge from the false’^

;

and the other is a work on some system of philosophy. The

work on Logic is confined almost exclusively to the first and

fifth chapters. I say ‘almost’ because some sections of the second

chapter also may belong to the Logic part. The rest of the

work with about eight sutras in the first chapter belong to the

philosophical part.

Let us analyze the Logic section. This section seems to contain

three separate treatises. Tne first chapter, with the exception of the
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Sutras meutioTied above, constitutes the first and the most

important treatise. * It is complete in itself. The first sutra eiiume*

rates the 16 topics essential in Debate, and 'all the sixteen tSpics

are fully treated of in the first chapter. It is fully self-oofitaitied

and nothing farther is needed to complete it. The first Sutra gives,

so to say, the objects and reasons for the science. It says that any

one who has a complete knowledge of the sixteen topics attains the

highest proficiency in ove».y walk of life, and the first chapter deals

with the complete knowledge of all the sixteen topics. ^
^

I may remark in passing that the science embodied in the

first chapter of these Sutras is not Logic, in the present sigfti-

ficatiori of the term, but Logic in ita primitive and rudimentary

stage. It may better be called the Science of Debate And

all the requisites of a well-regulated Debate are included in the

sixteen ^topics. They are not always the requisites of the

science of Logic, as known at present. The sccorld treatise on Logic

embodied in the Sutras, is the first ‘daily lecture’ (A/inihi) of the

fifth chapter. The last Sutra of tlie first chapter simply says

that Fallacies iJati) and Points of Defeat (Nigrahaatlidna) are

many, thus leaving no room for any elaborate subdivision of these

two topics. « But the first lecture of the fifth chapter not only

enumerates twenty-four sub-divisions of the JSbis, but gives

careful definitions of every one of them. The author who wrote

the first chapter is not the author of the first lecture of the

fifth chapter. (The last section of the first lecture of the fifth

chapter, which has nothing to do with the definitions of the sub*

divisions of Jatis, but which limits the extent of a fruitless

Debate, is no part of the second treatise, an^ seems to be an

addition ) The third treatise consists of the second daily lecture

of cfiapter five. It enumerates the various Points of Defeat and

defines them.

One of the most cogent reasons for considering these treatises

as separate, and also for considering them to be composed by
different autlj/ms, is the fact that the same technical terms have
been used and defined in these, but in very different senses. The
definition of Jati as given in the first, doe.s not cover all the
sub-divisions enumerated in tl^e second. The terms Prakaranor

$ama and Sddhyamma are defined among the Semblances of Reason
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(Hetvdbhumi) iu the first treatise, 'but these appear to have been

differently defined as sub-divisions of Jafcis. The term, MatdnujM

has Ifeen* defined one way in the second and another way iu th^

third. If all the three have been written by one and the same

person, the same technical terms would not receive at his hands
^

two such wide definitions.

It is difficult to say whether the composition of the second

a|jd third treatises preceded or followed that of the first treatise

which is a comprehensive work on the Science of Debate. Many,

scholars hold that such comprehensive treatises generally follow

separate and partial treatises on parts, just as the Ui^adi Sutras

and the Gaiia Sutras preceded Panini, and that these separate

treatises after the composition of the comprehensive treatise, form-

ed its appendices.
I

One w ould be tempted to believe that all the sections of the

first lecture of chapter second, with the exception of the last, and

tlio first ai]d last sections of the second Daily lecture of that

chapter, may be included in the logical part, because they have a

direct bearing on F^ramaiia or tho instruments of true knowledge

which forms tho first essential topic iu the Science of Debate.

The commentators and modern Pandits, in order to make this

incoherent collection of Sutras a harmonious whole, ai'e ob-

liged to say that the Nyayasutras consists of the enumeration

(uddesa)y definition (fiirdeSa) and the examination (parikshd) of

the sixteen topics. The enumeration is complete in the first

Sutra, the definition in the first chapter and the examination

in the other chapters. There would Lave been no cause of

complaint if all this were a fact. The examination is, how-

ever not complete. It does not comprehend all the sixteen

topics. The topics examined in^ fact are the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,

15th, and 16th. The examination of others have been altogether

omitted. If there is any, it is of a very nebulous character. So

a complete examination of the sixteen topics is not to be found in

the sutras, and this is exceedingly suspicious. The examinations,

are as a rule, examinations of tho definitions given in the first

chap ter at least to the commentators say. If so, the examination of

J&ti and the Points of Defeat (Nigrahasthana) are not really tlie
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examination intended »^by the commentators, On tbe other band,

in the case of Jati, we find that the definition as given in the

fipt chapter depending simply upon homogeneity and heterogeneity

does not apply to a number of sub-divisions of Jatisas givefi in the

lifth chapter. The examination of the other three topics, too,

contains so much of heterogeneous matter, besides an examination

of the definition, that one is tempted to say that the whole of the

e xamination affair, i. e, all the chapters 2-4 are an addition. So far

about the Logical portion.
•

The Philosophical portion has its beginning in the second

Sutra of the first chapter. The first sutra of chapter one, as has

been already said, gives the objects and I’easons of the work. And

these objects and reasons seem to be all secular, There was no

need for a second enunciation of the objects and reasons. But the

second sutra again enunciates them. And in this case they are

philosoptiical and spiritual. Vacaspati Mi^ra puts the two together

in one section, and call the section*' objects and reasons The com-

mentators have tried to reconcile this double enunciation of object

and reasons, but without success. The only reasonable explanation o£^

this double enunciation seems to be that some latter writer has inter-

polated the second sutra with a view to add philosophical sections to

thewDik. The second Sutra contains topics which are not enumerated

in the first, and the ilioughtful reader is struck with the introduce

tion of new matter so early as in the second Sutra. These topics

are misery, birth, activity, fault and false knowledge together

with “ apavarga The introduction of tliese new topics is defended

by saying that they fall under the sub-divisions of the second topic,

intthe first Sutra, namely, “objects of true knowledge”. The

object of true knowledge is a topic which is so vast that all topics

ofth#wovld may come under its subdivisions. And, as a result

of this, the interpolator has tampered with the definition oi ‘Prameya',

Sutra 4-1-0, which is virtually an enumeration of its sub-divisions,

and put in six new topics into it. That the prameyasutrd, at one

time was different fi-om what it is now% is apparent from the

statement of TJaribliadra Suri, a Jain writer, who in his Sa4dar-

4ana Samuccaya describes the prain^yasutm in the following terms:—-

Prameyavi hyatmadelcddyavi huddhindriyasukhani m (Bibliotheca

Edition) or, as in the Benares editioiii Praineyam hydimalehdrtha*

huddhindriyasukhani ca. The order of words is different : eukha or
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happiueas seemii to iiave been included in the old pra,meyaButtay

Suhha finds no place in that Sutra now and in chapter lY, Abnika

the Section 13 on the examination of dujpk%a, reduces sukkd

into du^kha^ and is not prepared to admit sukha as a separate

sub division of prauie^a, But from Haribhadra’s statement we
find that eukha was "Inhere at some early time. Now tlie question

is, who changed the Sutra and whyP The answer is not far to

seek, In a work on Xogic, prameya as a topic must come in. But

C()gic docs not require a long enumeration of prameyas and an

laborate examination of their details, which are essential in

pWlosophy. So the author who wanted to convert the logical

treatise into a system of philosophy, and who is responsible for

the interpolation of the second sutra is also responsible for the

alteration in the prameyasutra. The logical treatise was an ancient

Hindu treatise, and Hindus never took an ultra-pessimistic view

of Jbhe world Sukha is the ultimate goal of the Mimansakas, of the

Vedantins, the two really orthodox systems of Hindu Philosophy

Why should Nyaya be so pessimistic ? Tliere is no reasons for it

and it has been shown that the word sukha did at one time occur in

the prarneyaBuira. The Buddhists are downright pessimists. To

them everything is dulpfcha^ and it is they who believed that sukha
was, if properly analyzed dujpkha. It seems that the Hindu logi-

cal treatise underwent the first stage of its philosophical transfor

matiou in the hands of some Buddhist philosopher, and became

a gloomy and pessimistic science. The second Sutra of the first

chapter, destroying so many things successively and reaching to

apavarga, has the appearance of Buddhistic teaching. They enume
rate a long series of elfects from false knowledge, and teach ms
that as we destroy effects, we perceive the causes, that these

causes are also effects; wo destory them and giadually we come

to the original cause of all these, namely, false knowledge; when

that is destroyed we come to Nirvana, This is precisely the. teach-

ing of the second Sutra though the enumeration is not so long

The Buddhist tradition, as we know it from China and Japan

distinctly says that the Logic of AkshapS,da was their handbook

in logic, and that they added to and subtracted from it. The

tradition is positive that Mirok mixed up Nyaya and yoga, and we

find in the present Nyayasutra a long section on j^oga in IV 2,

and one is puzHcd to know why it 1 as been introduced* The grounds
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advanced by Hindu commentators for its introduction are of the

dimsiest kind. But the fact comes from China that Mirok mixed

tj^e two up. So some other Buddhist philosophers mig:ht Thave

introduced the second Sutra and changed the Prameyasulra So as to >

\o suit his purpose.

That the science of Akshapada was, for a long time, in the

hands* of the Buddhists, and therefore, not in great favour with

the Brahminist, will appear from the following considerationj^.

•The Ramayaiia, the Mahabharata, the Pnranas, and even the Bhar-

ma^astras disliked those who studied the Tarhasastra, The

Vedantasutras distinctly say that this science was not accepted

by the orthodox. They are known as little removed from the

Buddhists—the Buddhists are Nihilists, and they are half Nihilist

{(irdhamindsika,) Tliat there was an unholy alliance between the

Ny^ya and the Buddljists in the early centuries of Buddhism, is not

open to grave doubts. The introduction of the second sutra, fhe

alterations in the prameyasutra, and the definitions of misery, birth

or re-birth, activity, faults, and emancipation in the first chapter

appear to be the work of Budhists. The examination of these

definitions occupy the whole of the first Lecture of the fourths,

chapter. ^

The work underwent another transformation in the hands of a

later Hindu sect who vigorously assailed some of the prominent

Buddhist doctrines, both Mahayanist and Hinayanist. These assailed

Sarva^unyatdtdda on ihe one hand, and Sarvdstivdda on the otliers

To know who they were not, one has simply to cast his eyes on ihe

various theories that have been assailed in connection with the exa-

mination of re-birth. These are Sunyatopaddna, limropdddna^ 2.kas^

mika%a^ Sarvdnityatva, Sarvanityatva, Sarvaprthaktva^ Saraiuny-

atdy Samkhyaihdntavdda. But this gives us no clue to the identifi-

cation of the sect, save and except that they were non-Budhists.

Haribhadra however, tells us that these were Saivas and Haribhadra

belonged to the 5th century A, D.
•

Haribhadra’s statement is borne out by two facts. Sutra 8,

Chapter I, seems to be out of place. The FramdJ^as are defined in

the four previous S'utras, and all of a sudden, comes a Sutra subdi-^

vidingf S'abda
j
sub-diyisions of Baida are pnknown mother s^rsteme
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of philosophy. It is generally translated by the word “Dogma.”

The distinction between the Revealed word and the Ordinary Word
is peculiar to the NjayasUtras, It is not Budhistic, because they

did not know of this snb-division. And in the fifth century they

discarded Dogma altogether. Moreover the introduction of thh/

Sutra explains the introduction of the section on the authority of the

• Vedas, and along with it, of a quarrel with the Mimamsakas on the

eternity of sound.

All this seems to be the work of a Hindu sect which we takes

to be the Saivas at the instance of Haribhadra. These are a com-

promise between the Hindus and the Buddhists. So the present

Nydyasutras consists of three treatises' on Logic. And the bit of

Hindu systems of Philosophy^ that it contained has been mixed up

with two other systems of Philosophy, which have been latterly

interpolated into the book.

The Bibliography of Nyayasastra of the Orthodox Hindus is

very short one. It consists of

1. The Sutras attributed to Gautama or Akshapada,

2. Bhashya attributed to Vatsyayana,

3. ^ Varttika by Uddyotakara,

4. Tatparyatika by Vacaapati.

5. Pari^uddhi by U Uyaiia.

But the Bibliography of the Buddhist Nyaya^astra as known in

China and Japan is along list. It attributes the first inception of

the Nyayasastra to Shok-Mok or Mok-Shok which, transliterated

into Sanskrit would be Akshapada.

The second auther who treated of Nyaya is said to be Buddha

himself. The third is Ryujii, who is said to have preaoheef the

Hahayana doctrines of Buddhism with great success. His Hoh-

ben-shin-ron is one of the polemical works against heretics. It con-

tains one volume on logic. The fourth is Mirok (Maitreya), the

fifth Muchak (Asanga), Mirok’s disciple. Muchak’s younger brother

Seish i^Vasubandhu) wrote three books on logic, Ron-ki, Ron-shi-ki,

and Ron-sbln, After Vasubandhu came Maha-Difinaga and his

disciple, S'ankarasvamin, whose work were translated into Chinese,

by the great Hieuen Tsang. Hieuep Tsang had two great disciples
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Kwei-ke in Obiua, and Doh-Soh in Japan* Kwei-ke^s “Great Com-

mentary” is the standard work on Ny^ya in China and Doh-Soji is the

flrUt promulgator of Buddhist doctrines and Nyaya Sasti’a in Japan,

^ince then there had been many distingaished traoliers of Nyaya

both in China and Japan, and up to the pr esent day Dihnaga has

a firm hold on the learned people both in China and Japan. The

European system of logic is a very recent introduction in Japan,

where Difinaga is still studied. ^
• In the two paragraphs given above, I have tried to give the

Bibliography of Brahminic and Budohistic Logic of ancient India,

Both attribute the invention of the science to one person, namely,

Akshapada. The only clue given about tin’s personage’s chronology

is that it was before Buddha. But no clue of his time can be found

in Brahminical works. Mr. Justice Pargiter tells me tliat there is

no such person as Akshapada mentioned in the Mahabharta, which

was in a nascent condition about the time of Buddha’s birth. Tfie

Chinese attribute to him two things, namely, “Nine Reasons” and

‘Fourteen Fallacies”, while the Hindus attribute to him the entire

body of Sutras divided into five adhyayas, ton lectures, eighty-four

topics, five hundred and twenty-eight, seventeen-hundred-and-ninety-

six words, eight-thousand three-hundred and eighty-five letters. It

may be said in passing, that the Chinese people are doubtful about

the “Nine Reasons” being attributed to Akshapada. It may also be

remarked that in the whole body of Sutras, there is nothing wLicli

corresponds to the ^‘Nine Reasons” and ’^‘Fourteen Fallacies”, which

we know from Chinese sources, end which even Dinnaga is said to

haye attributed to Soc-mock. An examination of the “Nine Reasons”

reveals the fact that it is historically prior to the invention of syl-

logism. It means an effort of the human mind to exhaust all possible

forms of the relation between, what is now called the Major Term

and the middle Term of a syllogism. And such an examination

must precede the formulation of syllogism. In what light the later

writers have seen this examination and what conclusions may be

drawn from i<^, need not trouble us here. Suffice it for a historical

student to know that this early effort is attributed to Soc-mock,

universally known as the first writer on Nyaya. The theory cf

‘‘Fourteen Fallacies’^ too, in their crude and undeveloped shapei

shows signs of greater antiquity than the Nyayasutras.
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These two theories of AkshapSdA seom to have been the common
property; of Indian Pandits before Buddha’s time, as Budha did not

scruple to take advantage of these.

The “ Ny^ya Sutras’’ as we have them, seems to be a much late^*

production, flaribhadra says that it is a sectarian work
;

that the

^
sect which either composed it or adhered to it, was a Saiva sect. Now
aSaivaor Mahesver sect existed long before Buddha. Soc-mock and

he eighteen gums of the sect, Nakulisa and others, might have belong-

ed to this sect. That the Sutras were not composed by Akshapada

appears to be almost certain. But it bears his name. How to explain

this fact ? The only explanation is that it belonged tD that sect, of

which he was thought to be one of the earliest representatives. lam
not sure if the work ‘‘Nyay^sutra” had not gone through several

redactions before it assumed its present shape. But it is pretty sure

that from the time of Soc-mock to the period when the Nyayasutras

were reduced to their present form, India was full of polemical

writings much of which has perished.

Though we know nothing from Brahminical sources of the

process of the development of Nyaya, we know some stages of tliis

development from the Buddhists. Nagarjuna and Maitreya wrote

on Nyaya. In fact one of the volumes, I believe, fbe 15th of the

great polemical work by Nagarjuna on Upayakausalya is devoted

to the exposition of Nyaya. Maitreya, the disciple of Asanga and

Yasubandhu-all wrote on Nyaya. Then came the great Diiinaga

the disiciple of Asanga, whom the Japanese place between 400 to

500 A. D., and Kern between 520 and 600.

But in the meanwhile on the Brahminical side the Sutra has

been reduced to its present shape and a BhSshya has been composed

when, nobody can say. If lam permitted to hazard a conjecture,

both the Sutra and Bhashya came after the development of the

Mahayana School, t. e. both came after Nagarjuna and Aryadeva,

say in the second century A. D. The Bhashyakara Yatsyayana though

he does not even mention the Buddhists or even any Buddhist writers

pointedly refutes all the Mahayanist doctrines of Transitoriness, of

void, of Individuality, and so on. Savara, the Bhashyakara of

Mimamsa, was liberal enough to speak of refuting the Mahayanic

theory that the whole is merely a collection of parts and not in any
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way different; from them. But Vatsyayana is not so liberal. He would
not name the Buddhists.

§

We glean one historicical information from the Brahminical

gources, namely that Dinnaga severally criticized thh Bhashyakara,

'Vatsyayana and the Yaritikakara, who comments upon the Bhashya^

defends VatHyayana’s work against Dinnaga.

The modern Hindu idea is that the Buddhists believed in two of

the Pramanas only, namely, PratynJisha and Annmdna that is, percepa

fioii and inference. But this is not a fact, so far as early Buddhism

and even early Mahayanisrn are concerned. For we know distinctly

from Chinese and Japanese sources that Analogy and Authority were

great polemical instruments in the hands of f be early Buddhists, e. c,,

all early Buddhists from Buddha to Yasubandhu were indebted to

Akshapada for their Pramanaa or polemical instruments of right

knowledge. Maitreya discarded Analogy, and Dinnaga discarded

Authority, and made Nyaya pure logic, in the English sense of tixe

term.

The followers of Akshapada are sometimes called yogins, and

yaugas, and the Buddhist tradition is that Mirok (Maitreya) introdu-

ced yoga in the system of discriminating true knowledge from

false ( i. e, tlie system of Akshapada), some form of yoga. And we

find Uiat at the second lecture fourth chapter, of tho Nyaya-sutras

there is a long section devoted to yoga, and that yoga is of a peculiar

character. How the section on yoga was adopted into the Nyayasa'

tra, it is difficult to say, because yoga does not belong to the sixteen

topics, whicli Aksapada in the first sutra promises to expatiate upon

Whether properly or improperly introduced it forms a part of Hin-

du Nyayasastra and also of Buddhist Nyayasastra. The Buddhists

say that Mirok introduced it, but the Hindus cannot say wbo intro-

duced it.

If you ask a Pandit when were the Gautama-sutras written, he

would immediately say, it is Anadi, without a beginning or that it

was written by Gautama who lived in some remote age. Tho Chinese

people think that he existed from the beginning of this Kalpa

meaning, 43,20,000-71-14 years before; but really it is a very late

production. It is not mentioned as a System of Philosophy by Kau-

fiilya in the 4th, century B, C. Kaufilya knew only three systems,
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^amkliya, Yoga and Lukayata One may argue that ibivS does not

prove that the Nyaya fiyslem did not exist inKautilya’s time. For

ma/ not have known it, and so did not mention it. Bat Lvaatiljj/a

wan a man of phonomonal learning and he was the prime-

minister of a great empire. If he knew it he certairdy woul^

have ^mentioned ifc. This is also a negative proof but there

is a positive proof that ifc did not exist at the time
;

for, in

Oantarna’s system inference from the known to the unknown is

**B^allod by the term anumdtifiy ^/hile Kaufcilya makes the inference

from the known to the unknown, up'imdnd. If Gautama did not

u«o the word up irndmi this argurnont would have some weight,

flut Gautama uses the word^nparndna but not in the sense of in-

ference but in the sense of Analogy, or inference from similarity.

There is a verse in fCautilya which is to be found in the

o'udicyi comineni.i.ry on Gautama. The verse runs thus; -j

Praih’pth batvvnHdydndm npdycilp sdrvekarm indifi

^

A^rdij tjp V tri}0{tdh'tr»)id.ta>n Sasoa ldiioik)iht''a niata.

But Viitsyayaiia tlie commentary of Gautama quotes it. —

Pradi2) ^>iyovavidydndni iipdy ih v tnw ikarni mditiy

Asraytlp s trvvadkarmd'idni Viddy/td'hS'i pr iklrtitdyixn X Viddyod-

desa or Vidya.samuddei^a is the name of the chapter of Kautilya in

which ifc is to be found. So Vafcsyayana qu )ting ifc from fche

Vidyo'ide^.i chapter of Kaufcilya and .so he is subsequent to

Kaufcilya But that gives us no clue as to the chronology of the

Gautama sutras. But 1 mention this because some people think

that Vafcsyayana and Kautilya is one and the same person, becakse

Ilemchandra, fche Jaina Lexicographer of the lll:Jth century makes

these two terms synonymous. But this is absedutely wroii^; for,

Kautilya is the name of a Gofcra and Vafcsyayana the name of

another Gotra. So these two cannot be one and the same person.

Pafc.anjali, the comnioutator on Panini mentions fche Samkhya,

the Yoga, fche Lokayata and the Miaiamsaka. IJedaes not mention

Kyaya as a system, and he flourished about the middle of the 2nd

century B, G. Nagarjuna in the 2nd century A. D, does not

speak of Nyaya though he speaks of other systems. His disciple

Aryadeva docs not speak of Nyaya as a system. The first
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Buddhist author who refers to Nyaya and the sixteen topics

is Harivarman in the 3rd century A. D. So the Sutras must

l^^ve been compiled in the 3rd century between Arya^ova

and Harivarman. Vatsyayana commented on it, and he is

^severely criticised by Dinnaga late in the 6fch century A. D.,

and Uddyofcakara, a commentator of Vatsyayana defends him against

the attacks of Difinaga. Vacaspati Mi^ra in the 9th or ICth

century writes a criticism on Uddyotakara’s work defending the

orthodox writers Gautama, Vatsyayana and Uddyotakara againa^^

*tlie attacks of the heretical Buddhist, Dinnaga and his followers,

Vatsy^ayana, the first commeritator found the Sutras in their

present shape and so he becomes the most ira]>ortant person in the

history of the Nyaya System of Philosophy, and the present day

Nyaya Philosophy is based not so much on the Sutras of Gautama

but on the Bhasliya of Vatsyayana The first Sutras of the Nyayasutra*

postulates a work on the art of Controversy by considering sixteen

topics. The second Sntra makes it a system of Philosophy, and

Vatsyayana says, without much reasoning though, that the second

Sntra simply defines and clears the object of the first. This attempt-

ed reconciliation of the two Sutras is very bold but is far-fetched.

His commentator Uddyotakara, however, gives the true meaning

of the first Sutra and says that the word ^nihsrey is^ in that Sutra

means ‘the highest good’ in any department of life and that there-

fore, the Sastra should be studied by all people secular and religious

and be adds ‘religious’ in order to take in the 2nd Sutra, which

has no secular but only spiritual import.

• The Nyayasastra is agnostic
;
Adfshti in the matter of creation

is supreme and not I^vara But Vatsyayana says Isvara is the

crea^o^ and the moral governor of the world but he does so with the

help and under the guidance of Adrshta, and this vara appears to

be Siva, and be writes an eloquent thesis on If^vara and makes
the Sastra a Saiva Sastra,—a character which it still retains.

It seems that there was a non-sectarian work on the Art of

Controversy used by the people of India. The Hindus were not

much in favour of the work in the later centuries B. C., for Manu
and others discouraored its use. The Buddhists, however, studied

the work and improved upon it. But it was taken from them by
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tbo Saivas, wlio interpolated Sutras here and there and put in

chapters controverting Buddhist ideas. But the Buddhists did not

take any notice of theaddiiions and interpolations. They went 013

developirig the art in their own way. Na-garjunaj Aryadeva

Harivarman and other BuddViist writers wrote on the art of con-

troversy differing more or less from the Nyayasiitras. Maitreya in

the 3rd century discarded npamdnaRud made the three-

and Dinnaga discarded even S'a&da or ‘authority’ and believecf only

’ui two pro.mawas, perception a-nd inference. Dinnaga’s work is not

available. Rocenily we hear that there is a Tibetan translation of

the work with a number of commentaries and sub-commentaries.

But the few Nyaya works of tlie Buddhists that are available give

us only two j rawidw /A’, one of them was published by the late Prof.

Peterson. Its name is It has three chapters, one on

^raiyaki}li% and two on Annmdui, one on Sidrthaymindna and the

other on Fardrthdnumdn Other books on the subject •will be

shortly published giving us an opportunity to see how the Bud.

dhists developed the art of Conrtoversy of ancient India. One

book on Jaina Logic has been published. All these Jaina and

Buddhist works are devoted exclusively to Logic and the Art of

Controversy, and there is no philosophy in them.

That the Gauiamasutras are not very old is proved by the faco

that Kautilya does not mention it. But there are otlier reasons alst

in support of the statement. There is a book named Kathdvatthu or

“The points of Controversy” writhm by a number of Buddhist sages

at Fataliputra on the occasion of the Third Samgiti or Council held

there under the auspices of Tissa Moggaliputta, the Guru of Asoka

in the 17th year of hi.s reign. Tlie method of Controversy there is

quite different from that advocated in the Gautaniasutras. The

Mimanisa way of coiitroveisy also is quite different. The Mimam-
sakas divided their work into adkihar^tnas or sections each section

consisting of five elements

—

Vishayo usayabcaiva jpurvvapakbhas tiUhottarnh

Nirnayasreti pancangam bastredhikarauam nmitam*

means, doubt, statement of the thesis, statement on one side, state-

ment on the other and conclusion. This also is not the Nyaya method
advocated in the Gautamasutras. Ancient Buddhists, as a rule, have
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another method of arriviri^a^ at the truth by applying the rule asti^

fi4sH-taduhhayS'nnhhay SiTid the Jainasby applying the saptabhai^*

^nydya or $yddvdda. The method advocat'>d in the Sutras is far in

^advance. Every controversy has five eljemenis or avayavas : (1)

Patijnd statement of the object to be proved, (2) Hetu the object by

whicli it is to bo proved, (3) Uddharnna the object by which it is to

be proved, (4) Nigamana application of the example to the object,
^

and (5) Upasamhdra coiiclusiorn If we omit the first two, the last

^ three is the ordinary European method of syllogism. As thcT

European method was started by Aristotle, some scholars think that

Gautama is indebted to him for these avayai^as ov elements. That

does not seem to bo correct, because in that case Gautama would not .

have incorporated the first two elements and made it five, and we
know from Vafcsyayana that the elements were, at one time, ten.

Gautama reduced them to five. That shows that India had different*

and ind^ondent development from that of Aristotle, though tl^ey

came nearly to the same truth at the end.

To sum up, Difinaga attributed to AkshapSda the Nine Reasons

and the U'ourteen Fallacies but those are not found in the

Nyayasutras, instead of it a much more developed system of the

art of Controversy. The inference is therefore, probable that the

old Gautama’s system was developed in two different ways,

—

the Brahmins made it an art of Controversy, plus a system of

philosophy, which is Theistic and Saivaite in essence; and the

Buddhists and the Jainas, who has a philosophy of their own

developed it only as a treatise of Logic.

^
As regards Chronology, the extant body of the Nyayasutras

though shadowed in Nsgarjuna and Aryadeva, both belonging to,

the Sind century A. D. is expressly mentioned by Harivarman at

the end of the 3rd century, that is, between 200 and 260 A. D.

Vatsyayana, the commentator must come after Harivarman and

before DinnSga (c. 450 A. D.). About the date of Vatsyayana

I have another datum. Bana, the court pandit of Harsha in the

beginning of 7th century was a Vatsyayana* He has given

a history of the family for three generations before him. But

among them there is no Bhashyakara on Nyaya. So he must have

flourished before Bana’s great-grandfather that is, long before

450. TJddyotakara severely criticised Dinnaga and h^ was ^
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contemporary of Pra^astapfida, Dharmakirti criticised Uddyotakara

and KumSrila criticised Dharmakirti. KumSrila’s age is c. 700

A. D. Uddyotakara, therefore must have lived between Dimiagp.

(450 A, D.) and Kumarila, rather in the earlier part of this period

to make room for Dharmakirti who is not mentioned by Hieuen

Tsang (C29*6fj5 A. D.) but mentioned by I-Tsing (671 A. D.).

Then comes Vacaspati Misra who gives his date as Vasvankavasu

vatsare, that is, the year, 898. But he does not say of what Era,

Tee it is Saka, it would be 976 A. D. but if it is Vikrama Era

it would be 842. Then comes Udayana one of whose books was*^

written in 1006 A. D. and he is the last great name in the Nyaya

Sysiem.After him the two system Nyaya and Vai^eshika were amah
gamated principally by Oaiige^opadhyaya who flourished a few

years before the Muhammadan conqiucsi of Bengal.



Buddhaghosa’s visits to Ceylon and

Burma and his reminiscences of

the island of Lanka.

BY BIMALA. CHARAISr LAW, u k. r.L,F.n. Hist. S.

After Laving established his father in the fruition of the first

stage of sanctification, Buddhaghosa begged his father’s pardon

and went to his preceptor. As soon as he got permission from the

preceptor to go to Ceylon he directed his steps towards the shore

together with the merchants and boarded the ship which at once

sailed. On his way to Ceylon (I), he met a Thera named Buddha-

datta who was then coming back to Jambudipafrom Lahka (2) Bud-

dhaghosa safely reached LafikS-dvipa. There he went to the Sam-

gharaja Mahathera, saluted him and sat on one side just behind the

monks who were learning Abhidharama and Vinaya. (3) One day

the chief of the congregation while instructing the monks, came on

a knotty point, the meaning and purport of which he oould not

make clear. He was struck dumb and went to his inner chamber

and sat there thinking upon it. Buddhaghosa know all about it and

wrote out on a blackboard the purport and meaning of the knotty

poipt and when the chief of the congregation came out of his inner

chamber, he looked at the writing. The Samgharaja inquired >

“ Whcfhas written this ”? Ho was told by the hermits thus,

must have been written by the stranger monk,” The chief inquired

Where has he gone ”? The hermits sought him out and showed

him to the chief. The chief inquired whether it was written by

(1) On his way to Ceylon, before he met BnddJhadatta, ho reached Naga*^

^

pattana [p. 5S Saddhamma-Samgaho, J. P. T. S. 1890 ]-

(2) Buddhaghosupp'itfci, p. 49.

(8) It is recorded in the Sasanavarasa (edited by Mabel Bode) p. 81 that
*

Buddhaghosa went to Ceylon and ho entered int > the Mahavihara at Anuradha-
para. There having listened to the Sinhalese Atthakatha and Thoravada from
Thera Samghapalai he said that he would prepare an atthakatha himself.

§
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him and getting a reply in thfe affirmative, he said, “ The congrega-

tion^)f monks should be taught by yon in the three Pijakas

dhaghosa refused by saying, “ I have come here to traifslate the teach-

ings of the Lord from Sinhalese into Magadhi On hearing thisf

the chief became pleased and said, “ If you have come here to per-

* form such a task, yoti may clear to ns the significance of the follow-

ing stanza uttered by the Buddha in reference to the three Pi-

^kas :
—“ Who is that person who being wise and established in

precepts, and having cultured his thought and wisdom, being ardentf

and skilful can unravel this knot *’? Bnddhaghosa consented, saying,

“ All right ”, and then he 'departed to his abode. On the very day

in the afternoon, he wrote out the Visuddhi-magga very easily,

beginning with Sile patitthaya, etc., after writing the Visuddhimag,

^

he fell asleep. Sakka, the chief of the gods stole it. After

awaking, he could not find his own composition and he wrote out

Visuddhimagga again as quickly as possible by lamplight
;
after com-

pleting it, he kept it on his head and he again fell asleep. Sakka

stole it for the second time. The Thera after awaking could not find

it, he again wrote it as quickly as possible. After completing it, he

fell asleep by tying it to the garment he wore. Sakka then left the

two books already stolen by him, on hia head (1). In the morning

Buddhaghosa became delighted, seeing his books on bis bead. After

ablutions bo showed the three bv)oks to the chief of the congrega-

tion of the monks of LahkA (2). It i» interesting to note that in these

three books, there were more than one million, nine hundred and

twenty-three thousand letters particles or prefixes. The chief

became astounded and asked him as to the cause of writing out the

same book three times. Buddhaghosa told him the reason. Then

the three books were recited (3). It is to be noticed that the particles,

prefixes and letters are the same and are put in the same places in

these three books (4). The chief noticing this feature became greatly

pleased and gave him permission to render the teaching of the I ord

0 ) See also Saddhamma-Samgaho, p. fiS., J. P. T. S. 1890,
cl Sasanavamsa p 80, <

(2) cl S. V., p. 80.

(8) cf. S-S J, P. T. S., 1890, p, 68.

(4) of* SaddhainmR.Saingaho, J. P. T. S, 1890, pp. 58-64.
** Gauthato va akkhttrato va padato va yjanjauato va atfehato

va pubbaparavasena va thoravadadibi va palihi vatisu pottba*
kesu annaihattam uama nahosi”.
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into ilagadiii from Sinlialese. The chief spoke highly o| the vir-

tues of Buddhttghosa. Since then heu became famous as Buddha-

^osa among the inhabitants of Ceylon (6). He was called the chief

tof human beings like the Buddha on earth. (6).

Buddhaghosa while he was at Ceylon used to live on the lower

flat of a seven -storied building. There be was engaged in translat-

ing tile teachings of the Lord daily (7) and in the morning he used to

go out for alms, he saw the p«lm leaves which fell and taking them^

^ he departed for the place where he had to come to beg. This was

his practice while he was at Ceylon. One day a toddy-seller who

whs wise and experienced saw his acts and scattered on the place of

his begging unbroken palm leaves and then ho hid himself. The

Thera when he had finished begging, carried them i\j his house.

The toddy-seller followed him and saw him actually engaged in^

writirig#and he was satisfied. One day he took a potful of food and

presented it to the Thera. The Thera said to him, There lives a

superior Thera in the upper flat, please give it to him. The toddy-

seller went upstairs and was asked by the Thera in the upper flat

thus, “ Buddhaghosa wlio dwells on the lower flat is worthier than

us, daily does he translate the teachings of the Lord into MAgadhi,

give it to him ” The toJdy-seller thus told, came to Buddhaghosa

and gave it to him. lie accepted it, and made six shares out of it

and gave one share to each of the six Thoras. Buddhaghosa’s task

of translating was completed in three months. Having observed

the Pavarana, he informed the chief of the congregation of the com-

pletion of his task and the Sam gharaja praised him much and set

fiye to all the works written by Mabiuda in Sinhalese. He asked the

permission of the congregation to go home to see his parents.

Whiie he was going to embark, the Sinhalese monks spoke ill of him
thus :

“ We are of opinion that this Thera knows the Tripijakas but

he does not know Sanskrit”. As soon as Buddhaghosa heard of

(5) cf. Saddhamma-Samgaho, J. P. T. S., 1890, pp. 52-68.

(6) BaddHaghosuppatti, pp, 55-58,

(7) Aooordiug to Spence Hardy, Buddhaj.^h08a took up his residence in ^be
secluded Ganthakara Yihara where he was occupied with the work of translating,
according to the grammatical rule of the Magadhi which is the root of all langu-
ages, the whole of the Sinhalese AttUakatbas into. Puli (A Manual of Buddhism,
p." 581).

’
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this, h© ;pade a fair display of his knowledge of Sanskrit aijd since

thei4 the monks eptertained no doubt as to his knowledge of that

language (8).
.

^

An interesting event happened while Buddha ghosa was in

Ceylon. One day two maid-servants of two brahmins fell out with

* each other. When one of them was walking up the bank taking a

;far, of water from a pond, the maid servant of the other brahmin

^as then going down in a hurry with an empty jar which coming in

contact with the jar of the maid -servant who was going up was

broken. Tlie maide-servant wliose jar was broken grew angry and

abused the other, who also abused her. Buddhaghosa hearing this

thought thus, There is nobody here, these women abusing each

other would surcdy speak to their masters about it and I might be

^eited as a witness The master of the maid-servant whose jar

was broken referred the matter to the tribunal
;
the king ii©t being

able to decide the case, asked “Wlio is your witness ’’F Of these

two one referred to Buddhaghosa who was introduced to the king as

a stranger who obtained the punishment of the Church. The king

sent foi* Buddliiighosa who said thus :
“ The abusive language used

by the maid- servants of the brahmins has been heard by me. We,

monks, take no notice of sucli things ”, Buddhaghosa handed

over the book in which he recorded the abusive language, to the

king. The king decided the case relying on the written evidence of

Buddhaghosa. The king praised him much by saying that he

(Buddhaghosa) was one of quick wisdom. The king inquired as to

where he lived. The brahmins spoke ill of him by saying, ‘‘This

discarded monk has come to trade, you should not see him ”, The

king’s ' appreciation of Buddhagho.sa may be stated thus, have

never seen before a Samana like him who is religious, of quick

intellect and greatly meditative (9),

On returning from Ce^ylon, he first of all went to his preceptor

at Jambudvipa and informed him that he had written Pariyatti.

Buddhaghosa saluted him and then went to his parents who gave

him excellent food to take (10),

fB) Buddliagb'siippatti, pp. 60-61.

Buddhagbnsiippalti, pp. 62.61,

(JO} Ibid. p. 08
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Reminiscences of Ceylon in tBe epilogue of his com-

mentary on the Yinaya Pij;aka, Bnddhaghosa tells us that* he

completed his great Work in the 21st year of the reign of King

Sirinivasa of Ceylon, who was his benevblent royal patron (II)*

Perhaps he refers to the same king under the name of Sirikfita in

the epilogue to his commentary on <he Dhamihapada (12.) It is

left to further recearch to settle whether or not Sirinivaaa was an-

other name of King Mahariama, during whose reign he visited Oey-

fcn according to Mahavamsa, The Kev, Bhikkhu H. P. Bnddha-

datta is of this opinion, lie points out that nowhore else is men-

tioned a king of Ceylon by the name of Sirinivasa or Sirikuta.

Biiddaghosa refers to King Duttaganiani Abhaya (13), the na-

tional hero of Ceylon, and to King Coranaga (14), son of King YaJta-

garaani. He also makes mention of a king Mahanaga whoso

munificieyi gift in connection with tlio art of healing at Penambari-

gana had won for him a lasting fame (15). King Mahanaga is perhaps

no other than king Boddhaclasa, father of King Mahanama mention-

ed in the Maliavarnsa (Chap, XXX. 171),

Buddhaghosa refers to ('Otiyapahbata of Ceylon where a king

went out by the eastern gate to reach the pabbata and he reached

the banks of the Colombo river, the horse standing on the bank was

not willing foget down into the river like the horse Gujavaona of

King Kf] tab anna. (1)

Buddhaghosa also refers to Mahinda who brought the Attba-

katha (rehearsed by 500 Bbikkus at the first council) to Ceylon, (2)

and he is also referred to in the Sumaiigalavil3.sini as the person

who brought the Attliakatha into Ceylon and rendered it into

Sinhalese for the benefit of the inhabitants of the island (3),

Buddhitghosa in his Saratthapakasini refers to Thera Mahamahinda

(11) “ Paliiynniassa suka’aru Lankadipam nirabbudam ranno—Sirinivasasea

samavisatime kbome jjiyasamvaocburo ayam. Araddha ckavisamhi sampatte
parinitibiia ti’*.

(12 1 Dhaniaiapada attliakatha, P, T. S. Vol. IV. p. 285.

(13 1 Atthasalini p. 81,

(11) Ibid, p! 399.

(15) Ibid, p 399.

1, “Saiatthapakaeiiii (mss.) p. 25 Kiitakannaranno Gnlavannassd Viva,
Raja kira pacinadvareiia nikkhamitva Cotiyapabbatam- /^amigsamiti Kalam
banndiliram sampatto ^ eso tiro thatva udakam otaiitum na icchati”.

2, Ibid (mss ) p . 1.

3, Sumangavilasiui XX, p. 1*
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>vho whew he came to the island, sat at Jotivana and preached the

dofttrine, the eai tb quaked (3^), Mention is made of a Thera named

Mahari^ga of K^Javallimandapa and of the Bhikkhus who took

their abode in the Vihara at Colombotittha, and who with minds

bent upon Kamajithana, going on foot near the village and taking

palmful of water,̂ looking into the roads where other quarrelsome

and wicked persons, mad elephants, restive horses, etc., v^ere not

to be found, used to go along their path (36). Thera Mahanaga is

also referred to by Buddhaghosa, who while going out afte^^’

having finished his alms-begging in the village of ISTakulanagara

saw a Theri and requested lier to take rico. (4). A reference is

made to Abhaja thera in the Atthasalini, who was very

hospitable to those who could recite Digha Nikaya in the

Cetiyapabbata, the vStory was told of the articles of hospitality

having been stolen by thieves. (5) Atthasalini also mentions a

thera named Pingalabudharakkhita of Arabariya Vilfera who

used to give precepts. (6; A reference is made to a sinless thera

living at Cittakapabbata, who had as an attendant an old

recluse. One day while the attendant was walking behind the

thera with alms-bowl and robes, he asked the thera thus, “Oh
venerable Sir, How are the Ariyas”? The answer was that the

Ariyas were very diflioult to know. (7.) A mention is made of

Cakkana tJpS,saka of tlie island of Ceylon. (8).

In the S&ratthapakasini it is stated that in the island of

Ceylon, in the rest houses of different villages, there was no

seat where a Bhikkhu taking his gruel did not obtain

Arhatship (9).

8a. p. 29. 3b Saratihapak^sini (mas) i»t). 132.183,

“Kvain kalavallimandapavasi Mahanagathcro Viya K**! niba (Galamba)
tittba vibare vaBsupagata-blnkkhu vijaca fearamaithanayuttonova cittenapadain

ud dhai auto gam Hsumipara gantva udaka.gaiidusam katNa vltbiy- sallakkhhetTa
yattbasara fc-ou adbuttadayo kalabakaraka yatthasura-sondadhuttadajo
kalabakaraka oanpattlii assadayo vanattbi tamvitbim patidpjjati’’.

(4) Atthasalini (P. T. S) p. 890.

(5) Ibid. p. 899.

(6r Ibid, p 103.

(7) Atthasalini, p. 350

(8) ,1 p. 103.

(9) 131.
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Btiddhaghosa refers to various Vibiiras of Oeylou which

n^ay be enumerated thus •

^
1. Oolombotittha Vih&ra. (10) where 50 Sinhalese mon’ks used

to reside in the rainy season. *

2. Girika^idaka Vihara in the village of Vattakalaka in

Ceylon^ where a houseliolder’s daughter on account of her

strong faith in the Buddha got ubhegapiti and soared into the

#ky. (11).

3. Mahftvihara (12) where there were resident Bhikkhua

whose teaching was in the language of the text.

4. Mahavihara (13) whore the excellent Ajifhakatha or

commentary was written,

Buddhaghosa refers to the town of Icchahgala near which

a tempo^'ary residence of stone was built, where the king of

righteousness dwelt as long as he lived. (14) In the SaratthapakasfDi

by Buddhaghosa, it is stated that one day in the courtyard

of Mahacetiya of Lahka, young Bhikkhua were engaged^ in

getting their lessons by heart, behind them were young Bhikkhunis

listening to the reeitaton, otio of the young bhikkhus having extended

his hands that touched a bhikkhuiii became a householder or

layman (15). Buddhaghosa in his AtthasalinJ, a commentary on

the Dhammasaiigani, refers to Penambarigana, a town in

(10) Saratfchapakasini (mss) p. 182.

(11) Atthasalini, p. 116.

(12) Ibid, p. 2.

• (18) Saratthapakasini (mss) p. 2. verse 10.

Sumpuna vinicchajauam Mahaviharadhivasinam bitva piinappunagata*
raatthiyn attham pakasayisaam iaajanassa ca tutthattham ciraithitat anca
dhamamssa”

(14) Sumaiigalavilasini p, 170 cf. also ^ho chapter which deals with the
consecration of Marioava'ti Vihara as dooribed in the Mahavamsa*
“Icchanangalavanasande sliakkh nd varam bandhitva samad hikortam
ussapetva sabbannutannaasarara parivatfcayamano dhammaraja yafchabhiru-
citena viharena viharati’'.

(15) Saratthapakasini (mss) p, 187. Mahacetiyangana appears to bo tho
courtyard of Mkhaoetiya of Anuradhapur in Ceylon, It occurs in many
places in the Mahavamsa. For its description see Parker’s ‘*Buined cities

of Ceylon”. ‘‘Atthe panasati pisappayasappayam pariganetva sappaya
parigganhanam sappuyd siinpojanmm tatrayam nayo ;--Mahacefc yangane
kira daharabhikkhu sajjhayam ganhanti Tesam pitthipasfie daharabhikkhuniyo
dhammain sunanti Taterkodaharj hattham pasarento kayt^samsaggam Patna

*

teuova Karanena gibijato”
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Ooylon wler-^' « '•|ertain king tnled and be fled from bis kingdom

an4 again oaibv ,kck and lived and died in his kingdom (16).
^

The Visuddhimagga, the monumental work of Buddhagbosa

abounds in good maby references to Ceylon. A reference il

made to Thera Malift Tissa of the Cetiya pabbata, who was in

the habit of coming from Cetiya pabbatta to Anuradhapura for

alms (17). Two members of a family are mentioned in the*V. M.

coming out of Anurftdhapura and gradually they obtained

ordination at ThuparSma (18). A thera named Naga of Kara}iyagirf

gave a discourse on dhatukatha to the Bhikkhus (19). A reference

is also made to a Tipijaka Curabhaya of Mabavihara who

mastered the Aj^Jhakatba (20). A thera of Ceylon named Cittagutta

who was an inhabitant of Kuraiidka Mahajera is referred to in

the V, M. (21) Kuraijdaka was a Vihara in Ceylon where a Thera

^ used to live as mentioned in the V. M, (22). A reference ii^made to

a •thera named Dhamrnarakkhita who used to live in a vihara

of Ceylon named Tuladhara pabbata (23). There is a reference to

Thera Abhaya who used to dwell at Loliapasada at Anuradhapura

in Ceylon, whore ho was in the habit of repeating passages from

the Digha Kikaya. As soon as he received the news of the death

of his teacher, he put on his robe and went to attend the funeral

ceremony (24). Mention is made of two pillars in front of the city

gate at Anuradhapur (25). Buddhaghosa refers to a Yakkhini

named Piyahkaramata of Ceylon in his Visuddhimagga (26).

Visit to Burma
Some are of opinion that after having completed his work in

Ceylon, Buddhaghosa visited Burmah to propagate the Buddhist

Faith (1.) The. Burmese count the new era in their religion from

the time when Buddhaghosa reached their country from deylon

{9.) He is said to have brought over from Ceylon to Burma, a

(10) Attbasalini, F. T, B,, p. 8V9.

(17) V. M. p.20.

(18) V. M. Vol. I. p. 90. (19) Vol. I p. 06.

(20) Vol I. p. GO, (21) Vol I. p. 88.

(22) Vol I. p. 91. (23) Vol I p. 96.

(34) Ibid, Vol. 1,^ p. 97. (25) Vol. I. p. *72.

(26; Ibid, Vol. ii, p. 382.

(1) Manual of Indian Puddhism by Kern, p. 125.

(2} Manual bf Buddhism by Bponc© Hordy, p.
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copy of Kaceftyana’s Pali Grammar and to have writfce^ a

cegnmentary upon it. It is not however mentioned by the great

Pali Grammarian and Lexicographer, Moggalldna (A. U. 1153*

f 186,) nor by the Prakrit grammarians Hem Chandra and others

and must apparently be placed amongst t^e supposititious workfe

of Buddhaghosa (3). A volume of parables in Burmese language

is atbriljuted to him (4 ) The Burmese Law Code of !Manu is also

said to have been introduced into Burma from Ceylon by

fiuddhaghosa (5.) But the code itself is silent on this point. All

these point to the probabilety of Buddhaghosa’s visit to Burma.

Prof. Hackmann says
;

‘There is ground for doubting the

statement that this man brought Buddhism to Burma. The

chronicles of Ceylon to which we owe this information about

Buddhaghosa and which must have been well-informed on the

subject, ^ive no account of his journey to Further India.

Indeed one of his most important inscriptions in Burma, which

was erected at the end of the fifth century A. D. at the instance

of a king of Pegu, who was among the most devoted adherents

of Buddhism, and which throws a backward glance over the

history of Buddhism in Burma, makes no mention whatever of

Buddhaghosa. The Burmese tradition which refers to him does

so on account of his translations and writings having become

fundamentals in the country, probably also because his intellectual

influence may have inaugurated a new epoch in Burmese

Buddhism”. (6).

We are of opinion that although the chronicles of Ceylon

and *the inscriptions of the fifth century A. D, erected at Burma
are silent on this point, yet his works were well-known to the

Burmese and held in high esteem by them from a very early

time. Almost all his works, as for example, the Visuddhimagga
Atthasalini, Samantapasftdikft, etc., were well received by the

Barmans from a very early date and were well appreciated by
Burmese scholars and by the Barmans generally. Even now
Buddhaghosa is so fervently adornd and worshipped by the

Barmans that it seems as though he still lives with them.

(3) Indian Antiquary, Vol. XIX,. 1890, April HB.
(4) Ibid, p. 118.

» »

(6) „ p. 119.

(0) Buddhifim as a religion by H. Hackmann/p. 63*
6 M









, Notes on Puranic Nine Divisions of Ancient
India.

BY SURENDRANATH MAJUMDAE, SASTRI, m.a.,

Sir Alexander Cunningham has pointed out, in his Ancient

• Geography of India (p. 7), that the Mahdhhdrata, the Purdnas and

Bhdskardchdryaf tlie astronomer, have given, names of a JSline-Pivi-

hion of India and that the names are Indra, Kaserumat^ Tdmraparna^

GahhasHmat, Kumdriha^ Ndgay Saumya^ Vanina and Gdndharm.

No clue has been given, remarks he, to their identification. But ho

has suggested that Indra was the eastern division, YA,ruhathe

westerly and Kumittika the middle, while Kaseru must have been

the northern one.

Alberuni also has quoted this Purdnic account and has added

the following description:—(I) Indradvtpa—the middle, (2) Kaseru*

eastern, (3) Idmraparna—south-eastern, (4) GahhasHmat—
southern, (5) Nd^a-south-western, (6) Saumya—western, (7) Gdndh*

arva north-western, (8) , (9) Nagarasamvritla—north

•

eastern.

Thus the two authorities differ not only as to the location of the

divisions, but as to one name also—the Kumdrika of Cunningham

appearing as Nagarasamvritta in the list of Alberuni who has not

mentioned the 8th name,
•

Let us now refer to the original sources. The majority of the

Pur^as agree in reading, in the Bhuvanakosha section {^Mdrkandeya

LVII; Matsya CXIY; Vdyu XLV, etc.], the first seven names of

Alberuni but without giving any direction. Their eighth name is

Vdrttna. As for the ninth, they read

“«Rf 5 sea-girt

isle is the ninth of them.” Alberuni’s Kagarasamvritta is thus a

corruption of Sdgarasamvrita meaning ‘See-girt*. The Purdnas do

not give any name to it and refer to it as a dvipa too well-known to

require the mention of its name. Bdja^ekhara, however, in hjs
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EAvyamimdmsd (Gaekwad oriental Series No. 1.) named it Kumdri

and«iias supplied a clear cine to locate it by stating :

—

. r

\

mfwnjra ’^fw«?T^’giT3t?r*‘ i

(Page 92).^

And the ‘ Hoa-girt ninth dripn.^^ lias also been thus described in the

Purai^ias: ‘‘This dripa is a thou.sand yojanas from 8. to N. At it.

east end are the Kiiatas and at the west end are the Yavanas.’

lMdrJcai)deya, LVJI, vv. 5-11.]

By combining those two accounts we find that the ‘‘Sea-girt

ninth rZnpa*’ called Kvwati was tlie tract peopled by the J^avanas

(Greeks) at its west end and by the Kiratas (Mongoloid tribes) at

its east end and having the mountain-cliains now known as the

Vindhyas, Western and Eastern Ghauts and the Nilgiris in it. It

is thus the whole of India, or almost the wdiole of it. And it has

been described as one of the nine divisions of BharaUivarffha, But it

is absurd to take the wdiole as equal to its part. Hence either

Kumdri-dri’pa cannot be the whole of India or the term ^Bhdrata-

varidi(d has been used here in a wider sense. But as the description

of Knindri is very clear, we cannot but take it as equal to almost

the whole of India. So 'BJidrat'fV is used here in a wn'der sense,

m i\\Q sense of Greai(3r bidin^ i. e, India proper and her colonies,

eight dvipas not far from it. That the dvtpas ^veTO separated from

the main land of India ]>y water is clear from the following Puranio

account : “Hear from me the nine divisions of this countiy of

Bhdrata
;
they must be known as extending to tho ocean, but as

being mutually tnacccssihy\ [^Mdrhindeya^ LVIl, 5.]. It is also to

be added in this connection that the word dvipa has been derived by
Pdmni as dvi-\‘ap. It thus moans land having water on two of its

sides, d’hua dtipa is not identical with ‘island’. It includes penin-

sulas and sometimes doahs also.

As for the identification of the other dvtpas, it requires no

comment to take Tdmraparna as Ceylon, It is to the south of India

fndradvtpa is to be located to the east of India. For Indra is the
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eastern Bikpdl i. The Parannas also corroborate it in a passage

v^Jiich describes the courses of seven rivers rising from

in the Himalayas—thethree western rivers. Sitdf Chahshtt anS. SindJm

the Gang4, and tlie three eastern rivers, Narlni, Hlddini and Pdvan
One of these eastern rivers is described as rising from

in tlie Himalayas, flowing to tho east and then to the south

and then emptying its water in the Ocean near Indradvtpa-

g irf^gT Matnya, CXXl. 57.]

Indradcvpa, was liurma. And this conjecture seems to bo supported

by so great an authority as Ptoleiu}'. While describing India beyond

the Ganges^ Ptolemy (M’crihdlo. p. 219) mentions the country of

Jiirrhadia the placed, in the Pnranas, to the east

end of the ninth Uivipa^—the‘Sea-girt’ Kuiuari] producing Malabath-

wm
;
then he locates the Silver country [Arakan] and then the ^

“Gold country” [tlie /7»^u/ai of Buddhist literature and the

^oniipardnta of Burmese docurnontsl And again he remarks (M’orin

die, p. 221), between the ranges of Bopyrrhos and Damassa the

country furthest north is inhabited by the Aninakhai [occupying

the mountain region to the north of the Brahmaputra, corresponding

to a portion of Lower Assam—M’crindle’s note. p. 222] ;
to the

south of these Ptolemy places the Indapraihai, Thus in thodvipa

or peninsula of Burma and just to the south of Lower Assam we

liear the name of hida (^r Tndra, Frathai is to be connected with

Trastha meaning a plain level country.

Indra-dvipa was, tlius, Burma and it was to the east and Tdmra

2)afna (Ceylon) to tlie south of India. Hence Kaserumat which is

mentioned, in the Puranas, between them is to be located to the S.-B

of Incfia. The word means ‘abounding in excellent Kaserus* (called

Kesurin Bengali and in Kaseru Hindi) for which Singapur is famous.

So I propose to identify Kasemmat with the Malay Peninsula in the

Wellesley district of which was discovered a fourth century A. D.

Pillar inscription of the Buddhist Sea-Captain Mahanavika Budha-

gupta of Raktamyttika (in Murshidabad district) showing that the

Hindus were acquainted with it (1).

(1) Kei‘n‘s*Fe?*S2)reide Geschrifteiiy HI R015), p.
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The only other dvip t which I can identify with certainty is

GMf^lhrVii It is identical with Gandham^ the valley of the Kabi^-

with a small tract of land to the east of the Indus* Its position in

the Puranic list of eight [^Indra {^,)^ K(.isermi%t {S,-E), Tdnira

parna (S ), Gabhastimat (SW), Ndga (W), Saumy'i (N.W.), Gnddharva

(H.) and Vdruna{ NE)2] would suggest that it is the northern dvipa

{ -doab} and Indian geographers placed GdndJidra to the H. (and

not MW) of India. (3)

That the country of Odndhdra was also known as the Land of

the Gandhai V 16 is clear from the following verses of the

na :

—

fl* I

^ «TpT>' II

[Ramayana, Uttarakarida, CXIII, 10-11.]

[Uttarakarida, CXIV, 1].]

Tliese verses mean : This exceedingly charming country on
both the hanh of the Sindhu [ Ind7i6

] decorated with fruits and roots

u the land Qimdh'irvas. It is protected by the Gandh-
arvas who are expert in fighting. [They were defeated by Bharata,
the brother of RSma

; their country was divided into two provinces

each of which was governed by a son of Bharata.] He [(Bharata)
installed his son] Taksha at Taksha^ilaaud [his other son] Pushkala
at Pushkalavati [identified witli modern Charsada

; Peucelao^is of

classical writers] iu the charming Gandharva^coxmiry (also called)

Gdndhdm’visaya
(
district ), We thus sea tliat Gdndharva was

Gandhara It was, as Tuan Chwang has aptly remarked, the border-

land of the Barbarians who were Indians in culture and religion (i.e.

(2) V^ruua is the lord of West and so Varuna ought to be located to the
west. But the 'rder of the dvipas as mentioned in the Purauas would
suggest that it is in the N.-E.

(8) See the Bhuvanakosha of the Puranas— LVII;

CXlVi XLF—and the of the
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Baddhism), 8o it was considered as a separate dvipa included

vjifchin Gi^eater India and not as a part of India proper. •

As for the four other dvipas^ a search is to bel made for them

keeping in view their directions as suggested by the order of their
'

names in the Puranic list. Gahk%sii7natf NAydt SiwdSauinya are to be

locatedin S.-W,, W. and N.-W. respectively. And we have Laccadive,

Maldi^e or Ernaoulam in the S.-W, Salsette, Elephanta (meaning

the same as Ndja or Elephant), and Kathiawar in the W, and

*Outch in the N.-W (according to the direction of Kdrraavibh4ga

and Bhuviiiako^a). VAruija of N.-E. seems to be the Indian colony

in Central Asia the exploration and research in connection with

which by Sir A, Stein and a host of Russian, French, German,

English and Japanese scholars are supplying new light on Indian

culture.

Th^ above are my suggestions for the location of the eiglwb

dripas of the Purfinas. As for the location of Indra^ Tdmraparna

and OandhaTiiih^vQ cannot be any doubt, TAmraparna has long ago

been correctly identified. The two others I identify—Indm on the

authority of the Puranas and probably also of Ptolemy and Gdndh^

arva on the authority of the llAmayana. As for the location of

others I offer suggOwStions only. But what I have pointed out is

enough to show that the Puranic nine divisions of Bharatvarsha
are not so many provinces of India but of Greater India,



THE ANTIQUITY OF WRITING IN INDIA.
BY KAY BAHADUR BISHTJN SYARUP.

L—Introdaction.
To find out when writting was first introduced in India is a

difficult, 'an almost knpossible, task. The inscriptions found are

mostly not older than 300 or 250 B. C.; but these by no means

represent the first specimens of writing in this country, and earlier

inscriptions are gradually coming out to light. A vase discovered

in 1893 at the borders of Nepal bears a small inscription which is

considered as belonging to the 4fch bentury B. 0. The inscription

in Aramaic recently discovered at Taxila is supposed to belong to

tjie 5th century B. C. In the Calcutta museum therein are two

statues bearing small inscriptions, which, it has been said, represent

the two kings Aja and Nandavardlian of the -S'ai^unaga family.

If this be correct, which is not improbable, the inscription belongs

to the 5th century B. 0.

The chief wHting materials, which have existed in the

country from the earliest ages, were the palm leaves, made iiilo

small pieces and written upon with an iron stylo, and the

bark of birch tree, known as ‘*bhurja patra,” to write on which

an ink called *' masi ” was used. The formei? is still extensively

used in many parts of the country for writing sacred books,

horoscopes and unimportant documents. Before the introduction

of paper, all writing, books, documents",' grants, etc., was done on

these materials which grew indigenous in India, the birch in the

upper parts of the country, and the palm almost everywhorOt It

was not therefore found necessary to have recourse to any

artificial material like clay tablets or cylinders baked afterwards

as used in old Babylon. The libraries in old India had books

made of birch bark and palm leaves ( ^ ) as our present libraries

havel)ooks of paper, They were unfortunately equally destruct-

iblCi and it is no wonder that at this distant age no trace of them

is found*

(1) A lot of these can still be soeo in the Saukaracharya library in the
Govardhaua Matha at Puri, and it is said that many l^oka have been
destroyed by white auta and other insects.
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We cannot also expect anything in the way of finding oM
^ponumonts "built in memory of some ancient kings or importaTit

personages, as were the pyramids of Eg^pt, whicji might ^exhibit

’ some writing. From very old times it was cnai/omary among the

Hindus to cremat^ dead bodies. The body was considered as a

mere covering or clothing of the eternal soul, and useless after it

was abandoned. No grave or monument was therefore built,
,
The

Yedic burial mounds discovered at Nandanagadh, and the galleries

containing statues of kings as mentioned by Bhasa in bis drama

l^ratiind were probably rare things and cannot Ice counted

upon.

There was no occasion to write on rocks until the great

A^oka thought of perpetuating his edicts by having them engraved

on rocks in different part.-i of his Empire or on stone pillars

erected ^or the purpose.

It is evident from the above facts that in India which has been

a seat of successive antagonistic faiths, and subject to invasions

by men inimical t(') its religion and institutions, there is not much

chance of getting ancient records, and it would be a mistake to

conclude from their absence that they never existed, and that the

Indians before the time of the A^oka inscriptions were ignorant

of the art of writing. Such a mistake, however, has been commit-

ted by no less eminent a scholar than Professor Max Muller, who
thought even the great grammarian Pacini, whom he takes as a

man of 350 B. C., was not conversant with writing, notwithstand-

ing his exhaustive grammar and an alphabet to start it with.

Pfofessor Weber and Dr. Bohtlingk also take the d^te of the

A^oka inscriptions as the beginning of writing in India. But how

coulu^ii bo conceived that the full fiedged BrAhmi alphabet of the

inscriptions, which, as far as knowq, was not prevalent anywhere

else at the time, could spring up in India all of a sudden P It must

have started long before the time of A^oka. The assumption is,

therefore, unfair to India
;
and its unfairness is the more marked

when wc consider the fact that India possesses the oldest of the

books, the oldest and the mo.st elaborate of grammatical works

and the most scientific alphabet in the whole world.

These things alone would have credited India with the in-

vention of writing, especially as her elimate and seclusion were
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tl»e mosfc congenial for the introduction of the art. But her ling-

ering civilization haft not allowed her to acquire^ that hoar^

antiquity or to inspire that respect for her old attainments which

are secured alone by the extinction of the civilization itself. Her
claim has therefore been set a.side in favour of Qhaldeoa, or Egypt

or riioenicia, the last being generally given credit for the intro-

duction of the alphabet. It is doubtful, though, if any of these

countries could show records of a more ancient civilization than

India. The Pha^nicians were a commercial people who carried'*

on trade countries in the west and east, and India was

one of them. All accounts show that when Babylon or Chaldeca

was great India was a populous and wealthy country. Her cloth

and other productions were greatly in want in the courts of Baby-

lonian kings. Diodorus Siculus gives an account of an invasion

of India by the old Egyptian king Sesostris. The authenticity

,
df this is, however, doubtful as no mention of the invasion has

been made by the earlier historian Herodotus.

Two astronomical facts are mentioned as bearing on the anti-

quity of Chaldtea and Egypt. Chaldsea started its year with

the sign Taurus (Bull, Sanskrit Vrisha) showdng that the vernal

equinox used to take place in that sign of
,
the Zodiac instead of

pisces (fish, Sanskrit ^dina) as at present. A shaft in the Great

pyramid of Egypt was made at an inclination to the horizon which

allows the inference that the star alpha draconis was taken as the

pole star when the Great Pyramid was built.

The axis of the earth has a motion which constantly shifts

the position of the pole in the heavens. The star which happens

to be nearest to the position of the pole is taken to be the pole

star for the time being, and for centuries after it, until att'^ntion

of the astronomers is drawn to the fact, and another star nearest

to the correct position of the pole is selected as the new pole star.

The star alpha draconis was iieare.st to a position of the pole in

34)4}0 B. C., and was taken to be the pole star from a little before

that date to several centuries after it, until the present pole star

was selected. The axis of the earth, in this motion, makes a com-

plete revolution in about 25S68 years. Tlie same motion of the

earth’s axis goes constantly shifting the equinoctial points (the

intersection of the equatorial plane with the plane of the ecliptic)

the entry of the sun in one of which (the vernal equinox) marks
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the beginning of a solar yoar. The great circle of the heavens

loping divided into twelve parte or signs of the Zodiac^, these equi-

noctial points remain in oaoU of the si^ns for about 216t5 years*

The vernal equinoctial point came, to tHo sign piscos (Mina) in

522 A. D., according to the Hindu astronomy^ and consequently it

was in Aries (Mesha) from 1633 B. O. to 522 A. D., and in Taurus

(Vrisiia) from 3788 B. C. to 1633 B.C.

Now India also witnosssd these ancient astronomical pheno-

mena, while in possession of a high stale of civilization. Even
the great Indian War, Mahablnirata, which event took place long

after the development of arts and sciences, was sufficiently ancient

in this 3‘ospect. For at the time this wai was fuug^ht the^ vernal

equinox took place in the sign Taurus, and alpha dracouis was

taken as the pole star. The former Could be shown simply by

mentiorigng the name of the fath^'i* of Radha, the playtnate of

Krishna, which was Vrialiabhanu (meaning the .|un in the sign

Taurus), which name could have no meaning unless the sun in

Taurus had some real significance. It will probably be said that the

name hadhA or Vrisliabhatui does not occur in the Mahabharata

but in liarivan.sha, but it does not concern us whether these

personages existed or not. All that we are concerned with is the

narna Vrisbabharin, which mast have been coined when the sun

in the sign Vrisha h td some importance. 1 ^ ) A. more scientific

proof is obtained from the death of Bhisma occuring as men-
tioned in the Mahabharata on tije full-moon day of Magha at a-

winter solstice wdiicli shows tluit winter solstice used to take

pliLCC in the sigt* aquiirius (Sanskrit Kumbha). This brings the

vernal equinox to sign Taurus.

^he other tiling, viz.^ the star alpha draconis being taken as

the pole star, is established by the fact mentioned in Vishnu

Purana that the constellation Hrsae mnjoris or Great bear (Sanskrit

Snptarshi) was in "Parikshita’s time in the asterisrn Magha, which

is not the case at present, and could never have been unless. al[)h

a

(1) A lot of Information c an somotirnGS be obtained from commonplace
thinga. a Hindustani idiom for “ throwing obstaclea " ia “ rniri'

mokh laguna.” As the signs of the Zodiac are at present ordinarily cmtnteu
from MosLa, Mina being the last, the Word Mina preceding Mosha in the idiom
has some signiflcance. We know the vernal equinox now takes place in Mine,
and the idiom quit© innocently supplies this information.
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dtSLConis were taken as pole $tar. The line joining the middle

sftir of the great Bear with this star passes through the group

Magha. It appears that shortly after Parikshita’s time there wus a

controversy as to which star, the present pole star or alpha dracon-

is, was to be reckoned as the pole star and the final decision was in fa-

vour of the former, being closer to the real pole. This has given rise

to the beautiful story of Dhruva mentioned in the Puraruts.' This

young boy of 5 years tried, the story says, to sit in the lap of his

father but was not allowed to do so by his step-mother who said

that the father’s lap was for her son and not for Dhruva. At this

disappointment he left the hotise and sat for austere deyotion,

with firm determination so that nobody could persuade him to

come back. As a result of this,* he whs given by God a position

which was immovable, although the whole universe about him

moved. After sometime the origin of the story was forgotten,

as also the fact of alpha draconis having been once the pole star,

and long after Parikshit’s time when the Great Bear was found

to be in another asterism, due to the change of the pole star, the

Indian astronomers concluded that the constellation Great Bear

had itself a motion, completing the circle in about 2700 years.

I have digressed, I am afraid, too far from the main point

which was merely to show that the Indian civilization was

oomval with any of the ancient civilizations known, and that there

was commercial intercourse, both by land and sea, between India

and other countries from very early times. Constant references

to this are found in the Old Testament and writings of the

Greeks. ^

To say, therefore, that while the other ancient nations,

Egyptians, Phoenicians, etc., knew writing, the Indians wer^'quite

ignorant of it, does not stand to reason. They must have borrowed

the alphabet much earlier than 300 B. 0., if they were them-

selves not the inventors of it, which, as will be shown later, they

were

Biililer, to whom we owe the collection and assorting of the old

Indian alphabets as found in inscriptions of the different periods,

has shown from literary evidence in Brahmanical, Buddhistic and

Greek literature, that writing was in common use in India in the

5th and possibly 6th century B. C., and we have, since Biihler
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wrote, found inscriptions belonging to the 6th century B. 0. It

t|ss also been now established beyond doubt, chiefly by the learned
^discussion of the subject by T. Goldstvlcker, that writing was well-

known in India in the time of the grammarian l^knini. The
alphabet with which the Panini’s grammar started was therefore

not a mere verbal alphabet, as P:^ofeKsor M. ^^ulle^ would take it

to be, but one which used to be written.

^
It is therefore important to determine^ the approximate dale

when Panini lived, as that will givo us a basis to go further into

the reaches of time.

II —Date of Paninl. ,,

The date of PAiiiui has itself been a subject of great discus-

sion. There are some who would put him at about the beginning

of the Christian Era
;
while there are others, on the other hand/

who would make him the author of the Vyi^karai^a Veddnga, t.e.,

a Rishi of the Yedic times. Among tlie former, the first and

foremost stands Dr. Weber, as may be expected from his ihveter-

ate tendency to make everything Indian look as quite recent and

borrowed. He tries to show Pdiiini as a man of 150 A. D., but

finds no supporters. Dr. Bohtiiiigk and Professor Max Miiller,

depending on some stories in the book called “Katha Stirita-

iS^gara ” (an ocean of tlio rivers of stories) take Pai>ini and K4tya-

yaiia as being contemporaries belonging to the time of the King

Nanda who was succeeded by Ohandragupba, and thus put him in

350 B. C. The mistake lies in assuming the two grammarians

as •contemporaries. There is evidence to show that several

words and grammatical constructions of P^I>ini^s time had under-

gone S change when Kdty^ana wrote his Varbikas and this

means a fairly good interval mu.^t have elapsed between their

times.

Language is a thing which goes on changing constantly in

adapting itself to the habits and customs, thoughts, ideas and

faith of the people speaking it, as these are ever varying either

in the natural course or under outside influence. Xt may well

be likened bo a flowing river which changes its shape almost at

every step according to the configuration of its banks. And as

the shape of a river is affected by the junction of anothe|*
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stream, so does a language feel the influence of intrnsion from

outside. Further, as a river branches off into several streamy

when in the plains, so^^ does a language branch off into several

dialects, wlij^n the people speaking it spread far and wide and

are differently influenced according to their evironments.

Grammars and lexicons merely represent the stage of develop-

ment reached !>y the language at the time they were Written.

They are, to continue ihe simile, like the gauging of a river which

shows its section and quantity of water going at the particular'

point, although it cannot check its onward flow.

PAnini’s grammar, we know, is a full and complete record

of the Indo- Aryan langauge of his time, so that if any construc-

tion found in an older book, say, Tor instance, the Ramayana, is

jiot recorded by 'Panini, wc can safely conclude that that con-

atrnction had become obsolete in his time
;

and, similarly, if we
find in later books the use of any word in an altered sense, or

a construction not warranted by Pan ini, it is sure the altered

use or construction came into vogue later as the language deve-

loped in its usual course.

The arguments preferred by the other school are based on

the assumption tliat Patanjali, the author of the great com-

mentary (Mahabha^ya) of Panini’s grammar, was identical with

Patanjali, the author of the “ Yoga,” one of the six philosophies

* or Daran^as. As “ Yoga has been commented on by Vyasa,

the author of the Mahabharats, Panini, it is concluded, must
have lived before the days of the great war. The argument,

however, falls to the ground wlien we find the Mahabba^aya
referring to an event which shows that its author must have

Vv
lived sometime about 150 A. D.

T. Goldstiickor proves from a lot of internal evidence in the

PAi^ini’s book itself, that it could not have been written later

than the 6th century B. 0. A few centuries earlier will not be .

an incorrect date.
^

Let us then put down the whole of the evidence together
and examine it

( 1 )
** KathA-Sarita Sagara ” says, Panini and KAtyAyana

^
were contemporaries, and there was a controversy
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between them. They lived when ITanda was reigning

in India. *

( 1 ) KAtyayana has written a commentary, called “ VArtika”,

on Panini’s grammar. It shows that meanings and

use of certain words, etc., iiad undergone a change

from Panini’s time to that of Katyayana,

(3) The words Sanskrita and FrAkrita have not been used

by PAic^ini in the sense of the languages. This shows

that PrAkrita had not been formed at the time.

Later on, as the language developed in the usual

course into what we call PrAkrita, the older language

of PAnini’s time, a complete record of which we
possess in his exhaustive grammar, was given the

name Sanskrita (properly arranged) as opposed to

• the natural or popular PrAkrita.

(4) None of the numerous names of S'akya-muni has been

mentioned by PAnini. This is Avhat was expected.

Buddha must have lived several centuries after

PAnini, for in his time we find PrAkrita was the

language of the people.

(0) The words Upanishat, Aranyaka and BrAhmana do not

occur in his grammar as meaning the compilations

bearing those names, showing that these pieces of

V'edic literature were not in his time separated

from the Yedas they belonged to, and compiled in the

form in which we have them.

(6) Names of all the principal personages of the great war

(Mahabharata) have been mentioned in the gram-

mar. The word MahAbhArata in the sense of the

book also occurs.

(7) The wmrds VAsudevak and Arjunak are mentioned in

the sense of followers and believers of VAsudeva and
•Arjuna. A ree'ent discovery of a Sanskrita inscrip-

tion on a well at Ghusundi shows that there Was a

regular Sankarsa^a VAsudeva cult.

Of these No. 1 can be easily set aside, as in consideration

of No. 2, PAnini could not be a contemporary of KAtyAyanA.
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The reference to E&j& Nanda need not be taken seriously, as all

old things of any importance are taken as having happened in

his time, in the same way as later things are ascribed to Baja

Bhoja and more recent ones to Emperor Akbar. The use of'

the word “ Yavanani ” as a writing, which is sometimes quoted

to show that PA^ini lived after the arrival of the Greeks in India,

is mentioned by KatyAyana, and not by Paiiini,

The conclusion, therefore, is that Panini lived before Buddha^

and after the Mahabharata was written
;
that sufficient time must

have elapsed between him and Buddh i to allow of the change of

the popular language from the Saiiskrita to Prakrita, and of

such a mass of Yedic literature having been compiled
;
and that

an equally long period must be allowed between him and the

great war, as Krishna and Arjuna were in his time regarded as

superhuman btdngs. c
•

The date of the death of Buddha has been fixed near-

about 480 B. 0. Let us see if an approximate date could be

assigned to the great war. “ Rajatarangini ”, the History of

KAshinir, says that Raja Gonarda of Kashmir was a contemporay

of Yudhisthira and lived in 65J'^rd year of Kaliyuga era. This

assigns about 2450 B. 0., to Yudhishthira. Vishnu PurAna,

however, says that 120.) years of Kaliyuga had passed when
Parikshita, the grandson of Arjuna, was king. This puts him

in 1900 B. C. Bhagwata Parana says, 1510 years elapsed between

the birth of Parikshita and the acoc'ssion of the Emperor Nanda.

As this king reigned 100 years before Chandra Gupta, the date

of Parikshita, according to this Parana also, comes to about

1900 B. C.

The date mentioned in the MahabhArata for the death of

Bhishma, viz^, the full-moon day of MAgha and the winter solstice,

also fixes upon a certain period. Being full-moon day of MAgha, the

moon that day was in the asterism MaghA and, consequently, the

sun somewhere between the middle points of Dhane^shtA and Shat-

bbikA. The winter solstice in this position of the sun could have

taken place from 14th to 23rd century B. C. The date 1900 B. O.

given in the PurAnas is not, therefore, very far from correct, and

could be accepted.
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We can, therefore, safely conclude that PAnini lived i^tae-

t|me in the 12th century B. C. He cannot anyhow be put after

the 10th century B. 0.

III —Records of writing in Indik before
Panini’s time.

We shall now see if we can find any reference which may*
show the existence of writing in India before PAi^ini’s time.

The difficulty lies in the fact that besides the Vedas
and the ancient li^erataro connected with them, and the

Epics, the Ramayana and the MaliAbharata, there are no books

which can show a definite claim as being older than PAnini, and
we have almost to confine ourselves to these.

The ^lahabhteita in the beginning ( <
) contains the story of

how, on Brahma’s suggestion, the sage Dwaipayana Vyasa, the

author c?f tlie great Epic, invoked Ganesha for writing to dicta*

lion his book which he had conceived in his miruh Ganesha, on

being asked, agreed to bo the writer, provided his pen did not rest

after he had once started. On this Vyasa imposed the condition that

he should not write anything without understanding its meaning.

This having been agreed to, Ganesha engaged himself in writing,

and Vyasa when ho wanted time, introduced stanzas with abstruse

meaning. This shows the existence of writing at the time the

introductory portion of the Epic contaning the story was written
;

but as this was evidently long after Vyasa composed the poem and
possibly after Panini’s time, it is no proof of existence of writing

before the grammarian.

It is possible this story of the Mahabharata having been
writt|j:i by Ganesha was an old one, although inserted in the

poem much later; but unless it is shown otherwise, that writing

did exist near about the time the Epic was written, no credence

can be given to it.

The Ramayana contains a more definite record to show the

existence of .writing at the time that Epic was oompo*sed. Hanu-
mana, the Vanam friend of R4ma, who was sent to search out
Sita, RAma’s wife, finding her in Ravana’s garden, introduced

himself to her saying that he w’^as a Vanara and messenger from

(1) Mahabharata Adiparva, Anukramanikadhyaya, St. 17, et^ seq.
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Biima and asked her to see the ring on which the name of

Bima was engraved ”, ( * ) It is impossible to saj what mode

of writing was in vogue in those ancient days when BamAyana

was composed, but the* passage leaves no doubt as to the existence^

of Writing at the time,.

As to the age of the Ramayana there is a difference of

opinion. Indians take the Bamayana as older than the Maha-

bharata while the European scholars place its date after the,

latter. Taking into consideration the facts that the whole

narrative of the Ramayana, witli the names of its characters, is

recounted in Mahabhdrata, which also mentions the name of the

book
;

that the name of none of the heroes of the Great War
occurs as such in the Ramayana

;
and that the part of tlie country

under the Aryan inflaence, as found from tlie Ramayana was

•much less tluin that dealt with in the Mahabharata, it appears

probable that tlie Indian view is correct. Be it as it may, no

doubt has been raised as to the priority of the Ramayana to

Panini^s grammar. It is also evident from the fact that there

are many constructions in the Ramayana which are not in accord-

ance with the rules of Panini, showing that those constructions

had become obsolete by the time Panini wrote, and this means

a fairly long interval. The word “Lakshraana” Rama’s brother,

has also boon given in Pantni’s “ Unadi Sutras ”,

We can also infer the existence of writing prior to Panini’s

time from the mention of the names of several grammarians who
preceded him. These are Api^ali, Ka^yapa, Gargya, Galawa,

ChAkravarmana, Bharadwaja, Sakatayaiis, Sakalya, Senaka,

Sphotayana and Puskarasadis. The idea of grammar, an^ par-

ticularly Sanskrita grammar which deals so much with the

changes and coalescence of sounds, cannot be conceived without

these sounds having been well differentiated and analysed before-

hand
;
in other words, it presupposes the existence of an alphabet.

Now, if we consider the manner in which writing h^s been deve-

loped as discussed in the next chapter, the alphabet follows the

introduction of writing, and does not precede it. The existence of

(1) Valmikiya Bamayana, Sundarkanda— fi6.2.
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so many grammarians before Panini, therefore, shows conclu-

sively that phonetic writing was introduced in India long before

liis time. As a matter of fact, one of the 1 8 alphabets mentioned

in the Jaina Sutra, named ‘‘ Samavaya iga Sutra” (B. jO. 300)

and “ Pann^vana Sutra ” is Pushkarasai i or Pukbarsadiya, named

evidently after the Pushkarasadi grammarians of Pdnini.

The Atharva Veda carries the Indian writing still earlier,

when we find in it the words Likhit

and likhitam Besides in giving the period of a

Kalpa as 432 million years, it “ says hundred, ayuta (ten thousand)

two, three and four together make the time (2) This evidently

indicates putting down or writing of the figures and when such

enormous figures were being written and dealt with, we cannot

but conclude that other writing was also in vogue.

•

The composition of the mystic syllable Om indicates a still

greater antiquity for the writing in India. Yaska, the author of

Kirukta, calls it a three* lettered word, composed of ^ and ^
(a, u'and rn), which have latterly been taken to mean Vishnu, l?iva

and I'rahma, respectively. The derivation as given by Yaska

cannot be doubted, not so with the meaning of the last two letters

as S'iva and Brahma appear as members of the triad long after

the sacred syllable came into use. The probability appears to be

that ^ is a transferiaation of ^ (v), and the three letters ^
and ^ stood for the three most ancient gods of the Aryans,

—

V

j^ryaman, Varuna and Mitra. These gods are found mentioned

amongst almost all the braiiche.s of the Aryans and were worship-

ped l^fore theii’ separation. In the B igveda, although they have

been praised as being among the mightiest of the gods, their

functions have been mixed up, showing that by the time the

hymns of the Rig Veda were composed, they were already very

old. They are generally spoken of together, as very mighty
gods ‘'over whom neither at home nor yet abroad on path ways

(1) Atliurva Veda 20-132-8, 14-2-68, 12-8-17

t3) 8-4*21.Do.
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that are strange the foe hath power”, ( ^ ) as “bounteous and

coflnpassionate” { ^ ). However, we can find out some distinctive

qualifications, Mitra and Varuna have several times been men
tioned as guards and upholders of the law, ( ^ )

which in our

present triad is the function of BrahmA and S'iva (or Rudra),

the one watching the deeds and, accordingly, moulding the des-

tinies, good or bad, of men, and the other giving reward or

punishment as deserved, Aryamari also “guards men well who

act uprightly following his law”, ( ^ ) but while a devotee has to

ask “with prayers for favour from Mitra and Varuna, the

gracious Aryaman is said to be giving it unasked”.
( ^) These

are qualifications of Vishnu of the present triad.
^
® ) Again

between Mitra and Varuna, the former has been said to be “be-

holding men with eyes that cldse not” and has been called “Dis-

poser (of destinies), ( ^
)

while Varuna is dreaded as the God

causing destruction aud death.
(
® ) It is evident therefore that

the tliree ancient gods of the old triad, Aryaman, Varuna and Mitra,

have merged into Vishnu, -STiva and Brahma, respectively, of the

new triad, and this also explains why the letters gf and ij^have

the particular meanings Vishnu, S'iva and Brahma respectively.

As the branches of the Aryans separated, new gods appeared,

replacing old gods, and in the Vedas themselves we can notice

the superiority of Aryaman, Varuna and Mitra actually decaying

To preserve the memory of these ancient gods of their forefathers

and to keep up the reverence for thorn the Iridian Aryans com-

posed the sacred syllable Om, taking the initial letters of the

three gods of the old triad. This being so, we have proof of at

least a portion of the alphabet having been formed or the several

sounds differentiated in India at such early a period as whvn the

sacred syllable Om was coined. This must have been a long time

after the arrival of the Aryans into India, which may be taken as

in about 4000 B, 0., the vernal equinox being in the asterism

Mrigoshira at the time (roughly 43rd to 34th century B.C.).

(X) Big Veda. X 185. (2) Rig Veda 1 36 and I 141 (3) Rig Veda I 23,

I 141, HI 59. (4) Rig Voda I 136. (5) Rig Veda VI 50.

(6 Curiously enough Big Veda I 189, 7 says that wheu the Deities gave
the milch cow to the Angirases they milked her, and Aryaman joined with
them and did the work. This suggests the story of Krishna joining and living

with the Ahirs in his younger days. (7) Bv* IH 69. (8) Ev, I 24-9 and ll
aud VXl 86-4.
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We do not find the sacred syllable used in the Big Veda. It; was

oj>ined before the Yajnr Veda was composed as we find it used in

this Veda. ( ®
)
As this Veda shows the vernal equinox oocuring in

Krittikd (roughly 24th to 15th century B.C'.), the great antiquity of

the Indian alphabet is apparent.

Again, in the Taittiriyopanishat of the Yajur Veda the author

gives the chief items of the science of pronunciation, as the letter,

their sound, measure, effort in pronouncing them, their uniformity

*and joining with each other. ( ^ ) This shows that the alphabet

was fully formed and developed at the time this old Upanishat

was composed.

IV. -Alphabet in other countries.

It is evideiit, from what has been said before, i’^ at about

fifteen hundred to two thousand years before Christ, India passess -

ed a fairly well-devolopod system of writing. It surely started

much earlier. Before going through the details on this point, let

us look into the information we possess about the alphabet in other

ancient countries.

The earliest attempt at writing appears to be on the coloured

pebbles and other materials discovered in different parts

of the world including Egypt, Crete and other places on the

Mediterranean. They exhibit symbols and marks, some of which

resemble letters of the alphabet, others look like rough attempts

to represent trees or some lower animals. Some of these are

considered as old as 6000 B, C. It is, however, doubtful if the

signs were ever meant for anything beyond representing pictures

of the plants, etc., or perhaps some magical signs. As there are

hundr^s of different designs, they could not surely be phonetic

letters. Their resemblance with some of the letters was unavoid-

able as both are composed of simple lines. These pieces of ancient

art may, therefore, be left out of consideration here.

The system of writing bas several stages of development.

It starts with pictures representing the objects meant to be

expressed, as, for intance, a wavy line may be drawn to represent

waves ;
or a circle to represent a circle or a ring

;
the form of a

(9) Yajur Veda 4-lT.

(I) Taittiriyopanishat^ 1—g,
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tent may represent a tent or a camp ;
or a lotus, the flower of that

name. But as there are hundreds of things which cannot well

shown in pictures, a sign for one object has to represent the allied

objects also. The wavy line may stand also for water, river and

sea
;
and the ring, for metal or precious articles general]^^ This

evidently means inconvenience in deciphering. The inconvenience

increases when ideas have to be expressed by the same signs, as

'"it cannot be done otherwise. The wavy line standing for water

also conveys the idea of washing, and of cleanliness
;

the circle

expresses totality, continuity, renewal or time
;
the tent give salso

the idea of shikar
;
and the lotus may express happiness.

In the system described above, there is difiiculty in writing

proper names. It can be met easily if the name can be broken

into parts having meanings. For instance, Campbell may be re-

*presented by pictures of a tent and a bell. But here the phone-

tics comes in. The picture of the tent stands for the sound

“ camp ” and that of the bell for the sound of that word, not

having to do anything with their meanings. In cases where some

of the syllables of a proper name have no meaning, a sign to re-

present it has to bo fixed conventionally. Take for example the

names Henry and Waterloo, the second syllables of which have

no meaning. Now it may be fixed that the picture of a ring will

also represent in sound the syllable “ ri ”, and that of a lotus the

syllable “ loo”, and the names can be written. In fixing these it

is evidently better to take an object the name of which begins

with that syllable, so that it may be easily deciphered. In certain

cases only a single sound, and not a syllable, may have to be re-

presented ;
but it can be dealt with in the same way. The sound

of “ k ” at the end of the name “ Stark ” may, for instance,\e con-

ventionally fixed to be represented by the picture of a kite and

the name written by a star and a kite. This representation of

syllablic sounds and necessary homophones is the second stage of

development of the art of writing.
t.

The third stage consists of reducing the pictures to simpler

forms, so that writing may become easier and guicker. The
geneial public will be able to write, and the art will not be con-

fined to men versed in picture drawing and painting.
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In the fourth stage we find the syllables broken up into

^single sounds, so that the alphabet consists of a number of homo*

phones. This reduces to a great extent tlie number of signs,

those expressing syllable sounds being uone aw^ay with,.' and a

few n^ ones introduced for the new homophones or single

sounds. These latter may be fixed in the way mentioned above.

The next or the last stage is more scientific than absolutely

necessary for facility of writing. It analyses the sounds, classi*

ties them with reference to the part of the mouth they emanate

from and arranges them in proper groups. In doing this it will

naturally occur to design the signs representing iheso sounds

also on some scientific principles. This will certainly make the

signs or letters a little moi*e complicated, and a cursive form will

be required later.

With the above analysis before us it will be easy to compare *

the progress which the several ancient languages of the world
,

made in the development of their art of writing. Lot us see this.

Egyptian '--The Egyptian perhaps possesses the oldest

record of writing in its sacred pictographs or hieroglyphics. ( ^ ) This

form of writing was very well developed in Egypt. In course of

time representation of syllaldes and homophones was also intro-

duced and the pictures were given phonetic values. The pictures

wore then replaced by two forms of cursive writing, one used by

the priests and known by the name hieratic, and the other used by

the common people called Demotic The written language of

the country appears to have acquired the popular form in about

700 B. 0., so the introduction of the cursive forms may bo taken

sometime in the 8th century B. C. Although the letters of the

Hieratic Egyptian represent single sounds so far as consonants

are concerned, they are not distinct as regards the vowel sound-

ing with the consonants. The pronounciation is not therefore

alw'ays certain, and scholars are of opinion that there was no real

attempt made by the Egyptians to do away with their syllabary.

So in Egypt^writing reached only up to the third stage, as defined

above. The writing of the Copts or Egyptian Christians who leav-

ing their own, adopted the Greek alphabet in the 1st century A. D.,

need not be taken into account, as being comparatively modern.

(1) The oldest records belong to the 4th, 6th and 6th dynsaties, dating 4000
to8500 B, C.

I 5 y
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AccadiBfIl or ChaldoailSD'— language which

wip in ancient days spoken in the part of the cotlntry

comprised in the Western Turkistan had also its

writing in pictures like the hieroglyphics of Egypt. The
words in Accndian had several meanings like Sanskrito,

and a picture representing one sense of a word was made to

represent nil. It also stood for the first syllable of a word phone-

tically and if tlii.s syllable had any meaning that idea was

also represented by the same picture. Not only this, but if there

was another word to represent the latter meaning, the same

picture also stood phonetically for the first syllable of this other

word. As an instance in English, the picture of a pencil might

have represented a pencil, the sound '‘pen”, a writing pen, an

enclosure or pound, the sounds “en” and “pound”. Different

sounds were thus represented by the some symbol. This poly-

polony made the deciphering of the language very difficult. The

Accadian writing reached the second stage of the standard set

forth above. No accurate date can be assinged to it, but it was

perhaps as old as the hieroglyphics of Egypt. The symbols were

generally composed of straight lines and were probably the

origin of the Assyrian.

ChlillOSO.—It is said that the alphabet in China migrated

from the west, and if so it was taken from the Accadian.

Hero also each symbol .stands for a word, and words

have several meanings, but as Chinese is a monosyllabic

language, polyphony was not possible as in Accadian. We had

hundreds of syllables represented by pictures having phonetic

value. The pictures have been reduced to simpler forms to a

certain extent. The Chinese, judging from the standaiJ set

forth, reached barely the third stage. Their oldest record of

writing is put in 1000 B. C,

Assyrian.—The Assyrian or Babylonian writing is said to

have been taken by the pre-Semtic Sumerians from the Chaldasans.

It had a syllabery like Chalda^an with greater number of mean-

ings for each syllable, as the meanings allotted by the Chaldoeans

were also kept. The Semitic people adopted the symbols as taken

by the Sumerians, but the rectilinear pictograph of the Chaldeean

changed into a cuniform writing as the material used for writing
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was soft clay written upon with a triangular-end ed stylus and

Jbaked afterwards. The original pictures could hardly be recog-

nized in this wedge shaped writing, which grew simpler in time.

The Babylonians thus reached the beginning of the thiM stage.

The writing records of Assyrian and Acoadian are found on the

clay tablets discovered amongst the ruins of the ancient towns

in Mesopotamia, the oldest of whicli is the tablet of Surgon 1,

who on the authority of Nabouidus, the last king o£ Babylon

(550 B. C.), reigned about 3800 B C. (
‘ )

Susan and Old Armenian.—These were also written in

wedge-shaped letters harrowed from Asrj^rian. Thej^ however,

fieed their syllabic &ymb<',L from foreign meanings, which made

them much simpler to w'rite and decipher than Assyrian. This

writing reached the third stage.

PIl€Bnician- “In Pha>nician we have a real alphabet of 22

letters, all of which w'ere consonants. The names of the letters

and probably their arrangement is still preserved in Hebrew, old

Arabic, Greek and other European languages, all of which owe

their alphabets to Phoenician. We find the Phoeriician writing

in the fourth stage of development. Its oldest record discovered

is dated ICOO B. C. The previous stages of this writing are pot

traceable and it is yet uncertain what was the source from which

it was derived. As the Phoeuiciau alphabet is considered to be

the parent ot all tie alphabets in the w^oiTd it will be examined

more fully in a later chapter.

Greok-—The Gieek alphabet, as said above, has been derived

from the Phoenicia n. Its oldest record is an Attic inscription

dated^ibout 800 B. C.

MOEbitO*—The alphabet of the Moabs is similar to the

Phcnnician alphabet. It is not known what the arrangement of

the letters w^as. The oldest record dates 895 B. 0,

Aramaic-—The Aramaic alphabet is similar to the Moabite
and had perhaps a common oijgin. In Aramaic there is a

(1) This old date can only he taken with the greatest reservFt’on, as
it depends entirely on tlie statement in the tablet of Naboii'dus that Sargon
reigned 8i00 years before his time, a period too long to be considered
accurate.
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teiiteiicj of the Leiids of the letters openiug. The oldest record

IB dated about 800 B. G. <

SEbC0En*~~Thi8 a south Semitic alphabet with 29 letters,

agreeing in form, to a certain extent, to the old Brahnii script

found in the inscriptions. It is dated 1000 B. C., and is the

origin of the Ethiopean alphabets.

All tlu3 other alphabets like Hebrew, Arabic, Roman, have

been derived from one or the other of the above and need not bo,

enumerated here.

Nune of the alphabets, ancient or modern, reached the 5tli or

scientitic stage. This was developed only in India, and at an age,

as will be S(3en further on, long before Panini wrote his grammar.

The supposition, therefore, that the Indian alphabet had a Seme-

tic origin cannot be borne out by facts
;
for, although there are

tio actual AVritten inscriptions available (and the cause of this has

been discussed in the 1st chapter), the grammar of Panini, which

begins with an alphabet, was coeval with, if not earlier than, the

oldest known inscriptions written in a moiiophone alphabet.

It will also be noticed from the dates of the several inscrip-

tions, that the Phauiician alphabet which is generally taken to be

the parent of all the other alphabets may claim to be so for the

European alphabets, but its claim is not made out so far as tlie

Asiatic alphabets are concerned. The Sabcean and the' Moabite

ai'e as old as the Phoenician and cannot be said to have been

derived from the latter. Similarity of letters gives no advantage

one way or the other. It is probable they had a common origiii.

(7b be coni tuned).
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Members.

Th^ Dumber of ordinary iriembers at the end of 1921 was 187

as compared with 207 in 1920. I'he reduction is due to an in-

creiise in subscription for resident as well as non-resident membeis.

Ten members withdrew. During the year 1921 tluj Society lost one

life-membco* and two ordinary members by death. The number of

liODomry members stands at 13 and tlio number of life-members tbe

same. Seventeen new members were elected during tbe year.

Journal

Owing to tlie g;eat increase in the cost of printing and other

reasons, it has become necessary to reduce the size of tbe Journal

considerably. The Journal has also appeared at irregular inter-

vals. In order to cope with the difficulties the Council have formed

a Journal Comniitiee and it is hoped to publish tbe Journal quarter-

ly, although, for the present, its size must be kept within reduced

limits. It is proposed to get the Journal printed by a private press,

as the charges at the Government press are very high.

Meetings.

• In 1921 the Council hcdd two meetings only. No ordinary

quarterly meetings of the Society were held. I venture to think

that su .^1 meetings would be very useful if arrangements are made

for tbe reading and discussion of papers at them, as this w^ould

keep tbe interest of tbe members and of the public in the activities

of our Society,

Library.
•

Since last year we have placed the order for a complete set of

Hakluyt Society’s publications with Messrs. Oambray & Co,, and

we hope to receive tbe books at an early date. We have no by-

laws regulating tlie loan, retention and return of the books in the
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Library, The result has been that several books have been out for

years without, in some cases, even finding a place in the Catalogue-

1 suggest that a permanent Library Committee should be appointed

as in other learned Societies, and that this committee should look

after the purchase, cataloguing, loaning and general care of the

Society’s collections. I also suggest that in future a list of books

received and purchased by the Society should be published as an

appendix the Journal, as is done, for example, by the Royal

Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. The total number of

volumes in our Library at present is 2,066. We are very grateful

to Sir Ldward Gait for a gift of valuable books, which have mate-

rially enriched our Library in quality as well as quantity.

Pinance.

A detailed statement of our fixiiiucial position is given in

«ihe Appendix. The realisations from the members umounted

to Rs. 1,939-5-0 and from the sale of copies of the Journal to

Bs. 289-1-0, The amount realized from the members is less than

in tlie last year for two reasons : firstly, the amount of arrears

was small and, secondly, the Journal was not published in time.

Anthropological Research.

During the year the Anthropological Secretary has been

studying some of the aboriginal tribes of the Province and, for the

sake of cultural coraparision, has also been studying some of the

Himahiyan and Ceiitral Indian tribes, such as the Mangars and

Saharias. He is making a special study of the kinship systems of

different peoples. We are very pleased to note the reference to our

anthropological activities at the last Annual meeting of the British

Association for the Advancement of Learning in the f^lowicg

terms, —“remarkable success in Anthropological Research under

the auspices of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society,” which

clearly referred to the researches of Anthropological Secretary.

Search for Manuscripts.

The search for Sanskrit and Hindi Manuscripts was conti-

nued in the year under report. The Pandit in Orissa catalogued

2,004 Manuscripts out of which 123 are reported to he hitherto

unedited. As regards the dates of those Manuscripts, so far as

they can be ascertained, 34 belong to the 17th century, 437 to the
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18th century, 1,472 to the 19th century, and the rest to

tile present century. The Pandit also copied out in Deran&gri

317 Manuscripts which wei'e copied in the Oriya script during

the firat year. The Pandit in Mithila oatalogiied 1,346 Manu-

scripts, out of which 800 were dated. About SCO Manuscripts,

out of these, belong to the i5th and 16th centuries and 500 to the

18th and 19th centuries. The Pandit reports that 230 Manu-

scripts have been published. It is hoped tliat the Journal Com-

mittee will see its way to give a descriptive account of these

Manuscripts hi uri early number of our Journal.

Amalgamation
Proposals have been made suggesting an aiiialganaation of the

Society with the Museum Committee. Our Council have appointed

a committee consisting of Messrs. Son, Bhate and Harichand to

examine the details and report how far such an amnlgntnalion is*

practicable.

Deputation.

The General Secretary received a communication from the

Joint Secretaries to the second session of the Oriental Conference,

intimating that the Conference would be bold in Calcutta from

Saturday the 28th January, 1922, to Wednesday the Ist February,

1922, and inviting the Society to send delegates and representa-

tives to the Conference, We accordingly sent six members of the

Council as our representatives.

APPENDIX.

Receipts.

Amount in hand on the llth December, 1920 ...

In Bank

Government Grants

Subscriptions

Sale of Journals

Miscellaneous (including a 1. D. converted to

current account)

rvs. a. p
103 5 0

6,696 4 8

13,900 0 0

1,939 5 0

289 1 0

527 4 0

Total Rs. ... 23,455 3 8
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Expenditures-

Postage

OiSce •••

Mitliila Pandit

Oriya Pandit

Miscellaneous

Stationery

AUdfrance to A. S.

T. A,

Office

Pcper for Journal

Government Press

Miscellaneons Printing

Books

Furniture

Miscellaneous (including fixed deposit)

In Bank ...

In hand with Treasurer

Total Rs.

179 7

1,348 3 6

1,265 13 6

370 8 0

354 10 0

154 3 0

3,903 1

1

0

2,955 1 6

500 0 0

1,984 11 0

2,567 0 0

257 0 6

753 14 6

^
36 5 0

2,854 4 8

3,870 15 0

99 7 3

23,455 3 8

HARI CHAND,
General Secretary,

8 -2 -22 .

A meeting of the following members of the Bihar
and Orissa Research Society was held on tho

24th of January 1022

Mr. G. E, Fawous (t.i the Chair),

„ V. H, Jackson.

„ H. Lambert.

Sir John Bucknill.

Mr. D. N. Sen.

„ J. N. Samaddar.

„ G. S. Bhate.

Rai Bahadur Sarat OhanJra Roy.

Mr. S. N. Mazunidar.

Dr. Hari Ohand,

Rai Sabeb Ram Gopal Singh Ohoudhry,
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It was noted that as more than a year had elapsed since |he

•last annual meeting, the Society had no officers or Council.

Incidentally the Vice-President had resigned. The meeting was

informed by Sir John Bucknill, that His Excellency hai kindly

intimated that he would be prepared to allow the annual general

meeting of the Society to be held at Government House.

Besolved that, in the circumstances, Dr. Hari Chand be re-

quested to convene the annual general meeting of the Society at

Government House at 4 p. m., on February 11th, or such other

time and date as may be convenient to His Excellency,

2.

The following business was done, subject to ratification

by the general meeting :

—

(a) Confirmed the minutes of the meeting hold on the
15th of July, 1921, as amended.

(ft) Resolved that the following bo elected members :

—

1. The Principal, Maharaja's College, Vijayanagar.

2. The Principal, Jagannath Intermediate College,
Dacca.

3. The Secretary, Guzrat Puratatwa Mandir, Ahmeda-
bad.

4. Mr. Shyam Harayan Singh, M.B.E,

(c) Resolved that at the annual general meeting the follow-
ing be proposed as officers :

—

Patron.

His Excellency the Governor, ex officio.

Vice-Patrons.

The Hon’ble Sir William Henry Hoaro Vincent, Kt

,

LC.S.

The Hon’blo Maharajadhiraj Bahadur Sir Rameshwar
Singh, G.C.I.E,, K.B.E., Darbhanga.

Maharaja Bahadur Sir Ravenoshwar Prasad Singh,

. K C.I.E., of Gidhour.

His Highness Maharaja Bahadur Sir Bir Mitrodaya

Singh Deo, K.O.I E., of Sonepur State.

The Hon’ble Sir Thouias Fredrick Dawson Miller,

Kt., K.C.

Sir Edward Gait, K.C.SJ., OJ,E,, Ph.D., LC,8,

10
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Fresidentt
*

The Hon’ble Sir Haviliand LeMesurier, K.C.I.E., O.S.I,

Vice-President.

The Hon’ble Sir B, K. Mullick, Kt., I.O.S.

General Secretary.

Dr. Hari Chanel Sliastri, D. Liit, T, E. S.

Joint Secretary.

Professor G. S. Bhate, M.A., I.E.S.

Treasurer.

Professor J. N. Samaddar, B.A.

Journal Committee.

History'.— 1. Professor G, S. Bhate, M. A., I.E.S,, ^Secret-

ary).

2. Professor J. K Sarkar, M.A., I.E.S. (Member).

ArchCBOlog^y.— P Mr. V. H. Jackson, M. A., I, B. S.,

(Secretary).

2. Mr. K. P. Ja3’'aswal, M. A., Bar-at-Law

(Member).

NutnfsmaUcs-—Sir John Bucknill, Kt-, K. 0.

Anthropology
& Folk-lore.~“t* Bevd. A. Wood (Member).

2. B. B. Sarat Chandra Roy, M. A., B. L
(Secretary).

Philology.—1- 1^^* Hari Chand Shastri, I). Litt., E. S.

(Secretary).

2. Prof, S. N. Mazuradar, M. A. (Member).

3. Dr. Azimuddin Ahmad, Ph. D. (Member).

Other wmhers of the Council besides tin. President^ the General

Secretary and the Treasurer, .

The Hon’ble Justice Sir B. K, Mullick, Kt. (Vice-

President).

The Hoii’ble Mr. H. McPherson, C. S. T., I. C. S.

G. E, Eawcus, Esqr,, M, A., I. E. S.

The Hon’ble Mr. S, Sinha, Bar-at-Daw,
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Professor Jaduiiatli Sarkar, M. A„ I. E. S.

Rai Baliadur Sarat Chandra Roy, M. A., B^L., M. L. 0.

K. P. Jayaswal, Esqr., M. A. (Oxon) Bar-at-Law.

Rai Siiheb Rum Gopal Bingh Chotrdhry, B. A, B. L.,

M. L. C.

Professor G. S. Bhate, M. A., I. E. S.

Dr. Azimuddm Ahmad, Fh. I).

H. Lambert, Esqr., M. A., I. E. S.

V. H. Jackson, Esqr., M.A., LE.B.

D. N. Ben, Esqr., M.A., I.E.S.

The Hoii’ble Justice Sir John Buckjiill, Kt. K.C.

Professor S. N. Muzurndar, M.A.

{d) Resolved that the following members be requested to

get into touch with the Museum Committee and

consider whether the work of the Research Society

could be combined with advantage with that of the

Museum

:

Air. D. N. Sen.

Dr. 11. Oliand.

Air. G. S. Bhate.

(e) A letter from the Registrar, Calcutta University, regard-

ing the exchange of the Calcutta University pub-

lications with our Journal, was considered, and it

was resolved that the request be accepted.

(/) A letter from the Profeswsor of History of the Allaha-

bad University regarding the exchange of the

Historical Journal, issued by the Allahabad Uni-

versity, with our Journal, was considered and it

was resolved that the matter be deferred till the

next meeting of the Council.

(/;) Resolved that the action taken by the General Sec-

retary on the letter of the Joint Secretaries to the

• Oriental Conference be approved,

(Sd.) H. CHAND.
24-1-22.



proceedings OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING OF THE BIHAR & ORISSA

RESEARCH SOCIETY.

Held on the 11th February, 1922, at at

Gmornnient House, Patna*

His JBxoELLiNcy Sir 1!avilland LeMesurier, k.c.i b., c.s.i., in

THE Chair.

1. Dr. Haricband Sliastri, Honorary General Secretary,

presented the annual report of the Society for 1921.

• 2. The Hoii’ble Justice Sir John Bucknill, on behjflf of the

Council of the Society, proposed the election of the following

office-bearers and members of the Council for the year 1922,

Patron

:

His Excellency the Governor of Bihar and Orissa.

Vice -Patrons

The Hon’ble Sir William Hoare Vincent, Kt., I.O.S.

The Hon’ble Maharajadhiraj Bahadur Sir Rameshwar Singh,

G.C.I.E., K, B. E., of Darbhanga.

Maharaja Bahadur Sir Ravaneshwar Prasad Singh,

K.O.LE., of Gidhoiir,

His Highness Maharaja Bahadur Sir Bir Mitrodaya Singh

Deo, K.C.I.E., of Sonepur State. •

The Hori’blo Sir Tliomas Fredrick Dawson Miller, Kt., K.C.

Sir Edward Gait, K.C.S.L, O.l.E., Ph D., I.C.S. {Retd.)

President.

The Hon’ble Sir Havilland LeMesurier, K .O.I.E., O.S.l.

Vice-President.

The Hon’ble Sir B. K. Mullick, Kt., LC.S.

General Secretary.

Dr. Haricband Sliastri, D. Litt., 1. E. S.
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Joint Secretary.

Professor G. S. Bhate/M.A., I.B S.

Treasurer.

Professor J. N. Samaddar, B.A.

Journal Committee.

Professor G. S. Bhate, M.A., I.E.S. (Convener),

History.—Professor J. N. Sarkar, M.A., I.E.S, (Member).

Archaeology .—Mr, V. H. Jackson, M.A., I.E.S.

Mr. K. P. Jayaswal, M.A., Bar-at-Law.

Numismatics.—The Hon’ble Justice Sir John Bucknill, Kt.,

K. 0.

Anthropology and Folk-lore.—Rt. Revd. A. Wood.

^
Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy, M.A., B.L.

Philology.— Dr. Harichand Shastri, D. Litt., 1. E. S.

Professor S. N. Mazumdar, M.A.

Dr. Azim-ud"din Ahmad, Ph, D.

Other members of the Council besides the President, the

General Secretary and the Treasurer.

The Hon’ble Justice Sir B. K. Mullick, Kt.-~ (Vice-Presi-

dent).

The Hon’ble Mr, McPherson, C.S.L, LO.S.

G. E. Fawcus, Esq., M.A., I.E.S.

The Hon’ble Mr. S, Sinha, Bar-at-Law.

Professor Jadunath Sarkar, M.A
,
I.E.S.

Bai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy, M.A., B.L., M L.C.

Professor G. S. Bhate, M.A
, I.E.S.'

Dr. Azimuddin Ahmad, Ph. D.

H. Lambert Esq. M.A., I.E.S.

V. H. Jackson, Esq , M.A., I.E.S.

D. N. Sen, Esq., M.A., I.E.S.

The Hon’ble Justice Sir John Bucknill, Kt., K.C.

Professor S. N. Mazumdar, Af.A.

K. P. Jayaswal, Esq., M.A., Bar-at-Law.

Rai Sahib Bam Gopal Singh Chaudhari..
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3. His Excellency the President delivered his address.

4. Professor Sylvian L^vi read a paper on ** Eastern Human-

ism

5. Mr. V. H* Jackson proposed a vote of thanks to Prof.

Sylvian Levi for his address * and also proposed a vote of thanks

to the chair.

The copy of his address is still with the Proftssor and it is not yet"

available for publicatu^ in the Journab
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• LEAOIHG- ARTICLES.

I.—Studies ill As oka.

By Dr. A. Banerji S:istri, M.A^ (Gal.)» B, Phil. (oxOM.),
Professor of Sanskrit., MuzaiJarpur Colletio.

A Cliaracterisation of Asolia Magadlii.

1. Cieneral, [a) Anoka and I ikIo-

E

uropean Comparative pliilo-

logy. The following aro points of common intoi’o'st :
(i) long

sjrdlableln as a only in Gir. e g. at ihd^cm :=^ Ski, atikrantaw^

o

therefore Gir. is not lineally descended from Skt ;
(ii) short n in

Gir. su^Tu&d, smriUatdrlv and Avestan susru^dmnd
;

Kal. Shb.

Mans. (also E amp urva htti^ if not Jcimti of Bloch) < kid

net \
{iv) Gir. srundru^ {Shb. IsIslixb,

^runey [w] and Avcstan surunaoiii, contrast Skt. srnoti
: (v)

Shb, and Mans. 5jf=:Skt .5 ? (^)-suggests the liiigualisation of #

and th in Aryan^.f^ and sth (Avestan U') as Pan-Indic not Proto-

Indie (Michelson) cj. Skt. G. Pali and ordinary Prkt.-/f4

(written th)^ note especially Dh. Jang. I and Kal. i\h (written

^ Michelson, l.E. xxiii, p. 263.

* Johansson, op cifc.
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. th) : B.. 981-2 etc. and He ^ iv. 290 borne out by Gir.

Johansson also cites tiir. and a few Mid-Indie words as

I.E. /s/ (/O > (^0 •

(^j) Asoha ami Archaisms. Asoka conjancts like pr in pnya

etc. J75''-G2 not found in Pali are arcdiaic relicts of old phonetics.

They are not Sanskriticisins, c/. same in the N orth-West Sindhi

Lahnda

{c) Asok i and Pali. Asokan dialects are evolved out of tliose

in use when the Buddha preac/hed. Literary Pali is regarded as

another such product. But the origin of Pali is still obscure.

Hence Frank e’s^ Pali-grund!age for Asok a is at best prob-

lematic. The striking similarity, however, between Pcli and

Asoka, in Phonology and Morphology—inflexion'and conjugation

(as will be a])])arent from what follows in pages 7^8 deserves

(consideration. As a point of divergence may be noted the

gerund iri-.^f<7 n taining

{(I) Ast)ka Magadhi and sister dialeets. Pischel lias rightly

noted that the Mg. dialect as an oQicial imperial language was

understood even rvhere it was not .spoken. But a word of explan-

ation s(‘('nis necessary for the above division into trvo groups. Senart

divides the grou])s into orientaP-Kal. Mans. ])h Jang, and the

minor ones—and ( ccidental-Gir and Shin For the first—no

cerebral n, ])alatal fi, initial y elided, /for r, nom. masc. and

usnall}' nom. neut. ending in r, loe. = e.erebral,

Xas > JcJ'i, final d sliovtencd, -/fy, /y, ^///^.^' the second,

cfM’chral n pahital n, initial y rctaijiod, r unaUcred, nom. in.asc.

sing, a-stem ending in y, loc. a72i/ii or e/ r de?2^(J= dental,

ks. ^ ch. Senari ’s rea.sons for putting Mans, under group

1, seems to be ^Mans^s. morphological kinship with Jaug.

^ Bane; ji-Sfistvi, Evulutiuii o! JMu^-atUn, ji. 30,

® PriuBop, J. A. S. ir V'ol, Vn. p. 276.

^ I'miikc, JMli iind Sanskrit, p. GC.

^ Michelson, Transactions qf the American Pliil. Ass. XT, p 2S, footnote 1.

^ Scnait, L('s Ins. p. 431,

» Alichclson, IE. XXIII, 210-71 ; AJP XXX, 28ff. 41611 ;
XXXT, 55ff.j

J.A.O.S.XXX, 77fl:., XXXI, 223.

’ Ibid. J.A. XXI pp. 171, 172.
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t0
, ^ ending o (and e and the same of Shh. Gir. But

at bottom, as sliown later, both phonologieally and morphologh

eallj Mans, and Shh. are almost the same -minus the imported

Mg. elements. Gir. and Shh. again apart from some pho-

nological agreements differ in
:

(t) Gir. only s, Shh. and

Mans, s, s S; (iij coiijiincts (Bull ter- and only Gir.
;

(iy) nom. sing, neut in ??i Oii\ but Slib.
;

(iv) i3rd per. pL

Gir. re SLb. su
;

(v) Loc. sing. Gir. l/n/ie (also-<^)j Slih.

also-^? but never m//i
; (vi) gen. sing, of in stem. Gir. /hm

Shb. isa. Both Shb. and Gir. liave duly submitted to Mg.

influence, c. g. nom. sing, e Gir. xii 1. \
. ihiye and Shb. x. 1 .i.

Differences between orient d Jang, and ociddenul Gir. .ig.iin

are quite marked:—Phonology, (i) Gir. (like Pali) r-.iaag.(Mg.)

I 2172; (it)Conjuncts in Gir. anaptyxis or ivarahhakli in Jang,

702; [lit) loss of lingual r le.it r'om]>ensat('d in Gir. but it is in

Jang, by lingiialicing tae f llowing t BolS, .jr)5t
;
[tv) Skt. r-in

Gir. in Jaiig. a and i 20ld
;

(/;)Gir. ; i Iha^ Jang. hidaJS0\'6 ;

(vi) Gir has /I, n afid n, Jang, only n 184J5. Morpbology-(z)

Gir. (like Prdi) Jaug, (Mg.) fi//e 1089, i/jayo-mtyr 2018, 50

-se, 3555 ;
(iv) loc. sing. Gir. m/it, Jaug. si 8t7() ;

8vd pi. instr.

Gir. (like Vedic sere) r(\ Jaug. aMl (cf. Pali and Prkts.) 4G8.

It is thus more convenient to separate the Mg. Group from

Gir. Shb. and Mans, althongb Gir. might again be subdivided

•from the last two. It is also not certain wliether some forms

in Gir! Shh and Mans, are JVlg. or native : 0
. g. Shh. and

Mans.— 2 gerunds in ii, (i. 0 . tti Vedie ivl) and in tu : Dh.

Jaug. Krd, only in in, tlierefore jJansibly Shh. and Mans,

gerund in tu, is Mg. because th:it in tpd (Skt. tva) is native

to Gir. BuL there is no certainty as Shb. Mans, Dh. Jaug,

and Kal. mutually agree in some points against Gh\ That

such points arc vyry few in contrast with the lin guistic affinity

9f Shb. Mans, and Gir. as against the same of Dh. Jaug. and

KM. does not add to the certainty, only minimises the chances

of confusion. All these facts simply touched ujion here may
be discussed in detail later. Another limitation lies in ortho-

graphy. Shb. and Mans, have puna = Giv. Kah jPMUd

;
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is the 1st. funa for Gir. pnna or Kal. puna or both? c No
solution possible, because Kharo§thi does not distinguish vowel

'quantities ; nor does Kal, from i, u from Within tbcie

limits may now be described the nature of A^okan Mg.

2. Special Characteristics of Asoka-Magadhi.

'Ehonology^

A. Vowek. r, If e and a% lost.

Vowel changes (a) quantity*, (t) lengthening, 86, 16S8,

1689, (2^; (fe) shortening due to conjunct ox anuzvara 124?4'.

(J) quality 2188. {c) anaptyxis : 849. 3173. [d) syncope 671.

Dropping of a consonant between vowels not yet so common

as later.

B. Cons nant changesh (t) dental instead of cerebral after

ft elided : 1590. {ii) gh>h: 2164. {iii) hh simplified ?iito : 3076.

(n’) simplification of conjuncts : 01, 72, 133, 853, 1778, 306 S

—

conjuncts first assimilated, then simplified, even without the

lengthening of the preceding vowel.

Morphology—A. Nouns, [a) Declension, [i) consonantal

declension generally merges into the vowel, c,g, a* class : excep-

tions—2177-78, etc.
(

t) nom. sing. masc. a-stem—in e, 1916

{iii) also neut. in c, 1991. [iv) dative in a7/% or age : 94,-

621-2. («;) abl. in <7 110 final consonant; 3105. (w?’) gen. in

through ss from sg (even in i—stcinsj : 1761 also 1687. {tii) loc.

in si (through [ssi'hfi from smin) and e : 3142. Plurals—almost

regular in phonet'c changes*. 1993, 675—exception, nom! pi. in

€ 1620 .

B. Pronouns.

—

Nom. Sing. 86 nom. pi. 38

both masc. and fern. 318. Other forms 531-43, 613-42, 764-

68, 1014, 1006, 1017-22, 1959-60, 2059-60, 3560, etc.

C. Conjugation.—Active Ind. 748, 848, 1084, 1893, 3676, etc.

Passive 467.

Future 270, causal 202, etc.

Imperative 2091

1 . Aioka InRcbriften, C. 8.

*SenMt, XXI p. 2ff.
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Potential 410, 1485, S47«

Aorist 469

Perfect 500

Causal with p 8006, 2599,. 3022 {double causal)

Absolutives 466

Infinitives 818

Participles 711, 8140

B. Asoka Magadhi and Ardha Maigradhi.

Luders^. thinks that the dialect ot the Gubain—in Bruchs^

tiicke Buddhistischer Dramen is the precursor of Amg. and

same as As'okan Mg., both Gobam and Asoka being termed

old Amg. This latter is more akin to Mg. than the later

Amg. which lends itself to western influence. £. Muller sought

to connect Amg- with Asoka Mg. PiseheF, while admitting

some possible western elements introduced at Valabhi or Mathura
councils, disagrees with E. Muller, for lack of common
features between the two, except in loc. siiig. of-a steins, aihsi

Mlchclson rightly considers this instance as ina(*(*uratc, because

Asoka Mg. asi is gvapbieil tor-asst, and not tov-a?hsi

;

a'ksi, if intended, would be written as such^ but the regular

writing is -ast. The Gobam-dialect seems to be identical with
j\soka Mg. But it does not follow that the later Amg. is

descended from the latter, but rather from an early middle*

Indie dialect which agreed in some important respects with the

latter. That such Indo-Aryan dialects existed contemporary
with A^oka is attested to by Sa?Tci and Bhamt insers. More-
over, there are other middle Indie dialects, not descended
directly from Asoka, e g Pali ^ (c/. special feature gerund in

—tva
,
retains tv), Saurasem, ^ Mahara|tri, ^ each of which has

points of disagreement as marked as those of agreement and—
* Bubler. EJ. II, immb6ral2, 91,138, 334-5, 838. ^

Hultzsch, ZDMG, XL, imiiibors 23, 25-6, 41, 95, 115.

* Michelson, Trausaf tioDs American Phil. Ass. XL. p. 28, footnote 1#
* Michcl^on, AJP, pp. 267ff.

‘ Ibid.
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which even a theory of borrowing cannot wholly explain away.

In supportrof the proposed origin of Amg. are noted the follow-

ing {{) striking similarities with and (it) radical divergenoea

from A^oka Mg. (i)—(a) nom. sing, a-stems—ends in e; (bj

dental n initially ;
(c) dental nn medially— mn on inscrs. only

graphical for nn. Both n and nn are not uniform in their

origin, ef. Amg. Jm. atjnaj Asuka Mg. a^na^ M and aift^ixay,

grammatical Mg. aiina (Fischers is against Yar. XI. and

He. IV. 293, ordaining ny > nn in Mg, as Mg. annadi^a'ih,'=:.

Skt. anyadiSam (quoted by Pischel) Pali and Paisaci (PischeP«s

afincbiua) anfui- Gir. Shb. a'kna (giaphical anna) Shb, and

Mans, ana graphical anna)-

'

anva : Asoka Mg. fuHnnay,

Gram. Mg. fjunnay M. pnmiay Pais', pufin^y Shb. Mans-jonwa

{^zszpunTta) Gir. puinna {‘==pnnna)y Pali junya;.

{d) single consonants for conjuncts
; (^) I for r in Arng. As'oka Mg;^

Gram. Mg. Ilhakki, and less frequently in Pali and other Prkts;

(/) h in hoi—Skt. hhavaU\ (g) t of giha Kai. elsewhere Asoka Mg.

and M, gaha—Skt, grha (ii) {a) Amg, viyy vy > vv : Asoka Mg.
Vty and vy

;
{b) Amg. /y. 11 : Al. Mg. yy (? written y) ;

(c)

Amg. iha) As. Mg. hida : [d) Amg. evark (e) emevay (/) puvva^

(y) iiistru. pinna {]i) instr. rannd ranna (t) neut. ayark (j) fern.

ayark. {k) loc. sing, (/) aJiamy (m) arhsiy (?i) gerund in

— and —ttdnarky etc. : As\ Mg. (r/) hevark, {e) hemevay (/)

pnltivay [g) pitind (/^) Idjind (Gram. Mg. lannd) (t) iya^, (j)
*

iy&rky [Jc] —asiy [1) haJearky [m) mmi^ («) cf. Gir. —tpd and
-—gerund in ivdna'k, (e) retention of r more frequent than > L
A6. Mg. eu niunisa kacehati (written kachati)

*‘ he will do first pers. sing, optative ending in — eha^dh have

no corresponding forms in Amg. Amg. on its part shows some
early Middle Indie elements not found in A^oka Mg. e.g.

darisana^ darkmna (contrast As. Mg. da8a7{ay i, e. dassana as

in Pali) ; vnnsa (contrast As. Mg. vasa = vassay as in Pali)

karmanti {co^ir^ist Mg. kachaihti) Lastly, it may be noted

that A ng. agrics not only with A^, Mg. but with other

Asokan dialects as well. Hence making due allowance for out-

si le influence and falsity of extant text^ the best provi ional
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affiliation of A mg. would be to regard it as descended from

one of the Middle Indie didlects, perhaps contemporary with

As. Mg. and certainly akin to it.

C. Asoka Magadhi and Magadhi-Grammatical
and Dramatic.

It has been said that As. Mg. inscrs. have their original

in a dialect of Magadha. But th;;t does not preclude the possi-

bility of more than one such dialect. The points of difEerence

may not have been marked but perhaps some resembled A^.

•Mg. more than others. The grammatical and dramatic Mg,

may have been directly descended from the latter. Ramgarh

represents one such (with s) and is called by Liiders Old Mg.

parent of Mg. but it lacks some special features of its descen-

dant. There was even another with s for s viz
, KalsL Any

way, the later Mg. is more easily explained as descended from

one of thi'se sister dialect.s of A^, Mg. than from A^. Mg.

itself. The following features of (t) agreementand (ti) disagree-

ment serve as illustrations ; (i) (a) nom. sing, -a stems in 6?*

(^) r > I, (c) assimilation of r in conjunct consonants (some

exceptions c/. vali^a
;

Ai, Mg. vassa)
;

{d) ava > o also in

Shb, and Mans; (c) and —As. Mg. Kal. ta^i, i. e. ta^ii

^i^a, pa^avatij Bairat ^vaf/e. (it) where it differs from A^. Mg.
but agrees with other As. dialects, viz. Gir. Shb. Mans, etcv

{a) idha (Al Mg. hiia)^ {b) a of dadha [ki. Mg. di^hcty

(c) sth > sf, {d) stk > st, {e) formation of imind, (f) retention

of sf, (^) initial 5^ of b^odt (A4, Mg. Aoh) (b) instru. lan^d

(A4, Mg.ld/tnd), (!)/>/ (j) ptdfmd As. Mg. pitina). Where
it differs from all A^. dialects including A^. Mg. (a)

Ai, Mg. tasi-tam), {b) nom. acc. pi, neut. n-stems in --dtih,

(e) smi (A^. Mg, gerunds in -e a. Liiders considers

the latter i e. points of divergence of Mg. from AI. Mg. or

Ramgarh old Mg.^^ as secondary features and late
; but their

occurrence in some contemporary sister dialects like Gin Shb.

and Mans, militate against the supposition of lateness in those

cases. Such differences, liowever, become prefectly intelligible

' Michclsor, Jj^..O.S. XXX, p. 8?* *
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if Mg. be regarded as only one among other co-existent

Mg. dialects out of which grew the later Mg. recorded by gram-

marians and found in dramas, which again, in their turn, had

to submit to the surrounding influences and in course of time

acquire new traits and lose some old ones and likewise split up

into co-dialects.

Referanoes to tlie above numbers.

Page 1—981— thaihbhasi
;
982—thabe,

Page 3—2172 laja
;
701 kataviytala ; 3518 supathaye

; 356k
fiiipatliaye

; 2013 rnige ;
3613 hida ; 1343 na

; 1889 piyadasl

;

2013 mige ; 3555 sc
;
3470 si.

Page 4—408 rdabhijiaamti.

Page 5—80 ane ; 1088 piyadasisa
; 1689 piyasa

; 1244

dhammaiiusathija
;
2188 likhajata

; 849 galaha
; 8173 viyaih

.(jimate)
; 671 olodlianasi;) 15'JO pavajitani

; 2104 lahuka
; 3676

Loti
;
72 aja

;
122 atapasaihda

;
133 atikaihtam

; 853 gahathani;

1778 baibblianasamaufinam
)
30G8 vadhi

; 2177 lajina
; 2178

h'jine
;
1916 niaehe

;
1991 mahaphale

; 94 athaye
; 621

etaya
;
622 etaye ;

3105 savata
; 1761 priyadarsisa

; 1687 piya-

dasine
;
3142 vijitasi ; 1993 mahiimata

; 675 osadhani
; 1620

])adcsike.

Page 6—86 aue
;
36 amnani ; 318 ayam

; 63] ima
; 543

iyaiii
;
013 eia

;
012 ctcwsri

;
701 kim

; 768 kiiiipi
; 1014 ta ;

1000 tani; 1017 tfinaiii ; lo22 tasu
;
1959 mamaya; I960 mama;

205 9 ya
; 2000 yaiii

;
3500 so; 748 kaleti

; 848 galahati
;

1084 claklinii
;
1803 bhoti ; 3076 lioti

; 467 alabhiyarfati
; 270

anusasisamti ;
202 anapayismii

; 2091 yujamtu 410 asu
; 1485

paiipajaya ;
3479 siya

; 4G9 alabhiyisu ;• 500 aha; 8005

lekhapita ;
3599 hfiblpita ; 3022 lopapita ; 466 alabhitu ; 818

khamitave ;
711 kata; 3140



II.^The Telugu Academy Plates of
Bliima 1. Saka 814*.

By K. V. Lakshmana Rao, BI.A., Editor-in.-Ghief, The
Telugu Encyclopaedia, Vedavilas, Egmore.

^
It is not known where and when these plates were found.

They came to the Telugn Academy in 1916, whence they were

sent to the Government Epigraphist, who noticed them as C. P.

grant No. IJj of 1917-18* I am now editing and publishing

them for the first time from the originals in tie Telugil

Academy, Madras.

This grant consists of three copper plates, each measuring

• The middle plate is thicker than the two outer

plates and the third one is the thinnest of all. It has therefore

small holes at several places. The edges of these plates are^

raised a little into rims. • The three plates are hung together on

a circular ring with an inner diameter of 3 J". An oval seal

(2-,^ X 11'^) is attached to the ring, with the usual emblems of

the sun, the moon, elephani^s goad, the boar, and a picture which

is not clear but looks like a Swastika, and the legend Sri Tri-

bhuvanankusa—all these are cut in relief.

Language.
The language of the grant is Sanskrit, prose and poetry.

Therfeare a very few grammatical mistakes. In 11. 2^-23

only half of the verse is given and the other half is perhaps

omitted by mistake by the engraver Chamikurracharya, I

could trace the omitted half verse in the Narasapur plates of

Bhima I, the originals of which can be seen in the Madras
Museum. The alphabet of the grant is the South-Indlan Telugu-
Canarese script current on the east cost in the ninth and the

tenth centuries. The letters belong to the round script and
resemble the round letters in the Sataloor plates ^ of Gu^aka

^

• The footnotes to this article were not available at the time of printing. Nor-
isince, the author having died in tho meantime.'—£di tors.
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Vijayaditya, Bezwada plates ^ of this King (Bhima I), and the

Masulipatam * and Eduru ® plates of Amma 1. There are no

orthographical peculiarities specially to be pointed out^ except

that the writer always doubles the consonants preceding ^ r
*

(Repha), though a rule of Panini makes it optional.

Gist of the grx*ant*

The grant, after giving the usual titles of the Chalufcjas

(11. 1-6), enumerates the number of years each king ruled,

from Kubjavisbnuvardana to Gunaga-Vijayaditya^ the predecessor

of Bhima I (11. 6-14). It tells us about Vijayaditya II Naren-^

dramrigaraja, (though it does not use this epithet) that he

defeated Bhima Salki together with the army of the Southern

Gangaa that came to his help and that he built IQS temples

of Narendreswara (11. 10-12). His grandson Tijayaditya

III (Gunaga) burnt the cities of Kiranapura, Achalapura and

Uru-Nellurapura and acquired the appellation of Tripura-

EDartya-Maheswara (11. 13-14). He took awaylcasily silver from

the Gangas of Kalinga, elephants from the kings of Kosala

and gold from the Pandyas and Pallavas (11. 14-16). Ho made

Gangas ascend Ganga-kuta, (», e. defeated them and made

them run away) and off the head of Mangi and defeated Krishna

(11. 16-17). His younger hrother^s son Chalukya Bhima [ I ]

was crowned on Monday, the 2nd day in the dark fortnight of

the month of Chaitra in Saka 814 (11. 19-22), Bhima 1

defeated the army of Krishna-vallabha (Rastra-kuta) (ll. 22-

28). There was a woman called Thundaka who could be

compared with a nymph. Her son Mallapa, who was himself

a good singer like Thumbura, had a daughter by name Challava,

who was an expert in the art of music (11. 23-26). She was

given by the king in the village of Attili, a ground containing

one thousand betel-nut trees and a field sowfible with fifty

khandikas of paddy and a house-site (11. 28-30)* The execu-

tor of this grant was Kadejaraja. The inscription was compo-

sed by Bhatta Vamana and was executed by Chamikuffacharya

(11. 33-85).
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The importance of this grant lies in the fact that it is the*

earliest of the grants in which the exact date of the coronation

of a Chalukyan king is given together with -the number of yeayj

of the reigns of his predecessors from Kubja-Vishrmvardhana,

the founder of this dynasty of kings. Amina II was the earliest

king whose date of coronation (945 A. D.) was hitherto known

JiO us, from his plates We also know from their grants the

dates of Vimaladitya^s (lull A. D.) and Rajaraja^s ® (102:^

A. D.) coronations. The present grant gives the date of the

coronation of Bhima I, as Monday, tlie Snd thithi of the dark

fortnight, of the mouth of Chaitra, when the sun was in the

sign of Mesha (Aris) and the moon was in the Asterism of

Maitra (Anuratha) in the Saka year 814 (11. 19-22) when the

lagna wa# yugma v^Jtiiihuna\ Dr. Swami Kannupillay says ®
,

thus about the details of this date: Saka 814 Chaitra

ba-dwitiya did not fall in Mesha but coincided with tedi (date)

29 of Mina preceding and was on Sunday on whii h day the

NakHiatra was Svati ; but on ba-dvitiya of Vaishakha following,

corresponding to Mehsha (Chittrai) 27, Monday, the Nahhatra

was Anuradlia (Maitra) A. D. 892, April 17, Monday/^

It is clear from the above calculation that we are to

take the second of the above two as the real date of

Bbima^s coronation, as the day, asterism {nahsltatra) and

the position oE the sun on that day correspond to those

merftioned in the grant. As to the name of the month, the

discrepancy is only apparent. Though the month is Taishahha

according to the luni-solar method of calculation current in

the Telugu country at the prasent time, it is called Chittrai

{Chaitra) according to the solar method of calculation current

in the Tamil country. The solar month during which the sun

travels in the §ign of dries (Jfesha) is called Mashamasa or Chit*

trai according to that system. Perhaps Vamana,

the poet of the grant, belong to the Tamil country and hence

named the month according to the terminology best known to

him. Or it may be that soUr months were current in the

Telugu couulry in the tcuth and eleven .h centuries.
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Solar montlis in tlie Telugu conntry.

The second alternative seems to be more probable to me, as I

find in some grants of that period the mention of solar

months instead of lunar months. Pro. Kielhorn has proved

by calculation'^ that in giving the date of the coronation

of Bajaraja in the Korumilll and Nandampundi plates the

solar month is given, and not the lunar. The month men-^

tioned in the Ranasthapundi plates of Vimaladitya (1011 A. D)

is clearly solar. Both the solar and luni-solar

month of the same name as mentioned in the plate (JimfiK)

were current on the date^^ of the cornation of Amma II.

Jn a grant^* of Sakti Varma II of S. 9S3 (1061

A. D), we find the month of Tula only mentioned without

• stating the name of any lunar month. It is therefore a

problem for the History of Astronomy in the Southern India

to find out exactly the period at which the solar month was

dropped from the current calendar in the Telugu country.

Fleet’s dates compared.

As we are sure of the exact date of the coronation of

[ Chalukya Bhima I, the fourteenth king of the Eastern Chalukya

dynasty, we can fix the dates of the previous kings,

with more certainty and accuracy than the dates of Dr. Fleet

in Vol. XX of the Indian Antiquery. Calculatiug back

from 893 the periods of reigns of different kings as given

in this grant, we arrive at the following dates. I also note the

dates as fixed by Dr. Fleet for comparison.
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- — '.Ates acaord-
ing to Fleei.

•

Dates according
to this' ins-

cription.

1

t

[Kubja] Vishnavardbana I 6:5-633 616-634

2 Jaya Siniia I # • • 633—663 634-667

3 Indraraja ... 663 ...

4 Visbtiuvardbana II • •• 663-672 667-676

5 Man^iyuvaraja 672-696 676—701

6 Jaya Sinba II 0*. 696—709 701—714

7 Eokkili M« ..t ••• 709 ... 714 ...

8 Vishniivardhana III ... 709-746 714-751

9 Vijayaditya I 746—764 761—770

10 Yishnuvardbana IV f •• 764-799 770-800

11 Vijayaditya II 1 • • 799—843 806— 846

12 [Kali] Yishnuvardbana Y tf * 843—843 846-848

13 [Gunaka] Vijayaditya III • • •
'

i

844—888 848—892

14 Chaluiya Bbima

1

888 ... 892 ...

It is a matter for real admiration that Dr. Fleet should have

anived at 615^ by independent sonroes, as the date of the

commencement of the reign of Kubja Yishnuvardhana. W^ ^bave
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here 616 as the intial date of that King
;
and not with standing

the present grant, 615 may be the date when Kulbja Visbnu-

vardhana began to rule as an independent sovereign, because in

the grant of Gunaka Vijayaditya 4 1 instead of 40 years as in our

grant, are allotted to Vijayaditya (Narendra-Mrigarajaj. With

this, the total number of years from Kubja Yishnuvardhna to

the end of the reign of Gunaka Vijayaditya comes to 2? 7, which

figure when dedusted from 89^, the year of Bhima^s Coronation

as given in this grant, gives us the year 615 as the date of

Kubja Vishnu Vardhana^s initial year. As far other discrepancies

between the dates of Dr. Fleet and the dates deduced from the

figures in this grant, they are due to mainly Dr. Fleet'^s basing

his calculations on the figures given in the later grants of the

Chalukyas. But I think the dates and the number qf years of

each reign as given in the earliest grants are more reliable than

the dates given in the later ones. I therefore consider the

figures given in this grant and in the grants of Gunaga Vijaya-

ditya as more reliable than the figures in any other inscriptions

of the latter Chalukyas,

Bhima Salki.

From this grant (111) as from some others, it seems that the

eleventh King of this dynasty Vijayadita Narendra Mrigaraja

defeated a certain Bhima Salki and the army of Dakshina

Gangas that came to his help. Who was this Bhima Salki ?

We find from two grants of Gunaga Vijayadita, one noticed

in the Epigraphioal reports and another newly discovered by

me^^ which will be shortly published, that Narendra Mrigaraja

had a younger brother called Bhima Chalulya, who revolted

against him at the instigation of the Gangas. Bhima Salki was

defeated together with the Gangas that came to his help. In

this grant I think the words ^ Swanujam ' were omitted by

mistake by the writer after the words ' Bhima Salkinamanam ^ in

(111), This is a new piece of information which we get from

these grants. We hitherto knew from the British Museum
plates of Narendra Mrigaraja that he had a younger brother

calle^ Nripa lludra. - ,
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Salki means Chalukya.

The peculiar vernacular form Salki a equivalent to .the

Sanskrit word Chalukya deserves special notice Ly philologists

and historians. It is not difficult to derive Salki from Chalukya

or vice^oersa. This word is seen with various forms such as

Chalkya Chalukki Saluki Chaliki It is natural

that ia the Dravidian and some times in the Gaudian

Languages Ch and S. interchange. In Tamil only one letter

represents the sounds Cha S, S. Sh* The vowel V is generally

elided and we get the form Salki. We came across this form

in Bom inscriptions and in the compounds Salki Rattagudi

Vallava Salki The first represents the mixing of

the Chalukyas with the Rashtrakuta clan and the second

inoicates the fusion of the Palhvas and the Chalukyas. I am
inclined to believe that the dynasty of Kings called the

Chalukyas, like the Pallavas and others, came out of a South

Indian clan which w^as orginally called Salki or Chalki or

Chaluhi and the word was subsequently Sanskritised into

Chalukya^ when the Kings of that race rose to very high power

and coveted the distinction of belonging to the lunar race of the

Pauranic Kings.

Other grants of Bhima I.

Resides the present grant we know of five inscriptions of

Bhima I. Of these ore^ the l^ezwada grant is published.

This was issued at the time of his coronation (89:1). Tho

Khasimkota plates call him the eldest son of his father.

This shows that he had some younger brothers. His conquest

on ft battle field of the combined forces of his dayada (Jnaties)

is mentioned in this grant. These da/ada^ were perhaps bis

younger brothers and Tada and his son Yuddhamalla. It is also

stated that he crushed the army of Krishnaraja. This grant

refers to a village in Elamanchali Kalingadesa and Devarashtra.

The Naraiapur plates inform us that Chalukya Bhima 1

'^defeated the army of Krishna Vallabha together with his allies,

ai#ihat before him fled 'as darkness before light/ the yile
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Kings of Karnata^ and Lata. His son, a prince df 16 years,

who Was of charming appearance, learned and powerful, *€ied

after fignting bravely on the battle fields at Niravadyapura and

Peruvangiirgrama, killing from the back of his elephant the

general of the Vallabh King called Dandena-Qundaya* Having

performed the obesquial ceremonies of this prince, wto had the

Surname Iri (Marsiganda) the King granted to 45 karnel

Brahmans the village of Vedatuluru in VttsLVSL-Xanderuvati-^

The Bezwada pillar inscription is by a certain

chief in the seventeenth year (909) of B Limans reign, he

temple of Partheswara was then built. There is a copy of

co])per grant by Bbima I in* a manuscript volume in the

Government Oriental M. S, Library, Madras. Unlike other

grants it describes in verses the periods of the reigns *of different

Kings* It clearly says that Kubjavishnu Vardbana was the first

to occupy the Vengi country. This grant gives us the informa*

tion, which is not found elsewhere that the name of the mother

of Bbima I was Vengambika. The king gives an agrahara

to a warrior to help him in war f’rfe'fT) \

From the Masulipatam plates of Amma 1 we get the

following information :

—

King Chalukya Bbima had a foster mother named

Kagipoti. She was (to him) like a second earth, like a warrior

endowed . with endurance. She bad a daughter named

Qamukamba, like unto Ambika who drank her mother^s milk

sharing it with King Bbima. She brought forth a son, endowed

with strength like Kuinara, the high-spirited Mahakala, (who

became) a general of King Bbima, In battle where fire is

produced by the clashing together of the opponents^ arms,

going before his master this brave one more than once annihilated

the enemy’s armies” vs. (6—8).

Krishna XL

From the inscriptions ^ of the successors we' know that

Bbima ruled for 80 yeiirs. So he must have ruled frojui

89^~922. His oontempewry among the Rifehtrakutaliwag
^
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Krishna II {8B4—913) who came to throne eight years earliet

than Bhiina and died nine years bofora him. In every one of

bis six grants hitherto founds and referred ' to ahdvo, Bhinba

claims to have defeated Krishna [ II ]. We Lave no inscription

of Krishna II setting up a rival claim of conquest of tlio Vengi

country. But in the JVardha and Niira.^^ari plates of

Kjishnalll, Krishna II is represented as having frightened

the Gurjara, humbled the pride of the Lata, taught humility to

Gauda, deprived the people on the seacoast of their repose and

exacted obedience from the Andhra, Kilinga, Ganga and

Magadha.

What his successors say.

From the Ederu grant of Amraa I it is known that afteif

the death ofiliunaga Vijayaditya, the Raftasand other claimants

attempted to occupy the Telugu country and Bhiina 1 had to

expel them before establishing his undippiited authority. In

the language of this grant, After him, ilic son of his younger

brother Yikramaditya [viz) King Cliulukya Bhaaia, whoso

other name was Drobarjnna, illuminated the oounlry oP Vengi,

which had been overrun by the army of Rati a claimants,—just

as by dense darkness after sunset—-by the dishing' of his sword*

the only companion of his valour, and became king ’h Bhima I

seems to have been a king of great reputation and hi^ successors

mention his name with a e‘uisc of high respect for him. His

grandson Amma 1 says of him : Then having fulfilled, like

parents, like a friend (or) like a preceptor, the desires of the

distressed, the helpless, the naked, the dancers, the singers, and

those who gain their livelihood by (cirrylng) the banmr of

virtue, having gratified their minds by gifts> like the tree of

Paradise and having ruled for 30 years, he became a companion

of Indra* as though he had delighted him by his virtues.
**

• A town named after Bhima I.

The Pitkapur inscription of M.illapa informs ns that

Chalukya Bhima I Having been victorious in three hundred

itod siistjr battles, founded a temple of §iva w^hich he caFcdi
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Chaluka Blilmnswara after Lis own name. This temple still

exists under the same name at Bhimavaram in God avari District

(Madras Presidency). This town of Bhimavaram is said to

have been built by Bhima I and it was named after him.

Though we Lave not been able to find inscriptions of Bhima

there, epigraphieal records of h.ter period call the town

Cbalukya Bhimanagari or Chalukya Bhima Pattana. A motjnd

is shewn here as the ancient site of tlie palac„" of a Chalukya

Chahriavarti, There is also another Bhimavaram—the seat of a

Taluk (Godavari Disuict) and a viilago of the same name in

Krishna District.

The. Donee.

The donee Cballava was a woman, and apparently a public

woman, who was a famous songstress. Her father* was Alalapa

and her father^s mother was Thundaka, who could be compared

with a nymj)h (11. 26-28). It is but natural that the geneology

of a public woman should be^in with a woman'’s name, but it

may look strange that instead of the mother^s name of the donee

her father s name is mentioned. In the ca^te (»f the public

women tbe daughter takes to the infamous profession of her

mother, while the son^s wife leads a chaste Lfe just like any

other married house-wife, blie is not ulkn^cd ev. n to enter the

drawing room of the daughter Avlu'ro she leccives her 1 vers.

The chaste daugher-in-law is looked down upon as a slave

intended to lead a subordinate life in the liouse. She is not

therefore consideved worthy to be mentioned as a member of

the family. Her daughter again leads an unchaste life 1

Hence the mother of our donee, who must have been the married

wife of her father, was n^-^t considered wurthy to be mentioned

in an inscription of Uie king.

The village in wliicli the donee was givQn the land, etc.,

was Attili in the Jlidlvi.sh,,ya, A vi’laye of this name

situated in the Tanuku taluk of Krishna Disfrici: {\Fadia ^ Presi-

dency). Tbi^ mentioned in the K<tlnchamhar^'%

grant Attili though a small village now, set ms to have

been the head quarters ol a distiict in fonner days.
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The eiccCTifor of th'»> wns one Kadeyar^Ja In all the

grants of Bhima I referred to above Kacleyaidja is mentioned

as agnap.iti, just as Paiiduranga*s name is found in all the grants

of Gunaga Vijayaditya. And from the publis^hed Bczwada plates

of Bhima I we know that this Kadeyaraja was the grandson

of Panduranga ; we also find another descendant of this Pandu-

ran^Ja in the service of Amma II. We can therefore infer that

the family oflPandiiranga continued to be the hereditary ministers

and commanders in the service of the Chalukyas for many

generations.

Poet Vamana.
The poet who composed the inscription wns Bhaita Vamana

[I 34.) In th« Nava spur plates ho is called BhaUa Vamana
Kariviishabha (the oxctlL-nt poet

)
We are not able to identify

tnis poet, as there is no other distinguishing epithet given in

the grant. However, I would like to ]?oint out that Vamana,

the author of Karpa Ankara Sutras lived at a time which

cannot he earlier than the nln^h century and later than the

tenth century Our grant b dongs to the beginning of the

tenth century. Vamana of Kavpalankarn generally supposed

to bt long to Kashmer. But this th(‘ory had its origin in tho

false indcrtUicatiou of the Vamana of Kanka with the Vamana

Karyalankarcl,. l ut this theory is now exploded and there

is Kotliing to show that the AlanJcarika Vamana did not belong

to the south.

Translation.

LI. .1—6, Hail I Satyasaraya Vall ibhendra adorned the

family of the Chalukyas who aie glorious, who belonged to tho

Manavya Gotra wiiich is praised throughout the whole world ;

who are the eons (descendants) of Hariti, who have acquired

»overIegnty by the superior bli sslng of Kausiki, who have been

nourUhed by the company of devirto mothers, who meditate on

the feet of God Mahasena, who conquer the territories of their

enemies at the sight of the excellent banner of the Boar which

was iicquircd through the favour of holy Karayanaand who
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pupifj their bodies by sacred baths taken after celebrating horse-

sacrifices
;

LL 6— 10. ‘ His brother Kubja-Visbnnvardhara (ruled)

for eighteen years ; bis son Jayasioiba (ruled) for thirty-three

years ; his younger brother's son Visbnuvardhana (ruled) for nine

years; his son Mangiyuvaraja (ruled) for twenty-five (years) ;

bis son Jayasirnha (ruled) for thirteen (years) ; his youij^ger

brother Kokkili (ruled) for six months
;

his elder brother

Vishnuraja having deposed him (ruled) for twenty-seven

(years) ; his son Vij lyaditya Bhattaraka (ruled) for ninteen

(years) ; his son Vishnuraja (ruled) for six years.

10—12. His son by name Vijayaditya. who defeated one

Bhima Salki and the army of the southron Gangas which was

on his side, and vvho was the author of the i hundred and

eighteen temples dedicated to Isvara (Siva) ruled for forty years.

LI. 12—13. His son Vislmuvardhana ruled for a year and

half.

LI. 13—14 His son
[
Vijayaditya] having burnt the cities

of Kiranapura, Achalapura and Urn Nellurupura had acquired

the everlasting famous appellation of Maheshvara who destroyed

the three cities in human form.

LI. 14—IG. And be took away easily silver, etc., from the

Gangas of Kalinga, elephants &c, from I ho King cf Kosala,

gold, etc., from the Bandyas and the Pallavas. »

Lb 16—17. He placed Gangas on Gangakuta, cut off the

head of Mangi
;
who else is able to talk of defeating the most

daring Krishna?

LI. 17—18. That Vijayaditya ruled the Vengi country

with annual increasing prosperity for forty years.

LI, 18—19. The dear son of his younger brother

Vikraraaditya who had occupied the whole valour [was]

LI. 19—22. The glorious Cha’ukya Bbima who was crowned

to the kingdom of the whole earth surrounded by the moats of the

four oceans, to the satisfaction of all the people, on Monday the

second day of the dark fortnight of the month of Chaitra, when

the sun was in the sign of Aries and the moon was in the
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mansion of Malfcra [Anuratha) in the Saka year 814 the ralsinp

of the star yugma (mithuna-muhurta).

LI. 22—23, The army of Krishnavallablia who was (Bhlma^^?)

rival melted away like an army of wind in a chess when drowned

in the ocean of his (Chalakya Bhima’s) sword.

LI. 23—26, He, Sarvalokasroya (the asylum of the universe)

Srj Vishnuvardhana Chalukya Bhima, the overlord of great kings,

the supreme lord, the devout worshipper of Brahmanas, orders the

house-holders [Kutumhn) and the chiefs of the Easlitrakutas in

the Attili VuhayCt, thus :— Bo it known to you that

—

Lli 26—28. One Thundaka who could be compared with a

nymph (apsara) had a son called Mallappa who was like Tbum-

bura. He had a daughter by name Challava who is proficient in

the art of m^sic.

LI. 28—30, To her are given in the village of Attili to the

north-east a ground occupied by one thoasand betel-nut trees, to

the north-east a field sowable with fifty khandis of paddy seed

and a house- site.

LI. 80—82, None should iniure this [object of donation].

One who injures it becomes guilty of the five groat sins.

LI. 32—38. Vyasa has also said ‘^A giver of land enjoys the

heaven sixty thousand years; one who objects to it and one who

approves of that objection suffer in hell for the same period.'^

LI. 83—35. Executor of this (charity) is Kadeyaraja. Thig

inscription is composed by Bhatta Vainana, it is written by

Chamikurracharya

.
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•-'The Antiquity of Writiai; in XndSA*
By Rat Bahadur Bishaa Svanip4

Vt^lndian Alphabet.

The alphabet contained in the grammar of Pijgiini oonsiiii t

^^rteen groups of letters arranged in a way that faotlitatee

rules of his grammar. Letters whioh undergo similai* ohai|||^^

in grammatical constructions are put together* This emtbliiv

the grammarian to include a lot of matter in short rules* Th#
story about the origin of these fourteen Sabdas or groups of lettOI^

is that they emanated from God Siva's Damroo, which

cates that 6iva was their originator. We know on the authoritj|^

of Nagoji Bhatti and mention in Kdty^yana's V^lrtika thikf

Pd^-ini's grammar is mainly based on Siva Sutras. These

grammatical sutras §Iva do not exist now probably as

absorbed in Pdnini’s grammar, whioh fact has caused his gram^

mar to be regarded as a Veddnga. In the list of grammarians

that preceded him Pauini does not however mention the name ef

6iva. The reason for this is obvious as ^iva was considered

god and not an ordinary man.

We thus see that P4nini*s alphabet (by whioh term I mean
the arrangement of the fourteen groups) was originally contained^

in Siva Sutras, and was therefore much older, and this was, aftef

alt, not the original alphabet, but taken from it and rearranged

In order to facilitate the rules of grammar. The original was

the same alphabet as we possess now, as can be seen from a oamt
of the two, and deduced from certain rules in P&^^ini^

grammar.
^

The arrangement of the existing Indian alphabet is

Vowels—a, 4, i, f, u, fi,ji, rf, ]}, e, ai, o, an.

?
" n il

I I

eoBtiliBid fnwttb* J. B. 0. Xtficli
‘"
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Gutterals—k (hard), kh (hard aspirate), g (soft), gh (soft

aspirate), n (nafal).

Palatals—ch (hard), chh (hard aspirate), j (soft), jh (soft

aspirate), n (nasal),

Linguals—t (hard), th (hard aspirate), d (soft), dh (soft

aspirate), n (nasal).

Dentals—t (hard), th (hard aspirate), d (soft), dh (soft

aspirate), n (nasal).

Labials—p (hard), ph (hard aspirate), b (soft), bh (soft

aspirate), m (nasal).

Semi-vowels—y, r, 1, v.

Sihilants*—^ (palatal), § (lingual), s (dental).

Aspirate— h.

The arrangement of the Panini^s alphabet in the fourteen

groups of letters is as follows

1. a, i, u

o’ Wowels.
o. e, o, I

4. ai, au J
6. h, y, V, r—aspirate and semi-vowels.

6 . 1 .

7. n (palataP, m (labial), n (gutteral), n (lingual), n (dental)

nasals.

9
*
gh' dh dh

aspirates, five classes.

10. 3, b, g, d, d, soft, five clashes.

11 . kb, pb, ebb, tb, th, cb, t,

12. k, p
\ letters of five classes.

18. 6 (palatal), § (Ungual), s (dental)—sibilants.

14 . h, sspirate again.

From a peni'^al of the two sets it is not difficult to bo

convinced that the fourteen Sabdas were derived by a rearrange*

meat from the alphabet as existing at present. Further, Panini

when meaning to express all the 1 tur? of one cla^s, gutU'ra s,

palatals, etc., what we now call Vargas adds a u t ^ the first

letter of the partioular Varga ; for instancoi ku means kf
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gf gb and gutteral n
;

pu means p, phi, b, bh wd m (vide

Rule 8—4—1 and ^ about the change of dental n into lingual n
after r, 1, etc., even, if ^‘pu^' intervene/or the rule

8-4-59 about ‘^tu*^^ changing into I before This

clearly ghows that the arrangement of the letters as we now
possess was fully in vogue befote the grammar was written#

Such a scient fio alphabet existing at so early an age as that

when ^iva Sutras were crmipiled, takes the Indian phonetic

writing to a much earlier period than can be assigned to any of

the otl er alphabets.

To say, therefore, as almost all the European scholars are

inclined to, that India derived its alphabet either from the

Phceniclan or the Sabaean alphabet is utterly unfounded.

Similarity of letters, which is the only ground on which the

conjectures are based, does not prove anything. Phoenician

and Sabsean letters could as well bt- taken as copied from the

Indian alphabet the Brahini. It will be shown later that this

was actually the ease, the Indian alphabetical symbols having

been designed on a scientific principle.

It is difficult to find when the change into the scientific

stage, i, e. the phonetic arrangement of the letters, and adoption

of symbols based on a fixed principle took place. Both these

changes might easily betaken as having occurred simultaneously,

as the idea of the one naturally brings to mind the idea of the

other. The story about the first writing of the Mahabhara'a

mentioued in Chapter III, which although in a mythological

garb can now be taken as not altogether without foundation,

may give some clue of when the change took place. Vyasa,

the author of the Mababharata wanted, the story 63.^6, a scribe

who could write his book to dictation. None could undertake

to do so, except Ganesa, who however imposed a condition that

heshouM not be*made to wait.

It appears probable that Vyasa wanted his book to be written

in the new script, which could be written much swifter than

the old script, but which he himself was not versed in, and
'

wbioh many scribes did not know at the tuna*
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the i5on of 6iva the author of the new system, was surely the

persou best suited for the purpose. It may not be out of place

to mention that the elephant head which Gancsha is said, in

Hindu mythology, to possess is considered by some as nothing

but the sacred Om the best of the letters, showing thereby

that he was the author of phonetic writing and god of

learning.

It may thus be safely concluded that the new alphabet

with its new symbols was started in India a little bf^iorc the

great epic Mahabharata, was written. Circa 1700 B.c. or

200 years after the great war was fought may be taken as an

approxi.rate date.

VX*—Origin of the Phoenician alphabet.

The manner in which and the source from which the Phreni-

cians derive! their alphabet is a matter much discussed bub not

yet sati fdctorily settled. The first theory started by Mr. V. E.

de Rouge is that the Phcenician alphabet was adopted from the

Hieratic Egyptian. This is based on the similarity of certain

characters in the Phoenician with those in the Egyptian hieratic.

The latter being cursive in form have however been stretched to

a certain extent to show the similarity which is therefore not

convincing. Besides, Egyptian has letters with more than one

sound, as also more letters for one sound, and to take only those

sounds or letters which suit the similarity does not give much
weight to the theory.

The other theory started by VT. Deecke is that it was derived

from the AfSyrian cuniform. This is chiefly based on the fact

that the oldest Phcaaioian inscriptions have been found in

Assyria. Tne theory supposes the derivation of certain letters

of the Phoenician from certain syllables in the Assyrian writing,

which again are supposed to bo abbreviations of certain words

expressing the idea represented by the particular symbols.

To give an instance in English, it may be taken that the letter

^ w ' was derived from the syllable ^ wa which was represented

by the same symbol as water, the form of this symbol being

determined from the idea of ripples in water. But all is not so
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easy in the actual theory. For instance, the circular form of the

Phoenician letter Teth (t dental) has been taken as derived from

the Assyrian word Dibbu (meaning a writing table), through

a supposed syllable tip (with a lingoal t). The whole theory

can only be taken as a mere conjecture, as the phonetic value

of the Assyrian syllabery is itself a matter of conjecture,

• Professor Flinders Petrie would take the origin of the

PhoenicSth alphabet from the letter-like symbols on the

pebbles found on the shores of the Mediterranean. There are

others who think its origin may be found in the Cyprian sylla-

beiy or Hittite hieroglyphics, but these are mere suppositions

without any grounds whatsoever.

Before a particular system of writing can be given the credit

of being the original from which another is derived, it must

satisfy all the peculiarities of the latter, the particular shape of

its letters, their arrangement, etc., of course making an allowance

for the changes necessary due to the change of the languages to

be written, the peculiarities of the new people who handle it, and

the elapse of the time after which the comparison is made. The

letters of the Phoenician alphabet have names (beginning with

those letters) which represent certain objects. These names we

now know from other alphabets derived from the Phoenician, and

the meanings of some of them through other Semitic languages,

Hebrew, Arabic, etc. 'I he presumi^tion is that 'when this alpha-

bet was framed the shape of the letters adopted did approxi-

mately, or at least to a certain extent, represent the objects

which gave the names to the letters. The prototype must

satisfy this chief condition. Then the Phoenician alphabet

appears to have had its letters arranged very nearly in the way we
find them in the Hebrew, Arabic and the present day European

alphabets. The arrangement is not based on any scientific or

other principle. It is not, for instance, apparent why the sounds

b, g and d, or 1 ,
m and n should be placed as they are, side by

side. Several attempts have been made to explain away the

anamolous arrangement but all in vain. The explanations are
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far from satisfaetory. It must therefore have been borrowed,

and the original must be shown to have possessed the particular

order of the letters at least partially.

Similarity of the form of letters is also one of the chief con-

ditions but as already pointed out it is not a decisive evidonte of

one alphabet being the prototype of another. The case might

jufct be the reverse, or bo b might have had a common origin.

The European scholars go, it appears, by the last test only.

Dr. Biihler ment'ons the following fundamental maxims which

he ^{^ys should be observed at the derivation of alphabets

—

{a)

The olde t and the fuTert form of the derivation and types of

the same periods of the original should be taken, {d) Tho

irregularities should be supported by analogies from other cases

of borrowing by other nations, (c) Fixed j-rinciples should be

found for the changes if these are considerab>e.^

These, eppeeially the last two, are very loose maxims and

the results cannot but be deceptive, unless the tests as to the

peculiarities of the derivative, as mentioned above, have been

satisfied.

Testing in the light of the above remarks the several

systems of writing supposed by the different scholars to be the

sources of the Phoenician alphabet we find that every one of

them fails hopelessly. The hieratic Egy[)tian has only a far-

fetched similarity of symbols. Its letters also bear names of

objects supposed to be representtd by the form of the symbols,

but these objects are quite different from those in the

Phoenician alphabet for the game sounds, For instance, while

in Phoenician the symbols for the sounds a, b and g have

a supposed resemblance to an ox, a bouse and a camel, in the

Egyptian they are supposed to represent nn eagle, a bird and a

basket respectively. It is evident from this thatrthe latter was

not the origin from which the Phoeaician alphabet was derived.

Had it been so the names in the two languages would have

indicated the same object for each symbol It cannot be sup-

(^) I&diau Fftlwogra£>br.
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posed that the names of the Earyptian letters were all forgotten

and the form of tlio symbols entirely alt jred before the Phoeai».iap«

adopted them. The antiqa ty of the Egyptian alphabet does

not warrant this. The little s milarity of form of certain letters

is due to the commercial relations of the two people whiob

must have caused an influence of either alphabet over the other.

• The Assyrian syllabary cannot stand the test j.t all. We
are not yet certain of the phonetic values of the syll ibles used

in the Assy riin writing. Also we have nothing to show that

the Pbmuicinn alph ibet did undergo a process of development

which u neee siry in c:ise an alphabet is derived from a foreign

syllabery. Tie Persian cauiforin alphabet, which is an olf-

Bpring of the Assyrian syllabery^ is too modern (the oldest record

dating 516 3.c.) to be the medium between the Phoenician

alp labet and the Assyrian syllabery.

Let as now see how the Indian alphabet (Prdhini) fares at

the test. We have seen it has a hoary antiquity behind it,

that its soientilic staoo was reached about 1700 D. c. although

it could not yet produce any icscri jtion dating earlier than fifth

century b.c. The letters of the Brabmi alphabet, as we
know it from the inscriptions, bear an unchullenged resemblance

to the letters of iho bemelio alphabets both northern

(Pacooician, Moabite, etc.) and southern (Sabsean), so much
inae d that the Biahiai alphabet has been taken as derived by
some scholars from the Phoenician and by others from the

Sabsoan alphabet. The process adopted by Biihler to show how
CiCh letter of Br^hmi developed from the Phoenician alphabet

can very well be reversed to prove the derivation of the
Phoenician from the Brahmf script.

It m ly however be mentioned that the process followed by
him is* not at all convincing. First he mentions the character-

^
i^^tics of the Brfibnii alphabet as having its htiers set up as
straight as possible and generally equal in height, and the
major ty of them coasiitiug of vertical lines with appendages
attached mostly at the foot, occisionally at the foot and top,

raiely in the middle, never at the lop alone. At the top he
says appear the ends of verticals generally, never several angles
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placed side by side with a vertical or slantiDg line hanging

down, or a triangle or circle with a perpendicular line. Then

he gives the causes of these characteristics and his fixed

principles governing the changes from the Phoenician into

the Brahmi alphabet in the following words t— The causes

of these characteristics of the Brahmi arc a certain pedantic

formation found also in other Indian creations, a desire .to

frame signs suited for the formation of regular lines, and an

aversion to top-heavy characters. The last peculiarity is pro-

bably due in part to the circumstances that since early times

the Indians made their letters hang down from an imaginary

or really drawn upper line/ and in part to the introduction of

the vowel signs most of which are attached horizontally to

the tops of the consonants. Signs with the ends of verticals

at the top were, of course, best suited for such a script.

Owing to these inclinations and aversions of the Hindus,

the heavy tops of many Semitic letters had to be got rid of,

by turning the signs topsyturvy or laying them on their sides,

by opening the angles, and so forth. Finally the change in

the direction of the writing necessitated a further change in*

asmuch as the signs had to be turned from the right to the left

as in Greek

The fixed principles that he has taken as governing the

change, yjz., turning the signs topsyturvy, laying them on their

sides, opening the angles, etc., are such that any letter can be

shown as derived from any oiher. For instance, open the top

of letter a (written alphabet) and put it topsyturvy and you get

n ;
produce the first slanting line of n and you get p. But we

know how different the three letters are, and the danger of

following the procedure is apparent. Dr. Biihler has, besides,

suggested some missing links to get the conne^ioD.

No great effort, however, appears necessary in this respect,,

as a perusal of the two alphabets shows the similarity.

We are to see next about the names of the Phcenician letters,

whether the shape of the cbjects represented is discernible in

the respective Brahmi letters. As the Brahmi alphabet we possess

* .(') Indian Palaeography.
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^

is not old^ timn 300 ».o., ban ooB«0gu®n% undar|pM^ i

alterations lor about fourteoxi oenturios after its {ormatioll^.

and perhaps tea centuries after the formation of the pliGMOhdiPO

alphabet m cannot expect much. Even the Phceniokn symbols

dating 1000 b. o. fail in this respest. Still the shape of some

^
of the tir&hmi letters represents the .objects remarkably well.

The attached table gives the names of the Phosntoian letters, with

their meanings. It also gives their shape and the oorrei|»ondiog

letters of the Br^hmi alphabet.

It will be seen that the Br&bmi symbols to represent the

sounds of Bet (b) and Eesh (r) have exactly the shape of

a house and a hair respectively. The symbols for y and k

(Phcenioian yod and kap) also represent the hand to a certain

extent and that for m a waterpot. The symbol for a can

represent a head with two horns if the vertical line at the end

is shifted a little to the rights as in the Phoenician letter. The

Phoenician symbols for the sounds z and k q) not found in

and for the sound of letter Teth, which was perhaps

different from the ordinary t represented by the Phcenician Tav,

were, it appears, adopted from the aspirates of the letters j, k

and t. Here again we find the Brdhmi aspirate letters kh and

th show exactly the shape of a cage and a cake respectively. In

^
jh also it is not difficult to imagine the shape of a weapon.

More letters of the Phcsnician alphabet would, I am sure, have

found representation of their objects in Br^hmi if the Br&hmi

characters of an earlier date bad been discovered. In the next

chapter the principle on which the Brihmi letters appear to have

been designed will be discussed and an idea of their probable

original shapd obtained. The plate at the end shows these

shapes, and it will be found that they bear a greater resemblance to

the objects represented by the Phcsnician iMters. k and y eech

show five lines, a better^representation of a band (kap and yod

meaning band). The symbol for g can a||o be taken, although i

distantly! to be a camel, and thsdi for k ^^7 ke l^lpxed to

a fhe symbol lor 1 is ve^ nearly ike lie hAkm goad,

for ele^kiuts, and if tiie Pkmnlciau w|p
^
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tafin^ ^lor tlia turned bein$ given to the letter can

be

Hiel ut hoi?* examine the other peculiarity of the Phcenioian

al^^bikbet^ ite arrangement which not being fixed on any

ffiadph appears to be an almost blind copy of some other

alphatet* Of the Indian alphabet we know only two arrange-

ttenta ih present, (1) the original arrangement based on
^
the

gradual change of sounds and part of the mouth they emanate

from, and (8) the one adopted from the same by the author of

6iva Sdtras for the purposes of his grammar^ and subsequently

taken by P&niuh P4nini mentions several grammarians who

preceded him, but it is not knoun at this distant age if they

altered the arrangement of the letters to ^uit their own gram-

mars. It is probable they did, for otherwise the alphabet

adopted by Pfi.pini would net have particularly been mentioned

as taken from 6iva Sutras. But we do not pobscss any altered

arrangement of the letters. Let us therefore take the Siva

S&tra or Pfcnmi''s alphabet for comparison.

To make a comparison between two alphabets it is necessary

to remove from each the letters representing, sounds not found

in the other axMl take only the sounds common to both.

Thus zain (z) and koph (q or k) will go away from the

Fhosnician alphabet, and its arrangement remains as follows.

I give certain serial numbers for an easy reference later on.

(1) a, (2) b, g or 3, d, (3) h, v, (4) ch, t, y, k, (6) 1, m, n,

(8) 8, a, (7) p, 8, r, sb, (8) t.

Treating alphabet uimilarlj its arrangement oomee

to tto following

!

(1) a, <*) h, j, V, (3) r, (4) 1, m, a, (5) b, g, dj or 3, b, d,

{6) oh, t, k, (7) p, 6, ?, (8) g, b.

Now by a comparison of the two, the similarity of the two

alpbabete ia at once apparent. Serials 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6 and 7

in t(he Fbosoician am the same as eerlals 1,5, 2, 6, 4, 8 and

M X8|^»atively in P&pini^s alphabet excepting for the position

of y and t whioh is not very material.

This leaves no doubt that the Ph<snioia]a alphabet was

^ daadfM &OBt<the In^ykua alphab^, prearranged for the purpoew ‘
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of grammar. The displacement of the several groups ennuMSwA*

ed above shows onlj that the Phceniciaas ^id not adopt tbf

Indian alphabet directly but got itthrough other sources*, probably

through the Babaane who are known to have been in oommeroial

<iommunioation with India about 8000 years ago, and whose

alphabet is more like the Indian Brihmi alphabet than that of

tlw3 Pbmnioians. Or it may be that the alphabet of soma ZadisA

grammar other than the Siva Sutras which could not very much

differ in the arrangement was taken by the Phmuioians for their

alphabet.
,

,
> /

Vll.^-Formatlon of Bralmil Alphabet.

Seeing now that the Semitic alphabets and through them

almost all the other alphabets were derived from the Br&hmf

alphabet oi the grammars, the question ueoessarily arises how
the Brfihmi symbols, which were hitherto supposed to have been

adopted from the Phcemcian or Sabssan, were formed. We
have seen that this alphabet was arranged on the basis of sounds

and the part of the mouth where they are produced, at a very

early age, about the time of the great Indian Civil War,
As has been said before, it was natural at the time of this

arrangement of letters that the idea of making the symbols

representing the sounds to show the organsp reducing them should

have occurred. It was actually the case, and the symbols were

reformed, and designated as Br^hmi, or revealed from the

innerself (Brahma). The older symbols were then probably

given the name Devan&gari, or belonging fo thQ city of gods or

ancestors. The older symbols were gradually abandoned and
their use was probably ooudned to sacred writings. They were,

it appears, soon lost, so that even the name DevanAgarC is

now traceable in old books. The name has only been revived

lately to indicate the script used in Upper" India, including
f Benares the seat of Sanskrita learning.

The organs used in producing the several sounds are the
palate, the tongue, the upper teeth and the Ups, throat is abo
employed when an aspirate sound is pronounced. In the newly
fpmied symbols the Indians, it appears, repyesenfed the j^^te
by a straight line, and tengus sometilm by
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geiiemUy by a curved line according to its position in prononno-

ing the sounds. A small oblique line showed the upper teethi

and a small curved line the throat. Sounds requiring the use

of lips are pronounced with the mouth closed, so a closed mouth

represented the labials. The aspirate of any sound was, it

appears, shown by adding a small curved line which represented

the throat to the symbol for the original sound at some conveni-

ent place.^ This small curved line is, it may be noted, still

used in the Persian characters as a sign of the aspirate, as

the difEcrent number of dots signifies other letters. That this

device was usually employed cari be seen from the Mauriyan

letters chh, dha and ph, which have been formed from ch, d and

p. The Bhattiprolu gh has also been formed in the same

way from g. The sounds of r and of the sibilants were repre-

sented by giving a wavy appearance to the tongue.

Besides the above lines representing the organs there was

an index, a vertical straight line indicating the position where

the sound was to be expected.

As an illustration, the symbols for b, t «ud k were written

Index Palate

Tongue

Index Index

Throat Tongue

Index

Tongue

The index which it will be seen is the most important Une

showed the letters as if hanging, and Dr. Biihler, not being able

to explain it, aocribes the hanging shape of the Brahmi letters to

the pedantry, and what not, of the Hindns,
» _________

> It may asked why a “ h ” ehonld ho added to make an aajarate wbieh

is an independent Boond and prononnoed from a ditecront position of the tongne.

AWhongh the position of the tongae is slightly different, the action of the thr^

also always comes in, to a certain extent, in pronouncing an aspirate. Th» hw

everywhere been recognised. In Urdu a is and in BnglUh an i, are need to spell

an aspirate. According to PSpini also a “ h *' foUowing a soft consonant produces

sound of curmpouding wpimte.
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Thei^ are so mmj soaods emanating from the same organs

with very little difference in positions, that besides the indet

some other means of distinguishing the sounds were also perhaps

adopted. Eor instance in the case of labials b, p and m which

were all to be represented by a closed mouth, b had the shape

• of a rectangle made with straight lines, m had a circular shape,

and p was made up of a straight and a curved or two curved

lines. It is not, at this distant date, possible to guess what

these distinguishing marks were, I have however tried, in the

plate attached, to write down most of the letters according

io the system described above. A comparison of these with the

Br&hmi of the inscriptions and the present day Devanfigari

characters, shows a striking similarity beiween the two, demons-

trating that the shape of the Indian letters was actually designed

in accordance with the position of the organs producing the

respective sounds. This finally settles with the theory that the

Indians borrowed their alphabet from the Semitic people.

V1|I.—Writing in India before the Brahmi Script.

We have seen in the previous chapters that the Brfihmi

alphabet was arranged and designed in India, and instead of

being copied from the Semitic alphabets as hitherto supposed by

European scholars, was the original from which the Semitic

alphabets were derived. We find it very scientifically arranged,

and its letters also designed on a scientific principle. It can

safely be assumed that the first idea of an alphabet and its

scientific arrangement could not have occurred to the Indian sages

simultaneously, and there must have been an alphabet existing

in India before it W'as dealt with scientifically in about 1700

B.o. This was the Devan%ari, ^ but it is not possible now to

say what the an’angement of its letters was. Nor can their

original shape be known, as the Devanigari chai’acters have

imdergone a complete change under the influence of the scientific

Br^mi script.

It is probable this was derived fi*om some system of hierogly-

phics going through the usual process of development descri|)ed^

in chapter IV. The Aryans when they caine to India from

^ What I mean by DeranAgari has been mentioned in 1he pTey^lona chapter.
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iliBxt hoDti^ in Central Asia Ironght writing with them either

in the crude picture forms or in its second stage, the phonetic

syllabeiy. The real alphabet was formed in India and not in

Central Asia^ as in the latter case, the Accadian and its deriva-

tives the Chinese and Ass3rrian scripts would have, by mere

contact> been in poBsession of an alphabet and not ended, with*

a fiyllabery. The name latterly given to this alphabet, viz.

Devanigrf, was due to its connexion with the writing at the

home of the Aryans.

The arrival of the Aryans into India conld not be put later

than 4000 b.c., as the hymns of the Rig Veda composed on

the banks of the Indus and in the Himalayan passes show that

the vernal equinox occurred in the asterism Mrigashir^ at the

time, which was the case from 84th to 48rd century b.c. For

a long time the new comers must have been in an unsettled

state, and could not have found the calm afm '^sphere necessary

for the development of such subjects as writing. It will not

however he very much out of the mark if the formation of this

alphabet is placed four or five centuries before the scientific

arrangement of the letters.

In the absence of any old inscriptions or references it is

impossible to say definitely what was the original process of

development of the Devanigari alphabet, hut the retention o’l

the four syllables ri, li, ai and au among the vowels of the

new arrangement shows clearly that a syllahery prec eded that

alphabet. It is certain that this syllahery had its origin in an

old picture writing, and this could have, I am sure, been shown

to he the case had we been in possession of the real Devan^gari

characters. As it happens, however, our present Devandgari

letters are only modified forms of the Br^hmi characters, so that

they have been taken, and rightly, as derived from the latter.

The only letters which do not appear to have been so derived are a

(m) ri (m), 1 W and h{^). ^ Now in Vf one can easily notice the

^ We can by expert bendUng aind BtretcMeg tbe letters, stow that tbege are

•Ibo derived Irdao cl# Brahsof letters, but I do not believe ia unwumntod

0^^^ or MUthm strokes, ^ snpplyiog misting to

i|dl tlM vBfoamK
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carsive form of five horizontal lmeflZ!:| against a vertical one

representing a hand* The Sanskrit word for land being

hasta the letter h which is the first letter of the wordt

was represented by the symbol for hand.

The letter or rather syllable ri rtf also appears to have a

4)ictorial origin. Being the first letter of the word “ Rik (the

hymns of the Rig Veda) it was represented by the symbol for

the hymns, which was perhaps the same as for Veda or

Book generally. A book (called Grantha) of those old times

was surely represented by a bundle tied with a string or the

symbol - so this was the symbol for the syllable ri^^ also*

It appears that after Er^hmf letters were formed, the syllable

in those characters (viz., ! or ^ ^ was added as a

determinative, thus giving ftie present Devanagarl letter SBT.

The letter ^ also appears to have its origin, like the

syllable 5ir
,
in an old form with a determinative. The sound

a was probably denoted by the symbol for Agni (fire), whioh

must have been showing a flame. To this old Devan&garf

letter was later on added the Br4hmi symbol for a in order that

the letter be not forgotten and lost, This gave the present

Devandgari letter ( m).

The above will probably be styled as merely a guesswork,

hut it is not an improbable guesswork, and shows su05ciently

* It will probably be said fcbafc the sign for **
i
**

is iwided afc fclw top and not at

the bottom. This ^oes not appear to bo universal, as we find in the Bbattlprolu

inscriptions this sign attached to n in the middle, and in tbe present day 0evati»-

gari to iSf at the bottom making it the syllable « U ” . It !s poeslble,

however, that the sign was for n and not i and the syllable was ru, as it is still

pronounced in Marathi, Uriya, Telgu, etc. As a ciiatter of fact this vowel has

neither an (i) nor an (u) after it, but at the beginning of a woid It is dlflkmlt to

pronoijince without one of them, hence its syllahic^fong*
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that the old script of the Indians was developed in the re^lar

way passing through all its stages, from an original pictograph

devised hy the ancestors of the same people before their coming

to India.

The discovery of some megalithio remains in Baigir^

Nalgonda district, Hyderabad, Deccan, and close by, described^

by Mr, G. Yazddni is very important in this respect. In tte

cairns, which were burial mounds, has been found pottery which

shows certain marks scratched on it. These undoubtedly

represent some sort of pictograph or hieroglyphic writing. 131

symbols have been discovered which resemble the letters, or rather

syllables, and words of the Accadian or ChaldsBan pictograph

(hardly Egyptian’as mentioned by Mr. Yazdtof). Seven of these

symbols have an appearance of Br^hmi letters (/ ^okan or

Dravidi). As the burial of the de^d in clay coflBns shaped like

dish covers, as foUnd in these cairns, was peculiar to the ancient

Chaldsoan people, it is thought, and perhaps correctly, that the

people buried here were descendants of men associated with the

old Chaldseans, who migrated perhaps thousands of years ago to

Southern India by the way of the sea. They did not evidently

come down by land, as no similar burial remains have been found

in Upppr India. Amongst these men were probably the

Vfinaras of the Rfim^yana, the people who helped Rama in

recovering his wife fron^ Rfivana, the R^k^asa king of Lank^,

and the cause of their joining him so readily and willingly can

be easily understood now, as they wore either Aryans or people

allied to them. The hieroglyphic writing found in the cairns is

thus the descendant of the old pictograph of the Aryans, from

which the old Devanigari alphabet was formed. The Br4hmi as

we have seen was formed in a different way and the resemblance

of some of its letters with the symbols found in the cairns is

a mere chance*

There is also a sort of pictograph found engraved on several

rocks at Rajgir (Old Rajagriha), Patna District. The old

pictorial alphabet is also not altogether absent from India*

^ Journal of Hyderabad Arobe^logxcsl Soeiety lor 1914,
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Some seals of baked earth have been found in North-Western

India^ Montgomery District, which exhibit clearly, pictorial

letters.

These writings although not yet deciphered, leave no doubt

that the Indian Aryans had their own writing from times

immemorial, so that even the Aecadian pietograpb, very ancient

as* it is, could hardly vie with it and if it had any connection

with the Aryan pictograph, that connection must have been of

a derivative or an offshoot to an original.

(To be continued.)



IV.—AaaliAya, the Commentator of the

Gautama - Dharmasutra and the

. Karadasmriti.

By P. V. Kane,

Asahaya is one of those eminent and ancient commentators

on the Dharraalastra whose works once famous are now not

available. Dr. Jolly in his edition of Naradasmriti (Bibliotheca

Indxca series) has incorporated a portion of the Bhashya

of Asahaya as revised by Kalyanabhatta. Even this

revised version extends only up to the middle of the fifth

adhydya of the Naradasmriti. The exact relation of

Kalyanabhatta^s labours to the original Bhashya cannot; be

ascertained with precision from the words

in i fgpit

g!f» « ” (First verse) and «

sr«mtsiT«r?
I

”

(at the end of the first chapter of the Introduction). It is

probable that Kalyanabhatta took veiy great liberties with
,

the text of the Bhdsiya of Asahaya. On page 9, verse 15 ^raja

satpurushalj sabhyalj lastram ganaka-lekhakau ’ the comment

IB mu* If this Vi^varupa be the

same as the commentator of the Yajfiavalkyasmriti (as is most

likely), it is difficult to see how Asahaya could regard him as

of almost equal authority with Manu and Narada. Asahaya

flourished earlier than Medhatithi i.e. before 900 a. d. and

was therefore either, a contemporary of Vi^varupa or even^

earlier than the latter. Vi^varupa is another name of Sureilva-

racharya, the famous. pupil of the great Safikaracharya. In the

Par&lara-Madhava (Vol. I, part I, page 57, Bombay Sanskrit

seriee) we read “ WWT* ‘Wt# '
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gyi^grc tRfrwf fwi^ snMw«r;=^ti^nj i <vni^
«irr^ f»imiiTnf^

”

The Terse quoted occurs in the

(1. 1. 97) of Suresvara. Therefore the Para^ara Madhava

•looked upon Vi^varupa and Sureivara as identical. In the

Purusharthaprabhodha of Brahmananda-bharati composed in 1476

(probably of the §aka era, MS. in the Bhau Daji collection in

Bombay Royal Asiatic Society) we have the famous work Naish*

karmyasiddhi ascribed to Visvarupa *

swsrii^'

i

’

(folio 6). Therefore the refei'enee to Visvarupa in the comment

on the Naradasm^’iti is probably from the pen of Kalytoabhatta.

The name of Kalyanabhatta is frequently quoted in the commen-

taiy itself (e. g. page 81 5EtT»n«I-inV-tr'r-

'«?'iTonTf>5 page 86 ‘
?nihir enfe-

if ’
;
page 89 ‘

Altogether it is difficult to separate Kalyai^abhatta's

handiwork from the original text of the BAd^kya of Asah^ya.

The Haralata (B. I. edition) of Aniniddha gives us the

interesting information that Asahaya wrote a bidshya on the

Gautama-Dharmastitva. ‘
«rra^7lEr!Ll.,l|af3niTlrt

^rfNfTsit (nie 14). 4.4) \ ^

ST ^TStl fifT sflsn-

mgTgffTSig^^sT «rns?n?TJi^” I (TTwrm page asi. in

another place the Hrlralata quotes the Gautama-Dharmasutra and

the comment of Asahaya thereon, but expresses its disapproval

of the views of Asahaya "
'qi^i^srr

(sfto 14.13) anrr^nsraiiiTM i
-q^

T?mi Wg sTiTOtsf

page 97}." These quotations make it clear that l^e author

of the |I&ralat& had the Bhashya of Ajsabaya on the Gaatama*
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bharniftsutra before him. Aniruddha, the author of the HltalatS,

was the Onru of Ballala Sena of Bengal who commenced his

work calhd AdbhutasSgara in Sake 1090> i.e. 1168 a. d.

It appears that Asahaya wrote a commentary also on the

Manusmriti. In the Sarasvatmlasa (Foulke^s edition) we read

ffTnOli ^ Org*
’’

^(sec. ^33). Here it will he noted that

the order in which the four commentators are named requires

that Asahaya was cited as a commentator of Manu. This con-

clusion is further corroborated by^^the fact that the Vivadaratna-

kara quotes with reference to the verse of Manu (9. 18^

I )
the words of

3?r * (page 588).

The foregoing discussion establishes that Asahaya composed

Bhdsh^as on three of the most prominent works on Dharma-

iSastra, viz the Gautama-Dharmasutra, the Manusmriti and

the Naradasmpiti. It is a matter of profound regret that the

commentaries of such an ancient writer ujmn these works that are

of paramount authority in matters of law and usage should be

lost to us. Great efforts must be made by those engaged in

the search for MSS. to find out the lost works of Asahaya.

A few words may be said about the date of Asahaya.

The Mitaskhara while commenting upon Yiijfiavalkya (II. 124

SilfiT'iinff g )
quotes the views of

Asahaya and Medhatithi and opposes them to those of Bharuchi

and approves the views of Asahaya ‘

9| \ it is to be noted that

some MSS. read This is due to th6 fact that the

very name of Asahaya had been forgotten. It is curious that

the Bfilalambhatti explains the word ‘asahSya' as an attribute

of Med^&tithi and takes it in the sense of ‘ peerless Of all

works on Vyavakar^, the Sarasvativilasa quotes Asahfiya moft

Asahaya ‘ snr Wfh
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frequently. This shows that in the 16th or 16th century his

worts had not been lost altogether. Dr. Jolly expressed ih-as

his opinion that Asahaya lived earlier than Medbatithi (Tagore

Law Lectures, page 5 ;
vide Sacred Boots of the East, Vol ^8,

page VII also). His main reason was that both ViJfiSne^vara

and the Sarasvativilasa place him before Medhafithi whenever

authorities on topics of VyavabSra are enumerated. Dr. Jolly

does not appear to have been aware that Medhatifchi actually

mentions Asahaya by name in his Bhlshya on ilanu (VIII. 165

^ O- Medhatithi flourised about 000 A. 0.,

as lie mentions Kumarila by name and appears to refer to the

Bhashya of Sankaracharya on Chhandogya-upankhad II, 23. 4

(on Manu II. 83) and as be is regarded as an authority by the

Mitakshara (latter half of 11th century). Therefore Asahaya

must have flourished before 850 a. d. How much earlier

Asahaya lived it is difficult to say.

Some of the doctrines associated with the name of Asahaya

may be stated here. It has been already shown above that

Vijnane^vara followed the views of Asahaya on the question of

the right of sisters when their brothers separated* The VivS-

daratnakara (page 578) quotes the Prakasa as referring to the

views of Asahaya on ^the verse of Manu (9. 198

t )
special mle of

succession laid down by Manu applies to all the Stridhana of

a woman belonging to the Kshatriya or lower castes who has

a co-wife of the;Brahma^a caste

( ? ^ ffn ) i

The SaiasvativilSsa notes that Asahaya defined daya in the

same way as Vijnane^vara did later on ‘

iresftsrf ?rfFr-

I
’ .(««. 19).

Asahaya seems to have held that as regards the sjiccession to

the of a woman even step-brothers should be given

something, though the major portion woiM go to foil brothers
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the words of Yajfiavalkya <

the Sarasvativilasa tells us that the views of Asahaya, Medhatithi

and Vijfiane^vara coincide (
sec. 131

to Asah&ya, the wealth of a childless Brahmana went to the

teacher even before a fellow-student, then to the teacher^ s son

and 80 on 608

etc.) It is worthy of note that

in section 195 we have the order ^

aqTHMI ’
I

’lijaistMSWrwi ’ ( 61^ ) •



V.~Ho Folk-Lore.
By Sukumar Haidar, B. A.

A Story of Two Sisters.

A oertain Ho Lad two daughter®. He was very miieh

attached to them and he brought theru up with the care and

attention due to bojs. The mother of the girls had died when
they were very young and the man was both a father and a

mother to them. One day when the man was out in the woods
to hew wood for fuel he plucked and ate the fruits of the wild

Tiril (ebony) tree and somehow one of the fruits got stuck in

his long locks without his knowing it. On bis return home
the fruit was discovered by his daughters while they were

engaged, as usual, in picking lice from his head. What fruit

is this, father ? asked one of the girls. It is a Tiril frnit,

ray child,’'^ said the man. The girls tasted it and so well did

they like it that they asked for more. They were told that it

could only be got in the forests. They then asked that they

might be taken into the jungle where they could have enough

Tiril fruits to eat. The Ho accordingly took them out next

morning and showed them some Tiril trees in bearing. The girls

helped themselves from the trees, while their father began cut-

ting wood for fuel. They partook of the delicious fruit to their

hearths content and, passing on from one tree to another, they

strayed away far into the thick forests where they lost their

way. Their ankious father made a diligent search and shouted

to them at the* top of his voice but to no purpose. His first

idea was that the girl:J were lost in the woods. It then occurred

to him when it was getting very late, that they may hare

returned home. Great was his distress when on coming home
he missed his daughters. The two girls also had tried their best

to find their fal&r, but the sound of his axe had ceased as bo
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waB moving about iu search of them and all their efforts came

to nothing. In the meantime they had become weary from

wandering and they felt very thirsty. A.s there was no water

to be found, they climbed a tall tree to be able to watch the

6ight of water-fowl, so as to find out a pool frequented by

them. They at last noticed a heron flying from a certain direc-

tion. The elaer sister climbed down and proceeded in that

direction, while the other girl remained on the tree. After

proceeding a long way, the elder girl came to a lovely artificial

lake belonging to a rajah whose son, the prince, was just then

taking a stroll along the embankment. The prince chanced

to see her and was straightway smitten with her charms and he

determined to take her to wife. As the girl stooped to have

a drink of water, she was stopped by the young man who for-

bade her to touch the water unless she consented to be his wife.

There was nothing for her but to give her consent, she was

dying of thirst. She was thus taken into the royal palace and

she became the prince ^s wife. Meanwhile the younger girl got

tired of waiting and was frightened out of her wits by troops of

monkeys which began to sway the branches of the tree on which

she was perched. She came down from the tree but was soon

devoured by wild animals. Some time after this sad event,

a cowherd happened to come to the place with his cattle.

He picked up the girl's bones and made them into a fiddle.

So strange did this fiddle prove, that it charmed all who heard

its music. The man who belonged to the caste of milkmen

gave up tending cattle, as his fiddle, with which he

entertained his patrons, brought him more money. He
went one day, in the course of his travels as a minstrel,

to the king^s palace where the elder sister was living. The

music aoou attracted all the members of the royal household

and amongst those who came to listen to it, was the elder sister.

It seemed to have a strangly depressing effect on the princess.

In some mysterious way the fiddle said to her : Our father

dear went into the woods to give ns Tiril fruits and, alas, we
lost him for ever I My beloved sister left me and went to fetch
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me some w&ter*b>Mriiik, but she never oauie buck eud^beeume e
royal priuoess. It was left for me to have my bones made into k
fiddle by a stranger and to lament the loss of my dear ones for

evermore The mnsio saddened the heart of the princess and

she could stand it no longer* Returning to her room in the

t royal palace, she threw herself on a couch and wept bitterly.

The* prince, finding her in such an unhappy mood, made kind

inquiries, for it struck him as strange that the music which had

enlivened everyone in the palace should have cast a damper

on her spirits. The princess then for the first time told the

story of her life and expressed a desire to possess the strange

musical mstrument. Anxious to please her, the prince at once

arranged that the minstrel who owned the fiddle should stay

in the palace as a guest. The man was served with rice and

other articles of food which, as a man of different caste, he

cooked for himself. After preparing his own dinner he went

to the river for his bath. While he was away the palace

servants removed the fiddle and substituted for it another which

resembled it in general appearance. The minstrel had his

dinner and was handsomely rewarded for the excellent mnsio

with which he had entertained the royal household. When he

took his departmo he was ordered to abstain from playing on bis

;Bddle in that town. The man returned home in high glee
; but

he afterwards found that bis fiddle had, for some unknown

reason, lost its charm. He gave up his minstrelsy and resumed

his old occupation as a herdsman.

Thus the princess, who had become queen by the death of

the old king and the elevation of her husband to the thfone,

obtained possession of the skull and bones of her deceased sister.

She placed these remains in an um, well decotated with turmeric

paste, powdered ricoand Vermillion, which she placed in a sacred

mche. She then prayed earnestly to the Supreme Being

Bonga) and asked that her sister may be restored to life. It

pleased the Supreme Being to grant her prayer, bbe obtained

the gift of ambrosia which she sprinkled on the um^ and iotfUk^

iritb| to heir iuftaite deh^ht^ her dea^ fister sprang to life
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lleocefoHh the two loving sieters lived happily together in the

palace for many long years,

Tlio Origin of Bride-Prioe.

Yawning without covering the mouth was in olden times

regarded by the Hos of ihe Karwa-Killi clan as an evil symptom

which distinguishes wer-tigei’s. They promptly seized anyone ,

found yawning without covering the mouthy and carried nim

to a tiger's den where they abandoned him to his fate, A
Mundane daughter was once detected in (he act of yawning

without covering her mouth with her hand. She was according

to this inexorable custom, led by her people to the den of a

tiger. Then the men cooked some rice and, after the girl had

anointed herself with oil and turmeric-paste, they made her

partake of the food and, after placing her on a raised seat right

in front of the cave, they left the phice A herdsman who

bad been tending cattle in the jungle had quietly watched these

proceedings from a distance. The man returned to the place

in the evening, armed with a bow, after shutting up his cattle

in the pen. As the tiger came out of its lair and was preparing

to spring on the unhappy girl, the man aimed a dart at the beast

and killed it on the spot. He took the girl home, intending to

make her his wife. After some months had passed and the young

couple had settled down as man and wife, a weaver came to

the heidsman^s house to sell cloth, and he saw and at once

recognised the girl. Said the weaver to the herdsman ; I

know this girl. She is the daughter of our rich Munda. You
have acted indiscreetly by detaining her in your house, Should

the Munda know of it, your life will be in seriotis jeojiardy/^

The poor herdsman was frightened out of his wits. He even-

tually plucked up courage to propose that he would present the

Munda with three score cows and in addition a he-buffalo as

the price of the village headman's consent to the matrimonial

union. The weaver conveyed this message to the headman.

The story was regarded with incredulity as the value of the

gift was much too great for the herdsman who offered it

;

and the Honda was not satiefied until the message was lolly
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verified by a special messenger who was sent to the herdstnaa*

The Manda gave his for lal consent to the marriage after

receiving the promised gifts. Tradition says that this incident

led to the abolition of the inhuman custom connected with

yawning and to the introduction of the prautice of claiming

marriage dowers for brides.

A Saurian Son-in-law.

There was once upon a time a Ho whose wife was an expect^

ant mother. Like a good husband, be gave his best attention

to her wants and provided her with many dainty articles of food

while she was in a delicate state. There lived in the neighbour-

hood a crocodile whose abode was in a tank and who had raised

a variety of vegetables, such as gourds, pumpkins and herbs on

the raised embankments along the margin of the water. This

crocodile served the Ho as his greengrocer. In the course of

friendly talk the Ho spoke to the Saurian one day of the pre-

sent condition of his wife. The crocodile proposed, and it was

agreed between the parties, that if a male child should be

born a compact of eternal friendship would be established

between the boy and the Saurian
;
but if the expected child

should prove a girl, she would have to wed the Saurian. In

due course a female child was born to the Ho couple. The
girl grew up to womanhood in the house of her parents. She
happened one day to accompany her mother to the tank. She

saw a lotus flower in full blojm on the surface of the water

and expressed a desire to poss:?86 it. Her mother told her to

get into the water and pluck the flower. As she put her foot
into the tank she planted it right on the back of the crocodile

who bad been watching his opportunity to get possession of
her The Saurian glided slowly into deeper water with the
girl on his badk. When she found herself up to her ankle
in water, she sang a song the burden of which was i " Mother
dear, my feet are in ankle-deep water and they are getting
wet.'^ Her mother sang ba^k . What can I do, my darling
child ; it was yonr father who made a compact with the
crocodile, and now the Saurian claims yCu as his wife/" The
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girl Repeated her gong with appropriate variations as she found

herself by degrees up to her knees, then up to her breast and

then up to her neck in water ;
but each time she met with the

same response from her mother. At last she was taken right

into the depths of the water where the crocodile had his

quarters. After making her comfortable in her new home,

the crocodile reappeared onthe surface of the tank and fo*id

his mother-l'n-law that he will follow the time-honoured custom

and pay a ceremonial visit to his parents-in-law, accompanied

by his wife, as soon as the honeymoon was over. Keturning

to his subaqueous chambers^i the crocodile asked his wife to

brew some Diang (rice-beer) in preparation of their visit. After

enjoying the honeymoon the newly-wedded couple started

off on their journey to the house of tfie bride parents. The

girl, according to custom, walked ahead, carrying the jar of

Diang on her head. The crc'codile, who was unaccustomed

to rapid movement on firm ground, lagged behind, unnoticed

by his wife. Where is our dear son-in-law 7^^ asked the

mother when the girl reached b^rne. , Your son-in-law is

a slow walker,
*

said the girl ‘‘ he will turn up before very

long.'*’ The mother then addrigsed her son and said; Go,

my son, and meet your good brother-in-law and welcome him
to our house.'" The young mm set out in the direction indi-

cated to him. Me went a long way, but came across none
but an ugly reptile crawling slowly along from the opposite

direction. He ran back in fear and trembling and told his

people of his experiences. His sister assured him that he

ha4 indeed seen, but had failed to recognize, his own brother-

in-law. The young man could not restrain a laugh when he

found out who his sister's husband was. On the arrival of the

crocodile, he was received with great cordiality by the entire

household and he was offered a drink of Di^ng^ which was

served in a fiat wooden trough in which pigs are fed. The
crocodile had his fill of the strong liquor, and getting drunk

as a drum he lost the power of speech. His wife spoke

il^dearingly to him and did all she could to rous^ him
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hig stupor, bufc the tipsy Saurian suapped at her ^tand and bit

it so severely as to draw a stream of blood. This excited the

anger of the people who had also partaken of the Biang and

were the worse for it. They came out with heavy bludgeoos

and other weapons that were handy and made a clean Job of it,

billing the poor crocodile on the spot.

The Adventures of a Prince.

Once upon a time a royal prince fell out with his parents,

and, mounting his pjuy one morning, he left the palace in high

dudgeon. As he rode on he met a jackal who was eating the

figs of a Peepul tree {Ftcii$ religtom) which had dropped on

the ground The jackal acoostel the prince and asked liim how

far he was going and finally proposed a loan oT the pony. He
was laughed to scorn by (he prince, who observed that it was

too much lo expect a little quadruped to mount a horse. The

prince rode off without further ado. He arrived at the end of

the day at a town where be proposed to pass the night. He
searched all over the place, but he found no better lodgings for

himself and stabling for his pony than the mill-shed of an

oilman. He slept in a part of the shed, while the pony was

secured to the wooden mill-post. Next morning the prince

prepared to leave the place, but he was obstructed by the oil-

man who set up a claim to the pony. " You have no right to

remove the animal,*^' said the man ;
“ it has been brought forth

by my own oilmill
;

it therefore mine by right.^^ The

dispute was referred to the elders of the town, and the oilman,

who was wealthy, got a number of false witnesses to swear to

his ownership, while the prince who was a stranger in a strange

land, failed to substantiate his claim by the evidence of a single

witness. The upshot of it was that the prince had to give up

his pony and there was nothing for him but to walk back

homewards in a state of dispair. As he walked along he came

to the old Peepul tree and once more met the jackal. Hullo,

man said the jaokal, what has become of your blooming

horse ? Why are you trudging along like a common tramp
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The prince told him all about his sad experiences in the town

he was returning from and asked the jackal if he would take

the trouble to go to the place and support his claim. The jackal

Xeadiljr consented and the prince took him along to the town.

Before presenting himself before the townsfolk, the jackal

blackened his face with soot which gave him a hideous loo6.

The prince demanded a fresh trial of his claim by a Panchayat

( a committee of elders )
and tendered the jackal as his sole

witness. The elders who assembled to adjudicate the matter

were struck by the strange appear^ce of the claimant's witness

and they wanted to know why his face was so black. The

jackal explained that the sea had been on fire overnight and

he had an opportunity of dining on roast fish to his hearths

content, with the sad result noticed by the learned judges.

All the people laughed at the silly story and the oilman said :

** Who has ever heard of water being on fire ? What a lying

witness we have here The jackal quickly r. torted : Who
has ever heard of a mill-post bringing forth a live horse, yea,

the very animal on which I saw the royal prince, our future

king, ride past only two days ago The testimony of the

jackal was held to be conclusive and the matter was finally

decided in favour of the prince, who thus recovered possession

of his pony. The oilman and his falsa witnesses received

condign punishment for having perjured themselves in an

attempt to establish a spurious claim . The jackal then counsel-

led the prince to avoid the risk of further scrapes by contiuaiug

his peregrinations. The prince accepted this friendly advice

md retraced his way home, where he was in due course crowned

kinp^ to rule over his people,



VI.—Studies iu the Cults of the District of
Ohamparan in North Bihar. No. 1,—
The Cult of the Godlingr Birohhe Beo.

By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A»» Iieotnrer in Social
Anthropology, University of Calcutta.

*
Sir Herbert Eisley has very truly said that Hinduism may

fairly be described as more or less tramformed hf

•philosophy, or, to condense the epigram stili further, as mayie

tempered by metaphysiee. The fact is thit, within the enormous

range of beliefs and practices which are included in the tern

Hinduism, there are comprised entirely different sets of ideas,

or, one may say, widely different conceptions of the world and

of life. At one end, at the lower end of the scale is Animism,

an essentially materialistic theory of things which seeks by

means of magic to ward off or to forestall physical disasters,

which lo^ks no further than the world of sense, and seeks to

make that as tolerable aa the conditions will permit, At

the other end is the Pantheism combined with a system of

transcendental metaphysics

If we examine the religious beliefs and practices of the

Hindu poj)ulation of the district of Ohampai-an in North Bih&r,

we all come across a striking illustration of the truth of the

foregoing dictum of Sir Herbert Risley. The greater mass of

this Hindu population comprises illiterate people—men innocent

of any education whatever—^who are almost ignorant of the
'

higher or metaphysical aspect of Hindiiism, and to whom
the Devai or the High Gods of the orthodox Hindu Pantheon,

such as Brahma, Vishnu and Siva and their kith and kin, are

little more than names. Of course, the Hindu residents of the

^

district of Chadiparan reverence the Brahmanas and pay their

devoirs to the aforementioned High Oods of the Hindu

Pantheon. But, as a matter of eveiy'Hiay practice, as part and

parcel of their religious observances, they pay their worship to

the Gfdma DeimUe or the local village*godlings, such as the

Peopleofladi*. By Sh Hechert Eiilsy. S^ad Bdltlon. Cldoatto

eai^lMa \ Tba^ff tad Co IBIS. Page ISA
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^eiScfttioMS mi. p^sonifications of the Powers and Forces of

Nature ; tite Heavenly Bodies such as the Sun, the Moon and

the Earth
;
and of such other natural objects as Rivers and

Waters, Then again, they adore and propitiate the local god-

lings*-»-*the godlings of diseise, the sainted dead, the evil and

malevolent spirits of deceased men, all of whom constitute, to

quote Dr. Crockets apposite description of them, " a mob of

divinities

Now, the reverence shown by the Hindu villagers of

Champaran to the Brahmapas, and the worship paid by them to

Vishnu, 6iva and their kindred—the High Gods of the Hindu

Pantheon—are mere factors of the metaphysical or the higher

side of the religious beliefs.

But the animistic or the lower aspect of their religious

beliefs and practices is illustrated and represented by the wor-

ships paid by them to the aforementioned Grama Devaids or

village-godlings who, in many cases, have no regularly-cons-

tructed shrines for their local habitations, who have no priests to

conduct their jpujd, and who are not represented by anthropomoi>

phic images or idols, but who are symbolised by little mounds

of clay, or by unhewn blocks of stone, or by trees.

So far as the district of Champaran is concerned, these two

aspects of Hinduism—the animistic and the metaphysical sides

thereof—exist side by side. The same town or village has its

temple dedicated to the worship of Vishnu, Siva and the other

High Gods with Brahmajpa priests to conduct their worship,

as also the shrines of the local village-godlings who, in many cases,

have no priests to carry on their worship, who are not represented

by any images, but are symbolized by small mounds of earth

or rough unhewn blocks of stone daubed with vermilion, or who
are believed to haunt or reside in some neighbouring trees which

constitute their tree-shrines. The same Hindu rustic will,

at one and the same time, propitiate the aforementioned High
Gods **

of the orthodox Hindu Pantheon by presenting offerings

to them, and will also adore and pray to the viHage-godlings of

hie locality.
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The prineipal among the aforementioned Gfama J)mt&0 or

the village-deities of the district of Champ&ran in Notth-Bihaf

is the godling Birchhe Deo
( ^ ). The shrine of this

godling is situated on the western side of the town of Motihari'—

the headquarters of the district of Champaran It is located

alinost on the north bank of the lake and is situated at the southern

end of a lane which leads off to the south of the main road which

is called the Club Road.

On Saturday the 26th May 1928, 1 visited it in the company

of Mr. P. K. Mitra, M.sc., Deputy Magistrate and Deputy

Collector of Motihari. The shrine or temple consists of a pucca

brick structure facing the east. Ascending the short flight of

steps, we step on to a veranda in the western extremity of which

is the holy of the holies—the room—almost rectangular in

dimensions—which contains the mound of clay which constitutes

the symbol of the godling Birchhe Deo The following rough

sketch represents the front and side views of the aforesaid

mound of earth ;
—
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The figure A is the mound of earth or clay which is the

symbol of the godling^s Birchhe Deo.

The figure B is the plinth of brick (daubed with clay) on

which the godling's symbol A is placed.

The figure C is a small semi-circular mound of clay which is

situated at the bottom of the brick plinth. It serves as a

of stepping-stone to the plinth

.

This godling is worshipped (1) on any Sunday in the month

of Baisakh (April-May), (^) on the Purnamasi Day (or full-

moon day) in the month of Sravana (July-August) and (3) also

on a Sunday in the month of Aghan (November-December).

The priest, who performs the worship of this godling, is

a Brahmana by caste and is appointed by the proprietors of the

villages comprised in the town of Motihari, namely, the Bettiah

Raj and the Motihari Indigo Factory.

The modus operandt of this godling^s pujd on a Sunday

in the month of Baisakh is as follows :

—

On the Sunday in question, both males and females perform

the vrat^ that is to say, abstain from eating salt and observe

the other observances prescribed for the performance of the

Sunday vrat. On the Monday following, the celebrants of the

worship perform the pujd of the godling by offering to his

godlingship offerings of flowers, incense, rice, naived
i ),

dachehMnd ( ) or presents of money and clay figurines

of elephants which are manufactured for the occasion by the

village-potter and which are subsequently taken away by the

wor6hippei*s themselves to their respective houses. Sometimes,

long poles of bamboos surmounted by little bannerettes are

also offered to this godling by way of offering. Thereafter the

mound of clay, which represents this godling, is besmeared with

vermilion.

The celebrants worship this godling for the attainment

of their hearts^ desires. Litigants, who have got cases in the

law-courts, also come to the shrine of this godling and pray

to him for granting them success in their cases and vow tha^ if
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thoy would be successful in their litigation^ they would offer

to him. So if they v/in their case?, they come apd make*^

presents of offerings to him.

On the Purnam&si Day {i.e., the full-moon day) in the month

of Sawan (July-August), the majority of f-he people, b ^th Hindu

audeveu Muhammadans, and the Betfciah Raj and the Motihari

Indigo Factory, both of which are mdliku ^r proprietors of the

villages comprised in the town of Motihari, through their

paiwdfteB and gumasids^ offer pnj.l to the godling Birchbe Peo.

The tradition about the origin of the godling Birohhe Peo is

as follows ;

—

In 1043 P. S,, a Bhumihar named Birchhe Nath

or Birchhe Rai who is stated to have been a rais

of Motihari and lived in a house which w»s situated a little to

the north of the present shrine of this godling, died in the course

of a fight. His ghost appeared in a dreum lo his wife and said

to her :
^ You should perform sa/i with all your children ^

Accordingly, she performed « with her husbancrs corpse.

But it is not known whether or not her children al o immolated

themselves on their deceased father^s funeral pyre. Thereafter

the spirits or ghosts of the deceased couple appeared in a vision

to a person who afterwards became the priest c»f this godling

and directed him to make or erect the mound of clay (marked A
in the above rough sketch) and worship them. The priest accord-

ingly erected the mound of clay which represents Birchhe Rai

(or Nath) and his wife. The brick superstructure, which now
enshrines the mound of clay, is stated to have been built about

50 years ago.

The worshippers do not sing any song or songs in honour of

this godling at .the time of the pujd. At the time of perform-

ing the worship of this godling, the worshippers only cry out :

** war ''
or Victory to the

Holy Father Birchhe, Victory to the Holy Father Birchhe

There is no folk-rhyme or folk-ballad recited about this

godllag.
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All th© foregoing information has been communicated to nae

by the Mabant Gbarib Das (of tbe Vaishnava Sect) wbo lives in

a ma^A close to tbe sbirne of Bircbhe Deo.

From tbe foregoing account of the godling Birchbe Deo

we find

—

(1) That this godlingship has been provided with a bricjs-

built shrine.

(2) That tbere is a Brabmana priest who carries on bis

worship or pujd*

(8) That be has not yet been represented by an anthropo-

morphic image, but is symbolised by a mound of clay.

All these facts lead me to the conclusion that the godJing

Bircbhe Deo was in course of promotion from b ing a simple

animistic and supernatural being or divinity to the brevet-rank

of a first-grade deity—a High God —of the Hindu Pantheon,

but that his godlingship^s promotion has, I might almost say,

been stopped in the middle of liis career of advancement, because

the last prerogative of a first-grade deity, namely, the provision

of an anthropomorphic image, has not yet been granted to him.

It is an instance of what I may designate as the Arrested

Promotion of Animistic Godlings.

The most noteworthy features of the worship of the godling

Bircbhe Deo are the following :

—

(a) The offering of clay figurines of elephants.

{b) The vow made by litigants, who have got cases in the

law-courts, to the effect that, in the event of their

winning their cases, they would offer to his

godlingship.

1 shall, now, take up for discussion the point (a)

mentioned iupra*

It would appear that the goddess Kali, in her threefold form,

exercises great influence over all diseases except small-pox.

That is to say, she caja cause and stop the outbreak of diseases

and can grant persons suffering from maladies, especially mental

and nervous ones, recovery from the same. Sick people, there*

fore take vows to present to her offerings of living elephants in

case of their imovery from their illnesses. But when they afe
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eared of their maladies^ thej^ instead of offering her the promised

gift of the living elephants, present her with clay figurines or*

images of those beasts by way of substitutes. It is, for this

reason, that, along with other offerings, clay figurines of

elephants are so often offered at the shriue of goddess

Then again, a person who iias fallen into a trouble or distress

taffes a vow to offer an elephant or a horse to the village-deity

in the event of his being relieved therefrom. When his trouble

or distress passes over, he, instead of offering a living elephant

or horse to his godlingship, presents liim with a clay figurine

thereof and plac:j8 it at his shriue. It is, for this reason, that the

offerings of little cl ly images of elephants, horses and curious

bowls with short legs, known as Kaha, are so often to be found

in t\\e deoha f s OY %\xid bhriiies of the collective village deities in

the Gangetic valley of Upper Indij.^

I am, therefore, of opinion thaf, whenever a votary of the

godling' Blrchhe Deo suffers fiom a malady or falls into a distress

or trouble, he vows that, in the event of hi*; recovery th(;refrom,

or of his being relieved theivo *, he would offer a living elephant

to his godlingship for ridmg upon. But, win n he .ecovers from

his illness, or when his diliieulty or distress is tided over, he

offers 10 Birchhe Deo ihe clay (igurine of an elephant as a

substitute for the living animal—a ‘‘ trumpery donation as

Dr. W Crooke very rightly calls it.

Then, I shall pass on to tlie consideration of the point (6)

mentioned above, namely the vow of the litigants to offer pujl

to Birchhe Deo in ihe event of their being successful in their

litigation. I shall show, later on, that similar vows are also

made by litigants to the other godlings of the district of

Champaran.

This custom of the litigants^ praying to the godlings for

^ success in their litigations, and of their taking vows to present

offerings to their godlingships in the event of their winning

‘ Crooke^fi An Introduction to the Popular Eeliglon and Folklore of HortU^rn

India (Allahabad Edition of 1894)^ pag*e 81

.

• Op. dt., page p9.
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tlioir law-suits and case^, is also current in the district of

MidnSpur in South-Western Bengal,

In a village named Giri^agangasagara in the Contai Sub-

dit^ision of the district of Midnapur, there stands a banyan tree

{Ficvk$ bengg^UnsiH) which is believed to be inhabited by, and

which is now taken ti be the living symbol, or representative of,

the tree-godling—the deified saint Nekurasani Pir{^5?5WprttT)»

It is stated that the litigants of the locality, when going

to the coarts to prosecute their law-suits or cases, place a lump

of clay at the foot of this tree, pray to the tree-godling Nekura-

sani Pir for granting them success iu their litigation, and also

voW that, if the prayed-Ior boon would be granted to them,

they would place more lumps of clay at the foot of this tree,

tie red rags on its blanches and present votive offerings of clay

figurines of horses to his godliugship. It is further reported

that, it the«e litigants win their suits or cases, they, when

returning home from the courts, })lace lumps of clay at the

bottom o ' this tree, and tie bits of red rags on to its branches

in fulfilment of the vows made by them.^

In the Bevgal Ihstrici Gazetteer of Champdran (Calcutta,

1907), pages 40-41, L. S. S. O'^Malley, Esq., i.e.s., has given the

following account of the godling Birchhe Pea :

—

As a matter of every-day practice, the low-caste villager

(of Champaraiij endeavours to propitiate the evil spirits and

godlings which his ancestors have worshipped from time

immemorial. Most of these are regarded as malignant spirits,

who produce illness in the family and sickness among the cattle,

if not appeased. They affect the ordinary life of the peasant

more directly and vitally than the regular Hindu gods ; and,

consequently, the great mass of the illiterate Hindus, as well

as some of the most ignorant Muhammadans, are careful to

make periodical offerings to them. They form no part of the

orthodox Hindu Pantheon, but are given a kind of brevet rank i

and for practical purposes, they are gods most sacred and,

^ Tide the Man in India (pnblished from Ranohi) for December 1922,

242*248 .
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therefore, most worshipped by the lowest classes. One such

spirit with great local reputation is Bisehha Barham, the spirit

of a Brahma^, who died a violent death. Bisehha Barhala

is one of the most dreaded of all the male violent deities, and

has a famone temple in Motihari, where even Muhammadans
make ofEerings thrdugh the Brahman priest who presides

Jhere/^

With due deference to the aforementioned high authority,

I now take the liberty to point out and con*ect the undermen-

tioned inaccuracies which have crept into the foregoing account

of Birchhe Deo :

—

(a) The name of this godling is not Bisehha Barham br.i

Birchhe Deo.

(^) This godling is not the spirit of a Brahman who died

a violent death, but is the spirit of a Bhumihar

who died in the course of a fight. In fact, he is

one of the '^sainted dead^''.

(c) He is not one of the most dreaded of all the malevolent

deities ; but, on the contmry, he is a benevolent

deity who is always adored and prayed to for

granting boons.



VII.—SiSTUr-Ang^irasali Kavih.
• •

By;Siireiidranath Majumdar, Sastri, MJL., P.R.S.

There is an interesting topic^ in the Second Book o{ the

Manusaifahita, dealing with the question whether learning

or age is to be respected. In that connexion we find the

following l^loka

fq^varoumpEr i

ffH I

II 161.

It has been thus translated by Dr. Burnell: “Abgiraaa

iavi, a ekild, taught his elders and said to them ^ children I

*

having received them as pupils by reason of his knowledge/^

Dr. BuhWs version is : you^g Kavi, the son of Angiras,

taught his (relatives who were old enough to be) fathers., and

as be excelled them in (sacred) knowledge, he called them
* Little sons.^

Now the passage in question is, like so many other passages

of the Bhyguprokta Mannsamhite, a paraphrase of a Vedic

text and as such the meaning of it is to be settled by comparing

it with the original Vedic text and its context.

The following is the Vedic original of the passage

tfw' I wifw^ I

« finjjl vtm i Cf«i n : ftfi
«rei : witT i qt *rw-

i i %^ <it w : fW *fr

1 (Tip-

4ya Mahabi^hma^a IS, 3, 23 ; Bibliotheca Indioa series,

vol. II. p. 18.)

It may be translated thus :— It is the S&man*Boag com-

posed [or feen] by Si^u. [ftnpt ifiPIH—Sfiya^a]

ditu, the son [or descendwat] of Angiias was the best of the
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composers of hymns. He called fathers 'Little sons.' The

fathers told him ' you who are calUng the fathers little eons are

not acting righteously ^ He said, ' I am your father, for I am
a composer of mantras (Vedic hymns). They asked the gods.

The gods said,
^ He is your father who is the composer of

hymns. ^ So one is vietorious if he praises by [singing] the

stoan composed by ^i^u.

Now this passage occurs in a section which deals with the

names of various sdmans almost all of which are named after

their eoroiosers And this context would make ^i^u a proper

name and :iot as meaning young as all commentators and

translators have taken it. Dr. Burnell and Dr. Buhler took

Kavi as the proper name. Hut this word does not occur in the

Vedic text. Hence it :s not the name but the epithet of the

Rshi.

Baudhayana Dharmasutra I, 3, 4*2 suggests, remarked Dr.

Buhler in his footnote, that Si^u seems to be a name or

nickname. But though he pointed out this fact, he followed

the Indian commentators in taking the word in the sense of

yottug.^^ But the Vedic passage is conclusive. On the

authority o£ this passage of the Tandya-Brahmaijia, its commen-

tary by Sayaua and the Dharmasutra of Baudhayana pointed

out by Buhler, I propose to translate “
: ?Bfit :

"

as “ Si^u, the wise, descendant of Angiras.’^
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Journal of Francis Buchanan (Patna and G-aya Districts)

:

Edited, with notes and introduction, by
V. H. Jackson, M.A

Z.—Introduction.

The Buchanan Journal and Maps.

Pbacticaxly the whole of the information which is

now available concerning the life and work of the author

of this Journal, including an account of the circum-

stances under which his great statistical Survey of Bengal
•was undertaken, and the subsequent history of the

manuscripts connected therewith, is to be found in Sir

David Brain’s admirable Memoir published in Calcutta

in 1905, entitled “A Sketch of the life of Francis
Hamilton (once Buchanan) sometime Superintendent of

the Honourable Company’s Botanic Garden, Calcutta”.

It is therefore unnecessary to attempt a summary here,

particularly as Sir D. Brain himself has been good enough
to promise a contribution to the Jouriml of the Bihait

Orissa Besearch Society on the subject.

The Journal, which is now published for the first

time, forms only a small part of fhe manuscripts
relating to the Survey, on which Dr. Buchanan—as he
njay still be called for present purposes since he did not

.1 2 Rea* /. *
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if I

assume the name of Hamilton until three years after

his retirement from India—was employed between the

years 1807 and 1815. It is the official daily Journal

which he kept during his tour of the districts of Patna

and Gaya in the cold’Weather months of 1811-12, i.e.;

fifth season of his work on the Survey. The original

manuscript is in his own handwriting and extends over ,

224 pages, bound up with other papers in the lash of

those three volumes of the Buchanan Manuscripts in the

Library of the India Office which are concerned with
Patna and Gaya. As regards otlier districts of Bihar
included in the Survey, similar Journals kept during

the cold^-weather tours^ of Bhagalpur, etc., in 1810-11

and Shahabad in 1812—13 are also in existence in the

Library, and occupy 250 and 175 pages respectively in

the corresponding volumes of the series, but the Journal
of the tour in Purnea undertaken in the season 1809-10

cannot now be traced, and apparently has never been

in the Library’s possession. There also appear to be
no Journals in existence relating to the Bengal Districts

of Dinajpur and Itangpur, and the United Provinces

District of Gorakhpur.*

The three Journals which still remain are quite

distinct from Bucluinan’s Reports on the corresponding

districts, and are only to be regarded as supplementary
to the latter. It is necessary to lay emphasis on this,

difference in order to avoid any possibility of misunder-
standing, especially because on page xxxviii of his

Memoir Sir D. Train refers to the Reports themselves
as " a journal of the utmost value, which has never
been completely published or properly edited”, while
in later pages when describing the attempts which have
been made to publish the Reports, he continues to

r^fer to them as a “ journal”. It seems possible that

Irhen he wrote he was under the impression that

Buchanan had drawn up his Reports in the Bengal
Survey in the same form as that adopted in hia
“ Journey from Madras, through the countries of

* 1 SID indebted to Mr. C. £. A. W. Oldham, i.c.a,, retired, for (hia

aformation. .
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Mysore, Canara and Malabar” which was nndertakfen -

iib 1800-01. This was a daily Journal, which was
published in London in 1807 in the form in which if

was written, although in the preface Buchanan explain*

^ that he had intended to abridge it and alter its

arrangement before publication, but could not do so, as

the printing had commenced before hie arrival in England
on leave in the previous year. Taking warning by this

experience and by the criticisms of the form in which
the work appeared, his methods were altered when he
undertook the Survey of^Bengal. His study of each
district which he then survey^ was arranged so as to

occupy a whole year. After an extended cold-weather
tour, during which he and his assistants collected a very
large amount of information additional to that actually

recorded in his daily journal, he established his head-
quarters at some town in or near the district concerned,

and spent the following hot-wcather and rainy seasons

in completing his enquiries and in writing his lieport.

Each of these Eeports is therefore a self-contained and
carefully finished work which was clearly intended for

publication. Not only was it drawn up in strict accord-

ance with the detailed instructions issued to Buchanan
by the Government at Calcutta in September 1807, as

recorded in pa^s viii to x of the Introduction to
“ Eastern India^’, but in its arrangement it followed the

•actual order of these instructions. The Journals, on
the other hand, were evidently not intended for publi-

cation, and unfortunately were not maintained during
the period spent at headquarters. Much of the iofor-

mation recorded in them has been included in the
Beports, and has often been transferred without any
substantial modification, but in all cases it has been
rearranged under the appropriate sections.

Of the Beports and their various;.;.Appendices, with
the sole exception of the Journalsi two copies are
known to be in existence, one of which is the

India Office Library, as already mentioned, and the
other in the Library of the Royal Asiatio Society. TI%
original manuscript cannot be traced and appears to

have been destroyed, as neither of the sets is io
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Buchanan’s own handwriting, but both have been,

written in a beautifully clear hand by the same copyist.

There is some uncertainty about the identity of a set

of the Keports which was in the possession of the
Indian Government at Calcutta about 1833 and, as.

Beveridge suggested, it is possible that a third copy may
still be in India, even though the efforts to trace it

made by Sir W. W. Hunter, Sir D. Prain and others

have been unsuccessful. It seems much more probable,

however, that not more than two copies were ever made,
and that the volumes now in the possession of the-

Royal Asiatic Society are in tact the set of the records

which were formerly kept in Calcutta, and referred to

in the following extract from the preface to the Report
on Dinajpur, published at Calcutta in 1833 :

—

“The original records, occupying twenty-five folio volumes-

in manuscri))t, were transmitted by the Indian Govern-
ment to the Honourable Court of Directors ; a copy of

the whole having been previously made and deposited

in the oflTiee of the ChieT Secretary at Calcutta. Duplicates

of the drawings and maps were unfortunately not pre-

served with the rest, probably from the diflBculty at that

time of getting them executed in India.-”

This duplicate copy was made after Buchanan had
left India in February 1815, and the originals sent to

London were received there in the following year. As
regards the copy then retained in Calcutta, it is known

^

that in 1831 the M. S. Report on Dinajpur was made
over by Mr. G, Swinton, who was then Chief Secretary,
to Captain Herbert, the editor of Gleanings in Science^
in order that it might be publiifcod by instalments in
that Journal : and three years later James Prinsep, the
first editor of its still living successor— the Journal of the
jisiatio Society ofBengal—in the preface to Volume II,

while announcing with regret that the publication of
the remaining R«|;orts would have to bo discontinued
owing to laek of support, mentioned that on oompletionf
of puulioation of that on Dinajpur :

—

“ The Government meantime placed the remaining volumes
of Buchanan in the Editor s hands, with an intimation of
its desire that the printing of these i-ecords should bf
continued,”
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It seems not unreasonable to suppose, therefore^-

that this set of the Ueports reached the Eoyal Asiatic

Society after passing out of Prinsep’s possession ;
and

further that no copy of the Journals, as moU as of the

drawings and maps, was made before the originals were

fojW’arded to the Court of Directors, since no such copy

is*included in these volumes. This fact was probably

not realised in 1871, when permission was given to

Sir W. W. n miter to bring the Tudia Office collection

of the manuscripts temporarily back to India, as the

original Journals, of which no copy had been retained,

were thus exposed twice again to the risk of total loss

at sea.

Those Journals of Buchanan’s tours in the Districts

of South Bihai^seem to have attracted very little atten-

tion hitherto, probably owing to their close resemblance

to portions of the corresponding Reports, and to the

greater importance of the latter. The following extract

from Mr. H. Beveridge’s article on “ The Buchanan.
Recordp ” in the Calcutta Review for July 1894 is the

only published reference to them which I have been
able to trace ;

—

“ There is a good deal of repetition in Buchanan, and aomo
portions of his folios are taken up with his Journal, e.g.,

his Bhagalpur and Sbahabad Journal, which does not
contain anything material that is not also in his report.”

This statement is not strictly correct, as will be
indicated later, and even if it were, it appears that

the publication of the Journals, especially the Patna-
Gaya Journal, can serve a useful purpose at the present
time, because much of the material included both in the
Journals and in the Reports has never yet been pub-
lished. Montgomery Martin’s methods as editor of
i* Eastern India ”, the three-volume abridgment of the
Reports published in 1888, have been justly condemned
by everyone who has examined the original manuscripts.

In deciding uhat portions of the Reports should

omitted, he foUowm no consistent^ plan, but merely,
as Sir W. W. Hunter observed, left out “ the parts
which he did not understand or which did not interest
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him Matters of topographical and antiquarian

interest are the principal feature of the Journals, and in

these respects the Beports, and particularly the Eeport
on the districts of Patna and Gaya, have greatly

suffered at his hands. On this point Beveridge says

“On the whole I have not found that Mr. Martinmas
fioppressed much of value in the historical or antiquarian chapters,-

For instance, there are no suppi-essions in the account of Uaur,

whioh by the way, is to be found in tbe Pumiah volumes. The
most serious omissions are in the accounts of Patna and Shahabad.

There Mr. Martin has drawn his pencil through much interesting

matter, though in not a few-cases he has afterwards repented ana
written “

stet In all the volumes he has omitted a good deal

of the descriptive matter, and he has greatly abridged the elaborate

account of castes which occurs in the first of the three volumes
relating to Pumiah.''

During Ms tour of the districts of Patna and Gaya,

Buchanan naturally came across antiquities considerably

more extensive and important than those contained in

the districts which he previously surveyed, and his

description of them may be regarded as the special

feature of the Patna Eeport. XJnfortunately, though
fifth in natural sequence, it was the first on which
Martin began his work of abridgment, and he carried

it out with special severity, as may be judged by the

fact that approximately 167 out of the 370 pages in the

M. 8. Eeport which form the chapter on topography
and antiquities have been omitted from the correspond-

ing Chapter III of Eastern India, Volume I. This repre-

sents about sixty of the pages as printed in that volume,
and the omissions inchide the whole of the account of

Maner, as well as important portions of the descriptions

if Patna, Gaya, Bodh Gaya, Eajgir and Baragaon.
With the exception of Patna itself, Buchanan’s obser-

vations at each of these places are adequately recorded^

in the Journal.

Notwithstanding Mr. Beveridge’s unfavourable
opinion, which was probably based on a somewhat
cursory examina^on of the manuscripts, there are several

respects in which the Journals are an extremely useful
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Bupplement to the IReports, even in places Trliere the
latter have not been abridged. They priucipally differ.-

feom the K©ports in giving a detailed description of the

route which Buchanan actually followed, without which
it is at the present day very difficult to identify some
of the places described in the Reports, particularly

th^ various hills and the mines, quarries, caves or

springs associated with them. Many examples of this

which have come within myown observation could
be quoted, hut the following will suffice ;—In the
Bhagdlpur Report (East. Ind. Vol. II, pp. 184-85)

Buchanan describes “ a calcareous matter in mass, called

^surhar, or Giant’s bones ”, which w^as used for making
lime, and says that “ the greatest quantity is found at

a place, in the centre of the (Kharagpur) hills, called

Asurni, or the female Giant”. The manufacture of

lime from this source has long been discontinued, and
as the existence of the place appears to be unknown to

the Koras and Kaiyas who now live in the vicinity, it

would be almost impossible to find it without reference

to the Journal. This gives not only the route taken on
March 22nd, 1811, from Bharari along the valley of the

Anjan (Azan), but also a rough sketch showing the

position of the quarry itself at the head of a side valley

near Karahara, by means of which the remains of the

kilns, etc., can be found without the least difficulty,

although they are concealed by thick jungle. Similarly,

in the Patna Report (Vol. I, pp. 254-256) the interest-

ing description of the cave “ at a place called Hangriyo
”

in the southern range of the Rajgir Hills from which
eilajit was procured, was not sufficient to enable me to

identify this cave without reference to the Journal for

January 14th, 1812. This showed that the cave was
not the Rajpind Cave in the Jethian valley, as I had

, been inclined fo suppose, but one in the southern face

of the Hanria Hill, the existence of which is kept as

secret a» possible owing to the value of the still

obtained irom it ; and an examination of this cave has

served to clear up several difficulties connected with
' Miuen Tsang’s route between BodK Gaya .and Rajgir,
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and has shown that the Hanria Hill itself was Hhien
Tsang’s Baddhavana Mountain.

Another feature of the Journals is that they fre-

quently contain minor details which Buchanan did not

consider of sufficient importance to include in the

Eeports, hut which are of value in unexpected ways.

Bor instance, in measuring the temperature of a hot

spring in order to ascertain the nature of its seasonal

or secular variation, a problem in which I have been
interested for the last fourteen years, it is of particular

importance that the thermometer should be placed, if

possible, in exactly the .same part of the spring as that

observed on previous occasions. In the Bhagalpur
Report (Volume II, page 20u) when describing the hot

springs near Bharari in the Kharagpur Hills, Buchanan
says :

—

" The thermometer on being placed in a crevice of the rock,

from whence the water issued accompanied by air

bubbles, rose to 1.50’.^'

There usually are at these springs four or five

places which might answer to this description, at none
of which is the temperature either identical or constant,

but the corresponding passage in the Journal removes
all uncertainty, since it can only refer to one particular

place ;

—

“ Where the finest spring is, and the water issues immediately
from the foot of the hill, without running any way
under the stones, and is accompanied by many air

bubbles, the thermometer arises to

No other hot spring in Bihar, issuing in its natural
state directly from the earth instead of rising, as it usually
is made to do, into the water already contained in
a tank or kund, can be identified with such absolute
certainty as this. Since 1909, I have measured its

temperature on several occasions, at different seasons of
‘

the year
; and as the maximum temperature noticed,

after allowing for all necessary corrections, has never
exceeded 149°, and as there is no reason to suppose
that there has ' been in this case any measurable
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,

ehangeof a secular nature even in the last hundred
years, the inference is that the ther-nometer which
Buchanan used in his measurements on hot springs

read at least one degree Fahr. too high. This is con-

firmed by similar though less reliable comparisons

elsewhere, such as at Bhimbandh, Sitakund near Mon-
gbyr, and Kajgir ; and in any case is likely enough,

since the discovery that all ordinary mercury-in-glass

thermometers, even if correctly graduated when first

made, read too high as they grow older was not made
until 1822, so that Buchanan was not aware that

any correction of his own thermometer was necessary.

It may be mentioned that one of the thermometers
which I have used for making these comparisons
shows this effect plainly enough, in spite of the

precautions now taken by the instrument'makers, as

it reads 0'6 degree Fahr. higher than it did when it

was graduated by them, and OT degree higher than
when it was first compared in October 1912.

In these Journals it is interesting to notice the
care with which Buchanan tested the truth of any
statements made to him, whenever opportunities

occurred later ; as well as, in general, the thoroughness
with which he had adopted the principles of modern
scientific research. A good example of his methods is

shown in the present Journal, in the endeavours which he
made, though without much success, to obtain a criterion

by which Buddhist and Jain images could be distin-

guished from one another. The hot springs of Bihar,
which he was the first to describe, have been examined
by several later observers, such as Kittoe, Sherwill
and Waddell, but their own accounts are in no case so
detailed or precise, and in fact possess very little

scientific value.

Buchanan had practically no works of reference to
assist him in identifying the antiquities of Bihar, such
as the Travels of the Chinese pilgrims which have
revealed so much to later archaeologists, and it is not
surprising that at times he rejected information which
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BOW appears very significattt. For instance, on the

grounds that his informant was “ a stupid fellow, and
no other person has heard of such a tradition”, he did

not think it worth while to refer in his Report to the

names Hangsa Nagar ” and ” Hangsapur ” mentioned
to him in connection with (jiriak. Fifty years later,

the remains which still exist on the hill ahpve Giritk

were conclusively identified by Cunningham with the

Goose Stupa and Monastery described by Hiaen Tsang.

Similarly, the jungle-covered valley of Old Rajagriha
seemed to him obviously so unfitted for the site of a city,

being " surrounded on every side by arid rocks, which
would render the heat intolerable” and the situation

“to the last degree insalubrious”, that he did not
trouble to investigate for himself the truth of the local

belief that it was the site of the old city of Jarasandha.
There can be little doubt that Old Rajagriha was
actually proved to be an unpleasant dwelling-place,

partly owing to the reasons mentioned by Buchanan and
perhaps still more to lack of water at the hottest season
of the year ; and that its abandonment and the establish-

ment of New Rajagriha outside the hills wore due to the
comparative advantages of the latter site, rather than to

the legendary reason as related by Hiuen Tsang. But
that Old Rajagriha was at one time inhabited by a large

population is a fact which cannot but Ije evident to

anyone who examines the site even now ;* and the
Journal shows that the reasons why Buchanan never
noticed even so much as its massive walls were, first,

that he did not ascend either Baibhargiri or Vipulf^iri
suflSciently far to get a proper view of the valley wi^in
the hills, and second, that when he did enter the valley

in order to examine the Sonbhandar Cave, his path went
past a {m.rt of the old city where its wallW been almost
completely cut away by the western branch of the
Saraswati stream.

The Journals of South Bihar show that during his

tour in each district Buchanan kept up the practice

* Koies oa OH lUtitgriha, A.S.B., 19)31 1, pages 393-271.
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adopted during the Mysore survey, which was, in the
words of Sir D. Prain

:

To make a stated daily mirch, and in the morning before

leaving camp to gather round him the leading people of

the neighbourhood whom he questioned ^on the various

points enumerated in his instructions. Dtiring his march
and at the places where he halted, his own observations

were carefully noted, and extenrive botanical and geological

collections were made.

Much of the material recorded in the Journal of

Mysore, especially the observations on agriculture and
botany, finds no corresponding place in these Journals,
but has been incorporated direct into the Beports.
There is one feature, however, which shows a marked
development in this later series of Journals. This is the
care with which the distance is estimated between each
successive village, river or other notable feature of the
ooubW passed over during each day’s march. Buchanan
had aiu vered that the existing maps of the districts

included in the Bengal Survey were all more or less

unreliable, and the details of distance which he sets

down in his Journals were evidently intended for use in

preparing the revised map of each district which he him-
self drew. This task, which he set himself for it formed
no part of his instructions, must have involved much
labour, especially as no trained surveyor was attached to
his party

; and practically the whole of the work which
he carried out in this'manner—^both as an independent
geographer and as the direct successor of Rennell—has
escaped notice hitherto, owing to the fact that his

manuscript maps, still preserved in the Map Department
of the In^ Office Library, have never been published

except in a very incomplete and unsatisfactory form.

For reason, a detailed account of those which relate

to South Bihar may appropriately be set down here.

All internal evidence points to the oonclusioh that

Buchanan had no maps of Bihar to consult during his

Survey othOT than thoie contained in the second edition
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EenneH’s Bengal Atlas, published in 1781. The first

edition of this Atlas, which was published in 1779-80,

contained only Plates I to XII, but there are references

in the Bhagalpur Journal (January 2nd, 1811) to

Benneirs plans of Mir Kasim’s fortifications at Udhiia
Nullah near Eaimahal, and in the Patna Eeport to his

plan of Patna City, which are included only in the later

and more complete edition, as Plates XXI and XV
respectively.

There is no indication that Buchanan knew any-
thing about the series of larger maps (on the scale of

five British miles to the inph) drawn by Eennell in

1773 and published quite recently by Major F. C. Hirst,

Director of Surveys, Bengal, from the originals in the
India Ofiice collection. As Hirst points out in his

accompanying Memoir,* these maps must have been
used by Eennell in preparing the Atlas, but they
differ considerably from the latter in certain important
details which Buchanan would undoubtedly have noticed,
if he had had access to them.

So far at least as the Districts of Monghyr, Bhagal-
pur and the Santal Parganas are concerned, the existence
of any maps later than those in the Bengal Atlas is

conclusively disproved in the first paragraph of the
following passage, which Martin omitted from page 2 of
the Bhagalpur Eeport as published in Eastern India.
Volume II

"The turbulent state of the inhabitants, and the difficulty of
access into the country, when Major Rennell made hii
survey, oppos^ obstacles which have rendered his map
of this district less valuable than mf'st part of hi*
excellent work, and I have to regret that a copy of
a more recent sui-vey, which had been deposited in the
office of the Collector, has been lost.* Owing to these
circumstances, to the very uncommon manner in which
many of the subordinate jurisdictions have been inter-
mixed, not only with each other, hut with other districts,

and to the disputed and undetermined nature of the

by
.
Major Jamci KonEoU, r.s.B. 1734—77i

viucu^tiii
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fcoundajiep, I have not been able to trace these in a manlier

that can be at all satisfactory, and in almcwt every case

I have been under the necessity of proceeding by.

conjecture, and that in many cases of a ^'ery vague
nature.

In calculating the poportion of various kinds of land and
the extent of cultivation, I found the pioprietors so evi-

dently departing from the truth that I have in great
measure been obliged to trust entirely to what I and my
native assistants could actually observe, on which account
we traversed the district in many directions and with
much pains. Notwithstanding this labour, 1 am much les®

satis with the result than with those which I procured
in the districts formerly surveyed. The conduct of my
enquiries owing to this circumstance has in this district

been rather disngrecable. The managers of the estates

showed much alarm, a want of veracity that could
only be equalled by their total indifference about it’i being
discovered, and a degree, of intellect vastly inferior to the

people of Bengal. No general statement could be

})rooured from the most intelligent, and the details which
they gave were in s-uch diametrical opposition according

to the nature of the questions proposed that no reliance

whatever could
J
be placed on their assertions. If for

instance a man was asked, why so much land was waste,

ho would assert that seven eighths of his estate were

cultivated; bat in explaining the heaviness of his

burthens he would show an account in which, with an

extent of ten or twelve miles square, he had not above one

or two thousand.bighas in cultivation."'^

In addition to the passage just quoted, there is

ample evidence throughout the Journals and Reports
that Buchanan was by no means satisfied with the accu-

racy of EennelFs maps. Though he himself does not

say so, it is interesting to note that the plan which he
formed was to prepare a revised edition of the maps in

the Bengal Atlas itself, so far as they related to his

Survey. His own maps have been drawn on exactly the

scale as the somewhat inconvenient one employed

fey Eennell in Plates I to VIII of the Atlas, which are

common to both editions. This ?eale was one of ten

gfeographical or nautical miles to ah inch, EennelVs

marked preference for nautical heing explained,.
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by Hirst in the memoir already eited'^as being Jine

to his training as a Marine Surveyor. Eennell assumed
fhaf. a nautical mile vras 6,090 feet (6,080 feet is

more correct), so that this scale should correspond to

3.1*63 statute or British miles to an inch. In the

copies of his maps which I possess, the real scales are

slightly smaller than this, owing doubtless to a certain

amount of shrinkage in mounting, and the actual

values are approximately 11*8 and 11*6 miles to an inch

in Plates 1 1* and IIP respectively. Small^though’,this

difference may appear, it is not altogether negligible,

as it corresponds to a discrepancy of about three miles

between the extreme limits of the map which shows
the boundaries of Monghyr) Bhagalpur, and the Santal

Parganas.

Altogether, there are eight of these manuscript

maps in the India Office Library, and very careful

tracings of the three which refer to South Bihar have
been made for me by Miss Anstey. The description

of these is as follows :

—

(A) “M. S. maps of Districts by Dr. Buchanan
Hamilton. Drawn in about 1814. No. 1.

Bhagalpur. Size 11 inches by 14.
’*

Title on Map, in Buchanan’s handwriting, “ Bhagal-
pur No scale of miles is drawn on this map, but
comparing selected points on the tracing with EennelFs
map, the scale is 11*67 miles to one inch.

(B) “ Map of Zila Behar, including the City.pf

Patna, drawn by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton,
about 1814. Scale about 11^ miles to 1
inch; size 8 inches by 11,

”

Title on Map, in Buchanan’s handwriting, as given
above. Scale of miles draw n on map. On the tracing,

00 miles = 6*11 inches, or 11*74 miles to one inch.

_(*) '• The JungletorryDlstriot and the adjacent Provinces of Birboomir
Bajemal, BogUpour, etc., comprehending the Countries situated between
Mcershedahad and Bahar.

Chttiarj^'^^
Sout^ Bahar, including .the coarse oi the Ganges tQ
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(C) “ Afanusoript map by Dr. Buchmuui Himiilton.
Drawn in about 1814< No. 4. District of
Shahabad. Seale about miles to 1 inch;-
size 12 inches by 11.

”

Title on Map, in Buchanan’s handwriting, ** Sketch
of the district of Shahabad Scale of miles drawn on
ro%p. On the tracing, 60 miles = 6*18 inches, or 11*53

miles to one inch.

The small variations in scale can likewise be
explained by unequal shrinkage of these tracinp, and
the original maps w ere evidently superimposable on
Beuuell’s owm. It is h£urdly likely that all of these
maps were drawn in or about 1814, as stated, for

Buchanan was busy on the survey of Gorakhpur during
that year, and left India early in February 1816. It
is much more probable that each map was drawn at his

headquarters immediately after finishing the tour of the
district concerned, and that it w'as used for the general
geographical description contained in the Beport, such
as the courses of the various rivers, etc., much of which
has been omitted in Martin’s abridgment. If so, the
Bhagalpur map must have been drawn at Monghyr in

1811, the Patna-Gaya map at Patna in 1812, and the
Shahabad map at Chunar in 1813.

Buchanan’s opinion of the ordinary roads in Bihar
w'^as by no means high, as numerous entries in his

Journals indicate ; and his maps show none of those

between various places which are given by Kennell, but
hi all other respects the details which they contain are

fuller as well as more accurate. The only names written

on the maps themselves are those of the rivers and their

tributaries, every one of which is thus distinguished.

In order to avoid the confusion which would have been

caused by attempting to add further lettering to maps
drawn on so small a scale, the method w*hich he adopted

as regards other particulars is the following :

—

Hills are showTi in their proper position and
approximate outlines. Their names, so far as the
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Bhagalpur and Patna maps are concerned, can be

ascertained by reference to separate paaps of tbe Hills

drawn on a larger scale (about two miles to an inch).

The corresponding map of the Hills of Shahabad cannot

now be traced, if it ever existed. Thana boundaries

are drawn on the maps, and distinguished from one

another by coloured fringes, while the Thanas them-
selves are indicated by roman numerals. Within each

Thana the position of the chief villages or market

.
places is shown by small circles and arabic numerals.

These numbers refer to an “ Index to the Map ” of each

district which forms one of the (unpublished) Appendi-
ces to the corresponding^ Report. Each Index further

contains under every Thana and market place a list of

merchants and petty dealers, as shown in the following

extract from the Index to the Map of Bhagalpur :

—

IX.—Division under Thmah Mallepur :

50 Dealers in grain, salf, catechn and cotton wool, etc.

(Bepari or Mahajan), 2 have capitals of Bs, il 00 each,

48 have from Rs. ItO to Rs. 200.

10 Persons who import cotton, wool and cloths and retail

themselves, capital- from Rs. 50 to Rs. 200.

5 Dealers in grain, salt, drugs and tobacco (Baniya),

capitals from Rs. 100 to Rs. 200.

11 Baldiya Beparis who keep cattle and deal in grain, etc.

125 Retiilers of provisions and drugs (Modi or Baniya,
Bepari or Pasari), capitals from Rs, 10 to Rs. 60.

1 Person who exports timber, fuel, wooden posts and
bamboos, etc. (Kathaiya Mahajan), e.apital Rs. 150. -

200 Farmers who deal in same, capitals from Rs. 5 to Rs. 20.

50 Strange Dealers (Baldiya-Beparis) who come in the dry
season from Behar and Mpngger and reside here about
8 months when they expoi-t grain by their cattle, capitaU
from Rs. 100 to Rs. 800.

4 Retailers of betel-leaf (Tambuli), capitals from Rt, 4
to Rs. 5.

1 Retailer of Capsicum, etc. (Khattik), Capital Rs. 6.

1 Retailer of vegetables (Kungjra), capital Rs. 5.

I Retailer of Hemj) Buds (Gangjawaleh).
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Maskkti’i^cis.
1. MMepttr.

11 Dealers ia salt, grain, cotton cloths, etc. {Bepari or
Goldar).

11 Baldiya Beparis who keep cattle and deal in grain, etc.

8 Betailers of provisions and drugs (iChiohri furosh)

.

X' 8 Retailers of sweetmeats (Halwai)

.

8 Retailers of oil (Taili)

.

2 Betailers of hotel-leaf (Tanibuli''.

2 Retailers of potters ware (Kum.ar).

16 Goyalas, who retail curdled milk, etc.

1 Tailor.

1 Mali, or seller of garlands and flowers.
'

1 Worker in lac (Laheri).

4 Goldsmiths.

1 Distiller of .spirituous liquors (Kulal).

2. Jatiiui.

2 Hats in the week (with similar details).

3. Sono.

2 Hats in the week (with similar details).

4. Fanohrnkhi, ditto.

5. Kharma, ditto.

X .—Division under Thanah Tarapur ;

—

And so on.

Martin has extracted the names of Thanas and
'marketplaces from the Indexes to the Maps of Bhagal-
pur and Patna (Vol. II, Appendix, page 8, and Vol. I,

Appendix, page 64), but has omitted the corresponding
list referring to the Map of Shahahad. Ho has also
summarised in a separate Appendix (Vol. I, Appendix,
.pages ,85-38) the statistics regarding the number of
“ artists ” and |phe nature of their ocgjipations in the city

of Patna and in the various districts of Bihar, but
only given the distribution by thanas, and not by indivi-

dual towns or hats. He has omitted the corresi>onding

lists of traders and the nature of their trades.

The value of Buchanan’s maps would have been,

eonsiderably Enhanced if they had been reproduced on ‘a

somewhat larger scale, such as that eight miles to an
2 2 Be*. 3.
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i»ch adopted in tiie most recent Gazetteers ; because it

would then have been possible not only to retain all the

information which, they include, but also to add the

names of the hills, and to substitute the actual names of

.Thanas and market places for numerals, thus rendering

t^ maps independent of their indexes.
,

Had this course

been adopttd in 1838, when they were copied by J.

Walker for Martin’s Eastern India, the extent of

Buchanan’s contributions to geographical knowledge,
as compared with the Bengal Atlas, would have been
clearly recognized ; but unfortunately a different course

was adopted. In order to conform to the size of the

printed pages in these volumes, the scale of the maps
was reduced to one of about 25 1 miles to the inch in

that of Bhagalpur, and 21-^ miles to the inch in those of

Patna and Shahabad. 'llie omissions thus rendered
inevitable have greatly impaired their value. The only
features u hich have been reproduced just as Buchanan
drew them are the boundaries of the thanas and the
courses of the rivers and tributaries. None of the hills

have been shown, and nearly all the.names of rivers, etc.,

have been omitted. ’J he names of thanas, and of some of

the market places in each thaua. have been transferred to

the maps by using the key gi\eu in the Indexes, but in
choosing place-names, the space available for their

insertion rather than the relative imjiortance of tife'

places themselves has been the dominant consideration.

The Bhagalpur map, over which Buchanan had taken
special pains as the extract already quoted shows, is

the one which has suffered most—not only by the
reduction of its scale, but also by the absence of proper
editing. No less than 163 out of 186 names of rivers

and tributaries and 104 out of 181 names of places
have been left out. The town of Bhagalpur ibelf is

shown merely as “ Kotwali ”, Monghyr as “ Barabazar ”,

and Eajmahal as “Neyamutullah Khan”, these being
the names of the bazars in each of the towns which^
occur first in the lists given in the Index. The map of*

Patna in “ Eastern India ” is on the whole less unsatis-

factory, although 60* out of 79 names of rivers, etc,,
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165 out of 230 names of places have been left out..

Even amongst those inserted there are seyeral niistakes/
such as “ Basisa ” instead of Buchanan’s Batiadurganj
^(one mile east of Ghosrawan), wliiiehis “Ka/i J'ateh-

chuk” (Bazi Chak, six miles north oE Sheikhpura)
has been inserted twHse over, 'once in its proper place

.th(5ugh spelt “ Hazefutechnk ”, and once as “Eazi
Eutehchuk ” instead of hia “ Cbauyarl ” (Chevara, six

miles south-east of Sheikhpura).

Notwithstanding the absence of any reliable

maps> it will be noticed that all the distu.nc( s njcordcd

in the Journal are set down with scrupulous accuracy,

as even fractions of a mile are not omitted. It is quite

clear that during each day’s journey Buchanan only
walked when his road became too bad for any otlmr

means of transjiort, or when tho nature of the locality

required close examination. Tbough he seldom specifies

his actual means of conveyance, he usually travelled

either on an elephant or in a palanquin. Ilis method
of estimating distances is not stated anywhere in so

many words, and the only indications of it which occur
in the Patna-Gaya Journal are tho following ;

—

“ My wat.'b having slept by the wny, I cannot judge of Ibo

distance, which is called four coses.” (November
• lath, 1811 .)

“ My Watch now goes so ill that I c innot rely in computing
distances by it. ” (November 30th, 1811.)

The necessary clues are however contained in the

Bhagalpur Journal of tlie previous year. On tho 6th

December 1810, at the end of his account of a march
from Gunpura to Narayanpur, a distance of “about
eight coses by the direct road, that I came through tho

copse ”, and in -which the total of the individual dis-

tances recorded comes to between 16 and 16 miles, be

says— “I tqok fqur hours to go it on a good elephant

On the 6th and 6th March 1811, when he was on a parti-

cularly bad road and was almost certainly travelling by
palanquin, against each of the distances recorded in the

bod)r of the Journal he has inserted 4 marginsd entry
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showing the number of minutes taken. These elestrlj'

show tiiat his practice in all such cases Ifras to idloW

an average of fifteen minutes to each mile. On the
Sfch March, in fact, he has himself added Up in the

marginal notes the total number of minutes, naUieiy

226, and has divided by 16, getting the quotient of 1

6

miles which corresponds to Idf miles as approximately
recorded item by item in the Journal, and similarly oh
the dth March he has allowed lO} miles to 164 minutesi
the time actually taken.

A Supplement consisting of 1 8 pages of “ Observa*
tions ” is attached to the M. S. Journal for 8hahabad>
an examination ’ of W'hich brings out the interesting

fact that Buchanan carried this method of estimating

approximate distances much further. The Observa-
tions themselves are chiefly concerned with the state

of agriculture as noticed on each day’s march from
November 3rd, 1812, when he started hij^bur of the
district from Koilwar on the river Sone, until February
24th, 1813, when he left the district to enter that of

Mirzapur, on his wuy to Chunar, his headquarters for

that year. Day by day, except on December 17th
w^hen “ watch stopt ” is recorded, or during his tour of

the hilly districts of Rohtas, Shorgarh, etc., a series of

figures is set down in columns headed “ Rivers (gr.

V^^ater) “ Hills ”
;
“ Occupied Land ”

; and “ Waste
Land the totals of which arc as follows :

—

Rivers (or water) • • < • 63

Hills ... 8il

Occupied lalid ... 4,3014

"VVaste land ... ... 3,077

Total ... 7*6724

Comparing the individual entries as Well as the
totals for each day’s march with the corresponding
distances redordod in the Shahabad Journal, it becomes
dear that theie jigwcM mpresitU in every ease the ti^e
iekeft, io the mareiA keif minebtei in tmvelling over the
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i$pea of41̂ 1!^ thm «pecifi^. As tiie corrbspondiag
iiwal of approidmate distajioes given in the Journal
is 4^ iniles, the average rate allowed works out as IBS
Brutes to each mile.

In the daily notes contained in the Shahabad
Observations, the " waste laud ” is as a general rule

^till further suh-Kjlassified in the same way, as the

following summary shows :t-

Broken <iorwrs ... 243

.Iiai3i4 <?ov^ied wi^h woods .. 9454

n n » bushes ... S084

„ « long grass ... 42.9

„ elear, but never cultivateA ... ... 4004

„ deserted, formerly cultivated.,. ... 377

uneven, near hills ... ... 15i

„ covered with Soda (Reh) 1

,,
marshy ... 1

Total 2,721

In all prcd)al)ility Buchanan kept a similar record

in each of the districts which he surveyed, and made
use of it in preparing his elaborate statistical table

‘ showing the soil, situation and manner of occupation o€

the land in each district, as given for Patna and
Shahabad on pages 3 and 44 of the Appendi|S to

Eastern India, Voiume I. It is significant at least that,

in the Table referring to Shahabad, he estimated that of

the “ level waste land exempt from floods and of good
soil ”, 548 square miles were taken up with “ woods,
bushes and deserted villages ”, and . 327 square miles

consisted -of “ reeds, pastures or desprted fields a

• reiativje pw^csrtloa whi^ agisees very closely with Iho

of 1,254^d l,20lC| minutes shown^ the 4nu3^£wwy |«fit given.

It is not so easy to eheok the ao^raey of Bueha-
han’s method of -estimatihg distamw by comparison
•tHtb modem large-scale maps as might he supposed,
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because there is U8iially'"a certain amount .of uncertaintj

regarding the track which he actually followed. Th<

general indications are, however, that for journeys

across country or on bad roads the method was accuraite

snough, but that it led on decent roads to an under-

estimate of distances, amounting at times to as much
as 16 or 20 per cent. For instance, in travelling from
Mekra to Fatiia between October 26th and November
Alh, 1811, it seems certain that the old military road

which Buchanan used hardly differed from the present

road close to the south bank of the Ganges, and that it

was in fairly good condition. The exact distance along
the present road from Mekra to the site of the eastern

gate of Patna City is 43 miles, but according to his

estimate it was only just over 36 miles. On the

SOth November his route from Gaya to the foot of the
Gurpa Hill clearly followed the present District Board
road as far as I’atehpur, which is now marked by mile-

stones but was then probably only a rough cross-country

track. The correct distance from the “ small hill about
a mile from the south end of Sahebgunge ” (at Salimpur
on the east bank of the Phalgu) to Fateli^r is eightjeen

miles. Adding up the distance recorded in the
Journal, Buchanan's own estimate%omes to “ at least

”

16| miles, considerably nearer the truth, although he
suspected the reliability of his watch on that day.
Another instance of close agreement is shown on the
8rd December, when he made the sum of the distances

from the small hummock at Kewali to Koch to be
rather more than 13 miles, whereas this distance by
milestones on the District Board road from Gaya to
Koch is exactly 14 miles.

The references to Patna and Bajnkipore in the
Journal are extremely brief, and I have therefore added^
in full the account which Buchanan incorporated in
his Keport. Some of the most interesting passage#
omitted by Montgomery Martin from this have pre-
viously been published by Beveridge in the CalcuUpt

amongst which- in recent yeare attention
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been particularly directed to the story of the recovery
.of the two remarkable statues which are now iu the
Calcutta Museum.* Amongst others which have not
been previously published may be mentioned the
estimates showing the great strength of Sikhism at

Patna about 1812, from which it woul^appear that the

number of adherents # both sects* including their

families, was well 60,000; the clear statement
that the building ohWe river bank at Oulzarbagh now

’ occupied by the Government Press was the old English
Factory, and not a Dutch building as is generally sup-
posed ; and Buchanan’s characteristic comment on the
Golah at Bankipore. The compiler of the Statistical

Account of Patna District, misled as so many others
have been by Montgomery Martin’s methods of editor-,

ship, regarded the omission of any reference to this

building in the account of Patna which appears in

Eastern India, Volume I, as a sign that Buchanan’s work
was defective :

—

“ Dr. Buchanan Hamilton was clearly so disgusted with the
dust and disorder of the place that he was unable to see

any good in it whatever. He has even omitted to des-

cribe the a high dome-like store-house, which is

certainlf. (flfmost striking building in the whole extent
included n^im in his account of the city.” (Volume
XI, 1877, page 69.)

This criticism is all the more unjustifiable because
the full Pcjport was available at Simla while Hunter’s!'*

Statistical Account of Bengal was being compiled.

The Journal of Patna and Gaya has been printed

from a copy of the original manuscript in the India Office

Library which I was permitted by thb Secretary of State

in Council to make, while on leave in 1911, on the usual

conditions as regards publicatiou. I took special pre-

cautions to ensure not only that this copy should be

verbally accurate, but also thaf' as regards punctuation,

orthography, etc., it should be a faithful reproduction
'

•

'

--
i -n-r, , , ,

---
.
un ,1 ..1. M.

•K. P. Jsyaewal, Statue* of two SaUunaka Emperora (483*409 B.C.J.

J. 0. B. S.. Vol^ame V, Pw* I. March 1919.
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«of tfce original. Ko alt^^tions have been mule, !a
the present teirt, except a few Whidi appear Peces^
sairy on grammatical or aimilar gtcrtinds, and l^ssfe

have been indicated in all cases by braclcetjs. the
punctuation and the spelling of all ordinary vrords have
nepn revised, but Buchanan^s spelling of proper names
has been retained. The latter, however, may n<d; dse
accurate in all cases, because his handvrriting, though
apparently distinct enough, lends itself to different

. in-
teipretations when dealing with unfamiliar words.
Numerous examples of possible alternative readings
‘could be quoted, of which “ iya ’* or “ uja ”, “ nint ”
Or ^ Snai ^\ “ tran ” or “ wan'\ Lanr ”, or fhwr ”, or
“ Sanr ” are specimens.* Such cases have been decided
whenever possible by reference either to the Keport or
to the Index to the Map, in which names of places
are spelt phonetically and with much closer resem-
blance to the Hunterian system.

Since this copy was taken, I have made much use of
it in various ways, especially in retracing, by such instal-
ments as my ordinary duties have permitted, the greater
part of the tour which Buchanan ma^ in 1811-12. My
original intention was to apply, as as I had com-
pleted this work, for permission to puMish the Journal
together with some observations of my own aadall neces- -

®»ry rcferefnccs to th-e work of archmok^sts, who
'

have followed after Buchanan. Owing to the inteMBt;
taken in the matter, esj)ecially hy Sir Edward Oait and
Messrs, Oldham and McPherson, a proposal to publish the
Journals through the agency of the Bihar and Oitssa Re-
search ‘Societ:^^ wns sanctioned by the Secretary ofSt^in
I'Die. At the 'Society’s request 1 undertook to edit Ihe
urgent Journal and to supply a series of notes such Ws
I had originally proposed. 1 must therefore acknowiedon
respousibaity for the regrettable delay which has taken'
plyie, but owing to varions causes, all more or less

M Abwipuial Baoes of Ibe emt4«l -PargMUW.Mr. fi. MePtersOT ba« poiwted oat that tl.e word « Sawths!
--

Saongtar Biwhaaan, »ppwxf, in Eastern Judia,
wrecogHizaDle form of • t^angtar .

la
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4a>e(^jr attciMdble io the W»r, I b»r« iovM it tm-*"

p»mibh to <x>ni.^leite tiiis trork on tiie origmal Hoes.
It has ti]!^f<»re been decided to pui^isli tte J’ouroal

, 'ffttfao«t notes of tiiis kind, esg^ialiy as some of theso,

on Old HUja^iiia, the Barabar Bilk, Hanria, etc., bstve

already been published separately.

'* The brief footnotes which have now been added are

mainly confi^d to li series showing wherever possible

how the names of places mentioned by Buchanan were
entered by Rennell either in his large-scale maps of 1773
or in Plate III of the Bengal Atlas of 1781, and how
they are recorded in the most recent series of standard

Survey maps. These are distinguished by the letters It.
,

or B. A., and by heavy type, respectively. Another
series refers to the numbers by which in this Journal
(though not in the Journals of Bhagalpur or Shahabad)
Buchanan usually distinguished the various mineral

specimens which he collected. Obrrospondiug to these

numbers an Ajipendix has been added, which gives an
idea of the manner in which the collection was classified.

In the Preface to the Mysore Journal, Buchanan himself

mentions that the collection which he made daring that

Journey was presented to the Court of Directors in'

London and deposited in the Company’s Library ; and it

is probable that the minerals collected during the Bengal
Survey accompanied him to England in 1815, together

with his other collections on natural history, and that

they were similarly disposed of.

Slips of the kind that travellers often make, iii

Tfriting “ east ” instead of “west”, etc., have been
indicated and corrected wherever they have been noticed.

A few notes of a more general nature contain new
information which may be of interest, such as

the references* to the usual temperatures of the
Rajgir and Tapoban hot springs at the present day.

For convenience of reference, a map has also been added
showing Buchanan’s tour. In his ^time the south-

western,. boundary of Gaya extended^pnly as far as the
dotted iiue shown on the map, and did not include
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Shetgiiati or other parts of the country traversed by the
Grand Trunk Road. When this is taken into considera-

tion it will be seen that very little of importance in
the districts of Patna and Gaya, except in the neighbodt-^
hood of Rajgir and Jethian, escaped his notice.

Patka,

September 1923.
V. H. JACKSON.



II.—Oyah Journal.

IQth October —I left Mungger ^ and -nrcnt to

Baha.

^ VIth October.—I went to Suijragarlia.’

IS^A OctQber.—l went to Bolguzor * in Gyah.
About miles from the custiwn house at Suryagarha,

came to the Gundri nullah which at this season is very

wide and deep, although almost stagnant. Immediately
below the ferry it sends a small branch to the west,

which is also called the Gundri. I proceeded along its

southern bank inost of the way that I had formerly
come.^ About miles beyond the great Gundri I

crossed a small torrent called the Hoel, which is incon-

siderable but rapid. It forms the western boundary
of Perganah Suryagarha, and its banks seem to have
been fortified. Bather more than five miles farther, <

through a rice country and very bad roads indeed, I
came to the Kiyol,** which now contains a great stream,

but not knee deep and very dirty. The channel may be
half filled and 400 yards wide. From thence to the

riverside at Bolguzor is rather more than three miles.

The country is well wooded and tolerably occupied, but
at this season looks very ill, the villages being uncom-
monly slovenly and the fields being mostly either new-
ploughed or too soft yet for that operation, but when
the winter crops spring it will probably look well.

The huts mostly mud.

I had been led to expect that the roads from
Mungger to Suryagarha were almost impassable, and,

(1) Monghir, K. and B.A. ; Monghyr.
(2) Suragegurra, E. j Surajogurra, B.A. \ Surajgarh,

(3) Balgudlx, B. ; Balguda, B.A. ; Balgudar.

!

«) On ^th March, 1811 ; aee Bhagalpui journal,
fi) Kewle K., B.A.

; Klul H.
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from Snryagarha to Dariyaptir that they were''go(^i,'and

accordingly made arrangements to obviate difflcTj^es;

but this care was vain, as I found that the very reverse

of the account given was the case.

BolgUBOr is « large village chiefly inhabited by
Dusads and Boms. It is situated at a little distance

from the river which passes Gyah ; i but here it is ndt

called the Fulgo, its name changes to Hulwan.^ It is

navigable seven or eight cpses up, and at Bolguzor is never
fordable, although it does not seem to be above100 yards
wide. It has little current and is very di^y.

]l9i& Oc Haringc^sed the Hiulgo, 1 passed
thr(^h a vary fully occupied' and populous country to
Bariyapnr.* The country finely wooded, and many new
plantations forming. The villages are very slovenly
and not shaded, but mauy of the huts are good and
their yards surrounded by mud walls. I passed through
Protappur®, Jyetpur*, Indupur, Boraiya®, Horija, Bamna*,
Marah and Hadda®, all large villag^ with shops. Ihe
fourth and seventh are Inv^id Thanas. The women do
not conceal themselves so much as in Bhagalpur. They
are as dirty.

2jth Ocfober.~J was detained until this day at
Bariyapur by the backwardness of the people to give
information. I believe that they were in part withheld
by the Muharir of the Thana, who it is said advised
them to be v4?ry cautious. The Baroga, a decent man,
appeared to do all that he could. Threats, it is said
were used against one of the zemindars who first came

v-forward. I saw only the people of Giaspur. Those
of Milki the Chuhuaari, and those of Selimabad, kept

' III the morning I went about five coses
to Makra®, an invalid station. Bariyapur is a large

';(!) inwoiiariir.
’ ®

(2) Berryafiour, E, ; Berriapo^r, B.A.

:

(4) Jiaititpour, R. and B.A^.
; Mtpur.

(8) Barhia.

(8) Boomarah, B.; Boomam, B.A.; Dutnra.
Maranalil*

(8) Hattedaw, lEl, ; Hathidaft.

(«) Macrah, B. ; |i»kra.
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,

Tillage with many shops and a very large inn. It is

poorly bnilt, ihe houses huddled together. There isk

one r^ular street, but very narrow.

The country very beaiitiful,
j
well planted and

cultivated. Passed several larg^ villages, all contaiaang

i|hops. No gardens, very slovenly huts mostly built

w clay but very rough. The ruinous walls in many
parts have raised little eminences on which the villages

stand, new clay being chosen for rebuilding the wails.

Many gourds etc., partly on the roofs, partly on arbours.

A few E/icinuscs occasionally as a shade for the yard,*!

road narrow, much neglected.

At Mekra the invalids complain much. They say

tljiat after having been at the expense of clearing the
Bita, of which each had five or six bighas, the whole has
been taken from them and Tal given in its stead. The
Tal produces about 2 mans and lets at 3 annas. Mekra,
that is, the invalids’ station is a large village with a wide
street. A bungalow has as usual been built at it by
Colonel Hutcliinson. It consists of one very large

room, rather ruinous. A fine camping ground in front

for a small detachment. At the other two stages in

this district where I have been, there was no place

fit for a dozen tents.

26^A October .—I went about four coses to Bart

through a similar country. The road in most part very

narrow, about eight feet [wide] and not much beaten.

Many pilgrims, very few other passengers.

iVo®m6e4’.-“Bemained at Bar until this day.'

Bar is a very large place, the Kazi says * that it contains
6,000 houses (Varis). The streets very narrow. The
brick houses of the worst Hindustani fashion, and
the thatched .i^ofs and mud Walls inconceivably rude.

Several Muhammadan families in respectable circum-
stances and good manners reside at it. They seem to
^tefer towns, as they have all landed estates but seldom
visit these.

E.~«id Barn.
“

'*
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In the morning went about five coses to Bukhtiyar-

pur.^ The road part of the way led by the side of a ualah,

a branch of the tianges, which becomes dry in spring.

'

The river there seems to be gaining
,
although the

people (jomplained that a whole Tapah had been carried

away. A good many large villages with shops, thatch ,

in particular exceedingly rude. Bukhtiyarpur a smdll

village with some shops, as usual in this country.

%nd Nooember .—I went about miles to

Vaikanthpur,® through a country much the same as that

seen for some days past. Vaikanthpur is a large serayi.

The village has once been large, but all except the

Brahmans have left the place.*" The reason assigned by
the zemindar is tliat they were very much subject to

be seized as porters. The zemindar, who pays 8000 Ks.
a year, is a decent peasant, exceedingly civil.

8rd November .—I went rather more than eight miles

and halted a little west from Jaffier Khan’s garden
About two miles from Vaikanthpur I came to an old

garden of Setab Rai’s, now grown quite wild. It is sur-

rounded by a sqxiare wall of brick with a kind of turret

at the corner. It is not of any considerable size. About
two miles farther came to Futuna,* for this country
a large town. Most of the houses clay, a great many
much neater than {at] Bar. It is close built, but the
streets very narrow. In the town I crossed the river

Punpun,* of considerable size. There had been a wooden
bridge with very massy piers of bricks, but some of them
have given way and the Company defrays the expense
of an excellent ferry. In the time of Major Renncll
Futwah would appear to have been on the west side of

fcho Punpun. A part is s^ so, but by far the largest
part is now on the east sid* The great Punpun of that
geographer is now quite dry, but a small bridge marks
where a small stream passes in the rainy season. Prom
the size of the two bridges, both old, what Ilennell cal^s

0) BiMitlannir.

~~
(2) R. ; Bykoutpour, B.A.

; Bulkatpur#

, (3) Futwah, R. ; Fiiiwa, B.A. ; Fatuha.
Pompou, R. aiki B,A.

^
Funpun Na
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%he J^all Punpun must always have been the larger.

Without the town towards the west is a large Sangot
brick. Near Jafier Khan’s garden has been another^

probably dependent, nothing however remains except
four turrets surmounted by cupolas at the corners.

The whole is cultivated. Near it, tow'ards the east of

it,^ native merchant of Patna has a very handsome
country seat. A shut up zenana, and an open house for

entertaining company at some distance, with a neat

harden between. There is l)esidcs a stond' temple of

,jiv in a garden on the opposite side of the road, the
..andsomest Hindu building that I have seen, although

ft is small. It seems to have been built on a European
plan, and consists of a pyramid witli a portico towards
one side. Between this garden w'all and the road is

a terrace covered with plaster and shaded with trees for

the refreshment of passengers. A merchant has also

dug a tank near Jafier Khan’s garden and lined it on
four sides with brick, but it is a very poor riide work,
tlie steps on the descent being about two feet high and
the banks quite rough. Jafier Khan’s garden has been a
kind of fortification, surrounded by a wall strengthened

by turrets and some buildings, 2)art of wdiich remain.

In the centre has been erected the chief Songot of the
Sik sect. T w^as admitted only into the garden in

front, w'hich is surrounded by a mud wall with a gate

towards the north daubed with w'retchcd paintings of

Hindu Gods and Heroes. I could not be admitted into

the brick buildings south from , the garden with my
shoes, and as the Mahant and his chief disciples were
absent at the Mela, I did not think this worth wdiilo.

4iik November .—I went to Patna. All the way
from Jafiler Khan’s garden to the eastern gate, about

miles, is a kind of suburb very meanly built. But
tliere is one very handsome house belonging to some
native, entirely in their own style but btiilt with much
taste. From the east gate I went through narrow
lanes, but with many tolerable houses, to the western

which I should have token to be a diittance of thrcQ

milfes, but Major KenneM ma^kes it («(ily miles.
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From the western gate and to the west end of the^wB
of Bankupur is not quite tu'O miles. Bankupur is in

general very poorly built, but contains many of tl^

European houses and that of Rajah Koliyan Singh, a very

great building in the Anglo-Indian style. Beyond it is

a plain round which many of the European houses are

situated, and terminated to the west by the Golgarh..'

6th November .—I went to Phulvariya,^ having
remained a day at Patna in order to procure orders for

the agents of different officers of G overnment. Phul-
variya is a large village with many shops and a few
brick houses, one of which is a respectable-looking

village. About four miles from the Golgarh, I passed

a tank dug by Balaichand, a merchant of Patna. It Is

lined wdth brick, but from the rude state of the bank is

a very unsightly work, Phulvari was said to be four

coses from Patna, but I do [not] think it can be
so much as six miles. The country high and wel
cultivated. Few plantations except those of Palmiras
The road fully as good as the great road to Calcutta.

Phulvariya is a large close-built village inhabited

chiefly by Muhammadans, among whom are several res-

pectable families. One of them, Kazi of the Perganah,
has a respectable house of brick. The others live in very
large houses of mud, tiled, which on the outside at

least are very slovenly. These three families keep
Madrisahs, one of which is in a Mosque fronted with
stone and in a very different style of architecture from
any that I have seen. The roof is flat, supported by
stone pillars along , which large stones are laid, and
these agiiin support the flags which cover the roof.

The pillars are four-sided hut flat and with few or no
mouldings. In jilace of the domes there are three
cupolas over the three niches in the .hack wall. The
structure of these very clumsy. Part of the ornamentls
of the gate are of a red stone said to have been brought
ready carved from Billi or Agra. The carving rery

"'neat and the stone singular.

(1) Svlwurry, and B.A.; PlliilWarl.
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1th November.—'il went not quite eight miles to

Nobutpur.* I was assured at Patna that the ilistance waa
at l(Mist sixteen miles or eight coses, which niado me
divido the journey into two stages, but in fact the road

?does not seem to be abore thirteen miles.

'% Qth^ov&mber.—l went above three miles sontli-

west to^ the old fort of the Cheruyan Jlaja.* It has
traces of a ditch, and is an elevated square terrace of

afeut th^tty yards each side, without any eax ity in the

llwdle. The people say that it was surrounded by
IBiick brick wall, and the space Avithin filled up w ilh

^vth but what purpose such a building could serve

^P^pt as a place of worship I cannot say. At the
Bmh-east corner is a ruined very small temp]<% in

Bpich are several fragments of images carved in relievo

|pi stone. One is a female. The whole is called Goriya,

the deity of the fort, and sacrifices arc still offered.

At a little distance from the temple is lying anotlnir

sihhe carved with images in relievo. It is saul to

represent the doorkeeper of the deity. The ruin appears

to me to be of the highest Indian anii(j[uity, w hile

the princes lived in castles rather thaii forts.

IKA November .—I wont w'est to the Son ’ river, to

see the manner in which the pebbles are found. It i.s

*an immense channel filled with sand. The w^ater at

this season is about one hundred yards wide, not very
deep nor rapid and rather muddy, but it is hot fordable.

The channel is how'eyer filled with shallows, so that
only very small boats pass up and dowm. In spring it

is fordable and canoes pass with dlfiSculty. Small
stones are thinly scattered among the sand or in a few
^places form small beds, and I understand arc found
everywhere from Moner * to Kotasgar higher, but
^0X9 and more plenty the farther iptp. They are frag-

pnents of;various sUicious stones, hone of them aggre-

(
1
) ,

(2) Baliya4U)i ill B^port. 4r^out two miles south of Ar&p7
(») Soaiie B*V B. and B.A.; Sfwie R»

- (4) R, m4 B.A. ; Hmoi*
(5) Hotasgur, B.A.

9
. , 0 p «- T
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gate, Rome are qiiite opaque fat white quartz, or quartz

tinged red, yellow, or various colours. Others are

diaphni ous glassy quai’tz, and what are called the Son
jiebldcs. IhcRO are pretty common, so that in a few
minutes I found eiglit or ten, but none of them,
fine, 'i his was about three coses from the mouth „

of the river.
'

I passed two old channels of the Son called by that

name, Ixisides the one near the Thanah. I do not know
uhich it is that is laid down by Major Eennell. At
])reseiit they eontaiii no stream, and in most places are

dry. Near the second is a ridge running some way
('ast and Avest and containing many fragments of brick,

fi’his place is called i(a])h,^ and is said to have bdbnged
to a Oheruyan Raja. X presume that the ridge is in

some measure natural, being too largi; for a ruin, although
the r iin may liaAm added very considerahly to the size,

the fiagineuts being very numerous. No appearance
of any fortification.

12th November .—It was said that Thanah Johana-
bad was twch c coses distant, and that lialf way was
HagAvangunj," a village of Shababad. 'J’liore is a more
dir('et route, but the road at present is impassable
for loaded cattle. I found that BagAvaugunj is about
sixteen miles from Nububutpuv instead of six coses,'

and in many jilaces tboro avos no other road except
tlio small banks confining .the water on rice fields.

About eight miles from Nuhubutpur 1 cam(' to the
Ponipon at a village called PituaUgs’’ (PeiAA'as, bemicll).
It is porliaps luO yards Avide, half covered with a dirty
stream, but is fordable, being only ab(Art tn o feet deep..

About i-^ miles fartlier on, came to the boundary of the^
tu'O zilas.

Nuhubutpur iii a close-bnilt village with man^
shops as usual in this country. A bat was hfeld aaIuIu

we Avore there. Many petty traders came with Jira

_
u) i'MP-
(«) Bfiasv/anganj.
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And Tumeric on oxen, but there was not that hubbub
usual in Bengal, and few wom^u attended, nor were
small wares sold*

BagM’ungunj is a close-built village with many
shops, belonging to Masaur * Pergaiia, which together

Tijth ArvaP is the property of the Bani of Jesw'ont Sing,

whose name it is not decent to mention. She resides

ftt Belkari,* eleven coses from Bagwangrnj which is on
the west side of the Murahar *

river. The peoph^ say

that near Pollay ® was the abode of another Chernyan
Baja, none of the caste remain.

lSth\iir59>ember .—My people arc now begitming to

become sickly, for a loirg time they have been remark-
ably healthy. I first went south for about two-thirds of

a mile parallel to the Murahar, Avhich 1 then crossed,

it is a small channel, perhaps 20 yards wide, with some
dirty water pretty :deep in pools, but little stream.

Bottom muddy. Ai^xit half a mile farther I came to

the boundary of B^bAr, from whence to Jehanabad® is

about nine miles, but there is no road and tlio path lies

chiMy along the banks of reservoirs, and therefore is

exceedingly circuitous. With a little pains they might
be made to serve for roads sufficient to admit loaded

cattle. The road not so bad as yesterday. About two
miles from Jehanabad is a very large marsh. •

Jehanabad is a largo country town, close-built with

narrow' crooked streets, many of the houses tiled, all with
mud W'alls. Those that have two stories have at a
distince a good effefct, the roof being somewhat in the

Italian style. The W'alls in genera^l on near approach
exceedingly slovenly. A very little pains in smoothing
them would make neat houses, especially if whitewashed.

The wdndows above all very rude. At the junction of

^e rivers g, merchant has built a temple, where ho has

(1) Massora, R. and B.A. ;
MasaurhI.

(2) Arval, R. and B.A.
j
,Arwal«

(4) Murahar N., E. ; IJtti© Pompon Mj, B.A. ; Morliw N«

(5) Pollay, R. and B.A. ; PHH. .L

(0) Jebenabjiidf R. and ^ JtltiitdilMf*
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placed the grave of a Sanyasi (aSomadi) and the^hesof
a faithful spouse v.ho burned with her husband’s body,

and images of Krishna, Ham Chanda, etc., and has

appointed a Sannyasi as Pujari. This person has no
hesitation in deciaJring the place to have been sacred for

many yeats, btit has not had impudence to dream nor to

contrive a miracle. The temple is therefore neglected i

although the junction of the rivers is holy. The situa-

tion is fine, and the square area in which the different

small temples arc placed is surrounded by a wall, at the

Corners of which arc small buildings for the accommoda-
tion of holy travellers. Behind is a flower-garden, very

slovenly.

16th November .—I went almost three miles easterly

to Damaula, to see the Cheruyan llajah’s house. I

crossed the river just below the junction. It is a
channel about 100 yards wide u ith a small stream in

each branch. It will soon probably be dry.

The Cheruyan I’ajah’s house is an oblong heap, not
near so long as that I saw at Raph, but it must have
been a very considerable building. The villagers say
that the merchant u ho built the temple at Jehanabad
(ipeued it, and took out the stones and biicks with which
he erected that Avork. So far as opened, it .consisted of

mfcny small chambers flllcd with imljbish.;. The people
at Jehanabad say that only a few stones and bricks were
brought. One of the steps has evidently been a rude
pillar of rough granite. North from the heap is a small
tank. There is no trace of a towu^ of fortifications.

19^A Nev^mher .^—I Avent to the vicinity of B^ra *

and Kurta,® in order to sec tbo jilace VA liere soda was
collect.ed. My watch having stopt by the way I cannot
judge of the distance, aaIjIcIi is called four coses, south-
e.ast The cose here I understand is about three miles.
I crossed the river ju.st below the junction and contimi?-

edoiear tho east bank of^tho [.Tamuua] most of the way.
—! iMiHi II I t-T^-T

^ (1) OSiourtia.
{i) Kurthi,
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20iA Novemher .—I vent about ten miles, but by a
very circuitous route, to KeyoaDol.^ I proceeded first

south-east about three miles until I left to my right a
village and old mud fort named Uuraut.* I then inclined

„

more to the south about 2| miles, until I came to tl^ '

• ^t end of Beyok,® a detached part of an exceedingly

Tiigged ridge of granite among which are only some
stunted bushes and climbers. A great many turtle

doves breed in the crevices. It does not consist of

great rocks but of immense irregular blocks. It is a
middle-sized grain of a grey colour very slightly tinged
with red. The felspar occupies much sjiaco. The
micaceous matter black minute grains, in a pretty

considerable proix»rtion. The quartz granular. It is a
Very perfect granite.'* North from this hill are two de-

tached smaller hills of a similar rock. I went west along
the south side of this ridge for about one and a quarter
miles, and it continues some way farther, but is exceed-
ingly irregular. I saw one round mass detached a little

way south from its west end. I then proceeded south
through a fine plain for about one and a half miles when
I came to the Avest corner of a low ridge adjoining to

|_the] west end of Burabur pahar,® the highest and largest

of this cluster; and I passed between this Ioav ridge and
another detached hill farther west. The north face^^f

* Burabur is not near so rugged as the northern ridge, but
is only covered by stunted bushes, but on the south it is

exceedingly rough and contains some immense precipi-

tous rocks. Its west end, Dihiri, consists of a fine-grained

,

perfect grey granite, much black grqnular micaceous
matter. The felspar small and not in a great pi'oportion.

The quartz gmhular. This forms the boundary between
Hnlasgunj and Sahcbgunj. Brom tlience to Mnkdum-
pur* at the foot gf ICeya Dol is about one and a half-miles

•along a fine.plain.
^
The plains adjacent,to these hills are

free of stones. The granite rises like rocks from the sea.

oTk"** ooii

(2) otffiraut.

(3) Bhekh.

(4) Appendix, No. 16, ,

<5) CHrarnshaw HiUs, Ei ajad B.aV. ; Cf{*i'&bar HUIs.

m M^l^dumpur.
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Kf^oyadol is aii immense very naked rock of perfect

middle-sized-grained white and black granite. The
people at a distance pretend that its name is derived

.from a rocking stone that was on its top, so nicely

' balanced as to be moveable by the weight of a crow.

This they say fell down about 50 years ago, but the most <

respectable people of Mukdumi>ur say that their fathers

never remcmljcred such a stone, nor do they believe that

it ever existed. They say that no blocks have fallen

within their memory, and although some of the top

would appear to be in a very tottering state, it would
seem in fact that no considerable mass has fallen for

ages, as on almost all the large blocks towards the plain

are engraved figures of great antiejuity, and these blocks

are undoubtedly the latest that have fallen. All along
the north side and east end of the hill these carvings in

relief are very numerous, and represent various deities or

persons remarkable in Hindu mythology, all exceedingly

rude and mafiy of them much worn l)y the action of the
weather, although as I have said they are engraved in

a very perfect granite. The figures are therefore of

a very groat antiquity. The only figures almost about
which any two persons are agreed are those of Ganese
and Uie Linga, which cannot Ice mistaken, but the most
q§mmon represents a female with four arms, killing what^
is probably meant to represent a bnfi'alo. This is called

by the people of the*, mnghbourhood merely I^vi, that is,

the Goddess, but among my followers no two agreed,

that is to say, the image dilTcrs pi some points from
any that they know, having several attributes common
to different deities but others by which it may be
‘distinguished from any one of them. Among thesse

images are several of Bhouddhs or Jains, I will not take
upon myself to say which, although the former is most
probable, because the chief temple near the place contains'

an image called Bouddh Sen.

I sliall now mention the most remarkable places
about the hill. AtMakdumpur, towards the north-west
side of the hill, are several large heaps of brick, which
are with probability supposed to lui^e befe dwelling
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houses of some prince ; but the people are not agreed'

whether he was a Cheruyan or a liuiuluwut, both of

which races are said to have governed the ^ountryj*

before the Muhammadan invasion. The in.ages are

most usually attributed to the former. Parthor east,

proceeding along the north face of the lull, are two
Jarge blocks forming an angle, and on c.acli of tliem is a
row of figures. One of the rows consists cbiciiy of an
repetition of the female figure dostro;diig the bulfalo.

Of these 1 have directed a drawing to he taken.

Near this is the monument of liusa !Mudia Sahef,

much frequented. It is a large tree surrounded by a
terrace constructed of pillars, cajiitals, doors, n indous,

etc., and probably taken from the chief temple of the
place, which is situated a little farther cast. It is totally

ruined, but the image vemaius entire in ils place in a
recess at the east end of the temple. It is called Eouddli
Son and is of the usual form, ma.de of black indurated pot-

stone, and the recess has been ornamented with the same
and covered wuth figures of the Hindu ?.lythi)lo.gy, of
which many fragments are lying round to agieat dis-

tance. The tenqile has boon about 14 yards from east to

west by 80 from north to sout h and has Ijccn of brick, but
has been supported by pillars of granite, and the doors
and windows have probably lieen of the same material,

as many fragments are scattered round. The jiillars

are exceedingly rude, ten or twelve are still erect and
entire. The roof has been very low, ])rol)ably not
above 8 or 10 feet. Near the temple has been a small
building of brick perched on the top of an immense'
block of granite, which it has covered, and has pro-
bably been the den of some asct'tic. Some way
farther forward,, a small block of granite has been cut
square and on each face has been engraved an image.
This on the whole although exceedingly rude is the
most elegant work of the wliole. I have therefore
directed drawings to be taken of it. At tlie etist end
of the hill are the foundations of a small stone build-

ing, near which on the faccr’of a rock is a Boudh with
a. row of disciples sitting on his right and a GaiiCia on
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his left. Of this also I hare directed a drawing to be
taken. On the south face of the hill, a little west from
its east end, is the most perfect relief of the most
common female deity with the buffalo, which also

I have directed to be drawn.

It is, said that a Srotri Brahman who lives about
a cose off is Pujari for all the idols on the hill, and
makes offerings to Bouddh Sen as well as the others,

ffhc Pandit can find no tradition concerning the place,

cxcc]>t that Jara Sandha stood with one foot on Keoya
I)ol and the other on Burabur. The Pujari is a most
ignorant creature, says his ancestors have for 7 Iw 8
g('iu'rations enjoyed the place, which has no endowment.
if(! is of the sect of Saiva, and being asked why he
worships Buddh Sen, he says that the image was made
by Buddh Sen, but represents Bhairov. The Pandit
sccuis to think that the ancestor of the Panda finding

the people still afraid of the image, took upon himself

the worship, and called the image of Buddha a Bhairov
merely as an excuse, as it has not the smallest affinity

to the representations of that destructive power.

21si Notdmher.—I went rather less than four miles
to the foot of the hill called Nagarjun,^ which is a very
rugged peak of granite at the east end of Barabur.
I had given the most positive orders to have my tents

pitched at Karn’ Chaupar about one mile farther west,
but as there was a well at Nagarjuni and none at

Chaupar this was totally neglected. I however found
Nagarjuni a fine cave of which I perhaps might hot

iiliiavc heard had I not gone to the place, for the people
here are so stupid, and have so little curiosity, that you
can scarcely find out any antiquity except by chance.

' An exceeding rude stair of granite and mortar winds
up the hni for about 150 yards among detached blocks

. of granite,* until it reaches a solid convex' rock running
cast and west.

|

On a little level at the .bottom of
the rock has been built an Idgai of brick mortar

:
which poinis out the direction of Medina, tou^afds which.— —

^

— -

(2)^ No; 'iW,
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the faithful turn whei( they pray. This Idgai and the
stair have every appearance of being very modem,
although the keeper, who has 25 bigas of land, says that*'

r lifiey are above a hundred years old. Behind the place
of prayer, a small door in the solid rock leads into an
oval cave, 43 feet long and 18 feet 10 inches wide, the
^oor being in the centre of one of the i^des. * The walls

rise about six feet perpendicular and the roof is arched,

10^ feet high. The whole has a marble polish but not
neat, as the chisels employed in excavating the rock
have in a vast many parts penetrated deeper than the
surfaice that has been polished. There is not fhe slight-

est ornament nor moulding, and the roof being covered
with soot, the wliole is very dismal even n hen lighted.

It has no aperture except one small door, and is therefore

hot and noisome, although perfectly dry. A small
platform of brick and mortar is placed against the wall
near the west * end, and is called the Chilla of Mukdum
Saha Minhajuddin,^ who according to the keeper came
here at the same time [as] Sherifuddin came to Behar.

The Chilla is the place where the saint sat two years

without moving, to pray and meditate on divine things.

He had 360 Chillas in this district. On the rocks above
the door is a small inscription very much defaced. On
the left side of the door, entering, is a long inscription

in an old Nagri character pretty entire. On the

right hand is one line more like the Pali. The Muzuir
says that when the saint came the place was in posses-

sion of Nagarjuni Deo, a holy man who was destroyed

by the saint. TMs saint afterwards went to Busora
W'here ho was buried. His son was buried at Behar.

My informant is a descendant, there arc many others

near Behar, at Baliyaii, and at Soho, and at Kotbunpur
JafEra* near Na^rjuni where a grandson Kotbun Haji
is buried. My Informant says he is th^ seventh of eigl^

in descent from this person. All the descendants of the

Saint are Pirzadas. The Edga was built [by] Nahaf

(1) Should be “ Eait.”

(2) Hfiji Ilurmayen; in Eeport.

(3) aafra.
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TChfln Newati ati Amil, Mitirjit Singh repaired or built

the stair. It was formerly of earth only.

After breakfast I went to visit what is called the

Satgar, or seven houses, situated toAvards the east end

of Burabur hill. I passed the easternmost point and
AA'ent into p, recess between it and the next projection. ,

Avhere I ascended a crooked bad path a little way
toAvards the AA'cst. I there eame to an old wall of rude

stones going across the gap between tAVO rocky peaks,

but tlic Avail is now mostly fallen. There had l)een

a gate here, as a pillar remains erect and the stones

which formed the door are scattered about. Ad-
vancing west a little way, Afith an old tank and a
small level on my right and a ridge of solid granite

on my left, I soon came to a door in the lafl^r facing

the north, where a high peak crowned by a temple
of Mahadeva bounds the plain in that direction. The
rock at this door has been cut perpendicular, leaving

a small projection at each side some way from the door.

Before this door have been some small buildings of brick.

The door leads into a chamber, polished like that of

Nagarjuni and equally devoid of ornament. It is about
IG feet from cast to west and 40 from north to south,

and about seven high to the spring of the arch. At its

west end is a platform about a foot high and three feet

broad. On the projection west from the door arc three

images in relief, very much defaced. One 4s evident|j

a linga. The others seem to have been unifies with two.

arms and standing. It is impossible to say what these
represent. SomcT Brahmans call them Gauri Sankur,
but this is very) doubtful. On either side of the door
is some writing./ This cave is called Kam Chaupar or
the house of Kiarn*. This Kama is supposed to be
the brother of Yudishtir, who passed soqio time here as
a hermit.

1 Passing rouid the west end of this ridge to its

south side, you tome to two doors The first or most
western is plain,! and has on each side a feA;v' wo?da
engraved. It i<Ms into a chamber of about the sanm
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size with that called Kama Chaupar. At its east side
is a small niche. At its west end is a door in the
wall, whidhi is convex, and over the door is a kind of

cornice. The door leads into a circular chamber,
arched above like the others and polished in the
same manner. The floor of these < hambors contained
about a foot of dirty Abater and mud. This oaA'c is

properly called Satgar and is supposed to have been
built by Sudama, brother of Krishna. The other door
east from the above has been somcAyhat [but

|

* very
rudely ornamented, as will appear from tlie drawing.
Under the arch aboA'C the door is an inscription of
considerable length. It seems to have been inteudod
to have formed two cliambers similar to those of-

Satgar, but although both have been excavated, neither .

has been completed nor polished except in a, fcAV parts.

This is supposed to have been the abode of Lomus
Ilishi, pronounced Momus lliklii, or Muni, a hairy
saint of these remote times.

Having Ausited these places I returned to the tank,
and ascending a ridge of granite I looked down upon a
torrent called Patel Ganga, Avhioh in the rainy season
contains many pools, near which in the Chaterdosi of

Bhadur about 50,000 peojile assemble, and next day they
bathe in the pools, besides that during the whole of

Bhadur perhaps 600 people Ijath daily. The virtues

of this were discovered by Ban Raja Ayho founded the
temple of Siva on the adjacent hill, and Avho had
a house at Sonpur about three coses^'est from Kama
Chaupar.

Descending to the west side of [the] ridge from
which I had viewed Fatal Ganga, I found a cavity
in the rock about 7 feet high, as much wide, and 9 feet

deep. In its far end is a door, and it seems to have been
intended to have made a chamber there, but the work-

!

man have abandoned it after excavating a few feefe,'^

in diameter. This excavation hag an inscription, an^
is said to be the Morai or small house of Viswamitri,;.

p)“by ” inM.S. ;

^
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one of the Munis. The passage between [the] rid^
in which it is dug and that on the right of the path
by which I ascended, has also been closed by a strong

rude wall of stone. On all other sides the small

hollow in which these cells are [is] surrounded by the

most rugged rocks and precipices. These ceils, how-
ever, could have only been intended as habitations for

ascetics, and why they should have been fortified would
be difficult to say. Kama may have been an ascetic

by force, and it may have been necessary for his

brother to have access shut up. The whole is supposed
to have been dug by Kama, and no doubt the cutting

and polishing such chambers must have been a costly

work, although nothing can be more destitute of con-
venience, elegance or taste. Although polished they are

so sombre that two torches and a lantern with two wax
candles served only to make the darkness visible and
to see the wall close to where any of the lights was held,

but the form could only be ascertained by groping. Our
eyes were no doubt dazzled by the sun and lights,

and a stay of some time might have rendered the parts

more distinct, but the noisome stifling of the air

rendered any stay exceedingly disagreeable, and I was
satisfied with going round the walls to ascertain whether
they contained any passages, ornaments, images,•or
writing

; but the interior of all the chambers is destitute

of such. The writing is confined to the sides of the
doors, where alone indeed it could tje rajdble*

The grauite'*bf these rocks is ^y white felspar

and glassy quartz in middle-sized grains, with a good
deal of black micaceous matter.* In some places
that have been polished the felspar is reddish, but 1 did
not see any detached blocks of* ^at colour.

I sent a man to the temple of Mahadev on the hill

called Surjiruk,* said to have been originally founded
^hy Ban l^ja, but there is nothing of antiquity re-

maining except tl^Q images. The linga is generally

(1) Appetidix, No, 38. 1

{») Tlio Gorathagiri IT^j J B-O B.S., Vul. I. Fait II. Dec. IfflS,
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admitted to hare been placed there by Ban Asur, but Si.

broken. There are ttro female figures carved on stone iii^

relief and called Bhairav, Bhairavi, but both arefemale.'

One Of them has over it an inscription in Deva Nagri, on
which account they are probably modern. The present
buildings were erected by a Gulal Baruti, a Bosnami
r^^nniyasi of ^eat virtue and chastity, about 80 years

He built several other small temples of Siva
in various places. This is called Siddbeswar. The
temple has been lately repaired by devonath, another
Bosnami, who built a small chamber near the temple,
for the residence of a Sannyasi, but be only stays

there at night. The owner, Siva Baruti, of tlie laud
attached to the temple lives at Lahagunj ^ near Tikari,

where he is Mahant of an akhara. About five begahs
below the temple towards the east is a natural cave
called Yogiasna, or the seat of the Yogi. In this it is

said that Goruknath passed some time in prayer,

sitting on an asna or seat used iu prayer, u hich remains.

The bottom of the cave, which is merely a cavity under
an overhanging rock, is said to he always covered with
ashes, which many use for putting the mark on tlieir

foreheads. A man that I sent says the cave is not deep
and contains ashes. All those that batlie in Patal-

ganga make offerings to the Siva, and a few go to Yogi
Asna. At the bottom of the hill are to he found scaV
tered many masses of fine iron ore, called Losinghaua.®

2Srd l^ovemher .—Jly people being employed on the

i^riptions, it was necessary to halt some days at Nagar-
jiihi. I w^ent therefore to visit the neighhourheod.

Passing east along the south face of Nagarjuui, I found
that from the stair leading up to the Borga there hod
run a wall of stone parallel to the hill, and termi-

nating on the Bunhuni * where the hiB also terminates.

The Bunhuni has here on its opposite bank a small

granite ridge called Eawa. The Bunhuni a little way

(1) LBslikaf^AitJT

(2) Appendix, No. 105.

(3) Bhurbhuri, in Report,
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ijelow joins the [westj* branch of the Fulgo called San, *

iyid on their west side is a fine plain called Ham
Gayaj^bout a mile from north to south, bounded on
the '4|l|aer by the hill called Soleya and on the

south by Nagarjuni, which is a very narrow ridge

Itoough the immense blocks of which are many
openings that admit the light to pass. The plain

from east to west is very irregular, a small hill named*
. Murli rising in its middle and an arm of Nagarjuni

passing from its west end far through the plain to-

wards the east. There are many heaps of bricks and
stones throughout the plain, and an old road leads up
to the top of Murli, where there, appears to have been
some building ; but the most remarkable antiquity is

in the recess between the two arms of Nagarjuni. On
entering the recess you first find a heap of brick.

Then you come to the foundation of a wall of stone

forming with the northern arm of the hill an oblong

area, in which there is a heap of brick and a welj.

The* west end of the area has been shut np by [a^

building of brick, which may have been 60 by 30

feet. It has contained many stones, some of a fine

hornblend with very large crystals, but not polished.

In tlie rock immediately adjoining to the east front of

the building, is a door leading into a small chamber
about 10 feet by 15, arched above and polished, but

the arch is not above 9 feet high. Tliere is an inscrip-

tion on the sides of the door. It is said to be the Mirza
mandin or house of a Moslem noble ; but the inscrip-

tion is Hindu. At the north end of the brick building

has been a stone door leading out to a small angular

recess formed by the meeting of two great blocks of

granite. In the face of the western of these blocks is

another door with an inscription, leading to another [a]

similar cave, but a wall of brick has bean built across

towards its far end, leaving a small chypimber behind, the

only access to -^toich is through a kirafej of window
through which a sender man may creep. This is called*

the abode of HajyHermain. The house is said to have

(') East” h|MS.
Smir, B. ;

in Buchanan’s Map. PhalSO N. Slllir N.
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;
been [built] by a Naudiya ' Sejoid. It is possible that'

a Aloslem may have built his house in the jilace, and.^

made use of the Hindu cave as a conceal rafen^' for

tr^ure, and the brick M all countenances this opinion,

but no doubt the plain from the number of ruins has
been a toum, and probably the residence of the Hindu
prince of whom so many works remain in the neighbour-
hood. The neighbouring Brahmans say that Ham per-

formed his ceremony on Gaya here, and still about 20,000
people assemble on the plain on the VisM'a or end of

Ghaitra. The Brahmans of Gaya have found it con-
venient to have a Ham Gaya nearer tlieuihidves : but
many of the Goyali Brahmans come to the Mela and
employ the Srotriya Brahmans of the ]>laco to perform
some ceremonies for them. The only temple remaining
is a small ruinous temple of Siva.

2Zrd November .—I w'ent above five coses, called

three, to visit the quarries near Kukuri.® I crossed the
Muumuni at the end of Nagarjuni, and about 1-?, mile
from the tents. I came to the bank of the Tulgo, up
which I proceeded about half a mile to SultanpUr.®

"Where I crossed it the channel is above a quarter of

a mile in m idth, but is even now' more sand with a few
shallow^ pools of water and a very trifling stream
indeed, ])ut plenty of good water may at ail seasons be
procured by digging a very little way into the sand.

I continued to go soutb for about l-J- miles until I bad
the little hill K.eni on my right and Lodi on my left,

both appear to be small heaps of granite. I then
turned east ^ of a mile and passed close by the south
side, of Lodi. About miles farther cast came to

Iluuniya ,* a village with a kind of wretched mud castle

with loopholes and rather ruinous. About four miles
farther on, came to Laili,® another village with an old

mud castle, and about four miles farther I came to

another called Katari.® Near this are several images

(1) Nawdyah, E. i Muwdia, B,A. ; Naudllia.

{^) KltiiHharl.
('ij Sultanpur.
(i) Rauniyan.

(
5
)

Nailt.

(6) Katari.
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carved on detncliod stx)nes of hornblende, and such aa

are carved on the rock at Keoyadol. The female figure

killing a buffalo is much larger than any of the offers

and differs a good deal from those at Keoya Dol, h^pg
eight hands, hnd the head of the buffalo is sepai&ted

from the body which a lion is tearing, while the female is
^

killing a man seated on the neck of the buffalo. This

figure is called Jagadumba and the others were called her
• children, although two of them represented Hari with
Gauri his spouse sitting on his knee. These villages

with castles belong to Mitrjit, and were fortified by his

grandfather, who Wd predatory habits.

From thence I wont about half a mile to the

quarry on the hill called Baluya ^ from the number
of bears that it shelters. It consists of several small

heaps and peaks of granite,* about a mile in length

and a quarter of a mile wide. Towards its south-w’est

corner are throe quarries of very heavy blackish

potstone, called by the workmen Song Musa. About
12 years ago being in •\|^ut of wurk they fpund
this stone projecting in a small mass at three places,

two on the hill and one near it. They followed

the stone, which is in veins running with a great

inclination from the perpendicular and covered by a very
curious granular white calcareous marl* to a considerable

thickness, perhaps in some places 10 or 12 feet. Among
the marl is found scattered large rounded blocks of a
rude white jasper' with large irregular greenish marks.
The blocks are often four or five feet i^^'diameter but
it seems analogous to the flint found in chalk rocks.

The Song Musa or Stone of Moses ® is found in small
masses never larger than a cubitla diaahetcr and of very
irregular form, covered with a decaying grey crust and
disposed in veins, which are covered above and on both
sides with the marl. One of the jfUarries is now above
*"

(1) Baijia.
' ^ “

(2) Appendix, Noa. 76, 82.

(») „ Xo, 100?

{*) ,Ko. 108.

(5) Nu. 86.
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20 feet deep, and the sides falling in have killed one man
and disable two. Another is Mled with water, s© that

stones are procured with difficulty, the workmen being
as nnskilled in quarrying as usual with their couutymen.
There is little or no demand for the marl although it

«iakes very good lime. It has therefore to be thrown
out, and the masses of jasper (Baru must be pulled

up with ropes, for they have not had sense to make
a sloping road. The granite (Urdiya is above
and around the whole, and most of it does not differ

materially from that of Nagarjuni, but some seems to be
composed of small grains of white felspar ajid mica
intermixed with granular hornblende.' About a quarter

of a mile north from Baluya is a large heap of granite,

a quarry of the Marl (Ohunapatar),^ not quite so harsh
as that on Baluya, has been opened, ft is said that the

bridge of Futwah w^as constructed with this lime, and
the excavation is ju’etty considerable and quite super-

ficial, surrounded on all sides, however, with granite.

The silicious masses * found intermixed wuth this marl
seem very different, as it is of an uniform grey colour

but seems to contein many disseminated masses of

felspar. This little heap is called Chuniya. It is said

that Mr. Thomas Law took it as a substance for

•making chinaware, but this is probably a mistake. We
can scarcely suppose any European to have been so

ill informed. I saw not the smallest trace of animal
exuviae among this marl.

Between the heap called Chunea pahar and the

quarry on the hill Baliya, is a small smooth heap which
seems to contain a mine of iron, as all round its bottom
is covered with little bits of ore * which is entirely

neglected. ,

* Having examined these I visited the quarry on the
hill called Jerra or Paterkati,' situated about a mile

(1) Appendix, Nos. 82, 76.

(2) „ No. 101.

m No. 1.

(4) „ No. 89.

(5) darha or Patharkatl,

% Ees. J.
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south-westerly from Baliya. It is also very rugged,

and consists in a great measure of granite, but its

southern end is chiefly of the hornblende kind. The
greater jiart is black potstone with a fine grain, and is so

much impregnated with silicious hornstone tliat it has
a conchoidal fracture. ‘ It is very hard and [is] use<^

for making pestles and mortars. It is called m(3rely

Kalaputur or black stone. There is however a very fine

quarry of [hornblende]^ consisting of large crystals,
®

which is called Vislinupodi, because it was employed
to erect the temple of that name at Gaya, and the n ork-

men were brought from Jaynagar on purpose. Theie is

no demand for this stone now, and the worlauen are

reduced to live by making cups, plates, etc. of the pot-

stone, and mortar a nd pestles of that imi)regnated 'with

silicious matter. Very fine masses of the pure hornblende

may be procured, the silicious potstone is more inter-

sected by fissures.

The tradition at the quarry is that it was first

wrought by Harchand Rajah, who built llotas and dug
the caves of Burabur, etc., and who finding the materials

too hard desisted and sent his w'orkmen to Alura
(Ellora) in the south, where ho dug very great works in

the rooks.

In the evening I returned to Nagarjuni by a route

further north, leaving Tatariya'* and Gunmoa,® two small

hills, on my left and Niyera® on my right. These hills

are lovr and smooth and therefore probably of a different

structure from the rugged granitic masses of the neigh-
bourhood (consist). Near the JFulgo I had on my right

a very rugged ridge named
[
Jibhiya] on which there is

a small temple of Siva, and I passed close to a granitic

heap which is [south] from the above mentioned
ridge. The Fulgo here divides into two. The western

(1) Appendix, No. 10.
^

Hornstone in MS., but later, and also East India Vol. I,p. 262.

(*) Appends No. 113.

(4) Ttttarlya.

(&) Dhanmahua.
(6) Nadira.
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branch called Saur passes on one side of the ridge, and
the eastern branch rctsiins the name and passes on its'

other side.'

24^4 November .—I went a little way east to Ibra-

himpur ® in the fork between the Sanr and Fulgo rivers.

To the former from Nagarjuni is about | of a mile.

The river is about ^ of a mile [wide]. Immediately in

the fork has been a small fort with round bastions at the

corner, but the buildings within have left several heaps,

one round and pretty considerable. The ualls of a
small brick building are still remaining. The village

extends about half a mile from the fort to the mosque,
which is small and covered with three domes, but is not

destitute of taste. Tt st ands on a terrace raisiMi on short

thick pillars, which supjiort flags under which some holy

men have made hovels. Theri; is a gate and place for

a crier on the oast side of the terrace, opposite to the

mosque which oiicuines the western. South from the

mosque has been the house of Ibrahim the conqueror
of the vicinity, who with the spoils of the infidels seems
to [have] erccti'xi a large abode of brick and stone. Two
parts of the walls only arc now standing, but the size

of the heaps of ruins shew that the building has posses-

sed considerable dimensions. This Ibrahim was a great

saint, and is buried at Behar.

26^/i November.—I went to Aima Ohoki and by
the way visited Kenipahar, where it was said there

wore some remains of antiquity. Bather less than
two miles from Nagarjuni I came to the boundary
of Sahebgmij, and followed it a little way south,

having tl^t division on my right and Holasgunj on my
left for about a quarter of a mile. About one mile
from the boundary I came to the Fulgo, which I
crossed obliquely for half a mile to Kcni, which is

washed by tlm riv^r._ It is a great heap of very large

(1) Westernmost branch now called Phalgo N. and easternmost branch
.Mohane N. The former divides again about eight miles further
' north) and its eastern branch is caned Sonr N.

* (2) ibreliimpur or Jani.

(8) Aiwan.
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masses of perfect granite, where very fine stones might
be procured. I went a little way along its south side,

where I found a small temple. The Pujari said that

the only thing remarkable was a cave where a hermit

had passed his time in devotion. With great difficulty

I scrambled up the rock and found the hermitage to be
a den under a shelving rock not above three feet high, but
wide and long enough to shelter several people, and quite

dry. The priest then shewed me at the foot of the hill

a large block of granite under a tamarind tree, where
he said the great man (Mahapurus) was wont to play

(Kelna) . What play the holy person used I cannot say.

There were two holes on the stone such as those in

which the people here often beat rice. Prom tlie east

end of K eni I proceeded about 1^- miles cast to join

the great road between Patna and Gaya, which is

miserable. I followed it south-v est for about three miles

to Aima Choki, so that my route was exceedingly

circuitous.

2Qth November .—I went to Sahebgunj. The road

until near that place leads near the Pulgo, and is very

bad. About a mile from Ram Sil are two ruined

small mud forts called Alepi. They seem of modern
Hindustani structure, being square with bastions at the
corner. South from them I crossed the Pulgo, which is

very wide and contains some small islands. Rather
more water than at Nagarjuni,and several fine canals go
from it for irrigation. The water clear. In the rainy

season it rises and falls with great suddenness. I
crossed at Ramsil. The Gunj begins a little way south
from thence and is not large ; but the streets are

straight and tolerably vide, with a row of trees on each
side. Almost all the houses are tiled, but in general
small and poor. Some however are decent, and some
are built of brick or rough stoife. The Jail is large, and
consists of several ranges of tiled buildings surrounded
by a strong wall of rough stone and brick. South
from the Jail are two gateways with a street between,
one is like a triumphal arch built after the European’
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style with brick. It never seomg to have been
finished. These gates seem to have been intended’

to have formed the entrance into a serai, which has

never been finished. They are attributed to Mr. Seton,

one when K-egister and the other when Judge. The town
may be rather more than half a mile from north to

south and somewhat less from east to west.

29th November .—I went to visit Ramsil, which is

about a mile from the south end of the town. At its

south side is a tank dug a few years ago by a Krishna
Chond Bose of Calcutta. Immediately above this is an
European bungalow, beyond which, passing to the north

with the hill on the left, you come to the Imamvari,
a small building. Beyond this, where the hill comes to

the edge of the Fulgo, is a small but neat temple of Siva

built after the Moslem style with a dome, and adjacent

to it is a small tank surrounded by a wall of atone with
turrets on the corners. The stone of the temple and
tank is in ror^h masses covered with plaster. Two
inscriptions in w'hite marble, one in Songskrit the other

in Persian. It was lately (about 20 years ago) built by
Trikait Eai, Dewan of the Nawab Vazir.

From the temple of Siva to the top of the hill

the above mentioned Krishna Chond has constructed

a way, where the hill is steep in the form of a stair,

and where the declivity is small in [the] form of a sloping

pavement. Both are constructed chiefly of rude stone

found on the hill, united with lime, and are inconceiv-

ably rude. In the rainy season the stones are so slippery

that many of the pilgrims have been severely hurt, and
if the ascent has been rendered more easy, the descent

has become much more dangerous. On the left at the

top of this stair is a small temple of rude stones, said

to be that of Ram and Sita. The images shown as

such and as Hanuman appear to be totally different

from such as I have before seen. That of Sita has

been /broken, and the larger portion thrown out.

Above this has been constructed a terrace of stone,

mostly of granite which must have been brought from
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a distance. On this is a small mtindir of cut granite

which contains a Linga. The Pandas have no tradition

by whom it was built, they know that the image came
to the place of itself (Prakas) . The same Krishna Chand
has erected a small and rude Nat Mandirin front of this

temple. It seems evident to me that the temple has

been built of the ruins of another, u hich has been much
larger and probably occupied its present site, or rather

the whole summit of the hill. Por a great many of the

stones of which the terrace consists, from the ornaments
carved on them being broken through the middle and
placed without symmetry, show that they have been taken
from a ruin ; and those which contain no ornaments are

exactly of the same granite with them which are carved

and uith the temple. The mass contained in the terrace

is vastly larger than that of the temple, and a great

many stones of the same kind have been employed in

the structure of the stair. From this I judge that the

old temple has been much larger than the present, and
the present temple also contains many stones ornamented
with carvings that could not have been intended for

their present situation. Raja Mitirjit indeed alleges

that no one of the present temples at Gaya is above 90
or 100 years old. What the God was which occupied

the old temple, I cannot say. Among the ornaments
built into the now temple or terrace I observed nothing
in the human form, but on the ferrace are lying several

images, and by the sides of tlie stair are placed a good
many, some of which arc still objects of worship and most
of which are exactly in the same style with those called

Ram, Sita, and Hanuman. Most of them are standing,

which is here considered as a sign of their gods wor-
shipped by orthodox (Astik),but some are sitting, which
Ra]a Mittrejit contends is a proof of their, having been
made by heretics (Nastik). A^ong them is one evidently

of a Buddh in the usual sitting posture, but it is at

present worshipped as Brahma. This image is however
said to be a stranger. A Brahman two or three years

ago found it among the ruins of Kurkihar, about six'^coses

east from Ram Sil, and established it on the hill with a
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small endowment for a priest. There are hoM'ever other

images in a sitting posture, especially some said to re-

present Bhairob, but quite different from such as I have
seen of that deity. I have seen the same, hoAvever, both
in the ruins of Pcruya and IMungger, and it seems to me
^jO represent a man sitting in a boat., but so very rude
'that I may readily be mistaken. The priests were very

sturdy beggars.

The view from Ram Sil is exceedingly fine—an
immense rich plain like a map under your feet, studded

u'ith little rocks, and terminating towards the south and
east by mountains. The hill is very rocky, barren, and
parched, tint not so rugged as those of proper granite.

It has more the appearance of those of pcdrosilex, and
the stone ^ certainly approaches nearly to that, being

divided ))y numerous fissures, horizontal and vertical,

into ciiboidal masses, and being exceedingly hard. It is

hoM'ever an aggriigate, consisting of black, ash-coloured,

and some glassy particles, concerning the nature of which
I cannot pretend to decide, but they may be of the

three natures usually found in granite, somewhat changed
from their usual appearance.

30^^ JVoveniber 181 1.—I went south-east in order

to view that part of this overgrown division.

Crossing the Fulgo obliquely, I went up its east

bank to a small hill about a mile from the south end
of Sahebgunj. The country near the river very poor
and sandy, but planted with mangos and palms, which
grou' well enough. At this hill I turned easterly,

and for about a cose went along high poor land,

very badly occupied but clear. I however crossed two
fine canals conveying water from the Fulgo, and even
now conbiining streams. About a mile from the river

[I] had on my left a small cluster of low bare hills,

named Gunhar. “ On the eastern edge of the high
land towai’ds my right was a low smooth bare hill.

«

* (1) Appendix, No. 11.
* (2) GaiMthttr.
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Beyond this for about 2| miles I went through very

fine rice lands belonging to Sohipur, ' where there is

a pretty large tank quite choked with weeds. Beyond
this rice ground I went about a mile over high poor

land, covered with bushes, and passing through an open-

ing in a long bare broken ridge extending from south-^,

west to north-east for a considerable way, I first came
to a small hill onmy right, consisting of arid white quartz.

The low hills forming the left of the passage consist of

quartz or rude jasper, in some places stained red. The
north end of the south part of the ridge, ® which is by far

the highest, consists also of a white silicious stone with
neither the fracture of * flint nor of quartz, and stained

of a dirty red in irregular specks. On passing this

ridge I had in full view the Moher ® hills, leaving

on my left a high conical peak with a chain of low hills

running to the south. The Moher hills arc smoother

than the last-mentioned ridge and covered with stunted

trees. I passed between the large hill and a small hill

Tilheta^ beyond its southern end ; but saw no rock near.

The fragments are of silicious stone, white and reddish,

with a foliated texture in decay. The Moher ridge is at

le.ast four miles from that of Sohipur. The country be-

tween very much neglected, perhaps one-third of it waste.

There is ho^wever much rice and some dry field, but I saw
no irrigation by machinery except at Moher, where there

are some gardens. Near the Sohipur hills is a small river

in a narrow deep channel of clay called the Kewar. ' It

contains however a fine little stream, and I passed

a canal (another river) taken from it for irrigation.

In the middle of the plain I came to a large heap on
the south side of a large tank. Both are called Badan, ®

and the peasants at work near it had no tradition

concerning the place. It seems to me /to have been a

large temple. At its side are lying three broken images, one

S
Qohalpur.
Bandhuwa.

(
3
)

Maliar (Maher).

(4) Tetheta.

(
6
)
Palmar N.

(5a) Written afterward

(
0
) llieilaii,
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in a standing posture, with two arms resting on the heads
of two dwarf attendants, has a resemblance to one of the

figures in the Elephanta. At Koch I observed two such,
'*

one called Surja has iu both of the hinder hands a wheel
or Chakra. The other has such in his left hand and a
mace or some such instrument in his right. This was
there called Vishnu. The other two are the common
representations of Buddhs in a sitting posture.

Between Badan and Moher is the Bangsi, ‘ a fine

little river in a narrow channel of clay, W'^hich sends

off several canals for irrigation. Immediately beyond

Tilhetais a fine tank in good repair. Brora Moher
to Futtehpur is about coses. The first cose to

Dibor'' is mostly waste, with stunted Palas trees. Dibor

is a good village with some sugarcane. About a cose

beyond Dibor is a large brick Math belonging to the

Sannyasis, w^here about 20 reside. Near it is a large

Grange or farm. The building large but clumsy. The
country west from thence waste, east from it to Futehpur
w^ell cultivated. Rice chiefly, some sugar. Futehpur
is the residence of Bahadur Sing, a Kuttcri, who pur-

chased it. Komgar Khan the original proprietor.

Bahadur Sing very kindly invited me into his liouse, but

I could not stay. He made his fortune of a Major
Crawford who took Bijaigur. Futtehpur is ^ large

village with a mud fort in tolerable condition, which new
serves as a zanaua.

About a mile from Futtehpur I came to the Darhai,*

a wide sandy and rocky channel with a little clear

stream, and affording canals for irrigation. The rod
in its channel is a fine-grained grey granite witl

silver mica, but much decayed. On the east side of

the Bangsi k Dunaiya® belonging to Mahummad
Husayn of Shakhpur, who takes the title of Nawab.
He is building a neat brick house at this place and his

(1) Band N.

(2) Fatahpur.

(8) Dhibar.

{^) Dahder B .

;

B. and B.A. ; phtfllltr
(ft) Olllltlyia
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residmeetliere will perhaps tend to improve the country,

for all beyond Dunaiya to near Katantiya ‘ three coses

east is a forest, stunted near Dunaiya but containing

large trees towards the hills. The most common trees

the Boswellia which I see notched for extracting the

rosin ;
the Catechu from whence some drug is prepared

;

and the Asan and Emblica. At Katautiya some Tasar is

reared by the Ghatwars, who occupy that village and
cultivate much in the same style as in the jungles of

Banka. Maize and Orrhor with probably Maruya seem
to be tlieir chief crops, but they also raise Bhut, Sirsu,

Kurti, and Cotton. Mr. Christian has induced them to

sow indigo merely for the seed, and it has thriven amaz-
ingly. The second cutting five feet l\igh. The Ghatwars
have exactly the same countenances with the hill tribes.

They speak only the Hindi dialect, and say tliat they are

dilferent from the Bhungiyas. I went about a mile south

from the village to the foot of Gauripa *, the highest

peak of a granitic ridge extending east and west about
four coses. Gauripa is about one cose from the west end of

the ridge, and consists of a large-grained granite, white
quartz and felspar, and black foliated mica. On its top

is said to be an image of Gurupasin carved in the human
form. The peak was so high and rugged that I could

not ascend. All the neighbouring castes when afraid

offer sacrifices. There is no priest, and if one is required

the votary brings a Purohit with him. I returned, and
at Dunaiya found that the Nawab’s people, it being even-

ing, had prepared a dinner for me, and I was sorry that

I could not accept of the kind offer, but as it was I did

not reach my tents until two in the morning. My
watch now goes so ill that I cannot rely in computing
distances by it.

December.—I went to Preth Sila, distant three

coses by a fine road with u row of trees on each side,

made by Monun Dotto Bose* a Bengalese, about twenty

(1) Kathawtiya.

(2) Qurpa.
(sj Madanmohan Datta, in Beport.
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years ago. Pret Sila is the most consider^lble piea^

of a cluster of rocks either granitic or approaching to

granite in their nature, but having also a nature

approaching to hornstone like the neighbouring rock
of Pamsila. The lower peaks are the most ruggCji,

are of the more clearly defined granite, while
•Prethsil is not so much broken and its stone is

smaller-grained and more flinty in its fracture.' At
the bottom of the hill is a small tank and some buildings

for the accommodation of pilgrims, coiistiucted by the
same Modon Dotto. A small spring, v('ry dirty and swarm-
ing with frogvS, runs from the bottom of the hill into the
tank. The ascent of the hill is by a stair constructed by the

same Modon Dotto, as rude as that of Hamsil and muph
steeper, but not so long. Most of the stones are rude
fragments taken from the hill, but many are squared
perfect granite brought, I supj)Ose, from Burabur, as the

stone is of the sam(5 nature. The people say that these

squared stones are those of a former stair which had
become ruinous and u as too narrow ; but had l-een

entirely constructed of such stones. Modon Dotto has

carved his name on several steps of the stair in different

places. Several small images are lying by the side of

the stair in different places. One only is I believe an
object of worship. It is called Brahmapod or the feet of

Brahma, and represents the impression of two feet cut on
square stone. Near it are some broken images, one of

'Inch seems to me to represent aBoudh sitting and sup-

orted on a globe held by fa] figure kneeling below. A
Jrahman called it Lakshmi although it is male, but I

ooon fodnd that these images were viewed with no inter-

est, and were called by each person by whatever name
first occurred to the person’s memory. The buildings on
the hill, partly l)y Modon Dotto partly by Alula Bai, are

very petty and quite modern. Tradition relates that

there was an old temple on the place, and- 1 observed one
pillar built into the stair ; but there are up traces to shpw
that this old temple has ever been of considerable sijip,

(1) Appendix, No. 8.
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The ori^al object seems to have been a projecting

rock called Prethsil, or the devil’s stone, and part of

the ceremonies is still performed before this emblem of

terror. A priest attends, directs in a very careless

manner and with no affectation of devotion the manner
in which the offerings are to be made, and concludes by
asking a Paisa from each votary, who has previously

paid fully as much as he could afford. The Paisa was
probably the whole originally demanded, and the cere-

mony of asking for it is continued after such an offering

would be received with contempt. In fact, the words
were mere matters of course, as no Paisah was given.

Another fat dirty ill-dressed priest leaned very care-

lessly against the rock, and the votaries after having
made their offering according to their rank either

stooped down and touched his body or threw themselves

before him and kissed his feet.

Near the rock and covered with dirt was lying a
small image carved on stone, which represented Gauri
sitting on the knee of Sankar in the usual manner, but
was called Preth Bhawani. The other object of worship
in the temple is a mark on a rock supposed to have been
made by Brahma. It is an octagonal space about
two feet in diameter, very uneven in the surface and
surrounded by a notch. The angles are so sharp that it

appears to me very modern. The inequalities of the
sruface are attributed to the feet of the deity who has, it

is said, left on the stone three marks of gold. The place
was covered with dirt, but although w^ashed I could not
from the distance of 8 or 10 feet see any such marks
with the assistance of a glass, but being short-sighted

some yellow marks may exist.

Th® number of votaries is very great. At the
Devil’s Stone, during 8 or ^0 minutes I looked on, one
succeeded another as fast as the priest could repeat

the forms, which did not take half a minute. He said

merely—Pour water there—Throw your pots there;—Give
me a Paisa—or some such words. The whole worship
is totally destitute of splendour, neither priest nor
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votaries being either clean or well dressed, nor is there

any order or imposing procession; all is donel in a
hurry with much noise and tumult. The priests are

quite ignorant, nor do they affect any extraordinary

devotion. They live at Gaya and resort daily to the

temple, where they go through the ceremony with as

taucli indifference as a huckster retailing petty wares

;

but are to the last degree clamorous for money. The
case with the votaries is very different. They seem
strongly impressed with devotion and the remembrance
of their deceased parents, to whom they were perform-
ing their duties. Many of them were old and infirm,

and required the assistance of friends or servants to

enable them to ascend and descend the stairs, w'hich

they did on their bare feet. Some of them from distant

parts bestowed blessings on me for the protection

and safety with which under the British Government
they enjoyed their religion, whi le two of them made
bitter complaints of the rapacity of the priests. One
from Malw^a alleged that he had been stript of every

thing that [he] had ; another that the demands were
so exorbitant that he could not afford to perform the

ceremony. For such evils I had no remedy to offer.

3rd December .—I went west about 16^ miles to

yiew the country in that direction. Not quite four miles

from my tents I came to a small hummock at the south

end of Kewali,' the southern peak of the cluster of hills in

which Prethsila is placed. This hummock consists of

a stone exceedingly diflacult to break, and consists of

small grains, some patches are a grey consisting of black
and white grains.** Other patches consist of black and
dst-coloured grains. In some places the black grains

jare pretty equally diffused, in others they are conglome-
rated into irregular spots. Its fracture is somewhat
jonchoidal, and it is vastly more difficult to break than
granite. It has no appearance of stratification. About

miles farther I came to the Yomuna,* a small river

<i) Kawail.

(<) Appendix, No. 15.

(«) Jomnah N., B., Ponma B.A. ; JiBluili .M,
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ill a deep cliaiinel of clay, but it contains a fine little

stream and affords several fine canals for irrigation.

One of the best bridges that I have yet seen in the

course of this survey is on this river. It consists of

three small arches of brick in the gothic form, but is wide

and the road good, uith very neat parapets and a stair afc

each end to facilitate the descent to the river
;

just

beyond it is a neat small temple of Siva, -'oth built

by Jlaja Mitrejit. From the Jomunato a small hill

named Dhermsala’ is not quite l^- miles. This hill has

at its north end a small hummock, both are of a smooth
surface, and I saw no rock within reach to give me an
idea of their structure. Near Dhermsala I found people

employed in making lime from Ganggot.

From Dhermsala to Poehananpur^ a marketplace

is rather more than 3|- miles. Pochananpur is a little west

from the Morhar®, a river which has a sandy channel

perhaps | of a mile wide. The stream is very small but
exceedingly clear, and contains many small fishes, so that

it probably is perennial. Several fine canals taken from
it. So far the road is good, with many bridges and in

many places an avenue of trees. All made by Eaja
Mitirjit . Bather more than two miles from Pochananpur
at a village named Pali,* I observed three heaps of

brick, and all are said to have been temples of Siva, which
would appear in some measure to have been the case.

The heaps are also attributed to the Kol, once the lords

of the country. The largest is by the side of a tank, by
the side of which is lying a large Linga. The heap of

bricks and stones is very considerable. On its sumnait

has been erected a small temple of granite, a few of tbe

stones of which are still in their plaices. Within these

is standing up the end of a stone of hornblende, probab-

ly a fintel. On one end of this is carved a Suddh.<

On the heap next to this is placed a square block of

horhblend, the top of which is carved into a Linga ; but

(
1
)
Dhsrainptir.

S
Pachainpour, R., Pacianpour, B.A. ; Panohanpur.

'

Muihar N., R.» Moorbur R. or Little Pompon R.^ B.A.: Morhtr Mi

(4) Pall.
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this obsceue object of worship is evidently placed u^n
the heap after it had become a ruin. Near it is lying

a long stone of hornblende ^puch carved. It contains

four figures sitting, with maiiy others in a posture of

adoration. The four figures are in the usual posture of

Buddhs, and resemble them in every respect except in

having four arms. The third has no images, but it is

said that it contained a Linga which has been removed.^

From Pali to Koch* is rather more than miles.

I’rom the Morhar to Koch the road has as yet been only
marked out by two rows of young trees, and in the rainy

season must be impassable as the country there is low.

There arc several fine wells .(Inderas) built by Eaja
Mitrijit, who seems to be an attentive Landlord. Koch
is a very large village, mostly tiled as indeed is the case

with a great many houses on the way. A few are neat,

being smoothed and painted, and a very little pains

might make such houses very pretty, but in general
they are very rough and slovenly. From entering the

town I went about half a mile north to an old temple
of Siva, which is a little beyond the town. The north
end of the town stands on some large heaps of bricks

and stones, usually said to be the remains of the Kol.
Beyond these heaps and a mud fort recently gone to

ruin, is a tank, and on the west side of this is a large

heap of bricks and granite, among which are some
pillars of a curious structure but not exceeding four feet

in length.

The whole of these ruins are supposed to have
belonged to the temple of Siva, and the vulgar allege

that they are the work of the Kol, but the priest says

that he knows nothing of the Kol, and that the temple
was built by Baja Bairu Indra, but the prie^ knows
nothing of what country he governed, where he dwelt,

to what caste he belonged, nor when he lived. I am
inclined to think that the temple is of very modern date,

as so much of the plaster by which it was encrusted

(1) “ See Journal from Jehanabad ’’ ($[ote by B.)b

(2) Coweb, B., Coucb, B.A* ; Kooh.
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remains entire that it cannot well be above four or five

centimes old. It farther seems to me to have been built

on the ruins of a former temple. Before it are lying

many images carved in relievo on hornblende. These
were probably among the ornaments of the former

temple. Among them are many of Surja, Vishnu, Uevi,

Ganesa, Hnrgauri, Krishna and Ilada, etc.; and two re-

markable groups, one representing the Avatars of Vishnu,

among which Budh is omitted and Rada put in to

supply his place. The other I have nowhere else observed.

It represents eight females sitting in a row on an equal

number of animals, but itjs called Naugraha so that one
figure has probably been Ijrokeii away. Among the others

were two of Buddh, the only ones which contained inscrip-

tions. They were broken, and the head of tlie one and
legs of the other have been lost, but the whole figure may
be made out from the two. Their hands are in a posture

different from the common, but over the head of

one is placed a smaller Bouddh in the usual posture.

I could hear of no other inscription at the place. I w'as

here met by the Moslem son of Baja Mitterjit, a very
obliging young man, who has European instruments for

drawing and has made a little progress in the art. He
gave me two drawings of waterfowl which I had not
before seen, and was employed taking a drawing of the

temple for my use. Had he masters I have no doubt
that he would make much proficience.

Sorujugiri, a learned Hasnami of Buddh Gya, says

that the account of the actions of Sankara Acharya is

contained in the Sankar Dig Vijayi. He established

four principal muts—Sringagiri, Jaisi near Eameswor,
Sarada in Kashmir and Goverdon at Jugannat. He
gives the following account of the origin of the Hosna-
mis— Saifkara came to Kasi destroying the Nastik.

The Baja was a Buddh, and in order to make Sankara
love his caste, confined all the Brahmans and dressed up
some people like them. These people entertained San-
kara and he ate their food and drank their liquor, 'after-

wards some of his disciples did the same and scandal
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arose. The diseiples having been accused of eating and
drinking with low people by their -master alleged his

example in their defence. He reprimanded them severe-

ly for their impudence in pretending to imitate him,

who had license to do everything," and heating a piece of

•Jron red hot ate it up. *As they could not venture to do
the same they were degraded. Th^ are now mostly cf the

Virbhav and Sakti sect, and haye deserted the doctrines

of the Smart in the South. The Maliants and Chelas take

the same Upades. K one ought to be admitted as San-
nyasis but Brahmans, Kshatriyas and Vaisyas. In this

district no Sudras are admitted. Rajputs and Kateri are

both admitted to be Kshatriyas. The l^teri are very

common in the Punjab, and cannot pronounce the Ksh.
The Dosnamis give IJpades to all castes. Those of them
who are Saivi or Vaishnavas give Upades only to those

y)f their ou'n sect, but those of the Sakti sect give Upades
to any one. When they came to Gya, the whole people
had left the place, which was a forest. They consider the

image as representing Budh Avatar. The whole of [the]

bricks and stones in the present Math of the Sannyasis
[were] taken from the temple of Boudh. This contained
many images of the ordinary Hindu gods, but a little

diflPerent from those used l)y the Astik. On being shown
the drawings of Keya Dol he says that they are all

Nastik, and that
|
they have taken] vast numbers of such

from the old temple and have placed them in the new
temple. The Nastik as usual were persecutors, and
long stopped the worship of the orthodox at Gya. He
says that the Nastik and Astik always existed, but that
sometimes the one sometimes the other have prevailed

Formerly Vishnu, taking into consideration thatmnkind.
offered innumerable sacrifices and put many animals
to death, took upon himself the form of Budh A vatar
and prohibited sacrifices : but afterwards considering
that this was contrary to the Vedas he disappeared and
sent Ankara and Udayan to destroy the Boudhs. He
says that he never hemrd of Amara Singh having built

Bouddh Gya, brit such a story is current, and he says
that Amara was no doubt a Nastik because in the
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introduction to the Anmrkosh he used none of the

invocations which if an orthodox Hindu he certainly .

would have done.

' 4#A December .—I W'ent to Chakun* to see a place

where Soda is found. Passing north not quite a mile,

I came to Ramsil, a hill already mentioned, w hich extends

aJong the bank of the Fulgo for about ^ of a mile. I

then went north about seven miles to Chakun, where there

is an old mud castle still inhabited by an Amildar of Rajah

Mitrijit. Similar castles have been at most of the

villages by the w'ay, but they have become ruinous. At a

distance they have had a picturesque effect, but on near

approach look very mean. 'J hey usually consist of four

square tow'ers w'ith pent roofs, joined by lower buildings.

Turning west from Chakun about a mile, 1 found the

saline earth scattered among the fields, for the greater

part is cultivated. The quantity of soda that I saw'

was small, but a good deal had been scraped away, and

I could find no intelligent man to show me the extent.

The people said that it is found where the soil is Rerh,

that is, a poor light earth in a thin stratum over sand.

When scraped off by the washermen, those alone who
take it away, new soda effloresces again in the same
place in from 8 to 30 days according to circumstance.

It is never found in Kebal or clay, nor in every place

where the soil is called Rerh. .
i

‘
'

I

1th Decomber.- -I went to visit some of the most
remarkable places in the tow n of Gaya. This town is large

and built mostly of brick and stone, but the stones are not
squared except such as have been taken from ruins, and
the whole building whether brick or stone is often covered

with plaster. The town stands on a rocky eminence on
the bank of the Fulgo, and as many of the houses are large

looks tolerably well at a distance, but a near approach
fills with disgust. Some with round turrets and open
galleries have a very picturesque effect. The streets

are narrow (6 to 10 feet) dirty and crooked. The galleries
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wMch serve for shops are mostly very slovenly, and
even of those which are neat and gaily painted some,,
corher or other is usually defiled by smoke or dust and^i^

cobwebs. The very best houses are rendered slovenly by
cakes of cowdung for fuel patched on their walls, and the
jealousy of the men prevents any reasonable number or
size for the apertures intended to intromit air or light,

while the small ones that are tolerated are secured by
rude wooden shutters without paint or polish. In
walking through the town, precautions are necessary as
formerly in Edinburgh. The passenger must call out
to prevent inundation from above.

It may be observed of all the buildings about the
place except the Vishnupad itself, that in a great
measure they are composed evidently of ruins, and
consist partly of stone, partly of brick. The pillars of

course are of various lengths, thicknesses and form,
as found in various buildings, but arc all of granite

and boar all the marks of a rude antiquity, while many
pillars have [been] built into the walls. A vast number of

stones of a small-grained black potstone containing
images carved in relievo, inscriptions, or the sides and
lintels of doors, are built into the walls, and the carvings

and writings are often turned outwards as an ornament

;

but placed without the least regard to symmetry. And
unfortunately some of the inscriptions have been half

built into the walls or cut half away, in order to suit the
stone for the place it now occupies. Some of the inscrip-

tions and carvings are on granite, but potstone is the
more usual material. In fact the people say that the

Buddhs had destroyed all the old temples, and that the
place had lain waste and was unfrequented until about
four or five centuries ago, when the Gyalis again began
to recover <aad pilgrims to return, but it is farther

acknowledged that the place did not recover any
considerate celebrity until about 200 years ago.

of the Gyalis would have communication
with lAe, each being afraid .that his companions would
blame him, but I was accompanied by the most learned ’-

Sannyasi of Buddh Gaya, by a lear^^t Pandit Iron)
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Draveda, by an intelligent Purobit, as well as by the
Pandit of the mission.^ Some of the inscriptions

which I have had, explained are by the Pal Rajahs, well
known to have been Bnddhs, and among the images carved
an relievo a great many of them represent Buddh.
Many more however represent various deities of the
Hindu Theogony, but these are common to all the sects

of Hindus, and some sects of the Buddhs admit of their

worship although others reject this practice, but these,

images seem merely intended as ornament and as such
would have been admitted even by Gautama. In fact

by far the greater part ®f these images, although
evidently representing personages now worshipped by
the Orthodox, such as Ganesa, Is'aroyon, Kali, are said

by the skilful to be represented with emblems which
clearly show them to have been the work of the hetero-
dox. Others it is alleged are represented in an orthodox
manner, and it may be alleged that the Buddhs took
these from previous orthodox buildings and placing them
in their new temples associated them with others of
their own heterodox invention. Similar images, ortho-
dox and heterodox, are scattered intermixed thi’ough
every part of the vicinity for 8 or 1 0 coses round, and
in Keyoa l)ol are carved intermixed on the same rocks
and all in the same style of art. I suspect therefore
that the whole are the work of the Buddhs, and that

^
some of the images which these used resemhle exactly
what the orthodox employ, hut there are evidently two
periods in the buildings. The figures on tlio Buiwhor
hill, owing indeed jjerhaps to a difference of ‘material,
are vastly ruder than those of Gaya, and the inscriptions
are in a very old Nagari still used in some parts of
the South of India, and legible by the Pandit of Mailco-
tay, while the inscriptions of Gaya are rno'^ly in a had
Beva Nagari intermixed with Tirahuti, and Vstly more
modern. —

(X) The following is crossed out by Buchanan : It seem® that
if Gaya has in times of antiquity beiMi a' place of orthodojc worship and

*

- has been destroyed by the Buddhs, it did not lie waste in the intervaL
Ibe Bnddhs have evidently erected buildings on thf |ilace, and it is frnm

‘
‘ ruins that tbCpresont temples have been canttmpted.'^
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I first TMted the Vishnupad with the nttmeroue
small places by which it is surrounded. The entrance
is by a very small door at the end of a laut.. Over it is

built a Nohobut Khana of brick and stone, "very rude'
and mis-shapen. In a narrow court between the first and?

>1 second door is a small temple dedicated to Gayeswori,
a female riding on a lion and killing a buffalo, with eight
arms. The image is one of those supposed to have been
formed by Brahma. No one knows who built the
temple, for the Gayalis have no sort of learning nor give
themselves the smallest trouble about their benefactors
or building. The second door is scarcely fire feet high
and not above two feet wide. It leads into a long court

I»ved with stone, and confined by buildings. On the
right is first placM a building called a Chatur. A. vile

stair leads up to a court surrounded by cloisters, intended
for the entertainment of Brahmans. Some of the apart-

ments are neat were they tolerably clean, but they are to
the last degree slovenly. In one are placed three images
of white marble, not so large as human size and clothed
in dirty yellow cotton cloth. Tv'o are standing, and re-

present Narayan and Lakshmi. The third is sitting,

and represents Ahila Bai, by whom the building and
Vishnupad were erected. The statuaries from Jainagar

'

exceedingly rude. Farther on to the right of the same
court is another building erected by a contribution of

the Gayalis for giving entertainment to Brahmans, and
called a Dhermsala. On the left of the court is first an
Akara or convent of Sannyasis, said to have been built

when the orthodox worship was first restored. Then
there is a rude pillar of granite called Gyaguj, which is"

taken as a witness by the pilgrims of their filial duty.

Behind this is the temple of Godadhor, the next in

size to th/^ishnupad of all the temples about Gaya.
All thos^f any considerable dimensions consist of two
parts, {Uiand of pyramid called Mondir .atSod placed over

.
tlie in^e. These mondirs much resp^ble the pyramids
i&at m Braveda are placed over tilieHigateways of the

(l) Jupor; in
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great temples built by Krishna of Vigayanagar. Before
the pyramid, and connected with it, is a building usually
supported by several rows of columns, and to which
infidels may be admitted. This is called Aatmondir
or Soba Mundup. The Mondir of Godadhor is very
lofty, and rudely constructed of granite. The Soba
Mundi^ is very long and flat-roofed. Both were built
a considerable time ago, probably on the restoration of
worship, but having become ruinous have been lately

ill a great measure rebuilt. In front of the Soba
Mimdup is [a] Nohobut Khana, with a door leading to a
stair of granite descending the bank of the Fulgo, which
would be a good work were not the stair vastly too
.steep. It has been just finished, but the Pandit from
the South when he arrived, just before the work com-
menced, saw in the old building a stone containing an
inscription which attributed the old stair and a temple
of the Sun to be afterwards mentioned to Pritapa E-udra,
a well-known prince of Warangkol. In tlmi^atew'ay
leading from the temple to the stair is now placed a
stone containing a small defaced female figure w'ith an
inscription over it. Whether or not the same with the
above I have not learned. South from this stair is a
Dharmsaleh built by Bai Dulobh, father of Bajbulobh,
well kmown in the English, history of Bengjil. In its

wall is built a stone containing a defaeed female
irn^e with an inscription. North from Godadhor is

a Sannyasi’s math in w^hich are two loose inscriptions
of some length. South from that Bhermsaleh, and
S|djacent to it, is the residence of a disciple ' of Madhava
^!^arya, who is Guru of all the Gayali Brahmans. On
my^proach his people shut the doorj^r

Froii\ this court surrounding GodadW there is

a narrow Chiding passage Lite thu^urroWing the
Vishnupada. '^his passage is surrounded by little rude
buildings. In ohb of these is an image, not worl&ipped.
On a rude pillar pf granite at its door is an insenhtion,
but it has a modeifn appearance and was probabfy cut

(1) DafliSi Swami; in B^ort*
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jPter the pillar was taken, from the ruins to occupy its

(

resent situation. On entering the area of the Vishnu*
ewia you have on your right the front of the Natmondir,-

lit so near that you can form no Judgmem of the

ffiect which the building ought to have, and can only

idge of its merit by a lateral view and a consideration

5 the parts, Although it would make only a small

,
parish church, this building possesses very considerable

merit, and was erected entirely by Ahiliya Bai with stone

brought from a quarry already mentioned by workmen
from Jainagar. The stone is only roughly cut, although
soft and easily cut smooth, but the design of Ihe

Natmondir far exceeds in elegance any Hindu work that
I have seen. T he ground plan and elevation of the
work will give some idea of the structure. My painters

failed in an attempt at placing the whole building in

..perspective. The Mondir is exceedingly clumsy, after

the fashion of the great gateways of the south, but built

entirely of stone. The Natmundir is a light building

and the outside of the dome is peculiarly graceful. Its

inside is not so light, but still is highly pleasing to the

eye. The most singular thing is that although constructed

entirely of stone it is not an arch. The stones are built'

in horizontal rows gradually diminishing in diameter

until they meet at the summit. The chief workman'
says that the dome might have been constructed on the

same plan of double the size, and required no centre or

support when building. This is I believe a species of

masonry totally unknomi in Europe. The stones are

1| cubits in width from the outer to the inner side of

the dome, and each row forming a circle round the dome,
the sides are parts of the radii of the circle, so that the

stones are wedged into the row. Every joining is secured

by three ir^ clamps. The outer and inner superficial j

the fon^CT in form of a dovetail, the inner a plain’

parallel^iped. The middle one is also a parallelepiped

but i^foends to the bottom of the joining. The key-

stone^s above, wider than the aperture left by the last

'

tow, but its lower part fits the aperture exactly. 0%
the south side of this temple there is an. open are*p
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sufficiently ample to give a good view of the whole, on

all oth^a: sides it is shut up by wretched buildings, and

it is kept in a miserable state of slovenliness. At the

south side of the temple is an elevated terrace of stone,

bricK', and plaster. It is called Sworga Dewa:i, and

on it are several Lingas, one of which is exceedingly

indecent. Into its perpendicular sides are built many
bid images, on one of which representing Ganesa is ah
"inscription. Near this is lying a broken pillar. In

a wall is built a stone representing the nine planets

(Naugraha) exactly as [at] Koch, but it is Nastik, each

planet being a female sitting on some animal. In the

imins are other Naugrahas, partly of the same form,

partly Astick. •

The great temple, besides the impression of Vishnu’s

feet, contains a Siva placed there by Ban Raja. Ahiliya

Bai has added a bull or Nandi of white marble, very rude.

Close to the east front of the great temple Ahiliya

Bai at her death was erecting another temple over

a rock called Sorusbedi. The first order of columns
had only been erected when her death put a stop to the
work, which is much to be regretted as it would in all

prolwibiiityhave been very fine. The rock is very rough,

^nd the eye of Hindu faith, assisted by a strong imagina-

rion, can discover on it the impressions of the feet of

I
eighteen deities.

On some of the stones of the pavement between
Vishnupad and SorOsbedi are short inscriptions, but
shch as are legible, not yet having been worn by the
treading of feet, merely mention the names of pilgrims.

East from the Surusbedi is a small rude temple of
Narasingha, surrounded by small irregular buildings.
Before it, in particular on the left of ther'^nner door

‘ leading into the area of the Vishnupad, isat^ image of
Gorakuath. The door of the temple ef'N^sin^ia, which
is very small, is constructed of a fine bla^fe-istonh. richly
carved. The lintel contains a Bouddh uith an ihscrip-

J|on on the back of the stone, written transverse]^ with
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inspect; to the image. Ab^ve the lintel oa a separate

[stone is a short inscription.' On the wall at the left

[han4 of the God is also a long inscription in Devauagri.
^In one of the small buildings north from Narasiugha
jare heaped many images, Astik and Nastik, and there is

;an inscription... Within this is a Siva Linga in a small

Apartment. The door is of fine-grained black stone,

much ornamented, with four Buddhs oh the lintel. Over
'he door is an inscription on an old pillar, half built into

;he wall, and another inscription still le^ble is built

|nto the wall of the inside of the apartment.

North a little 'W'^ay from the Vishnupad is a small

I

ink, very deep sunk but containing only a little diily

rater. The walls covered with plaster are exceedingly
igh, and at three corners are places where offerings

Pindi) are made by pilgrims. The v alls were erected

f Bajah Mitrijit, and the tank is called Surja Talau
rom an old temple of Surja or the Sun, which according
0 the inscription formerly mentioned was built by Pritapa
tudra.

A short way west from Surja Talau is a place of

rorship called Krishna Dwarika, where there are several

P&ttlc ruinous temples, with a cloister surrounding a small
[court, lately built by the Gywalls for their entertainment.
;In the w'all of one of the temples is built an ! inscription

nd one of the numerous images similar to the Surya of

'och has a short inscription.

I went from thence south-west to the outside of

he gate of the town, where there is a poor tank w ithout

ay building. It is called Boiturni, and many pilgrims
ere offer cows to the Brahmans, but it is not one of the
16 Tirthas. On the east end of the hill beyond this

,nk is a very small rude temple, flat roofed, opQu at the

lidcs and supported by six pillars. It stands on a rock of
granite similar to that used in the buildings of Gya, and
jin this is a very large irregular cavity supposed to have
fceen formed by the knee of Bhim Sen when he per-

jformed his devotions. This place is therefore called

pMm Gaya. Higher u|) this MU, which is calj^d Bas-
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makut, is a brick temple called Jenabdun. It consists

of a small pyramid with a porch, in front. No one
knows who built them. On a loose stone lying in front

is an inscription much defaced. South from thence, on
the descent of the hill, is a similar small temple to that

over the impression of Bhim Sen’s knee. This is over

a rock of very unequal surface and covered with little

cavities supposed to he the marks of cows’ feet, on which
account this place is called Gauprochar.

At the foot of the hill on the south side is a temple
of sonui size, called Prapita Maha. The lower part of

the building is of stone. Over the image is a Mundir
of brick, over the porch or Soda Mundip are five small

pyramids of the same material. A small stone inserted

into the north side of the temple near a door contains an
inscription in impure Sangskrit dated in the [year] 1277
of the Vikrama Sombot, and relative to this temple built

by a Raja Deva, son of Rama Deva, son o|^^.. ...'Pal.

Immediately adjoining to this on the sou^ are some
Dhermsalehs, and contiguous to these [is] the' Oksha Bot
supposed to have been planted by Brahma. It stands on
a very large elevated terrace, composed of ruins and
having every api^earance of a very recent work. Under
the tree is a small temple of Siva. In its wall has been
built an old inscription. South from the temple is

a choked tank called Goda Lai. In it is shown a stone

supposed to be the mace with which Vishnu killed

Hetnama Rakshus. I had with me the most learned
persons that could be procured, but they differed very',

widely in their accounts of this,, personage. It was
agreed however that like Havana he was the son of a
Brahman, by a female Rakshasa who >vere a very ugly
black race of people, who ate everything and obeyed no
law, bu^ were very strong and violent.

West from the Okhyabot is a small ruinous tank
called Rukmikund, which has been lined with brick.

A little east from the Okhyabot is a small tank
called Brahma Sarawar, lined with stone at its north end

(1) Wt blaot «
(Probably Ajaya.J[ *
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where there is a small temple built oyer a hole dug 'into

the rock. In the bottom of this hole is a figure, beyond
"-all description rude, of Jom the judge of the infernal

regions.

A little north from thence is a temple and porch of

*briok, dedicated to the Markanda Siva, which came there

of its own accord. It is situated at the west side of the

Baiturni tank, which I have mentioned as being situated

without the southern gate of Gya, and immediately
under the temple of Jenabdun.

North from thence, between the two east('rii arms of

the ridge of hills, is a dirty pool called Gadaveri. on its

north side are two small places of worship, one dedicated
to Pap Muchun alone ; the other to Pap IVIuchun and
Bhin Mu(ihu. Near them is a well of very modem
structure called Girduku]), and a Banyan tree called

Girdu Bot. This shades a terrace with many old

images. Opposite to the tree is a small tem])le of Oir-

deswor Siva. East from that is a neat small temple
lately Ijuilt by Mitrejit over a Siva that was found l)y

Mr. Seton when forming a road.

Akas Gunga is a spring coming from a recess in

the hills west from these last-mentioned places. North
from them is the ruin of a tank called Vasishta Khund,
through which Mr. Seton made a road, on wdiich account
the Tirtha has been deserted.

December .—I went to view the range of hills

south and w’^est from the city of Gaya. IProceeding

along the city I came to its north-east end, called Murali
or Girdkut, beyond which is a lower part of the hill,

called Singrik. At its west end, w^here there are some
small modern buildings on the jdain, is held a great

Mela. Beyond this is a small hummock, and *a long
ridge called Mandam in the language of men and Udyant
in that of the Gods. At the west end of Udyant is

a small plain surrounded by some small hills. On the

plain are the ruins of a small temple. By them is the
image of a cow giving suck to a calf, I believe an emblem
of the Jain worship. It is called Dhenukaruna.
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From tUis plain I went west between Mondain and-

a rld:;e to the soutlx o£ it, desctrading on a recess between
tliat^ridge and the hill of Brahmajoni. Passing round
the south side of this, at its east end I came to a dirty

pool lined with rough stone, called Sabitrikund. On the

,top of the hill which is a very rugged peak, is a small

'temple of Sabitri Devi with a delan near it, both
built by Balaji Poudit, a Marattah. Near them is a hole

in the rock called Brahma Joni, through which sinners

creep. A little north from Sabitrikund is a larger and
cleaner tank named Radakund.

I had now surrounded the hill, which consists cf
several different hummocks, and peaks, of various rocks
very strangely intermixed. The greater part consists

of ail imperfect granite ^ like that of Ramsila but in

various parts approaching to hornstone, and this in some
parts seems as if impregnated with hornblende,* becoming
black and tough, and in others contains black dots. In
other.s again, both the imperfect granite and hornstone
have degenerated into a white granular stone,* in some
places retaining black dots from the mica.* At the
cast end of the hill is a portion of very perfect granite,®

and immediately above Bhim Gaya there is imbedded
in this a large mass of the hornstone,® the two rocks
being perfectly contiguous. In other places there are,j

largo rocks of quartz, white, glas.sy, etc., etc.^ The most
remarkable is a hulnmock west from Brahmajoni, the
masses decaying on which have a vertical appearance.
They are partly red, partly white with a few greenish
portions, and it is said may be cut into seals. Perhaps
they approach to corjielian, having a very greasy fracture.®

West from thence the imperfect granite® and hornstone’®

(1) Appendix, Nom. 34, 22
(*) „ wris.
P) „ No; 23.

(1) „ No;* 22.

(6) „ No. 41.

(•) „ No. 27.

(7) „ No. 44.

(8) „ ' No. 95.

(9) „ No. 22.

lol H 81,
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s decaying in vertical schistose masses, but where the
' ock is entire there is nowhere the slightest appearance
‘jf stratification.

' I then went into the town to visit some places south

from Yishnupad. I went first to Gyakup, where an
voctagon well has been lately constructed by Nara Taut
of Burahunpur, a petty u'ork for so groat a personage.

Between this and Yishnupad is a hole in a rock u itli

a rude image carved in its bottom, exactly like tliat

of Jom near Brahma Sarowar, but called Gaya Sir.

It has over it a rude temple. A little west from thence,

thorough hilly narrow lanes. Is Mindnprista, a small

temple of a Sakti. A ilittle south-west from thence is a
rock where Pindi is offered to Godadhor. 'I’here is no
mark on the rock except some Pilgrims’ names, but it

is covered by a small temple like Giat over Bhim Gaya.
Behind it is the temple, with someg(oI accommodations
for the priest.

9/A December .—I went to Buddh Gaya, distant from
the south end of (the) Sahebganj near six miles, and
situated on the west side of the Pnlgo. The In,uses and
gardens of Gaya extend about IJ miles south from Sahib-

gunj. The country through which 1 passpd, overloaded

with plantations. I here w^as visited l)y and visited the

Mahant, who receiv(!d me very civilly, and his principal

chelas, who have been very great tra^'ellers, a\ ore fond
of talking on the subject, and had here laid aside the

habit of begging ; on the contrary they are here exceed-

ingly charitable or hosjntable. The convent is sur-

rounded by a high brick w'all containing a very

considerable space on the banks of the west branch of

thd Fulgo, between it and the great temple of Buddh
Gya. The wall has turrets in the corners and some at

the sides, and has two great gates, the handsomest part of

the building. Towards the riv^r is a Dharmsaleh,

consisting of a long cloister, but jf(ot quit^ finished, 'i he

principal building is a large sq^re, with towers at the

corners like a castle, and ve^ few windows outwards.

1% coni^ns sox^rnl courts and many apartments totally
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destitute of neatness, elegance, or conrenience. Within
the wall is also a garden, a plantation of turmeric, and
a burial ground where several Saniiyasis are deposited in
temples of Siva. The buildings have been erected at
very different times, each Mahant having made various
additions, so that there is no uniformity nor symmetry of
parts. The materials have been taken almost entirely
from the ruins, and the Mahants seem to have been at
particular pains to have rescued the images although all
Nastik, and to have placed them where they might be
saved from injury. In a small building is an image of
Gautoma and Mannat, near it in a wall have been built
images of Sakimuni and Chandamuni. These three munis
are three of those admitted to liave been lawgivers among
the Buddhs. Under one of the sides of the western gate
is a flag containing a long inscription partly visible.
In the wall of one of the courts has been built an ins-
cription in the Pali character of the Burmas. In the
wall of the south-east turret of the outer wall fronting
the river, is built an image of the Sakti, but having
a necklace of Buddhs in place of human heads, with
which she is represented in orthodox images. A short
inscription partly defaced under her feet. Immediately
north from the Dharmsaleh on a tower is a Buddh, with
an inscription at his shoulders and another at his feet.
In the wall south from the gate facing the river is a
large female figure with many heads and arms. It ise
allowed to be Nastik .and to have been taken from th
ruins. In a small chamber on the north side of the
same gate is an image standing with a short inscription.
The number of Munis built into the wall is very giWt.

The Gosaigns say that there is a place of worship as
celebrated among the Hindus as Mecca is among the
Muharnmadans. It is situated nine days journey beyond
Tata oh the sea side, and is named Hinguiad, where there
is a temple of Parbuti. The pilg:ims

.
go from Tata to

Eambag in three days, from thence to Soonmeahe
three days, from thence to Hinguiad three days. The
inhabitants of the vicinity are Muhammadans, and are
called Lujnri,
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West from the north end of the Convent of the
Gosaings, on the ruins of the old palace of Asoka Dherma,
has been erected a large building, constructed lately but
at different periods and containing two temple^, one of
Jagannath the other of Bam, built according to an ins-
cription by Ganga Bai. In the wall of the temple of
.Jagannath is also built an inscription but it has been
talcen from the ruins, Jagannath having been built by
the present occupant’s father. The building on the
whole respectable in size. It has no endowment. The
ruin of the palace very large. It has htid a ditch, but no
cavity is to be observed ivithin.

^ 9ih Decemher .—I went to visit sonic places east
from Buddh Gaya. I crossed the w^estern branch of
the Bulge just above the convent. The river here is very
wide, but is divided into two channels by a low sandy
island. The western channel is called Kanoksor in the
Hindi and Sobornasor in the Pali language. The eastern
or larger branch in the Hindi is named Nilajun and in
the Pali Nirinchiya.^ Both contain a stream, but very
trifling. The channel fully as large as at Gaya. About
half a mile beyond the Fulgo is a pretty large tank
called Matungabapi, but it has become dry, although
a dirty stagnant creek (Halim nalah) msses through it.

At its north end are tw^o small temples imh many images
from Buddh Gaya, and a small tank lined wdth brick.
The plain is acknowledged to be Astik and to have been
established by Markanda Rishi. About J of a mile
beyond that, I crossed a small nulah called Dherma rond,
and about an equal distance farther I came to a consi-
derable heap of bricks on which four small buildings of
brick have been erected. One is over fa] deep pit like
a well, where Dherma Rajah, the son of Pandu, per-
formed yug. Of course this is the Astik story, as the
Buddhs perform no yug. One is a temple containing an
image of that personage. Another is a temple of Par-
swanath, w^hich is frequented by the pilgrims of the
Srau Jain who come from the w'est of India to visit

(1) Gftre^ B., R.^ AjnnjanAt R., B.A.j Lila|an H*
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their holy places. 1 fm told that most of the inhabi-

tants of Jaixiagar are still Jain, and that it is only a few
years since the present Raja was converted by a Mithila

Brahman and became of the sect of Sakti. The last

temple is that of Brahma, but I am persuaded that all

the images are Nastik. That of Parswanath is placed

on a throne evidently intended for the place it occupies.

It is standing and clothed. The others appear to

have been brought from Gya, and many are built into

the walls.

A very little beyond Dherma Rond is the eastern

branch of the Fulgo, not such a wide channel but con-!,

taining a larger stream than th'e western branch. In
the Hindi dialect it is called Mohane ‘ and in the Pali

Mahaiiada. I descended this river, passing tw o brick

akaras belonging to the Mahant of Buddh Gya, for about

a mile and a quarter, to a small new' temple called Sing-

bahini, near it have been buried many of the GosainS,

each has over his grave a very small monument ter-

minated by a Linga or more commonly by an ornanien-

tal stone brought from the ruins and shaped like a bee-

hive, but containing images of Munis on four sides.

I then W'ent dow'n about miles to Saraswoti, w here
many pilgrims nhthe and where there is a smnll temple
surrounded by buildings of brick with a tiled roof. In
the court are many graves [of] Gosaiyns similar to

those just now described. I re'.urned from thence to

Matunga Bapi, crossing Dherma Rond nalah alone,

Rata nala having jojned it higher up. Immediately
west from Dherma Rond nalah a heap of red and white
rude jasper rises above the surface.

From Matunga Bapi I proceeded west to a large

heap op]f)Osite to Buddh Gya, and near the river. I
at first took it for a small hill, but w'as told that it was
an old temple of the Buddhs, and I found that it was
composed of bricks covered with a little earth. The
people say they remember it as entire as the temple of

(1) Mahonah B., B. and B.'£; Motaiil.
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Mahamuni now is, but that it was round and solid.

Mr. Boddam removed many bricks for his buildings

at Gya, which reduced it to a mere heap. In digging
for the bricks he is said to have found a stone chest

containing bones and many small images of Lak . He
also removed a stone pillar which has been erected in

.Bahibgunj. A large image like that of Bhairab has also

been found, but it has lately been covered with earth, so

that I could not see it. Bound this central temple are

several pretty large heaps of brick, which have no doubt
been accompanying buildings. On the whole this has
been a pretty considerable temple, although not quite

^o large as that of Buddh Gya. It is said that when
Gautoma Muni came here to perform penance, accom-
panied by a vast many other Munis, that one of these

distinguished persons died and was buried in the

temple, which is called Koteni Bakraur.' This is the

account of the Mahant, who calls Gautoma indiscrimi-

nately a Muni and a Bagawan. Mr. Sisson* says that

Mr. Boddam procured from this a small stone image of

very great beauty, which he saw. Some of the Astik attri-

bute this work to Amara Singha, but they do the same
with the palace of Asoka Dharma, Amara Singha being
the only Buddhist with M^om they are acquainted.

I then took a view of Buddh Gya, accompanied by a
Rajput who has been converted to the doctrines of the
Buddhs by two officers dispatched by the King of Ava
to visit the holy places of this vicinity and to bring him
an account of their state. He says that the sect so far

as he knows has become perfectly extinct, and that no
books relating to it are now procurable in the country.

The messengers from Ava taught him much in the Pali

or Sanskrit language, and from their books were able
to discover the old places of worship, which are, numer-
ous in this vicinity, as being the native country of

Gautama. They said on the authority of their books

(1) Bakraur,

(2) Acting Magistrate ,of Bebar”? in Beport,

i Edg, J.
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that ‘ thS^ temple was built by Asoka Pharma, ^
Magades,, who resided in the palace immediately adjacent

about 5,000 years ago. The Eajpnt calk the Palmas
Brahmas. It must be observed that some fatmilifa 9̂
Eajjmts still continue to act as priests of the templ^
of the Buddhs or rather of Mahamuni, for the

represents that lawgiver, but he was worshipped by th^,

messengers from Ava.*^ The Rajputs reconcile this to

their conscience liy considering the image as Budh Avatar.

I have already mentioned that west from the north

end of the 8annyasis’ convent, there are traces of a very

large building called the Rajasthan or palace of Dharma
Asoka. ThcLe extend about 1,300 feet from east t,d

west and about 1,000 from north to south. On the east,

north and west side.s are traces of a ditch, and on
the west and south sides there are traces of an outer

wall with a ditch between it and the palace, but by far

the greater part seems to have been a very large

castle probably containing many small courts, as the

ruin, except on the sides where there are traces of a
double wall, is everyw here an uniform terrace consist-

ing chiefly of bricks now covered with soil. Immediately
south from the palace and separated only from it by a
road was the temple of Buddh, which by the messengers
from Ava was called Mahabuddh, [it] has ibeen ^bout
800 feet from oast to n est and about 480 from uorfch,

to south, and it also seems to have been composed
various courts now mostly reduced to irregular Iicapa of
bricks and stoiUis, as immense quantities of materfaja,

have been taken away. The largest heap now remain-
ing is at the nortli-east corner, whore there is,a very

Fassaf^es cruaued out by Byohaitaa

—

(1)
“

'rhe }j1oco firat bor^aTno celebrated by [ 3 King of Singhala
ba’vJPg phuiied a ptpdl tree whuli be calls Buddh bru|i or the

i>t,rec of Buddh and which is now called Brahma Ihpul, and
contunies to be a?i object of worship with tbo orthodox. This
was cl bout two thoiisniRi two hundred and fifty years ago.[

Abo'at one hundred and twenty-five ^*<>ars afterwards the present^

tcinjde-™

(S) “ AUliot4di they confuderod the \^holo ju'ace as holy and took’

water from every tank itoar it to form a bath for tbeir King.'* i
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large terrace on which are two modern small templeSr

The toe to the east is called Bageswori, and wfls ereOrf

•ted by one of the Mahants of the Convent. The image
was dug up from the ruins and obtained an orthodox

name. It had been employed before as an oTnaiuCnt,

not as an object of worship. The temple of Tara Devi

towards the west, and its history is the same. In the

east end of tliis terrace is now making a great Cxcdta-

tion to procure materials for building. The workihCri

have laid open a chandler of brick, a. cube of about 20

feet, without door, window^ or stair. South from this

.terrace and se}«u'ated from it hy a road w'hioh i^ said,

to have been covered with an arch, and to have extended
all the way to tlie river, but which now only remains at

its west end, has been a vast range of bnildings, but
the greater part of the materials have been removed and
there now only remain some heaps of broken bricks and
images, one of which is very large.

South from thence has been a tank. WCst from
these tw’o masses of buihlings has been a court sitrroun-

ding the two principal object.s of worship, that is, a
Pipal tree ]) laced on the W'est side of a terrace forming
the lower part of a (Mondir) spire or pyramid, containing

the imago of Mahainnni. Tlie arched way led from the
east into this area in front of the groat Mondir. On
the right in entering is a small brick chamber, probably
modern, and containing no image. On the left are two
small chambers, both modern. That nearest the entrance
contains several large images said to have been taken
from the ruins and built into the w all. Five of them
in the usual sitting posture adopted by the Buddhists to

represent their Munis arc said by both the orthodox
and heterodox to represent the five sons of Pandn, who
are claimed by all sects. The other small chamber is

the tomb (Somadb) of the first Mahant of the convent of
Sannyasis. This person in the course of his penitent,

wanderings came to the place,. then overrun with wood
and bushes, and finding the temple a convenient shelter,

took up his abode in it, until liis extraordinary sanctity
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attracted the notice of numerous pilgrims and he became
a principal object of veneration among the powerful
chiefs and wealthy merchants who occasionally frequent
Gya. From these he received the various endowments
which his successors enjoy. Before the porch of the
great Mondir is a stone containing impressions of the.

feet of a Buddh, and called Buddh Pada, and round'it

have been heaped many images. Among these, one
representing a Muni has a short inscription under its

legs ; another has an inscription round the head. A male
figure with two arms, having the figure of a Muni sitting

on his head, has an inscription round his liead and.

another below his feet. Adjacent to the Buddh Pada ia^

lying a stone with a transverse inscription.

The great Mandir is a very slender quadrangular
pyramid or spire placed upon a square terrace from 20
or 30 feet higta. Except ornaments, the whole has been
built of brick, but it has been covered with plaster and as

usual in Hindu buildings has been minutely subdivided
into numberless projecting comers, niches, and petty

mouldings. The niches seem each to have contained an
image of a Buddh in plaster, and on each projecting

corner has been placed a stone somewhat in the shape of

a beehive and representing a temple. On one of the sides

of these small temples is a door much ornamented and a
cavity containing the image of a Muni, and on the three
other sides are niches containing similar images. The
number of these small temples scattered all over the
neighbourhood for miles is exceedingly great. The
Mondir has had in front a porch containing two stairs

leading up to two upper stories that the temple contained,

but the roof has fallen in, and almost every part of the
jvloudir.is rapidly hastening to decay, except the northern
and western sides of the terrace, which have [been] very

recently repaired by a Maratah chief. The reason of this

repair is that on the east side of the terrace there grew a
jnpal tree, which the Buddhs call Buddh Brup, and some
of them allege tliat it was planted by a King o: Singala

before the temple was built, while the Burma messefi-s

gers alleged that it was planted by Asoka Pharpoa.
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Crthodox with equal probability’
_

allege'" that it was
planted by Brahma, and it is an object of worship with
all. It is a fine tree in full vigour, and in all probability

cannot exceed 100 years in age, and has probably sprung*'

from the ruins long after they had been deserted. A.

similar tree however may have existed there •when the

temple was entire. Around the roots has been raised a
* circular heap of brick and plaster in various concentric

stages, and on one of these have been placed, in a confused
heap, various images and carved fragments of stone

taken from the ruins. On the pedestal of one of the

images representing vdiat the orthodox call Hargauri,
the messengers of Ava engraved their names and the

^date of their arrival.

The original stairs leading up to the terrace were
through the porch which has fallen, but the stairs

are still entire and for Hindu workmen tolerably easy j

but the access to a holy place through a heterodox
temple appeared so improper to the Marattah who
repaired the terrace that he has constructed a new
stair on the outside. The chamber in the Mundir on the

ground story is very small, and is covered by a gothic

arch, the plaster work on which has been divided into

small compartments, each containing the image of

a Muni. The whole far end of the chamber has been
Occupied by a throne (Simhasana) of stone in a very bad
taste, which has however been much disfigured by a row
of images taken from the ruins and built upon the front

of the throne on which the image of Mahamuni is seated.

This image consists of clay, and is so vastly rude in

comparison with all the other images as to favour very
much the truth of a current tradition of the image
having been gold and having been taken away by the
Muhammadans. In fact the present image would appear
to have bOen made after the sect had felt persecution

and were no longer able to procure tolerable workmen.
Tte two chambers above this temple are no longer

accessible, but many people about the place remember'
the porch entire, and have been often in them. The
,|eBond story has a throne at its far end, but no image.
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The uppermost w'afi empty. These three chambers (Jo

ijot occupy^ Cne-half of the spire, even in its present
redneed state. It perhap's may be 150 feet high, but ia

not tfvbh compared with the groat temples in Pegu.

T1>8tc is nothing about this w'orkto induce one to believe

^at it has beeti originally constracted of ruins. All
parts not evidently quite modern are built with the

symmetry which shows their materials to have been
originally intended for the parts they now occupy. The
out^r door of the porch is indeed composed of various

fragments rudely ]daced together, but that is said to

h^e been done after the roof fell in and broke down
the door.

Some of the images are in the liost style that I have
seen in India, Imt in gcnci al they arc much on a par

with those at Gya. Indeed, it is alleged that a great

part if not the whole of the images built into the walla

there, as also all the doors, rvindow's, jullars and inscrip-

tions that accompany tS^em, have been taken from these

ruins. It is evtm alleged by the llajput convert that

all the images now w orshi])ped at Gyaw'cre originally in

this temple as ornaments, and have had new names given
to them by the Brahmans and suited for their present

belief. Tliat l>y far the greater part of them belong to

the sect of Buchlli there can he no doubt, and it is

admitted by all that nmst or mrreh of the materials in

question have come from Buddh Gya, but I cannot take
upon myself to state wliether or not be is accurate ia

eomprehending the whole. He denies that Gya was
ever a place of worship among the Buddhists, and asserts

that it owes its (’{debviiy to Vyas the son of Parasarau

who long after the time of Gautoma made an attack on
the Buddhs and introduc(‘d the worship of Vislmu. He
it was who poiut('d out the various places of worship at
Gya, bu| the Buddhists continued their own worship
until the doctrine of Siva under Sankara gained a deci-
sive victory. It must however ))e observed, as I aia
iiifoymcd by Mr. Jameson, surgeon at Gya, that in, the
Ihihustan Mozhayeb, a hook by many attributed to,Py!&i

the brother of Abi^ Pazil, which gives an accpijiit
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tlie tarious sects in religion, it is stated tliat the ancient

l*krsis^ Clalin Gya as a temple ot* their found ) lion, where
or the Jilanijt Saturn was worsh'pped. This

tJya is by the Buddhists claimed as a Miuii, and by the
Orthtidox it is alleged that he was an infidel. Certainly

the Worship of the Sun was once very prevalent, no
image is still more prevalent in the vicinity, and one
temlile still continues an object of adoration. Between
the temple and convent is a rectangular space containing

the tombs of the Mahants. In its ’'vall is built a large

landing image with an inscription.

The followers of Bnddh say llie Gyasiir w.as a Muni
i^ho performed religious ceremonies at Kolahal hill, to*

coses south in Bamgar, the same]dace where Harischand
Baja, King of the world in llic Satyayng, performed
his worship. Botasgar was built by Kuw.n- Biiedas his

son. But Harischand lived long bchjre Gyasur, who
flourished at the end of the Laba or beginning of the

Duaper. Gyasur is no object of worship among the
Buddhs. They had no temple near tie' present Gya, but
say that Gautoma lived six years under the Akshiya Bot,

which tliCy call Gautama Bot, and the tank called

Bukminikund the 'Buddhs call Gautamakund. Vishnu
Pad, Preth Sila, arc not considered by them as holy.

The messengers of Ava denied altogolher Bnddh Avatar,

but consider themselves as of the sect of Brahma, on
which account they allege that all men were Brahmans.
That the distinction of caste was introduced by Vyas
the son of Parasara, who lived long after the time of

Gotoma, who was one of the ancient. Brahmans. Vyas

E
ointed out to tho people the places now considered

oly. Saukara afterwards dest royi d I.Iks Bouddhs. The
messengers from Ava corisidev.':J the Buddh Brap as

the centre of Jura!)iKl\vep, and reckon all distances of

places in the world from tlicnco. Tlio Buddhists of Ava
pray to the Sun but make offerings, nor do they ever

burn offerings, and abhor the fire worship.

IQth December .—I returned to Gya.

(1) Persiaas; m Bepoi t,
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12M December .—I went to Singutha/ passing

through Sahebgunj. About a quarter of a mile I crossed

the Fulgo above the island, where it is fully half a mile

wide, and beyond it is a barren sandy space. Having
proceeded east along a wide but bad road for rather

more than four miles, I turned south and went rather

less than half a mile to a^ place where Soda is scraped

fhy the washermen. It is an uncultivated plain^ .of

perhaps 300 yards diameter, intersected by a small wind-

ing stream. The soil is sandy and the grass thin and

short. The soda effloresces on the surface, and after

having been scraped, in 10 or 12 days is again covered,

but the quantity procurable in a year would be trifling^

as the whole plain is by no means covered. The efflorc-*

sconce takes place only in certain spots of very irregular

shapes. From this field I went about IJ miles to the

low ridge, the south end of which I passed on the 30th

November. It consists of four distinct hills besides

the one which that'day I left on my right, and behind

it are two peaks, one pretty high. I went first to the

north end of the second hill, which consists of white

quartz, rather mealy with a few black specks. From
thence I saw nearly north a high hill named Tetuya,®

which is one cose east from Patarkati. Near Tetuy%,

is a quarry of Khori and a clay called Pilamati.

South-west from Tetuya is another considerable lower

hill called Narawut.® The space between the second

hill of the ridge and the highest peak is cultivated,

and may be 300 yards wide. From the peak proceeds

a low rugged ridge, about | of a mile in length, which

consists of quartz tinged red. Between this and the

next ridge towards the north, is a wigged space through

which the Kewar river flows. It is a narrow rocky

channel with a fine little stream, by no means, however,

clear or clean. On the western face of this fourth

part of the ridge is an imperfect Khori* which has

(
1
)
SInghatiya.

(S) Tatua.

(3) Narawat.

(> Appendix, No. 18.
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been dug up to a very trifling extent, so that being
superficial no judgment can be formed of the position.

The adjacent rocks on the left of the Pungwar* are

quartz stained red.’ The south end of tnis hill and
the north end of the one on the opposite bank of the
Kewar river are called by the same name, Kurheripahar,®
while their two other ends are known by different

liapies owing to the villages that are adjacent. The
hill on which the Khori is found is almost a mile in

length, and from its north end I passed about a quarter of

a mile to rejoin the road, on the other side of which were
two detached rocks and a long low pidge, all exceedingly
rugged.

From thence I proceeded to my tents not quito

four miles, having cn my right the high hill of Moher
with a row of hills passing east from its north end.

Where we halted is some way north from the road,

for what reason I know not, as where we struck off

there was a fine village with a mud castle.

IZth December .—I went to Bijabiga,* which was
said to be only five coses distant, but I am persuaded we
travelled at least eight. The road however, in order

to avoid the rice fields, was exceedingly circuitous. In
the first place I went about | of a mile south to the

road. I then went rather more than three miles east

to the north-east corner ® of the Moher range of hills,

where the rock is an aggregate of fat and mealy
quartz with some black and red specks®. From thence

I went to the Dukari,' a small channel filled with dirty

stagnant water perhaps owing to its being damned up.

The channel may be about 20 feet wide. A little

beyond it is a large village called Kenar,® beyond which
I found no road. About miles from the Dukari

(1) Palmar.

(2) Appendix, No, 79,

(3) Kliarhari.

(4) Bilu Biglia.

(5) Asrah, R, and B.A.
; Hanira or iobhnatH Hill.

(6) Appendix, No. 73.

(7) Dakhiii Ganwan?
(B) Kanar Paharpur.
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I oamo to the batihs of the Barhar/ at a village hahaed
^

Paharpui*. The tiver liefe forms the boundary betiveett

Sahebgnnj and Nowadeh,^ and is a sandy chahhel 60
or 70 yards wide. Trenches drawn obliquely acrOs^ it

collect fine little streams that are conveyed by canals to

Water the vicinity. Beyond the Darhar the peOpid

become more stupid. Most of the people ran away^
and none could be procured to show us the road. Ifot

q iiito three miles from the Davhar I had to the north,

at about two miles distance, a large hill named
Majhnya,® and to the west of it two small hills* between
which and it the Darhar passes. East from it are some
low hiUs in a ridge, which towards the east approaehea
a pretty considerable i)eak. •

*

Erom opposite to Majhuya I went about 3| miles
to Sita Mauri, where there is a low ridge of granitej in

most parts so smooth and low iliat a cart could pass with
ease, l)ut many blocks come to the surface and there are

some low broken peaks. Sita Mauri is a small clmraber
dug into a great block of granite. The door is very
small, and the chamber may be 15 feet by 10, and
about 7 feet high in the middle. The polish hai been
attempted, but is inferior to that of the caves at

Burabur. In the far end are placed two small images
supposed to represent llam and Sita. Both seem to

me to have been taken from ’ Buddh Gya, as onp is

a muni and the other a female figure very Common in
these ruins. The cave is quite dry, and has probably
been tbe residence of some woll endowed hermit. A
mcla is hol'd two days in the year, the merits of attending
Arhich are greatly enhanced by there being no wester

near. 1 had l‘)ecn told that there Was an inscription at

the place, hut I found none. On the sarUe ridge about
a male farther east is a small brick Dorga of Sheikh*
Mubammed.

From Sita Mauri to my tents . beyond the village

of Bija Biga is about three miles, mostly south.

(1) Dahdev B. ; E. and B.A. ; DSdalT N.
(*“) Nowadah; R and B.A. ; llailtadtali.

(
3

)
Majhwe Hill near Jaiuuawan R.S.

(4) at T«lera.
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Bij£^ Biga is a small town belonging to the late

Mr. Boddam’s Munshi. When he purchased it, mostly
waste. He is said to have laid out a good deal on
eanals, plantations, etc,, and liaving brougnt in much
land has had a very good bargain.

lUh December.—I went to Rajauli,' six coses called

four. I first went abo\it § of a mile and came to a wide
sandy channel on my left, called Teliya.^ About 5 of

a mile farther T crossed it where it seems to be formed
by the junction of the Teliya and Uarhari. Tlic former
is a large sandy channel with a small stream, like the
united rivors which may be 100 yards u'ide. The
Hunaiya [Tilaiaj is the western branch. The eastern is

\ much smaller channel, bxrt contains nearly as much
water, which in some places is damned up so as to fill

the channel. I xveut uji its right hank for a little way,
and Mdthoufc crossing it I went about 4^ miles to

the Honaiya,* which I ci‘Ossed immediaioly above its

junction with the Danarji.'^ it is a wide sandy channel
wuth w'ater in small cuts which form streams. Al»out

half a mile beyond this I came to a village called

Kanpura," at which are some heaps of bricks said to

have boon the residence of Baudawuts. Bather more
than a mile from thence 1 came to the left bank of the

Hunarji, and proccwlingup that bank for aiiout a quarter

of a mile I cj'osscd it. There is no stream, but -water for

irrigation may be had at this season by digging a little

way. About 2'|-nfilcs [further] I ctune to this river again

and crossing it ohliq ueiy }>a'ssed to rny tents, through
the town of Baj.auli situated among fine mango groves.

The»se were ail planted by a Fakir, a most venerable

personage, by whom I was visited on, my arrival. He
is a Satud born at Baragong near Mirzapui’, and after

some adventures in the ivest came and sat down here

in the mulst of wild beasts and the deviis worshipped

(1) llnjonly, U. ;
Ilajowly, B.A.; Flaiatlff.

(2) Tllaia N.
(H) Donaia N. (called Tdaia N. lurtlier south.)

(t) Dfoanarje N.

(5) Kttanpura.
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by the Infidels. After a residence of 26 years he
attracted the notice of Kamgar Khan, from whom he
obtained a considerable grant of lands, which he has

brought into cultivation and ornamented with fine

plantations. His abode is large, but slovenly and
mean. He has been a fine-looking man, very feir {and

of good address, but has too much of the ascetic, his

face being bedaubed with ashes. One of his chelas'

wears a turban of hair like a Sannyasi. He has the'

character of having been very intelligent, but his

faculties seem to have been greatly impaired.

l^th December. went to Belem' in order to see

some quarries of Mica that are^ beyond iti About two->|

thirds of the way I found my tents, which had been stopt

on a pretence that no water was to be had at Belem. I

ordered them however to proceed. In tbe first place I went
about haK a mile to the Dunarji which I crossed. The
cultivation round Rajauli extends a little farther. Beyond
this is a stunted wood in which, about one mile from the
Danarji, I came opposite to the south end of a small
hill consisting of immense blocks of granite, with small
trees in the crevices. A low ridge of granite extends
from thence across the Suknar,*’ a small mountain torrent

now dry, and placed about half a mile beyond the hill

which is called Loheri. East from the torrent this

ridge rises into a small peak. Alfeut | of a mile beyond
this torrent I came to a miserable, Bajiwar village, about
a quarter of a mile beyond which ’I crossed the Kuri, *

a sandy channel now quite dry and about 20 yards wide.
From thence until I came opposite to the end of Kukdihi,
a low hill, I had woods with swelling ground of a sandy
poor soil for about miles. From thence for about
If miles was over swelling ^ound near the Kuri, but
the soil good and clear. It is finely shaded with large
Mohual trees, with afew others intermixed, and much of

it among the trees is cultivated. The chief crops seem

(1) Btlam.
(2) Suckiiour E., R. ; Sukhnar N.

(*) Coory R., R. j Cporee R., B.A. ; Klwrl N#
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to be Maize, Orohor, Til and Cotton. The Orolior very
good, as in Bhogalpur. The inhabitants of two villages,

Bhnnguyar or Ghatwals belonging to Abadut Singh.
The hnts made of clay but very wretched. Much Seem
about them supported on Ricinus, as is the case in the
Hindi villages intermixed with these rude tribes, such as

*Rajauli.

In the evening X was visited by Obadut Singh
Tikayit of Bomni,^ to whom all the country on this side

of the Suknar belongs. He calls himself a Surjabongsi
Bajput, and such of his peoj)le as live pure are called

Ghatwals. Those w'ho adhere to their old impurity, and
eat beef, pork, fowds and every other abomination, ar<^

called Bhungiyas. Alltow'ards Korokdea east and south

is thinly inhabited by other Bhungiya chiefs belonging
to Bamgar. The roads only penetrable for people on
foot. The high-born chief is like an ordinary farmer,

intelligent but wdthout education, lie has lost his

nose, not in the w^ars of Mars. The people of his

village exceedingly alarmed at my appearance, a very
timid small ill-looking people.

16/7i December .— I went first to visit a mine or

quarry of mica, and proceeded up the banks of the
Belem, about three miles, which I crossed six times in

a narrow valley, but in some places cultivated by the
people of Belem. I then ascended a hill for perhaps
150 feet perpendicular height, when I came to the mine,
which runs easterly and westerly along the northern
face of the hill, which is there called Dorpayi. The
vein may extend 200 yards, but is interrupted in the
middle by a watercourse, to which there is a consider-

able descent from both the places that are wrought.
The vein seems to wind very irregularly among the

rocks that form the matrix, and nowhere comds to the

surface, little shafts and trenches are made, and from
the shafts, small galleries are dug into the vein as far as

the workmen venture to go, which seems to be a very

little way owing to the danger of the roof falling in,

(1) Dunmee. B.A. ; Dhamnt.
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allhoiigh the galleries are miserably narrow and low.

This is not attributed to their want of skill but to the

wrath of the Gods. A stone-cutter in my employ was
going into one of the shafts to bring out a specime^ and
although a Brahman was going on without feaif, when
a Moslem guide called out. Pull off your shoes, will you
profane the abode of the Gods ? The shafts are seldom

above 6 feet deep, but some require a latter (ladder) of

10 or 12 feet, but are not above 2 or 3 feet in diameter.

The galleries are so narrow that much of the mica,

which would be in large masses, is broken in forcing

it out with crows. The lead being easily procured the

mine should be regularly sunk from the surface and
the vein laid entirely bare, so that the pieces of mica
might be taken out entire. All the workmen fled on
our approach, although they reside the whole year on
the spot. I understand that one of them takes the

mine for a certain sum annually, works at it with the

assistance of his companions as he pleases, and sells the
mica to merchants. The quantity taken must be pretty

considerable.

The rock in the channel of the Belem at the foot

of the hill is a granitol consisting of a little white
quartz and much black shining matter, in some places

perhaps hornblende as it is light, * and in others

probably micaceous iron ore as it is very heavy and
some detached stones Auhich I saw seemed to have lost

almost all the (piartz and to have become an iron ore,’

but I saw no rock of this kind. The granitel in some
places is a solid rock, in others it is granular owing
to decay. It approaches very near to the mine, but I
saw it nowhere adjacent, and seems to form the
basis of the hill while quartz t he matrix of the mica
occupies .the higher portions. Many masses of the
quartz, however, and some of thorn containing mica
are intermixed with those of the granitel, but probably
tli,oy have fallen from the top. There is however

(1) Appendix^ No, 22.

(2) „ Nus. 25, 112.
(:i) „ No. 36.
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ftdi&cejit to the mii^e in ^ome places 90 well as

iqwejj down intermixed with the granitel, rocks of

pawfce in a kind of intermediate state between the

qnartu containing mica and the graaitel, for it is fine-

grained and consists chiefly of white quartz intermixed

with grains of the mica and black shining matter.^

.The rock of quartz commonly adjacent to the vein

of* mica consists usually of white masses, about the

size of a filbert, conglutinalcd and partly glassy and
diaphanous, partly white and opaque and more or loss

intersected in various directions by plates of mica. On
breaking one piece which u'hs almost uniformly white
and opaque, I thought I could trace tno transition

'from quartz to rnica.^ The surface of the fracture was
smooth and glassy like a plate of mica, and for a little

way in there was somewhat of a foliated structure.

More or less of this foliated structure may in generai be
observed. The mica of Dorpayi, although when
split thin it is perfectly pellucid, in thick masses has
always somewhat of a browmish® cast. Owdng to the
absence of the miners I could procure no large mass, but
am told that such are to be had, although most of the
pieces free from rents arc very small.

Having exa mined the mine I returned to Bajauli
TJp the same valley watered by the Belem are three other

mines of mica, named Durhi, Beluya ((3»lff»Sl)

and Sophi, all w ithin a cose of each other and
about three coses from Horpayi ; but the road is so

difficult that I could not .have visited them without
walking the whole way. I have since learned that there

is another vein named Bnrkora, but tlie whole
were carefully concealed and it was by mere chance that
I found them, by means of a trader who has been
threatened for showing them. It w'as then pfeteuded
that they were all in Chatra, hut this I found is false.

They all belong to Buniar Singh.

(3) Appendix, No, 107.

(2) „ m. 09.

(3) „ No. 71.
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The channel of the Belem in some places is qxdte

dry, in others contains small stagnant pools, and in

others a little clear stream. This is owing to various

springs, which mu a little way and are then absorbeidy

by the sand.

In the evening I went about miles north-west

'to Amaiya' to see an old fort said to have been built by'

a Haga Raja, but on coming to the place’ the people

assured me that it had been the residence of a Runjit
Rai, zemindar of Jorra, who was a Rajput chief des-

troyed by Kamgar Khan, or his ancestors. There re-

mains a long quadrangular space elevated by means
of broken bricks, which is said to have been a fort, but,

it rather has been a castle perhaps 100 yards long by
60 wide, and near it have been several smaller edifices

of brick all nearly levelled with the ground, so that

the place may be of great antiquity. There is no hill

near Amaiya as Mr. Rennell lays down.

VIth December.—I went among the hills to visit

other mines of mica or Abarak. My routelay along the
Dunarjun which I crossed eight times. Having crossed

it twice about miles north* from Rajauli, I came4o a
small peak of large-grained granite west from my route

with another beyond it in that direction. The river

here, and where I crossed it%ext about half a mile

beyond the little hills, is not quite dry and may bo 100
yards wide. Where I crossed it next, half a mile
farther, it contains a fine little clear stream which con-

tinues all the way up. A rock of large-grained granite

here in the channel. A quarter of a mile farther up
I crossed it again between the nprth ends of the great

hills, and found a rock decaying into vertical masses
running east and west, a fine-grained aggregate.® This
I learned is a continuation of the rock on Durbasa, as I

sent there and procured specimens of the entire rock, fine-

grained red felspar, white quart/, and black mica.®

(1) Amayah, B. and B.A.; Amanwan.
(2) Should be " So«th.*'

(8) Appendix, No. 26.

(4) Appendix, No. J08.^ ,
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TMs is therefore probably the rock of the north fend

of Singra/ to which the mass in. the river stretched.

'

Another specimen from Dnrbasa contained most qxxartz,

a little red felspar, and little or no mica, forming a-

granitel.

Having proceO d rather less than four miles south

from B-ajauli and
i

’’ossed the river seven times, X

had passed the hill 1* /fards the east called Durbasarikh.

I then turned east and crossed a low ridge, round which
the river takes a sweep to the south, beyond this ridge

I crossed it again for the last time and proceeded east

along its left bank to Dubaur,^ a village of Bhunghiyas
belonging to Brijomohun Saha, a Ghatwal. I here

cross^ two small torrents coming from the south,

through a long narrow valley belonging to this chief,

and extending to Pangch Bahini * ghat, the boundary
with Ramgar. This pass is situated between two hills

named Bftihma Devata and Gundc. This valley is

bounded in the west by a continuation of Sringarikh,

and on the east by a very extensive mass of low hills,

which is separated from Durbasa Rikh by a narrow
valley watered by the Dunarjun, which there however
is called by various names, and after coming from the
east through this valley for about four coses, turns
south through the valley of Dumchatch* in Chatra,

bounded on the east by a great hill, Maramaku, and
on the west by this cluster of Bubaur.

This village of Dubaur is about half a mile west
from the hill, and I proceeded up the valley between the
hill and the Dunarjun about a mile, when I came to the
first mine named Chirkundi, which is about south-south-
west from'the highest peak of Durbasarikh called

Anyari. Immediately adjoining to a fine rich level there
rises a small peak of fine fat quartz ‘ not above 40
feet perpendicular, and joining to the southerd hills by

(1) Singur, B. and B.A. ; Singar or Srlngirikh.

(2) Dubaur.
(8) Panoh BIturwa. ?

U) Doomchanns, B.A. Ooliiohanell*

(•) Appendix, No. 44.

aEw. J.
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a short ridge. Or: the summit of this is found the mi(^

without aiiy gangue except the quartz, nor lias this

intermixed with it any portions of mica. Ihe vein runs-

north and south and has heen wrought entirely by
shaft, but has it is said been given up for two ye^rs,

although I sec appoarantes to indicate that it has been

wrought very recently, although to a very small extent,

l^'rom this quarry I went to another mine named Bandijr

Chuya, about one mile south-south-east from the former,

with a con'iideraiile asceni. the whole way among the

little hills, on the sammii, of one of the most considerable

among which it is situated. All the rock as I

ascended, until near the summit, was exceedingly

rotten but is a schistose mica intermixed however with
red grains, perhaps garnets b The specimens are the

most entire that couid be procured. Towards the

summit the hill Ijocomes quartz, in some places pure
white, in otliers glassy, sometimes mthout the

least intermixture of mica, in others containing small

plates of it. The gangue in some places is the pure
quartz, in others beautiful, a white resplendent matter

like felspar such as sTsteKlay I took for quartz passing

to mica ;
and sometimes both this spar and glassy

quartz are intermixed. In some parts tlio gangue
has, intermixed with it, portions of mica, in others it is

quite free. The mica itself is disposed in tables of

various sizes, heaped together without order, as will

appear from a specimen of .small pieces taken from
a mass that rises alcove the -snrfa®^. ® Deej) in the

teins, where the tables are large, they arc heaped
together in the same disorder and exactly resemble
what I saw yesteixlajo This mine is wrought chiefly by
trenches running north and south and now in some
places 20 feet deep, but this seems merely to have heen
owing to the vein having been originally superficial,

and w ‘have been followed just where pieces could

be most easily had. No pains have been taken to

(1) Appendix Ko 62.

(2) „ No. no.

P) „ ^ No. 58.
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removo rubbish, so tlui- the workmen descend into the

trench by ladd»^rs mnde of single bandjoos, the branohe*
serving as steps, or by still worse contiivances. The.,

whole fled on our approach, nor could I prcoure fine

fine piece as the tables are miserably broken in taking
out by the workmen.

. The only village I saw was that of Bubaur,
inhabited by Bungiyas who shunned me- It is a

poor place. The valley in which it stands is not very

extensive, but were it all cultivated might produce
a considerable revenue and Avoiild be, exceedingly

beautiful. The huts in proportion to tlie abundance
of materials seem more and more wretched. From
Rajauli to the hills might become a very valuable

possession, as abundance of water from the hills might
be secured in reservoirs. What I have called Jbijauli is

properly SalabatguuJ,^ on the side of the river opposite

to Kajauli an insignificant place, .so that Salabatgunj is

usually called by the name llajauli as being a uew
place in its vicinity. Jt is a tolerable village, with a
good many petty traders and shops [and] besides the
Fakir’s residence has a Sangot of the followers of

Nanak, a large neat-lookiug place with a tiled roof.

19/A Deoemhei'.^l went about eight miles, called

three coses, to Akbarpur.* I first crossed the Bunarjun
atEajauli, and ])roceede<l mostly through stunted woods
about three miles to Bahadurpur,** where there is a ruin
consisting of a small mud fort tliat has surrounded some
buildings of bricks. The walls of two of tliem are still in

part btonding, and they seem to have been small dwelling
houses. Akbsp])ur is a village occu]>ying the left bank
of the Kuri fur about half a mile. Tiie streets are
narrow, but sojuc (>f the huu'cs are pret-y laree and
a few are tib'd, li. contains many traders and diops.

The channel of the Kuri is small but contains a fine

limpid stream.

(1) S '-J'.dt;.,' n. (,f U-0 llhajJArje).

(^) Akberpur.
'

' •

&iiliacSarpiir« ,
^
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l%th December.—A. Trader of Akbarpur who has

long dealt with the hill people in bamboos, mica, etc.,

and with whom I, met at Belem, having there offered

to show me the place where the people of Behar procure

rock crystal (Bhatik), at a village named Buduya, ‘

I went to see the mine, with which he said he was
perfectly acquainted, and in the evening he had shown
me two small hills about five or six miles from Akbarpur
as the place On arriving at a small hill about four

miles east from Akbarpur I ascended it to have a view
of the country and to see a Dorgah, and was highly

delighted with the view, the valley being rich and the

hills and woods highly picturesque. The Borgah is

nothing. The hills consist of schistose mica, white quartz

and silver mica, running south-west and north-east

with an inclination to north-west. On desiring the

trader to eonduct me to the two little hills close by, I

was a good deal suiq)rised when he told me that there was
no crystal [and] that the place he meant was about two
coses farther east on a little hill that could not be seen

from Akbarpur. I accordingly proceeded in that direction.

A little less than three miles from the Borgah I came to a
number of fine little streams, branches from a fine spring

named Kokolot,’ which are distributed through the fields

and lost. Here I met a Tikayet, owner of the nei^Jibour-

hood, a good-looking young man. He ran after my pal-

anquin all the way I went on his estate, and no persua-

sion would induce him to go home. On coming to his

boundary I met his neighbour, the Thakur of Patra,* who
acted in the same manner. On coming to his village,

about a mile beyond the IZokolot, the trader halted and
declared that he knew no farther, and had purchased the

crystal there. Some of the Thakur’s people said the place

was eight coses, others two coses distent. On threatening

the trade» for having given me so much useless trouble

and expense, he agreed with those who said that the place

(
1
)
Buduwah, B. ; BiMthuwa.

(S) At fktari.

(>) Kakolat.

(<) Pathra.
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was two coses distant, and undertook to show it. On our
way we were still followed by the Thakur, and haring
advanced through woods for about Ij miles we ^me to.,

a small clear stream called the Dighar, which [he]’ asserted

was his boundary with Salguma* of Eamgar, which I be^

Here is not true. We then went rather more than two
miles through a thick wood to the foot of Mahabhar hill,

where a fine clear stream, the Mangura, comes from it

through a narrow ravine. Tliis rivulet is the finest torrent

that I have seen in these parts, containing more water and
that clearer than any yet observed. On its east side, just

clear of the hills, I was shown some bare stiff soil on the
surface of which were lying small bits of quartz, some of

them pellucid and glassy, and some crystallized, and
among them some ojiaque pebbles somewhat like those

found in the Rajmahal hills/ The people endeavoured
to persuade me that this is the only place from whence
the workmen of Bihar are supplied, but this being absurd
the trader confessed that he had been terrified by the

threats of the owners and traders. He then said that the

quarry was two coses farther, but sometimes alleged that

it was on the south and sometimes on the nortli of

Mahabar ; so that it appeared evident to me that he would
not show me the place, and I sent people to search the
hills which he had first pointed out.

The rock in the channel of the Mungara, just within
the hills, is decaying in vertical layers running east and
west of an abrogate of quartz, red, white and glassy,

and consisting of fine grains with somewhat of a schistose

structure.* The fragments that have rolled from the

summit are similar in their materials, but the grains are

larger and their structure solid.®

Having returned to Akbarpur by the same way I went
to Nawadeh.® About miles north from Akbarpur
I came to the east end of a low narrow ridge of fat

(1)
" I *’ in JIS.

(2) Satgawan?
(3) Appendix, No. 32.

(
4
)
Appendix, No. d.06.

Appendix, No. 98.

(3) Nowadith, B. and B.A. ; Niwadah.
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quartz, cuiisisting of Irrge grains aggregated and mijtM

with blacls dots.' This ridge is called the hill- of Serpul*.*

On the Opposite side of the Khari I had on my right a

long ridge called Kulana* ;ind south from its nest end a

rocky heap called Bhakni.'* From this hill to the K«ri
opposite to Nawadeh is aljout 3^ miles. By tile way I

passed an old mud fort now ruinous,® Avhich belonged to

Kamdar Khan. Near it a small neat mosque. By tfie

way also, under a tree at a village named Karha,® I saw
some broken images. One is that of a Buddh in the

usual posture, vAliich has been new-named and is

worshipped by the vicinify. Such I am told are very

common all through the division, and the images are

supposed to liave been brought from Rajagrihl. For
above a mile, by the side of a canal for watering the

district, w'as a narrow space on which soda effloresces,

and it is the most extensive of any tliat I have yet seen.

It is carefully scraped, so soon as it effloresces, by those

W'ho make glass and by the washermen.

The people that I sent to look for the crystal on the

two hills near Buduya, although they had seen that the

zemindar would not shoiv the jdace, immediately on biy

leaving them applied to these very men, wlio took them
about two coses farther among the hills, from w'lience

they brought some small fragments such as 1 bad seen.

A man whom I sent to the hills on tlie right of my
route gave me the following account :—The smaller hill

of Daknl towards the south-east consists of a schistose

mica, of white mealy qxiartz in plates with silver mica
intermixeu. Tlie larger hill towards the north-Avest

consists of earth contuining many manses from two or
three fcid in diameter of very tine Jiornblendc in mass
with small crystallizations and very lieavy.'* The west

(1) Appendix, No. 57.

(2) sherpyr*
(H) Kiilna.

(
4

)

5) At Bnrm. (Burdhoo, B.A.).

(«) Karliar.

(7) Appendix, No. 50.

iS) .> ^ ; No. S7,
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^Iswd of Kulaa hill consists of fine-grained gmnuiar
' quartz or Uornstoae, red towards the bottom of the

hill/ and white towa^s the summit.*

2l8t J)ee4mber.>-^1 went about a mile and a half

northerly to see Nukaur* tank and the Jain temple which
it contains. The tank extends east and west in its long-

est direction, and is much choked u ith W'eods, especially

the' Neluinbiura. The temple cocupics the centie,

a small square terrace, and is a neat but inconsider-

able building corered with one dome. A road in very

bad repair with a very rude bridge o** liriek lead into it.

The temple is in very good repstir, so that ii‘ built 10©
^ears ago as said, it must have been severaJ tinies

repaired. It contains two stones, mueb carved autl

perhaps old, as one is defaced. On the top d each are

resemblances of the human feet surrounded by short

inscriptions. There is not the s nallest trace of any ruiu

in the vicinity of the tank to induce one to suppose that

it had been formerly a place sacred to the worship of

the Jain ; to which tliey woe allovi ed to return when tire

Muhammadan couquorers looked on all Hindus with
equal contempt and favour. Neither is there a single

Jain near th(3 place. Why it has therefore been select-

ed I cannot say. Perhaps the tank is old, and the Jain
know from their books that the stones, the old object of

their nvorshij), were contained in the island. Its vicinity

is waste and covered with bushes. Nawadeh is a small
market village, very poor.

24itJt December.—Although the Duroga pretended
that a predecessor in office liad actually measured the
whole roads, in the district, I found that no two persons
agreed concerning the distance of the places that were
proposed for tliis day’s .stage. TetarP was fixed upon as an
easy march of five coses, but it is somewhat more than
15 miles. About 1|- miles from Nawadeh I crossed the
Sakri® obliquely. It is a sandy channel like the Pulgo,

(1) Appendix, No 74.

|2) „ No. 30,

(
3
) Near GoiiaW9t6ld, (»ee pagd 101).

(4) TeUri.

(:») Sackry N., E.; 8acry N., B,,A. ; SaKrI R.
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about six or sereii hundred yards wide. At this season
its stream is very inconsiderable and is chieflyjponfinfd to

small outs made to convey the water into ihre^canals fox

irrigation, which are numerous. About five miles farther

on, I saw at Morera^ a considerable brick building, the

residence of some Sannyasis, it is called a Math. Be-
sides the brick building they possess several large ones
of mud. Near this was gibbeted a murderer, whose
body was little decayed although it had hung almost a
month. The crows and vultures, for what reason I do
not know, do not appear to have touched it. Titari

is a small village on the bank of an old tank.

2oth December .—I went eight miles to Pally.*
About 1 j miles from Tetari I came to Rukaur,® where are
the ruins of a mud fort on a very fine rising ground
which commands a noble view. The fort has contained
a large mud castle, and is said to have belonged to the
Mayis. About a quarter of a mile beypnd it is a small heap
of bricks with two Lingas, and abot^^lf a mile farther,
beyond a tank, is a more eonsideraHI heap of brick.
The place has therefore been probably of some note
among the Hindus before the Moslems came. About three
miles beyond this, I came to a small dry torrent with
woody banks. The villages contain many large mud
houses, but are miserably huddled together, with such
narrow streets that an elephant can only pass in some
places, and that always with difficulty. The houses,
however, as all between this and Gya, are surrounded
by small gardens of Ricinus and Seem, and are not
contiguous.

December . is a very sorry village, and
seems to have decayed. I see no trace of the fort laid
down by Major RennelL* I went between ten and eleven
miles, called four coses, by a most villainous and circuitous
route to Islamnagar." The only object of the guide

(1) Mariah, B. ; Marra.
(2) Pollay, B. and B.A.; Pall.

(3) Rupaw, B. Rupau.
(*) Npt ill R., but only in B.A.
(®) I6lai3|iaftgur, E. and E.A.; Itlainnagar*
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seemed to be to keep us at a distance from tbe tillages#

About 61 miles from Polly, I crossed a small sandy
torrent called tbe Lala, and a little beyona it a larger

channel which is said origmally to have been a canal

from the torrent, but now it is much the larger. The
villages as yesterday. The people very poor and dirty.

,
Islamabad was the residence of Sundar Khan, the

elder brother of Kamgar, who being a quiet man allowed
his brother to manage as he pleased. B.e resided in a
mud fort about 300 by 200 yards in extent, with a ditch
and a wall strengthened with circular bastions. TTis

house within, bqilt of brick, has been pretty considerable,
with a zenana mahul surrounding a small square court
in which there w ere baths like the plots of a garden for
the use of his women. There are a good many Moslems
about the town, which is a pretty large village. The
fort had a small neat mosqne in the gateway, and is

finely situated on a rising ground which commands
a very fine prospect.

27<A Becember.—I went between seven and eight
miles, called four coses, to Lechuyar.* For about one
half of the way the soil was poor, -and appeared in
several places to contain soda. In one place about
a quarter of a mile from Islamnagar I saw the saline
effervescence, and I observed that the people had
scraped it off and thrown it together in a shallow pit
with water, so as to allow a crust to form on the surface.
At a large village beyond this, a Muhammedan landlord
has a neat small thatched bungalow in a large flow^er
garden, but this is far from neat and has no walks
through it. Between three and four miles from Islam-
nagar is a large village with two or three tolerable huts,
called Mirzagunj.* Lechuyar is such another place on
the west side of a small torrent named Kawarmata,®
which has a sandy channel and contains a small stream.
The people not so dirty nor the huts quite so bad as
near the hills of Nawadeh.

*

(1) Lichwar, R, and B.A. ; Laohhuar,
(2) Morjagunge, R.; MirzaganJ.
{i} Bahuar If.
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People that I sent to variom "liills betw9^
Fawadeh and t^s, gaye me the following stones

Dik^-a, the western extremity of Sujur, consists

quartz. The top is composed of fine white grains with
hkek dots and some mica in crevices.* In the middle

of the hill the rock is an imperfect glassy quartz with
some reddish matter intermixed.* At the bottom of

the hill the quartz is more perfectly glassy.* At
Hurkarghat in the middle of the same ridge isagranitel

of hornblende and white quartz.* The small hill

Sumba, north from Hurkarghat, consists of a schistose

mica,® and all the small hills in froqjb of that great

ridge are vastly more rugged tjian the great ridge i^lf.»
The next of these small hills, Bonsaha, consists of a
rude jasper, reddish and white. Some portions covered

on the surface with some imperfect crystallizations

of white quartz. *

Lechuyar is a pretty considerable village, with an
old ruinous house and mud fort which belonged ^^the
Gidhaur family, the original proprietors of Bisrozari.

The principal residence of the family would seem to

have been at Sekundera' in sight of Lechuyar towards
the eas% where there is a bAk fort still in repair and
occupied by the agent of the Moslem who holds

Bishazari in Altumga. The Gidhaur family still receive

the commission of ten per cent, on the revenue, which
was all that the zemindars in the Mogol Government
could claim, as on the Moslem obtaining this Perganah
as Altumga he took possession even of the family
residence.

28tk December.-—! went to Sejorighat®, between twelve

and thirteen miles by an exceeding bad road or path.

About a mile from Lechuyar there is much soda in the

(1) Appendix, Nu. 46.

(2) „ No. 2.

(5) „ No. SS.

(4) „ No. S9.

(6) „ No. 88.

(«) „ No. 7.

(7) Secundi*, B. ; flikandra.
(f*) Sljhort,
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soil. IiidoBd it seonis to continue from that villa^ about

mileft in a northerly direction, but about a mile from
,he town I saw more than anywhere else, ai^d some of

it was collecting. I recrossed the riTer at Lech uyar, and
met wi& no other channel until I came to Sejorighat,

W'hw there is a small channel with pools of dirty

Stagnant water. The villages generally occupy fine

eminences and look tolerably well at a distance, but are

miserable enough on approach, being miserably dirty

wiih very narrow lanes. Some chief tenant or petty

zemindar has however in general a kind of small mud
castle, which produces a good effect.

• 29^11 December .—I wont between nine and ten miles

to Sheikhpura.^ Foraboutaquarter ofa mile! continued

along the bank of the channel, whicli is called Dundu.*
I then went rather more than a mile to a village named
Kewara,® where there is an old mud fort said to have

been built by the Rajewars. From thence, rather more
than two miles, I came to a narrow channel in clay

containing a good deal of stagnant water and called

Korhari.* About half a mile farther I had three small

hills on my left, in one bearing, about south-west. The
one nearest me, Ghakonggra,® consists of rude jasj)cr®

disposed in white and rod blotches. About two miles

farther on, crossed a narrow clay channel containing a
little water. About two miles farther on I came to the
Sheikhjmra hills w'hich, like the others, look smooth at

a distance and contain no trees, but on a near approach
they seem to consist mostly of rock without the least

appearance of stratification, but cut into cuboMal masses
by fissures vertical and horizontal. The stone is a
quartzose approaching to rude jasper or to silicious

hornstone,^ in most places stained reddish or intermixed
with black matter somewhat of the appearance of

’ (1) Sheikpour, E. and B.A. ;
8tl0l|(llpurap

b) Nata N.
m Chewara.

(
4

) Kaurihart H/
{
6
) Ctiakaitifara*

Appendix, 'Ko. 33.*

(7) „ No. 70.
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Amiantus, but in many white and often aggregated of

various grains, mealy and fat. I passed throt^h air

opening immediately west from the town. The two hills

almost unite at the north end of the pass and leave an,

exceeding bad passage. gThe pass is not quite half a
mile in width. I then turned west for more than half*

a mile, and halted east from the town situated at the,

west end of the largest hill in the range, which is a fiiere

rock of qiiartz rising into many tops with very little

soil, bxxt not near so rugged as granitic peaks. The
northern face of these hills is much barer than the
southern.

Persons whom I sent to the small hills east &om
Lechuyar brought me the ‘following specimens :—^Tek

at the bottom consists of a strange kind of glassy and
brownish quartz. At the top it contains two kinds of
irregular small-grained granite, one white with dark
greenish spots,* the other brownish.* These are probably
the rocks of which the hill consists. The quartz is

probably sporadic. In the adjacent hummock called

Nabinagar, the granite or rather gneiss has a very

anomalous appearance.* On the mil of Satsunda, west
from Tek, are two granites, one grey tolerably perfect,^

the other yellowish.* On Majuya, between Tek and
Satsundh, is a kind of blotched anomalous granite of

a very strange appearance.* On Donayi, south from
Satsunda and Tek the rock is a silicious hornstone,

whitish, livid or red.' In many places, especially where
red, it seems to me to be a slag.

December .—I went to Jainagar to examine
some remains attributed to Indrayavan Eajah. I
proceeded, first, east along the ridge of hills to its end,
which is about four miles road distance from my tents,

or 4i^ :l^om the Thanah. The first hill of the 4^ may

(1) Appendix, No. 64.

(2j „ No. 97. ,

m „ No. i4.

(4) ,, No. 20.
(B) „ .No. 4i
W .. No. 39.

iff „ No. 1X4.1
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occupy IJ miles, the second as much. I did not

r
spceive the opening between tihe third and fourth which
suspect join%y a low and stony ridge, and the second

and first do [so]. The whole is evidently one rock, with
fissures dipping from the north to the south at perhaps
26® from the horizontal, and with others vertical. East
End west and north and south, although all evidently was
originally one, now split by the action of decay, its various

parts assume exceeding different appearances. The
greater part is an imperfect quartz or silicious horn-

stone,^ in some parts white, in others red, in others

blackish, with all manner of intermediate shades,

sometimes the colours of pretty considerable masses are

uniform, at others they are intermixed in veins, dots,

and blotches. The red I presume is from iron. The
black seems to be owing to an intermixture of

amianthus. In one specimen the silky fibres are very

discernible. In some specimens the grain is very
fine and uniform. In others again, the stone is evidently

an aggregate, composed of glassy particles intermixed
with others that are powdery. If it is necessary to

suppose that this rock has ever existed under a different

form from [that] which it now has, for which however
at present I see no strong evidence, I would certainly

suppose it has been in fusion and slight agitation, and
that different parts assumed different appearances from
circumstances attending their eooling. The distinctly

granular pa^s seem to me very strongly to resemble
rooks which I consider as granite having undergone
a partial fusion.

About four miles farther on, I came to the part of

the country which is liable to inundation from the

lower part of the Eulgo river, and reached this about
two miles farther on. It was here called Hurwar,* and is

a deep dirty stagnant watercourse, but not near so wide
as at Gya. The water although deep seems to stagnate

entirely back from the Ganges. The banks at present

are about 14 feet high, very little commerce seems to

be carried on by this channgl. I saw only five or si)f

(1) Appendix, No. 70.

(2) Haroitar N.
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boats, and these were not employed. I proceeded along its

bank tor rather less than two miles, when after passing a
dry channel I came to the Sumar,^ here a' wide clwuiael

containing stagnant water from the Hnrwar. 1 then
proceeded east along the Hnrwar to Balguzar, ratheif

more than six miles.

From Balguzar, which I had already seen, I wepf
soatherly for about two miles to a wretched Inyalid*

Thanah, near which there is a small dorga of brick in

which some ornamented stones taken from ruins have
been built, iibout two miles farther I halted near the
hills of Joynagar,* in the lands of a village whose
owner, a zemindar Brahman, very civilly undertook
to be my guide after several rustics had given nle

a denial. For the last i mile, the ground contains many
scattered heaps of bracks, but none larger than what
may be supposed to have arisen from the ruin [ of ]

a small tompio, or of a dwelling house of very ordinary

dimensions. Tlicse lieaps are intermixed with many
small tanks, wliich extend all round the hill to about a
mile’s distance, except whore the Keyol river diminished
the space. If the town extended wherever these tanks

do, it has been very large, with a diameter of perhaps
three miles, Init the hills of course occ^y some of

the space. I an/i told that there are no heaps of bricks

in any quarter llut that by which I came, but this may
have been th^ fashion,abh' part of the city and the

rcinaindcr miiy have licen huts ; the numerous small
tanks being a si rong presumption that the city occupied
nearly the ground which I mention.

There arc tw'o hills, one about a mile long and 400
yards wide, another, much smaller, towards the north,

and consisting almost entirely of a rugged broken rock-

Thc larger is also rocky, but admits of trees, and has an
ascent,of tolerably easy access. I w'ent to this in order
to see Baja Indrayavan’s house, as it is called, which
occupies the summit of the hill and consists of two parfas

or courts. The one which occupies the very summit of

(1) S«mo N.

(2) Immediately sou^ of Kiul.
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th© hill has beeti a small court, perhaps 16 yards square

on the iusidp, and has been surrounded on all sides by a
very ^ick rampart of brick, or perhaps rather by narrow

rows of building, the ruins of which hare left the ar^pear-

ance of a rampart. At the north-east angle of this

square, and projecting beyond it, has been a small cham-
ber of large squared stones. The chamber within may
bo ten feet square, and the walls eight feet thick. The
stones very large. This is called the Bajah’s chamtjcr.

The outer court, which i.s lower down the hill towards

the east, is nearly of the same size with the inner,

but seems to have been merely a terrace with a
small building in its middle. The sma^l chamber
has evidently been made of great strength as a place of

security, but it is too confined for the den of any Raja,

in whatever terror he may have lived. Nor c.an it be
supposed that Indrayavan, who possessed such a large

abode near Gidhaui’, could liave breathed in such a place.

As it contains no water, it could not he intended as a
stronghold against an enemy, and the use of the building

was probably to secure the rcveuue*against tliieves, who
in India surpass far in desterily those of all oilier

countries. The town was probably the residence of the

officer who managed the revenue of a large district on
the banks of the Ganges, f<>v whicli it is well situated,

iieiug on the boundary of the iinindatc'd tract but
having at all seasons a communicatiou nilh the capital

near Gidhaur.

The building on the other lull I saw w.os still

more trifling, and the difficulty of ascent and distance

1 hiid had to return at night induced me to decline

visiting it. At the east end of the hill has been a
small temple, M’hich the po^le say contained a Linga.
They complain that Mr. Cleveland took it away to

Bhagalpur.' If this be true it was a most .wanton

The following notes have been made in pencil on the R. A. S. copy of the
Beport, on thie subject (page 330), a portioB of the Boport which has been
omitted by Martin

(1)
‘‘ Mr. Davis carried away from this place the Image of*

Sureya (Soorooge) at present in the Mnseum of the India House. This
js probably the transaction alluded to. The most remarhable things

there are the fine tanks which Dr. B. hm not noticed/’ i
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outrage, and his conciliatory measures to the uatiFes

must have consisted in lavishing on the hill tribes ^d
zemindars the public money and resources.^ On the

opposite bank of the Kiyol, in Bhagalpur bift probably

attached to Joynagar, I could see a lofty narrow

building raising its broken summit above the highest

trees. It lias probably been a temple, but the peopl®

with me could give me no accoimt of its date or use.
’

The rock * on the hill, where entire and undecayed,

resembles entirely the hard stone from the millstone

quarry at Loheta,* consisting of small masses of

fat quartz united by a greyish powdery substance, in

some places tinged red. Various detached masses*

lying scattered on the surface, more or less tingdd

red, and some of them slaggy while others retain

portions of the felspar entire, induce me to think that

the whole has been a granite in an imperfect state of

fusion, so that the quartz remained entire while the other

ingredients were changed. This opinion is confirmed by
the red slag found south from Jainagar at no very great

distance, at Donayi mentioned [on the] 29th inst., and
near Mallipur * mentioned in my account of Bhagalpur.

Donayi is about . eight miles south from Jainagar, and
Mallipur may be ten miles south-easterly from thence.

The anomalous appearance of the granites near Donayi
seems to show that they have undergone great changes.

Among the detached fragments on Jaynagar are many of

whitish silicious homstone, and the rock is intersected

by narrow veins of quartz running in various directions

(1)
“ Mr. Davis did not consider that he carried the images away

from the Villager^i but from a bear that had made the ruined tempi©
which contained it his den. The place was buried in aiifrequented

woods, and no villages within the distance of several miles. He
purchased the consent for what he did of a bramin who was the
only person claiming anything to do with the image.”

(2) Appendix, No.
Laheta, five miles north-west of Maira Hill, Monghyr. Set East
India, VoL II, page 180.

(4) Appendix, No. 48,

At Katauna HKI. See East Indi.*, Vol. II, page 182*
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to a considerable distance. Oan it be that all rocks of

quartz, horn^tone, jasper, potstone, trap, etc., are gr^lnite

that’ has undergone various degree of fusion, and has

been cooled in different manners ?

3rd January .—Sheikpura is a very large village or

small town, closely built and extending more than a mile

'from east to west. It is however very narrow, consis-

ting of one very narrow street with many short Iwies on
each side. It was with great difficulty that I could

squeeze an elepliant through tlie street, and at the west
end is a place between tw^o houses not above three feet

wide, where of course I was stopt and with great difficulty

scrambled over a mud wall. The Daroga had infornn^
me that the road to Beliar was very good. This sample
tmder his nose was a proof of what his ideas of roads

were, and accordingly I found no road exvoi)t a foot-

path and that not much fre<iuented, although it is the

line of communication between two of the chief towms
of the district. Sheikpura contains some tolerable houses
of brick cemented with mud. One entirely of mud,
belonging to a Bengalese merchant, is a very comfortable
place, being kept smooth and clean aryi in sorrK» places

painted, ttiree points very generally neglected. I’rom
the west end of the town to a small round hill is about
three-quarters of a mile, and about the same distance

farther, leaving two other small hills to the left, I came
to the north end of the southern of the two chief hills of

a small range lying west from Sheikpura. This hill

consists of a rude jasper, blotched red and whiteS exactly
resembling that of Chakoongga. I passed between these
two chief hills, and then had two detached rocks on my
right and one on my left, as in the plan. A very little

beyond this hill the country becomes liable to inunda-
tion from the Tati,* a small channel in a doep^clay soil.

At present it is stagnant, and is about | of a mile
from the hills. The country liable to immdation extends
almost two miles west from the Tati and is very dismal

^

being much neglected.
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Beyond that is a finely wooded country all the way
to is’awos,* where I halted. The mango plantations are

quite overdone. Sawos is about ten miles trozn''

Sheikpura, about three miles before I reached it I came
to Maldeh^—which notwithstanding its name (the abode

'

of wealth) is a miserable village, situated on the ruins of

a mud fort which has contained some brick buildings,

part of their walla is standing. The people said that

they had belonged to an old zemindar, which seeihs very

jzrobable. He had probably been destroyed by Kamgar
Khan. Sawus belongs to a Tewar Hajput, who says that

his ancestors have had the zemindary for many ages.

During the rule of the Main they were dei)rived of the

management, but were allowed the usual commission, a

favour tliat was shown to very few^ Tlie village stands

on the north side of a large heap, evidently containing

many bricks and said to co.isist almost entirely of that

material. It extends east and west about 60 yards,

and half as much from north to south. It contains no
cavity on the summit, nor are there auj^ traces of a ditch,

so that it has be(m rather a house or castle than a fort,

but is called Banwatgori or the fort of the Banwal s, who
are said to have been (loyalas who very long ago possess-

ed the country. At its east cud there is a large pro-

jeclion towards the north. 7\t its west emd is a conical

heap of bricks w'ith some stones on the summit. This is

said to have been the place where the Itajali sat to enjoy

the cool of the evening. It seems to me more like the

ruin of a solid temple of the Buddhists. This is con-

firmed by a number of broken images placed under
a tree on the great heap, several of which are those of

Munis, while the others are exactly such as are usual

about Gya and Kewa Dol, especially the female and
buffalo. ,

These are said to have been taken from a small

temple some way east, beyond the ruin of a square

,

building. The temple was of brick supported by stone

pillars, some of which have been dug out to build into

a wall. South from the great heap is a tank choked

(1) SanwM.
(2) MaMah.
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with weeds and earth, among which are standing two
large images .which have probably been thrown in by
those w^ho destroyed the place. The othei s were lately

dug out from the ruins of the temple and have again

become objects of worship ; the people, not knowing what
they represent, have given new names. They are all

broken. 'Ihe two in the tank represent Munis, but are

called Bairab and Lakshmi Narayon, although there is

only a male represented. The one called Bhairab has

round his head the images of several Buddhs.

-Uh January .— I went about thii’teon miles to the fort

of Behar.’ About four miles from Sawos I caine to the

Bakri, which is here a small channel about 100 yaid.s

wide. It contains some stagnant pools of water. There
is a small branch of it between Sawos and the main
cliaimel, but so inconsideralile that it escaped my notice,

although it j)roj)erly is called the Sakri, and the main
channel is called the Kumuriya.^ About a mile and
a half west from the Sakri 1 came to a large tank or

reservoir, about 400 yards by 600.'* It has been made
partly by digging and partly by a bank to confine the

water of a canal from t he Sakri, and is a very pretty

piece of water, being quite free of weeds and covered

with teal. About 4.^ miles farther on, I came to a small

nallah containing a little water, the name of which I

could not learn.^ About 1;^ miles from the fort of Behar
I crossed the Adya, a sandy channel 400 yards wide.

It has no water on the surface, but supplies many wells

for irrigation. The road all the way was a path. In
some places very bad. There were many large villages.

The houses so huddled together that no passage is left

for a carriage of any kind, or even for an elephant.

Qth January .—Two Moslems of rank in t^je place,

.Meer Nasser A.li and Mulovi Mahummud Bassawan,
decent men, know nothing of the history of the Maga

(l7Bahar, B. and B.A. ; Bihar.
‘

(2) Kunriiara N.

(S) At Jiar.

(4) CoIttiawB N.
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Kajahs, except that they were soyereigns of a considerable
country and resided here. The name Behar they ^y is

Hindi, and therefore must be Vihar, meaning pleasant.
They say that the Rajah on building the fort found

,

that it was commanded by the hill, guns placed on nhich
could lodge a ball in any part of it. He therefore pulled
it down, but guns jirobably were little used when thd
fort was built, and if they had we cannot conceive any
Rajah so stupid as not to have taken the hill into consi-
deration before he began so great a w'ork, for the
ramparts have been very strong and built of very large
rough stones. It is very irregular, with all the angles
strengthened by large round bastions. It is probablo
that the Moslems, when they found it no longer tenable
against guns, neglected the w ork : but for some time
at least they must have continued it as a place of
strength, as one of the gates is built of ruins taken from
a Hindu w^ork, as a stone built into it contains a Buddh
and Ganesa. The original gate probably contained too
many emblems of idolatry and was destroyed by the
saint who took the place.

These gentlemen whom I consulted denied that the
town was destroyed or deserted. An Amil alw’^ays
resided at the place, but it was never the station of a
Subah or person of very high rank. Patna had always
this preference. The Amils w ithin the old fort had
fortified their Kacheri, and this was pretty entire
within the memory of some of the gentlemen,
but it has gone to ruin The work was small, intended
merely to resist sudden outrages from tlie zemindars.
It w^ould appear (for there are few^ traces of it remain-
ing) to have been a square mud fort, perhaps 160
yards each side with a small bastion at each corner.
The bifildings were probably huts, as the office of the
Amil, the walls of which are standing, has been built of
mud with a few bricks intermixed, but has been neatly
•ornamented and plastered with lime. These officers
held their appointments by too precarious a tenure
to think of paying out money on buildings.
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I visited several places in the vicinity. I first

Trent north a little vvay to Mosatpur ’ to look after the

Rajah’s house, but my guide did not know i^. This

part of the town is the neatest that I have seen. The
houses though small are built of brick or of mud
plastered, and are covered with sheets of paper stuck on

to dry. This gives them a clean look. This part of

the town is inhabited by paper-makers. Between it

and the fort is a pretty large mosque, quite ruinous.

From thence 1 went to see a house that had been
built by a rich individual, not au officer of government,

*nd it has been very considerable, but the family has

subdivided into many branches so that, though they

still occupy the dwelling houses, these are very ruin-

ous, the places of worship have been allowed to fail, and
the places intended for pleasure and ornament are lying

waste. There is a semi-subterranean building called

a Bauli, which was intended as a retreat during the

hot wiiids. .‘V.n octagon space was dug down until water
was found. This was lined with brick and a building

erected all round. This was square on the outside,

without any windows, but within formed an octagon
court adjacent to the pond. A suite of rooms opened
into this court by eight doors, and witho it them were
various galleries, stairs, closets, and bye corners. The
floor was sunk so low that in the rainy season there is no
access, and even now there is a foot of M'ater on the floor,

but in the heats of spring they become dry and the
water is confined to the octagon court. The hot winds
are then entirely excluded, and it is said that the
chambers are then very cool and pleasant during the
day. Buildings on somewhat of a similar plan, with a
supply of water brought in pipes so as not to affect the
•floors, would probably be a great luxury. Adjoining
to this building has been a garden, with many small
canals and reservoirs built of brick and covered witj;i

plaster, in which there were jetd'eam. Beyond this

was a solid square building of one storey, called

(1) MaMdjuiir.
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Novorotou from its containing nine rooms, one in th^
centre, one at each comer, and one at each * side. They>^

are arched with brick, and had the roofs been high and,
^

the doors sufficiently large the building might have '

had a good effect and been very cool. Tlie execution is

exceeuingly clumsy.

From thence I M^ent to the hill, which extends

north and south uitii a very abrupt face towards

the M^est and a gentle slope towards the east, but is

the barest rock of such a shape that I liave ever

seen. It consists of granular quartz or silicious horn-

stone, in most places white or grey, but in others stained

red. ^ It is disposed in parallel layers rising from the

east towards the west at an angle of about 2(5° from
the horizon. Tlie layers are from one-half to two
feet thick, so that the rock might be considered

as composed of horizontal strata. To me it ajipears

that they are occasioned by mere fissures produced by
cooling, desiccation or decay, I Avill not take upon myself

to say Avhich. The rock is also intersected by vertical

fissures, running ejist and west and north and south.

The fissures running east and west have become very

wide, often several feet, owing apparently to the action

of the rain running down the declivity of the hill, while
those running north and south are mere fissures. On
the summit of the hill are several Dorgas of different

saints m itli inscriptions in the i ogara character. They
are all ruinous except that of

[ Malik Ibrahim llayu^]

a very rude building, although the bricks have been
smof)thed with the chisel although noways ornamented.
In this manner they are as smooth as the bricks used in

England and make of course as neat a wall, so that the
joinings do not admit of fig trees. This w all, although not
plastered and built without lime in the mortar, is perfectly

fresh although said to be above 4i00 years old. It is a
massy scjuare, the walls sloping considerably toAvards the
top, which is covered with a very clumsy dome. The

(1) Appendix, No. 42.

(2) Left blaiik in M.S.
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door is the only aperture in the building. The others are
much in thfe same style. One of them is said to

contain part of the body of the saint of Pir Paingti, and
•the keeper pretends that along with the saint is

incladod a Siva linga. On the grave, indeed, is made
'(I projection of plaster as if formed by the point of that
emblem of the deity, which lias probably been done
lately to extract money from the infidels. I do not
suppose that 400 years ago any such idolatrous practice
would have been tolerated.

Prom tlie hill I went tOAvards the south part of
^lie town, where I passed the largest mosque of the
jilace, nOAv quite ruinous and of no repute. It is

covered by five domes in one row. Near it are some
decent liouses surrounded by higli brick walls.
Some May beyond there is a pretty large tank, and a
heap of earth and bricks, called Pajaia, M'hich has
probably been a Hindu temple. Beyond this 1 M'ent to
the principal ]dace of Morship, the tomb of Ibrahim.
The buildings are of no great size and uncommonly
rude, but although slovenly are in tolerable repair.
From thence I returned through a A?ery long narrow
bazar, the dirtiest and poorest 1 have ever seen. Near
the Thanah M'ithin the fort is the monument of Kadir
Kumbaz, a poor place but in tolerable repair.

In none of these buildings are there many
ornamented stones, nor arc many such[ scattered about
the place. A feu rude pillars have been built into the
different Muhammedan places of worship, and I have
alrejidy mentioned those in the gate. There is therefore
no evidence that this Hindu abode has been a place of
much splendour. The fort must have beeni' strong, as
the stone rampart has been very massy, as it has many
salient angles strengthened by round bastions, and as
the ditch would appear to have been enormous. It is
now entirely cultivated, and small canals wind through
it, but where most entire, on the east face of the fort, it
w/>uld seem to have been about 600 feet wide. On the
west side where narrowest it would seem to have beeu
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about 400 feet, ‘ The extent of the heaps of brick

within the fort shows that it has containeii many large

buildings of that material, hut no traces of their particu-

lar form remain. It is however probable that they all

belonged to the palace of the Rajah, ’ while the town
surrounding the ditch on the outside was open. It now
indeed surrounds the old ditch, but in its present state

of decay ha 8 divided into separate villages ; before the

famine, however, and before it had been twice sacked by
the Mamttahs, it went entirely round in a form as

compact as is usual in Indian cities, and probably in the
time of the Hindu Government may have been very
considerable. The Rajah was' probably of the sect of
Buddh, as several broken images collected round a tree

and also round a small modern temple, both in the fort,

are evident representations of Munis.

I find that scarcely two persons agree concerning

its history, and the chief Moslems of the place have no
copy of Ferishha nor other historical v ork, although one
of them is called a Moulavi, and all they say as well

as what is said by others seems to rest on tradition, in

general rendered very suspicious by its being intermixed

with the miracles performed by the numerous saints of

the place.

Some people pretend that the place continOed to be
governed by the Magas until the time of Ibrahim, but
they do not know the Rajah’s name. Others again
pretend that the Magas lived very long ago, 15 or 16
centuries, and that their fort had long been destroyed
before the arrival of any Moslems. Among these is the
owner of the Dorga of Bara Sistani. He says that on -

1 Croawd out— ** The earth has I imagine been thrown on the inner part

of the fort toich is very high, nor can the height be attributed to the ruins of

brick buildings, for although the surface and the interior everywhere consists of
broken bricks I see many penis whore the people have du? and where the
bricks extend only a few feet into the soil. I do not suppose therefore that the

fo^i has contained many great buildings, there is nothing remaining to show
that any one was of great dimensions, but it was prooahly occupied by
various small courts surroun^led by small brick buildings in which the Rajah,

his family and immediate dependants resided, while the iQwn eurrewndin^,*
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the arriyal of his ancestor 700 years ago, this part of the

corftitry belonged to Sohel Deo, a Bajah who liyed at

Tungi ^ near Behar, but no traces remain of his abode,*'

which was probably therefore petty. The country was
then infested by Daityos or cannibals, the chief of

.whom the saiut destroyed by miraculous power, on
which the Bajah was converted to the faith, and gave

his daughter in marriage to the saint. The heathen

temple was then pulled down, and the tomb of the saint

has since been erected in its stead. One door of the

temple has been allowed to remain, and forms the entrance

through a wall which surrounds the tomb. It has contain-

ed many imagfis in relievo, the spaces for vdiich remain,

but Moslem piety has carefully eradicated the idols, by
which the door has been so much defaced that it would
not be worth while to take a drawing. When the saint

arrived, the fort of the Mag Kajahs was covered with
trees and entirely waste. Many people say that »this

is a more idle fable, but it aj)pears the most probable.

The colony of Rajputs say that they came as soldiers

M*itli a Mogul i\mil who was sent to manage this part of

the country, that on their arrival the tbv'n was largo, but
the fort was entirely unououpied except ])y the Fakirs
belonging to the tomb of Kadur Kumbaz. It was then
that the small mud fort was built, and the Bajput soldiers

were cantoned in and near it. About 15 years ago they
planted a tree in the old fort and placed under it a Siva
Linga. About the same time they built a small temple
for another Siva. Having found several old images
lying about the ruins, they collected them near these
two places of worship, and these are the images of

Munis that I have before mentioned.

Many allege that Behar is not the original name of

the place, and was given to it by the Moslems after the
conquest. Behar however, so far as I can learn, is

neither a Sangskrit nor a Persian word, and is probably
original. The Hindu town’had probably gone to ruin
with the Maga dynasty, and the M oslem city arose into

(I) Timgli (•bpql two ia|le* iooth-Mti oi
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consequence from the numerous saints belonging to

the place.

A little west from the old fort is a very considerable

heap of bricks, called Pajaiya wliich means a brick kiln,

and people allege that it was the old brick mill of the

Magas, but its elevation and size renders this opinion *

untenable. It has probably been a large solid temple,

and its ruins indeed may have supplied bricks for the

modern town t(j a very considerable extent, to which
the name may ))C attributed.

The only detail concerning the Magas that I can
learn is that one of their Queens, Kani Malti, had a

house about 2^ cose east from the town. It is said

that there remain no traces exce])t a considerable heap
of bricks.

'ith January .—I went about seven miles Avesterly to

Baragang,’ where there was said to be many ruins. I
first went about a mile south to the end of the bazar,

which extends in a> direct Ime from the edge of the
ditch. Behind the wretched sheds which form the shops
arc many houses of brick, some of them pretty large

but in general very slovenly, and neither plastered or in

good order. The bricks seem to have been all taken
from ruins. Near the far end [is] a large building of

stones similar to those of the fort andimprobably taken
from thence. It is said to have been the Kachery of the
Phaujdar, and is a kind of rude castle. About one-third
of a mile west from the end of the bazar is a long ridge
of stones on the east side of a pretty considerable tank,
in the centre of which is a stone pillar. The Dorga of
Gungam Dewan has been erected on' the ruin, which
probably has belonged to Maga Baja. About miles
beyond Ihis I crossed the principal channel of

the I’unchanun, ^ which may be 200' yards wide and
contains a small clear stream. About four miles from
thence I came to a tank called merely Dighi, which is the

(1) Bargam.
(*) Panchany R., R.; Pan«ham N>
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commencement of the ruin. It extends east and west about

1,000 yards, but is not above 200 yards wide. No weeds,

and covered with Pintails. Immediately west from this

tank is a very considerable space elevated with the

fragments of brick. Its north end is occupied by part

of the village of Eegumpur,* and a small ruinous mud
fort erected by Kamgar Khan. This occupied the

highest part of the heap, which sinks towards the south,

but on that end are four smaller heaps which have
probably been separate buildings, aiid their ruins have
formed the heap by which they are united. On the one
next the fort is a largo image which the people call

,Bairubh, but this name they strangely niis-aj)ply. It

seems to me to represent Narayan riding on Garudn, but
is exceedingly rude. On ihe most easterly of the four

heaps are two images, both male, one sitting u ith its

legs crossed like a Burldh, the other with its legs down
as Europeans sitting on a chair, and like this I have
seen some images of Jain in the south.

South from this ma.ss of building has been another
much more considerable, on the north end of which is

situated the village of Baragung. .The two however
seem to be connected on the east side by an elevated
space filled with bricks. Between these two masses is

a conical peak of bricks, which has evidently been a
temple. West from it is a small tank called Surjapukhor,
where a great Mela is annually held. On the north
side of the tank has been a considerable mosque, totally

fallen to ruin. At the north-west corner arc three
images. One a Linga with a man’s head and shoulders
on one side. There are several others such among the
ruins. Another is a male standing, with a short
inscription round his head. The third is a Buddh. The
image of Surja is said by a b^akir to have been* thrown
in the tank, but this seems doubtful. On the south side

of the tank, near a small heap of brick, have been
collected several images. Among others a Buddh
sitting in the usual posture; with several others as

(1) Begamitiir,
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well as other human figures carved on his throne

and round him, also a row of Buddhs^ Also . one
very usual near Gya, namely, a male standing, with
four arms and leaning with two of them on two small-

figures, one of which is a female. On the east side of

the tank temple a large fig tree has destroyed a small

temple, and under it have been collected many images*.

The largest, of very considerable dimensions, is turned

upside down so that the figure cannot be seen. (On my
return I had it placed erect and found that it was a
Varaha.) It is probably that which was worsliipped in

the adjacent conical heap, which is called Tarhari. The
most remarkable image under this tree is one of a male'

with a boar’s head (Varaha), on each side a Nagini or

female ending in two serpents in place of legs. The
serpents are twisting their tails round the feet of the
God. Many Buddhs or Jains here also, for I do not
know how to distinguish them, but on the whole most
of the figures have a strong resemblance to those of

Buddh Gya. Among others at this heap, I saw one of

Surja such as he is represented at Gya. The real image
however, to which the tank is dedicated, has been pro-

bably conveyed to a small modern temple built in the

middle of the village of Baragung. In its walls have
been built several images, and a good many are lying
about in the area before the temple. One of the Buddhs
in the wall of the left hand of the temple has a short

inscription. Here as well as elsewhere, several Lingas
with human faces on four sides, an idol very common near
Gya also.

^

In the street of the town, near this temple of

Surja, is a large image which the people worship as

Kala Bairobh. It is seated in the usual posture, one
hand over the knee, with two small Buddhs above and
two below in the same posture, and one reclining on a
couch. Also a figure standing on each side. On this

image there is a short inscription.

Nearly west from the town of Baragang, a wretched
place, is a conical heap of bripks called Dorhar, witfe
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three others of the same name running in a southerly

dir^tion towards a large tank choked with weeds ; at the

foot of this hill are three large images of Buddhs sitting

in the usual posture. Tm'O are erect, one supine. This

has a short inscription, but it is much defaced. Its

hand is over its knee, as is the case of that farthest

north. The southernmost of those that are erect, which
is the largest, and, seems to have had its hands joined

before the breast but they are broken, has two short

inscriptions. Between this conical heap and the next
towards the south is a small temple, where a Dasnami
Sannyasi is Pujari. The third image, which is an object

of worship, he calls Baituk Bairobh, but it is evidently a
Buddh or Jain sitting in the usual posture and clothed,

with one hand on the knee. It is of great size, seated

on a throne ornamented with lions, and the execution
better than usual. It is not a relief but a full figure.

A vast number of images and fragments of all sorts are

lying near it.

The next heap has been opened for materials, and
seems to have contained only a very small square
cavity. The door has been of stones,* among the frag-

ments an image of an elephant.

Parallel to these conical heaps, evidently temples,
has been a very long range of buildings between them
and the great elevation extending south from Baragung.
Traces remain to show that at its north end there has
been a row of five small courts surrounded by buildings.
The south end seems to have been one mass, as there
are no cavities on the top but such as may be
supposed to have originated from the falling in of the
roof of large rooms. On the east side of this and
parallel to it, but much larger in all dimensiqps, is an
elevated space containing many bricks, and extending
south from Baragung. It would rather seem to have
been formed by the ruin of a congeries of buildinjgs

than to have been one mass of buildings, or palace.

Pn its north end, adjacent to the town, has been
erected a small temple of the Serawaks, which probably
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however is not above 100 years old. It is in charge
of a Mali, and in tolerable repair but very slovenly,.the

court round it being cultivated with mustard or filled

with rubbish. Ihe terrors of the Jain seem to prevent

them from living near their temples, and they study

concealment as much as possible. The doors into this
^

temple are made so small that I was under the*

necessity of creeping in on all fours.

A considerable way south from thence, on this

range of ruins, is a considerable conical heap, evidently

a temple. Near it but at some distance are two large

images, one a Buddh or Jain, the other a female
supported by two lions. At the south end of this mass

“

is a very considerable long heap with two smaller risings

on its west side, probably a large liouse or palace.

Beyond this I saw no more heaps. There appear to

have been many small hinks round. At the south-west

corner of this large building is the ruin of a small temple
called Kapteswori, in and near which liave been
collected many images of all kinds, some of them
though Buddhs smeared whh the. l)lood of offerings

made by the neighbouring peasantry. One of them,
evidently a fat-i)ellied male, without a proboscis and
sitting with one leg hanging over the throne, they call

Devi or the goddess. Three female figures at this

place have short ins(;riptions. One of them is standing

under two Buddhs. Another is very curious. It re-

presents a small female sitting on a throne, supported by
swine, tolerably well done but called elephants by the

neighbours. Above her is striding an enraged Sakti

with three faces, two human and one porcine. A Buddh
on the ornaments of each head, and an inscription.

Suejh are the ruins of the place which the people all

agree in calling Kundilpuri and the residence of Maga
Baja, but that merely is to say that it was the residence

of the King of the country. The nature of the heaps
and the number of images induce me to suspect that it

has been merely a place of worship, although it is

possible that the long range with the five small courts in
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fcs north end may have been a palace. 1 further suspect,

;rom the few^traces of religious buildings about Behar,

.}hat *the King usually dwelt there in tlie fort, and that

his was his place of worship, where indeed he might

.
Jso have a palace. There is no trace of any fortifica-

dou near it. Vast heaps of the materials, I am told,,

;^ave for ages been removed to Behar and other neigh-

bouring places for building. Great quantities still

remain.

The Jain piiestat Behar (Jeti) says that the proper

name of Behar is Bisalapur, which first belonged to

llaja Padamuda vvlio had a country extending 48 coses

round. He was succeeded by l»is son Siijodun, and his

sou Huryodhon, his son Ugrieva. These Bajalis were
ICliairiyas of the Jain religion. Padamuda lived about
2,S00 years ago, and there are no remains of his work.

After this dynasty cauu', Rajah 8rinik, a J.ain, who dwelt

at Baragoug, t he proper name of whidi is Kundilpur.
He only raised one t(!mple of the Jain, whore ho placed

the mark of (lautom’s feed.

The Jain here acknowledge Gautomasthe chief of

eleven disciples of Mahavira one of tlfeir Avatars, and
pay him divine honours. The priest says that at that
time the hulk of the people were Huddhs, and that
all the other temples and images belonged to that
sect. Raja Srinik lived about 2,400 years ago, con-
temporary with Mahavira and Gautoma, and his

country extended 48 coses. He left no heirs, as he
betook himself to a religious life.

The temple of the Jain at Baragang is called
Buddh Mundol, and is the place where Gautoma
died. The present temple was built by Sungram Saha,
a merchant, who lived about 260 years ago and* placed
•in it an image of Santonath, one of the Avatars,'
Kundilpur is also called Pojnpapnri. The Buddh
temples laid been there before. Therb were no other
Jain Rajahs here. Raja Maga (a proper name) after-
w^tds built the fort of Behar, but the J'ain have no
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account of him, as he was not of their religion. They
have no account of Jarasindha as being an infidel,

but they say he lived before Padamuda. Four of the

Avatars, Molonath, Subodnath, Kuntonath and Arinath,

performed hermitage (Topisya) at Eajagrihi, on which
account it has become a holy place and was published

as such about 2,200 years ago. Four maths have been

built by the house of Jogotseit within these 100 years.

It belonged to Eaja yrinik.

At Pokorpur near Pauyapuri is a temple of

Mabavira, when he died he was carried as usual to

heaven but some of his remains were left at tliat

place. The temple built lately. At Gunauya* near

Nawadeh, Gautama Swami performed To])issia. He
says that Vaspujiar died at Champanagar. Kurna
Baja was not a Jain, but Eaja Dodibahun was Eaja
of Champanagar an exceeding long time ago, at the

time of Vaspuja. He was after Kama Eaja.

Twenty of the Avatars died at Sometsikur hill,

called Parswanath, in Palgunj. Neamnath died at

Grinar near Gujerat, Adinath at Setrurija near Palitana

city. The places where the 24 Avatars were born
and where they prayed are also holy, some were born
at Kasi, some at Ayudiya. All the Avatars were sons

of Rajahs except Nemnath, who was son of Samududra
Vijayi by Siva Devi. Samudra was a Jodobongsi, or

of the same family with Krishna.

The whole Jain are called Srawakas, but they
are divided into 84 castes (Jat), Osuyal, Srimal,
Agarwal, Porwar, etc. The Osuyal and Srimal can
intermarry, but ’none of the other castes can intermarry
nor eat together. Besides these are a class celled Bojok
or Pushkarna, who are Brahmans. These were admitted
about 360 years ago, when a King threatening the
Srawakas with destruction, a number of armed Brahmans
undertook their defence and have been received as

Purohits for the whole. Formerly they had no Purohits

(1) (aast of the tank described on 2l8t December^ and

^

the xnain xosd between Qiriiik and Bajauli).
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The Bojoks although outwardly Jains are generally

supposed to Jje privately of the sect of Vishnu. At first

he shid that there were no Brahmans among the Jain,

but he afterwards said that he had heard of rjujerati

Brahmans belonging to the 81< castes, and called

Gujewal. The Agarwal, Osuyal, Paliwal, Srimal, and
•others perliaps, are Chitris. Bazirwal are Jat or Goyalas,

Golavaris and Poriwar are Vaisiyas. Any one of the

castes or a Brahman of any kind may become a Joti, or

the Gurus of the Sarawaks. My informant in fact says

that he was born a Gaur Brahman, and that his father

was of the sect of Vishnu. Aly people think that

privately he still continues of that faitli. None of them
are married, and tliey give upades to the Sarau aks, who
are all married. The abode of the Jotis is called Pausal.

One Joti usually lives noth his Chclas and such guests

as he chooses to entertain. They also arc divided
into 8k sects or Guch, each of which has a chief

8ripuj. If a Joti leaves no chela the Sripuj is his heir.

They arc also divided into two maths, Digumba and
Swetumba. The Bigumbas should go naked, but they
how content themselves with using tanned clothes.

Tlicy follow the s^c gods, but have some different

books. None oE them here worship the Astik gods, but
they have a Chetrapal god of cities, as other Hindus have
Grama Bevatas. Their temples here they call Deohara.
Hhey perform Horn, that is, burnt offerings of honey and
ghi. They make no sacrifices. They admit the sun and
heavenly bodies to be deities, but do not worship
them.

Thellajahs of Jaynagarwere Jains until the time of
Protapsingh, the son of Sewai Jaisingh, who became a
worshipper of Vishnu. The Astiks here deny this, but
I heard the same from a Gaur Brahman who had come
from Jainagar as an artificer. Many of the Eajputs ojE

Bundeli, Mewar, Marwar, Kundeir, Labor, Bikaner,
Jodpur, etc., are Jain, but many also are Vaishnavs.
They admit the Buddhs to have preceded them, bdt
know nothing of their history. The Buddhs were
succeeded, partly by the Vaishnavas, partly by the

9 • 2 Ees. J.
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J&ins. He says that Mahapal, Devapal^ etc., Vf&CQ Jam
merchants, not kings.

In the BhagaWatiSuthin 4i5,000 slokes is^ontainedl

aa accotint of the Avatars and Jain Rajahs. tPhe Tara
Tambul gives an account of the places of pilgrimage, with
their distances. He has a good many books in Sanskrit,,

but not the Bhagawati Suth. The Jains’ images that

are sitting have both their hands supine and across.

Those Standing have both 'hands down, with the palms
turned forwards. They have 48 female deities*

Padmawati, Chukreswori, Chundrakangta, Sri Maloni,
etc. They make offerings of flowers and fruits to them.
SoUie have many arms. ’ t

He says that Vihar is the proper name of the place,

and has always been its name in the vulgar dialect. It

obtained the Sangskrit appellation Bisalapur in the time
of Mahavira.

The old images in the fort at Behar, the Joti says,,

are all of the Buddhists. One, a small stone with a
muni on each of four faces, contains a short inscription,

but so much defaced that no meani^ can be extracted

from the parts that are legible. Without the south gate,

under a young tree, some - broken images have been
collected, but I had no opport^unity of consulting the
Joti concerning them. One is a female sitting, with two
elephants above her head.

Qth January .—I visited the old Kacheri of the
Moguls. The mosque alone remains, and has been by
far the largest of the place, but exceedingly rude. The
walls, pillars, and arches have been built of rude stone

taken from the fort, and have been covered by domes of

brick. The domes have been 21 in three rows. The
spaces between the pillars have been about 15 feet

wide. The pillars are masses about six feet equate and
seven feet high. This may^ve an idea of the taste. The
walls have been rudely plastered. The size in the inside

has been about 5*7 feet by 141. It was built by a
Mir Mahmud, and a descendant, venerable by age afld
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appeturaiioe but of a very querulous disposition, retains

property of tbe ground, which may be three or four acres.

No traces (rf the other buildings remain except a few
walls, partly stone, partly brick. About 100 years ago

‘the Kucheri was removed into the fort by orders from the

King. It seems to me as if the south gate alone had
been rebuilt and formed into a small kind of castle,

by blocking up some openings with bricks. This has

probably been done by the owner of a Dorga, who
occupies most of the space within.

XOth January.—I went to Puri. Having passed

through the bazar and the Dorga of Mukhduin, I found
encamped a party of Jain pilgrims, and proceeding south,

by a road not however pi-aeticable for carts, about six

miles, I came to the Pauchanan. It is here not above
200 yards wide, but contains a good deal of water, not-

withstanding numerous canals that are taken from it for

irrigation. I followed its bank for above half a mile,

and then turning easterly went to the Tirth, about a mile
farther on. Here 1 found another camp of pilgrims.

The whole of the pilgrims assembled are Poriwars,
There are fully as many women as m<jn. Most of the
women are elderly, but some are young and a few have
children. They are in general dressed in a red gown
with a petticoat, and a cloth round their head and
shoulders, not as a veil, for like the women of the south
of India they show their faces. Many of them wear
shoes and are well made girls but very great hoydens,
their clothes being throun on without the smallest
neatness. They have many horses, some oxen, and small
tents. They went first to Kasi, then to Ayudiya, then
have come here, they go on to Rajagiri, Palgunj and
Champanagar, and then return home. They say that the
whole of their tribe are traders, and at first said they were
iSudras, but then recollecting themselves said they were
Vaisiyas. They never heard of any Brahmans among
the Serawaks, but said that west from Bandlekund
there are many Rajputs among the Jain. The doctrine

of caste, at least of Brahman, Kshatri, Yaisya and
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Sudra, seems to me a mere innovation, finding the

three first titles become hononrable among, their neigh-

bours, the men of learning take the title of Brahmans,
the powerful call themselves Kshatris, and the traders

call themselves Vaisiyas. The Poriwar admit of no
Gurus except those of their own tribe, and pay no sort ofu

attention to a chela of the Behar Joti who is here looking

for employment. lie is so like the Joti that I suspect

that he is his son. The Gnru of the Poriwar resides at

Gualior. They have no Purohit, each man offers for

himself. They seem to abhor the Brahmans, yet they

say that they give them sometimes a couple of Paisahs

for some yellow powder, with which they mark their

faces.

Pauya Puri, I am informed by the convert, is con."

sidercd by the Burmas as the place where Gautama
changed this life for immortality. For some time
previous to that event he resided at Gya, but coming
to Pauya Puri he died, and his funeral was performed
with great pomp and splendour by Raja Slol, then
sovereign of the country.

I expected to have found Panya Puri an old city,

but on coming there I fotind that Pauya^ and Puri
were two distinct places distant from each other above
a mile, and that at Puri there was not the slightest

trace of the Buddhists. . On the contrary, everything

there seems to be comparatively modern and to belong
to the Jain. Some of the people of Pauya having
come to have a peep into my tent', I by chance
asked them if they had any old temple. They said that

they had a temple of the Sun, and that there were
min)r broken imiges lying near it. I accordingly

Avent to the spot and found the village situated on a
considerable elevation, about (100 feet in length and
perhaps 160 in width, consisting of a mixture of earth

and bricks, in general broken to small fragments. The
greatest length extends east and west, and at each end
is a tank nearly filled ijp. On the west end of this

elevation is the temple of Surja, a small quadrangular

(1) Paowah, E. and B.A. ; Pawn.
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building with a flat roof, divided into two apartment^

and perhaps. 100 j^ews old. It contains two images, one

callM Surja* and the other Lakshmi, both males . stand-

ing with two arms, and exactly resembling many that

are to be seen at Gya. The one called Lakshmi has a

short inscription which my people cannot read, and on

her head a male figure sitting cross-legged with both

his hands on his lap, as the Jains arc usually represented.

On the outside of the temple are several broken images,

mostly females standing, but two small ones are of

Munis of the Buddhists, having their right hands on
their knee.

This place, I have no doubt, is the proper Pau;ya

Puri, and seems to have })eeu a large temple. The
Jains afterAvards, liaA'ing dedicated a place near it,

called it merely Puri or the Abode, while the other is

now called simply Pauya. I'he people of tbe village

have not the smallest tradition concerning the bricks

found in their village, but that is not surprising, as they
do not know who built their small temide, and are asto-

nished ho IV any jjcrson should conceive them to know
such a circumstance, as they say it was done three cr

four generations at least ago, and that is beyond the
extent of tiieir chronology.

The Jains at Puri have erected three ])laces of

worship. That farthest south is the place where
Wahivera was burnt. It is a small temple placed in

the middle of a fine tank, and surrounded by a Avail with
A'ery narroAv doors. The temple aaus erected and is kept
in good repair by the family of Jogotseit. A Brahman
of Telingana, of the sect of Vishnu, and a Mali have
charge of it. The former takes the offerings, and the
latter sells flowers, but neither is employed in the
worshij). Immediately north from the tank is* an emi-
nence formed by the earth thrown out. On this has
lately been erected a place of worship in honour of the
feet of Mahavira. It is round, and rises by several stages
gradually narrower, but as each stage is only a reason
a^le step high and very wide the whole elevation is
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t^ing. In the centre is a place like a large beehite,

m which is placed the emblem of the deities’ feet.

North from this some way, at Pnri village, is the

most considerable temple. It consists of two courts

surrounded by a brick wall, with very small doors

as usual. In the centre of one is a temple in excellent

f©|>air and of no great antiquity. The ascent to it is by
a wretched stair, on each side of which are two small

places like beehives, each containing a lump of earth

covered with red lead, which is called Bairubh. The
temple consists of a centre and four small mondirs at the

corners. In the centre are three representations of the

feet of Mahavira, who died at this place, and one of each
of those of his eleven disciples. In the corner buildings

are also representations of the feet of various persons.

Each has an inscription, which has been copied, only the

inscriptions on four have become obliterated by rubbing
and are no longer legible. These inscriptions are in

Eevanagari, which my people read. One is said to he
very old. The joti reads the date of the year of Sombot
five 6, but the Karji thinks that what the Joti calls

I'anso, or five, are the cypliers ICO which would give

the date 1605. The oldest. A 11 the eleven disciples w'ero

made in the [year] 1G9S by one man. One of the new
ones of Mahavir, made in 1702. The other, when the

fe6t of the disciples Were made. There is an inscription

giving an account of the persons by whom the eleven
Phdnkas wdre made. At each side of the court of this

thmjde is a building. One serves as a gate, two for

accbinmddating strangers of rank, and the fourth for

a Joti, disciple of the person of Behar. He is said to

have been a Brahman and is I suspect a mere pretended
Jain. The Poriwars will have nothing do with him.
The Oshuyals alone seem to have admitted these

Brahmans as Gurus, on their professing their faith and
studyiug their law. The court is tolerably clean and
planted with flowers. The other court contains a build-

in'g intended entirely for tlje accommodation of pilgrims
of rank.
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llfk Jaamry.-rl went to Giriak,* about two coses.

The village is situated on an elevation containing many
bricks, at a Httle distance from the Punchnnon, towards

tito east. Immediately south from the village is a tank,

much filled up, called Dobra, south from thence some
way is another called Dunsar, and south-west from that

is another [called] Puraniya, from its being covered

with the leaves of the Nelumbium, called Puran as the

flowers are called Kamal. North from Puraniya, and
running along the banks of the Punchanan between
it and the two other tanks, is a very large elevation

composed of broken bricks, rude masses of stone taken
from the hill on the opposite side of the Punchanan,
and earth. That this is not a natural heap or hill I

conclude from there not being the smallest appearance
of rock, for all the hills of this country are mere rocks

with a little soil in the more level parts. Its shape also

showing traees of symmetry supports the same opinion.

It may be traced to consist of two parts. That to the
south considerably the lowest, both have a projection

towards the east and west, like porticos or perhaps
gates.* The elevation of the northern part cannot be
less than 80 feet perpendicular. Nor is there any trace

of a cavity within. K it has been a mass of building, as I
doubt not has been the case, it must'have been a great
castle or palace, without any courts or empty areas
which could have left any traces in decay. The whole
however, probably by the removal of the materials, has
been reduced to a mere irregular mass in which no traces

of building remain. On its top has been erected a small
square fort with a ditch. The rampart and bastions have
been faced with bricks, taken probably from the ruin.
This fort is attributed to a Bandawot Itajah who govern-
ed the country before the Batana Bamans. This fort is

called the Boragara, while some irregular traces on the
east side of the large heap are called Chotagai*, and are
also attributed to the same Bandawats, who wereBiajputs.

(1) Gireek, B A. ; Qlriftk B|il>ll0^iir.

(2) The river is cutting away this mound on iia w^steryi si«jl6, expoaitig
wells and the brick foundatiofts of buildings, and the projectiomi

• gn the side bkve nnw disf^pt^red. ^
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\ The most sensible natives of the place have no tradi-

tion concerning the elevation on which the Baragara is

situated, but think that it was made at the same time
with the fort, which is an opinion quite untenable,
fort-ditch having evidently been dug into the heap of •

ruins. A Bosnami indeed pretends that the old name of

the place is Ilangsa Nagar and that it was built by a
Hangsa Bajali

; but ho lO. 'stupid fellow, and no other
person has hoard of such a tradition. ,At Patna, how-
ever, I heard the Hangsa llnjah lived at Phalwari.

The greater part of the stones, as I have smd”, - ays
rude blocks of quartz or hornstone taken from the
opposite hill, but a lew images anji fragments of potstone
are scattered about. Two of the images are pretty entire,'

although much defaced. One represents a female killing
a buffalo, exactly like the Jagadombas of Kew^adol.
This is lying on tbo surface of the hill under the fort
towards the east. Near it is a very neat pedestal on
which five images have stood, but only their feet remain.
The other image that is entire is placed leaning against
the wall of a small modern temple of Siva, -built on the
northernmost of tA\ o small hca2)s that are north from
the groat ruin. If, is c.xactly like one of the most
common figures at Gaya. A male with four arms, leaning
on two small porso*nages, one male and one female. Turn
small images l)clow in form of adoration, two angels hover-
ing alfovo witli chaplets in their hands. His head has
a high ea]) with an old regal coronet. By the people it

is called Lakshmi Nara.yan, and is the same with that so
called at Jkuiya, only i hat it wants the Jain on the head,
being too small. Under a irco, between the great heap
and the river, have been collected some fragments of
images. Themale part of a Lingn, part of a Ganesa,
two fragments of the male last described, with some
others sp much defaced that it is impossible to say
what they WTre, On the north end of the great heap I
found a fragment of the same male image, being one of
the angels t hat has hovered above his head. Under a
tree on the east side of thedarge heap is a fragment of
|ho human form, which the Musahors have put upon b
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heap of bricks and worship as one of their saints or devils-

This large heap is evidently what the people of Nawada
called Jarasandha’s house, but the people on the spot

have no such tradition. The buildings attributed to Jara-

sandha are on the hill called Giriak, just opposite to the

village of that name. He is considered here as having

•been an Asur or Daityo of immense size, so as to stand

with one foot on Giriak and another on Hajgiri, three coses

distant, and from thence throw bricks into the sea at

Hwarka on the other side of India. On account of this

vile trick by which he disturbed the 1,G00 wives of the

God who lived at Dwarka, that God came here to war with
Jarasandha, and killed him by the hand of Hhirn the son

•of Pandu. At that time Krishna gave orders that

people should bathe in the Panchanan, and 50,000 are

said to assemble for the purpose in Kartik.
%

12 th Xmuary .—I ascended the hill to see the anti-

quities, Ci’ossing the Panchanan at the upper end
of the great heap, i ascended a very steep precipice

to the small temple called Gauri Sank or, which is

situated at the bottom of an immense rock, on the
summit of which is the monument called the Baitaki
of Jarasandha. In this temple, which is very small
and probably not 100 years old,* are two small
images, one of Ganesa, the other of a male sitting with
a female on his knee, such as is usually called Hargauri
or Krishna and badha, but very common at Gaya. Near
this is the tomb of a late sanyasi, predecessor of the
present pujari,

I went from thence east along the face of the hill,

to another larg(.*r temple of the same rdiape, and perha j)s

six feet square, which is built over what is called
the imijression of Krishna’s feet, which at Nawada
was called the impression of the feet of Eanja. The
marks are small and like real impressions, being exca-
vated, and not elevated like the feet of the Jain. In
this temple are the fragments of an idol that has beeji
broken into so many pieces that no judgment can be
formed of what is represented.
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Ascending from thencsea ste^ precipice between
two immense rocks, I came to a ©omporatively level

place, where I found the proper road, paved with rough
blocks of stone cut from the hill. It seems to have
been about twelve feet wide and winds in vs^m
dimstions to procure an ascent of moderate declivity,

and when entire a palanquin might perhaps have bem.
taken up and down, but it has always been a very

rude work, and in many places is almost entirely des-

troyed.* I followed its windings along the north* side

of the hill until at length I reached the ridge opposite to

a small tank, excavated on two sides from the rock and
built on the two others with the stones cut out. The
ridge is very narrow, extends east and west, and rises*

gently from the tank towards both hands, but most to-

wards the west. I went first in that Erection along
the causeway, which is there at least 18 feet wide, and
rises gradually above the ridge. This causeway led me
to a mass of bricks which is very steep, and I thought in

ascending it that I could perceive the remains of a stair,

somewhat like the trace of two or three of the steps being
discernible. At the top of this steep ascent is a hollow
space with a thick ledge round it. This has probably
been a court, open above but surrounded by a wall, and
formed a terrace surrounding the building on all sides.

West farther has been a square mass of building, of

which the foundation at the north-east corner is still

entire and built of bricks about 18 inches long, 9 wide
and 2 thick. They are laid on clay, but have been
chiselled smooth so that the masonry is very neat, and
have never been covered v'ith plaster. In this corr.er the
ends of five pillars of granite project from among the
ruins, and in other parts three other pillars are still

standing. They are of no considerable height, about ten
feet and^quadrangular, while only one of their faces has
been ornamented with carving and that very rudely. The^

(1) Dr. Buchanan did not notice the fortification walla, which can be
easily traced, going round the hill on the west, everywhere below
its crest, and crossing the narrow valley between .this bill
the southern range.

'

(2) Should be ~ south,'* »i& U3. '
^
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probably therdEore formed a eorridor romnd t^is coarfe,

and the face has been turned towards the direc-

tiorf intended to be most conspicuous. They consist <rf.-

a very fine grey granite, white felspar and quartz, and
black mica, and have been brought from a distance, there

being no such stone on the hill. Immediatdy west

from this building, which has probably been a Nath
Mondir, is a conical mass of brick placed on a square

basis. There Is no cavity in its summit, so that it has

probably been a solid temple like that of the Buddhists*

On its north^ side would appear to have been a small

chamber, built in part at least with granite. The terrace

beyond this cone has terminated very steep towards the

west, and the rock appears to have been cut away to

render its west end more abrupt and to procure materials.

A small plain has been thus formed on the descent at

its west end, and in this is an excavation probably made
to procure materials. West from thence is a very pic-

turesque view of a narrow parched valley between two
ridges of rocks. In all other directions the country is

exceedingly rich.

I then returned to the tank, which is now dry, and
in its bottom I found a small female ' image with traces

of her having had a child on her knee, but it has a
Chokor or disk in one hand and Goda (Man) in the
other. On this account the Brahmans deny that it can
represent Ganesa Jononi, the mother of Oanesa, but I
have no doubt that it represents the same circumstance,
that is, the warlike Semiramis with the infant Niniyas
on her knee.

Going east from the tank a little way is another
small conical heap of bricks, quite a ruin, behind which
on a square pedestal is the circular base, dS feet in cir-

cumference, of a fine column, the most entire part of the
ruin, and which is Called the Baitaki or seat of Ja^isan-
dha. It is a solid building without any cavity, as tnay
be known by a deep excavation made in its western face,

probably in search of treasure, and has been built

• (1) Should be “ south,’* as shown in Buichanaj^’s
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througboat of large bricks laid in clay. The external

ones within reach have been removed, but higher up
some part remains entire and surrounded by the origin^

mouldings. The whole outer face has been cut smooth

with the chisel, and the mouldings have been neatly

carved, but they contain no traces of animal figures. The
square pedestal has been built in the same manner and
much ornamented. In what the column terminated it is

impossible to say, as what now remains is merely the

basis, and the whole northern face of the precipice under

it to the bottom is covered with scattered bricks which
have fallen from it. The terrace on which it stands

extends a little way towards the east, forming a little

plain from whence there is a most extensive prospect of

rich plain.

The building towards the west is called by a Sanyasi

(Pujari of the two modern temples) Ilangsapur, but all

other persons are ignorant of this name. Both parties

admit that it was tlie house of Jarasandha, but this is

evidently a mistake. No prince could have lived in

such a place, and the building has evidently been a

temple. The use of the column is not so obvious. It

may have been merely an ornamental appendage to the

temple, or it may have been the funeral monument of

a prince. The last is the most probable opinion, and it

may be the tomb of Jarasandha, who is said to have been
killed at Bonbiimi about four coses west. If Jarasandha
had a house here, I have no doubt that the heap on
which Baragara has been built is its ruins. None of

the images here are of a size fitted for worship in such
temples, and have been mere ornaments. The proper
images, if there were any, are either buried in the ruins

or have been destroyed.

I returned all the way by the shiir or road which
descends by the north side of the hiil, whereas I ascend-
ed by the south side. The hill consists entirely of

quartz or silicious hornstone.^ In most parts it is

white, in some ash coloured, and in a few red. It

(1) Ap|)endix, No. Ill,
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is nowhere that I saw an aggregate, but is composed of

an uniform substance, in some parts glassy, in others

powdery. In a state of decay, as at the small - temple*

of llaurisankar, it looks as if passing into Khorimati.

Some invalid native officers have been within

a year or two settled at Oeriak. They complain that

their lands produce nothing except Kurti, being too

sandy. I am however told by the farmers that the soil

is good, and when fully cultivated will produce all kinds

of rabbi, or Janera, Meruya, etc. It was lately covered

with stunted woods of which a good deal still remains

in the vicinity, but of late years much has been reclaim-

ed. Kear Giriak are many Musahars and a few
Bhuiyas. These here have no chiefs, and eat everything.

13^A January ,—I went six coses to Hariya,^ but the
road or path is very circuitous. About 5| miles from
Geriak I crossed the Teluriya,® a sandy channel about 200
yards wide, with a little stream of water, full however
as large now as the stream of the I'ulgo was at Gya
when I was there. About five miles farther on I crossed

the Dadur,® much such another channel as the Puri.*

The villages closely built. Many blithe inhabitants

Musahars. They speak a Hindi very, obsolete and diffi-

cult to understand. Their noses very small and rather
flat, faces oval, lips not thick, eyebrows prominent.
Hair long like all original Hindu tribes.

nth January .—In the first place I went about a
mile northerly to see the rock from whence Silajit pro-
ceeds. I ascended the hill* to about its middle by an
exceeding steep rugged path through a stunted wood, of

bamboos and Bosw'ellia chiefly. I then came to an
abrupt rock, of white quartz in some parts, and grey

(1) Haiiriya.

(SJ) Tilala N,? Puri crossed out. Probably Khlirl N.

(3) Dahdcr E., R. and B.A, ; Dailar M.

(4) By taking this route, Buchanan missed the hot springs called
Agnidhara, at Madhuban near Giriak, which also are not referred
to in his Report. Maximum *temperature pbserved since 1909, 139*^

* cm December 25th, 1920.

• (6) Handia or Htnriya.
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horastone in others, the same as I had found ali the way
upthe hill. Sofambling along the foot of this perj^ndi-
cular rock some way I reached the mouth of aconsM^
able <^ve, which has a wide mouth, and may be 60 or 60
feet in diameter and 10 or 12 feet high where highest.
The floor rises inwards with a very steep ascent and is

Very rugged, and the roof looks very threatening, and its

crevices shelter wild pigeons. The cave itself is quite
dry, and near the mouth is cool and airy. It is said to
be an usual haunt of bears and tigers. At the far end
of the cave is another, with a mouth about 12 feet wide
and 4 or 6 high. On approaching this I was struck by
a hot vapour and Stench that constantly proceed from it,

and I heard the chattering of bats from w'hom the
stench proceeds. The heat is very considerable, so as
instantly to produce a violent perspiration, but unfortu-
nately I had not with me a thermometer.* I looked into
fshe mouth of this inner cave, and could see all round it

without perceiving any ulterior opening, but I saw none
of the bats W’ho were probably hid in crevices. And the
heat and stench being exceedingly disagreeable, I did not
go in. The cave consists entirely of white quartz, stained
red on the surface of some parts.^ What has caused
the rock to slide out from it, I cannot say. All before and
under it for a little way is a rock composed of small
fragments of quartz imbedded in a tufaceous substance.
This I saw nowhere else on the hill. There is no appear-
ance of stratification. The rock, as usual, divided into
rhomboidal masses by fissures horizontal and vertical.

In many parts it is quite naked and abrupt, and every-
where (it has) the hills composed of it have the most arid
sterile appearance. The hills of quartz are in general
wy inferior in grandeur to those of granite. The latter
rise into peaks of the most magnificent boldness, and the
crevices are much more favourable to vegetation. The
hills of quartz, however, produce more springs and little

f) Not due to any f^bysical cause, such as high temjperature, but
* merely to i^ysiological causes, owing to the fact that the air

ia stagnant and ej^tremaly Joul.** gee J, B. & 0, R, S., 1917,
Vol in, }^art III, pages SC^IO, « v ,

(2) Appendix, No. 40.
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iritidfets, afld in the reoeBses formed by the^ there are

fuffc^ abrufrt^ ptecipioea and scenery of astonishing

'^^j^enr.

!. Standing before the cave and looking up, I saw
the Silajjit besmearing the face of the rock about

30 feet above my head, and proceeding from a small

ledge, in which 1 am told it issues from a crevice in the

quaftz. It was impossible for me to proceed farther.

One old Musahar alone ventured on this, and before he
set out he fortified himself with some spirituous

liquor, having made a libation to the ghosts of the

saints (Vir). A young active Ilarkarah attempted

^ accompany him. They went round the rock until

they found a ledge, and proceeded by this, holding on by
roots of trees, until they came over the mouth of the

cave, 40 or 60 feet above the Silajit, and the old man
descended from one crevice or projecting point to another,

until he reached the little ledge from whence it issued.

The young man’s heart failed him and he did not ven-

ture on so dangerous an exploit. The old man brought
back about an ounce measure of tlie Silajit, which he
collected in a leaf. It is about the consistence of new
honey but rather thinner, and mixed with dust and
other impurities that crumble down from the arid preci-

pice above. It is of a dirty earth colour, and has a strong

rather disagreeable smell, somewhat like that of cows’
urine but stronger, although it cannot be called very
offensive. The whole appearance is however disgusting.^

The place belongs to Eai Kosal Singh of Patna, and
all the Silajit that is collected is sent to hipp. The people
say that the old man goes once about three days during
the month® Paush and Mag, and does not collect above
one or two sicca weight in the day, and that the whole

^1) Writing in 1819, Buchanan says in hw Account of tho* Kingdom
N^al, page 80 :

—** In many parts of these mountains, th«
anbstanc© oaMw silant exndes from rocks. I have not yet iraiisfied

myself concerning its nature ; but intend hereafter to treat the
subject fully, when I describe the natu^l productions of Behar,
where I had an opportunity of collecting it, as it came froifl

the rock/- For an explanation Ci |t8 natuve^ ^e J. B. and 0, B. S.»

Ipc. cit., pages 315—318.
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procured in a season is not a seer. This seenas to be
doubtful. The man with any pains might to-day have
collected a couple of ounces, and it exudes in a similar

manner from another place about a quarter of a mile
farther east. It is very likely, however, that the owner
does not get more than a seer, and that I should suppose

is quite enough. I heard the Hanumans, but doubt
much of their eating the Silajit, as is pretended.

Having descended, I went along the bottom of the

hill towards the west. About five miles from Hariya,

the hill on which the Silajit is ends in a low point,* and
another from behind it comes

,
in view, but sinks into

a deep gap in less than half a mile farther.* Beyond the

gap it rises again, and continues beyond Topobon, whicli

is about six miles from Hariya. These hills consist also

of quartz, and are similar in their appearance. Their
lower parts covered with bamboos and stunted BoswelliaSj

their upper, sterile dismal rocks with tufts of withered
grass. A canal about 24 feet wide has been dug all

the way along the hill, and the earth has been thrown
towards the plain. The bottom is now cultivated and
it seems intended to collect the water into reservoirs,

that extend across the plain at right angles. The
plan is judicious,, but might have been more carefully

executed. About three miles east* from where the
Silajit exudes is a deep recess in tlie hill like a broken
crater, as it is funnel-shaped and the hill is not lower at

that part on any side, except towards the south where
the edge has given way and shows the hollow.*

Tapaban is a place where a Mela had been held two
days ago, and it is supposed was attended by eight or ten\

thousand people. It forms part of the holy places of
Bajagriho, and some Brahmans had come from thence
to receive contributions. They are most importunate
beggars'^ and call themselves Magaiya Srotriyas, but
say that they are Maharasta Brahmans, brought here by

(X) Aral or SaphI ghat.

(2) Jathlan ghat.

(3) Should ho “ west.”

{*) Sartu ghat.
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a certain Raja] whose name is the same with that of

Krishna’s fatJier.

’ \/The lioly places are fiye ponds or pools ^dntain-

ingsmall springs of water, bn!: very in t'crior to even
Sitakund. The water however servos to cover some
rice fields even at this season, but here the cold at this

feeason is too great for that grain. The water honever
is turned on the fields in order to enrieli tlicm. The
pools are situated in a row at the foot of (he hill,

which like those farther cast consists of quartz and
hornstono. A great deal of the latter especially above
thoJ^Kunds is red/ but there is no rock inuiiediatcdy

adjacent to them. It is tliere covered by fragmentt.

1;bat have fallen from the precipic es above. Tito eastern-

most Kund is named Chnndakosi, and is tiic llucst.

It may be about 20 feet square, and at tliis soasou three

feet deep. The water however, as in the others admit-
ting of the people bathing in it, is very dirty. It has
been surrounded by a wall of brick plastered, descending
teethe water’s edge with a. naiTow walk round f;he' water.
In the side opposite to the stair is a, small door leading

into^ a petty temple, in wliich is an image exactly like

that at the temple of Siva at Geriak, and is here called

Vasudeva. The thermometor, being 70’ in the air, rose

in the,water of this Kund to 110°'*

At tlie west side ofithis tank have been gathered
together several small images, mostly defaced. I obser-

vcd'lTagmeuts o£ five or six of such as is called Vasu-
deva, but from the enormous distension of cars these
arc admitted to belong to the sect of Buddhists. I
observed two of the goddess sitting on a lion couchant,
which my ])eople had never before seen ; also two of

Gauri Sangkar, and three lingas. A little .south-west

froip thence is a terrace of brick and stone, said to have
been erected ]»y Bototraia, who was killed in ISepal hy
Bliimsoa. On this are three modem and petty temples
of Siva.

...... ..... ...... u— — ,

- — •

(1) Appendix, No. 24. •

4-) Now called Saiifil KiuiiaT Kund or Snrajlcnul. Ita-xlmuin lompcratur®
• observed since 1908, 113 on Iloceuiber 28Ui, lj9C3.

10
, . Z Kes. J.
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Immediately south-west from’’ thence is a small

pool of cool water, called Hangsatirtha^ It has been

surrounded by brickwork, but this has gone to total 3^-un,

and the water is exceedingly dirty. Immediately ijduth-

wost from it is a small brick temple, the roof of which

is fallen,' in the * centre of which is a linga, and in the,

back wall are built tlwee images of Gauri Sankar, on
one of which is carved a person’s name by whom
probably it was dedicated. Near this temple is'lying

one of tlic images called here^.Vasudeva and at Gya
Narayon.

Some way south-west ^from thence is the pool

called Puran Hangs, lined with brick in good repaid.

The water in it raised the thermometer to 100°.®

Near this is Sanaatanakundo, alsoUincd with brick*,

which raised the thermometer to 102°.® At som^^.

•distance farther south-west is Sonok Tirtha, also line«^

with brick, and like the otlicrs in tolerable repair.

raised the thermometer to 112“.^ In none of these

ponds was there any issue of air bubbles as in tho^ of

the Bhagailp.ur district, except in the last, and thcrdlUiey

issued in very small (Quantities. I observed that in the

two middle Kpnds, where the heat was at 3 00° and
102°, there WTre some small fishes and a great

many frogs ; but in the two extreme jionds, w'hcre the

heat was 112 ° and 110 °, none of these animals
could live. This points out the heat in Avhich. ^ese
animals can live with comfort. '

'

ISt/i Jamary.—I went to Amaiti,® which w^k.said
to be five coses distant, but 1 found it leas than 3|. 5,The

(1) No ]oT) ger iracoablo. A largo niodcru temple probably occupies
its position.

(2) Now called Sanaksana,ndan or Bitakund. Maximum temperature
observed since 1908, 104*4® on Dccornixr 32th, 3909.

%>iv called Sankaraditya or Brahma hand. Maximum temperature
observed since 1908, 101*8® on December 12th. 3909.

('1) Now called Sanakkua or Chamarkund. Maximum temperature*,
observed since 1908, in hottest part of the Kiind, 323*4® dti

/
December 27th, 1915; but on December 28th, 1917, a small spring

, issued direct from the ground, tlio temperature of which was 128*7®.

H^e also note on 114.

Amethi.
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vountiy a fine level between two ridges of rooky hills,

'muc^ of it •under stunted woods, but ^he soil good. .

than a mile from Amaiti I crossed a nariw.' rivulet

-n aclay channel, but filled with stagnant water. It is

called Mungora.^ Amaiti is a small place belonging to

Mitrjit. The people, as usual on his- estates, very

attentive.
>«

16#A January ,—I went to Norahu,® about 6|- coses.

A little south from Amaiti I saw the soda efflorescing

on the surface of a small barren space. I continued

skirting the two small hills west from Amaiti for

about miles. I thou skirted the ridge behind them,
•trhich consists of an exceeding bare rock of a granular

rude jasper, in sometimes j)rettily variegated white,

grey, and red, which if it takes a polish Arill have a
fine effect. The specimen taken at Kharghat.* Mo
ap2

)earaucc of strata, as usual broken into rhomboidal
fKvgments. Rather move than a mile farther, I had on
my left a small conical peak which, with the two hills of

Amaiti, five small hills farther south, and two consider-

able ones farther on, are a continuation of the ridge of

Tapaban.

Rather more than 2J- miles farther, I came to a
wide gap in tho ridge towards my right, opposite
to the third of five small hills above mentioned,
and between the two ridges there is a beautiful

plain, a great part of wliich is covered in the rainy

season with water, a reservoir having been formed
by a bank about half a mile in length drawn across
the gap. The bank made only of earth. The ridge
continues only a little way farther south, in two slnirt

hills. I turned round the south end of tlic reservoir

and 'jyent north-east to Nowadah,* and from thenco
north through a very fine plain for about three miles to
a little conical hiU named Korwa, from whence to

(U Mangura N.
(2) Narawat.
(*) Appendix, No. 4.*

(«} Nawatfa.
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Norahur at the west end of the hill so named is rather

less than three miles. Korwa hill consists of a red

rude jasper,' with veins of white quartz. Adherhfg
to it are masses, half crystallized, of a fine, rfhite,,

suhstance, either quartz or felspar, I cannot say

which. Tho Cduntiy in the recess between the tw^o

chains of hills to my right seems to be oTcrrun with'

low woods, and to bo very stony. To the left it is very

rich.

Xaraw^at is a small village belonging to Pitumber
Singh, cousin german of Mitrjit. JJis agents soy tliat

until lately the country round * had been waste for some
hundred years, and that Narawat was the residence of a
Nol llajah, who lived in the Tritayog and is celebrated

in legend. There are several heaps of brick near the

place, but of very little elevation. Whether this is to be
attributed to extreme antiquity, or to the buildings

having been originally inconsiderable, I cannot say.

Many images, in general much defaced, are scattered

about these heajis, and several pillars of granite, very
rude and resemliling those on Giriyak Pahar, are

projecting from the ruins or lying above them. The
most considerable heap may contain 10 bigahs and is

nearly s(|uare. On it about 50 or (JO years ago a barber

was killed by a tiger, and his ghost became tlie terror

of the neighbourhood, until a small tianplc Avas built to

his memory. In it lia.s bccai placed the loAver haJi of

a Buddll. The door i.s supported !)y an old lintel very
much worn, u'bieh has a row of angels like those at

Mongeer on ettch side of a sitting figure, much defaced

but probably t he same as found t here. Is ear the temple
of this ghost a ])illar projects, and there are four Sivas

lately erecti-'d but said to have been found on the spot.

Twm pillars project at no great distance.

Near the present village arc standing two granite

pillars, and several long stones are lying near them
as also scAU'ral images.. A large Linga, three Gauri

(1) Kobwa.
(12) Appendix, No. 65.
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jfingkors, with very high diadems. Two fragments
the image called Vasudeva, a Naugralia, a iJosavatar,

stone—‘the fragment probaljly of one of the Gaori
3amnjrs, as it has evidently gone round the tipper part

'jf a stone containing images below—contains two dains

and a Bixddh, that is taking the Joti of Behar’s diag-

nostic to be true, that is two of them have their hands
crossed on their lap, and one has it s hands joined in

adoration. Ramajai* liowever says that no depeudeuee
can be placed on this, as several Euddhs in Nepal had
both hands crossed on their hip.

A little east from thence, just at the west end of

the hill, is a large Ganri Sanlcar Iiroken in txA'o. About
5, quarter of a mile east from thence is an old dry
tank, called Pakhori by way of eminence, and
attributed to Nol Rajah. About half a mile farther

east, under a tree, is a fragment of a small Gauri
Sangkar quite neglected, M'hilc tlic Goyalas that

form the chief population worship under tlic name of
Goraiya four Jains ivith their hands crossed on their laps
that are carved on one stone. The stone seems to have
been a lintel and to have contained probably as many
more images of tlie same kind. At tlic’end is represent-

ed a solid tcinjilc such as is used by the* Euddhs but not
by the Jain, which coniirms Ramajai’s opinion. The
name of the person by whom it was made is written
under it in no very ancient character. This yiart of the
country is said to have belonged to the Biinda-
wuts M'ho are here called Eajpnts, but most of the
inliahitants in their old territories seem to have lieeu

Goyalas. TheKol, itis said, possessed all the country
west from this to the Son, beyond which w'as the country
of the Cherin. Nol Raja, I presume, wws a Bundawut
and a Buddh. The character on the stone is modi'rn,

and the images arc all probably of the same era. * Indcr
• Devon is said to have been a Bnndaw-at, and his country
probably extended so far west at least. It must

(1) Ramajai Bhattachaiyya., I’andit attaclitul to the Survey; i,re !’r.‘ra<e

to the Account of Nopal, page 1, .nil Or. Biuhanan’s loUtr Ui

, .Wnllich, of 12Ui March, ItUa, in Sir I). 1‘raiu’a Memoir, pajo ixx.
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ho’ivever he ohsorvcd that Keyadol was said to have
belonged to the Buudawats after the Cheru, and that the
Ohcru and Kol are considered as the same/ • ...

l7//i January .—I went to Sareid Nateswor/ reckoned.,

five coses but my route was about six, partly owing to

the wiadiug of the road, and partly owing tomyliaving
visited several places by the way. In the first place, T
prucccdi'd about liaif a mile to the south-west corner of

Nara'snii hill, and leaving it on my left proceeded
north-east to its other extremity. It may be near
two coses long. The country between it and the Tapaban
ridge about half-occupied, the Goyalas endeavouring to

heep as much waste as possible. My people killed here
an antelope, and a wolf descended from the hills alf

night and alarmed my sheep.

Having passed betavecn Narawut and Tetuya,®
I passed north-cast nitli tlie Tetuya ridge on my
right, and opposite to Idajholighnt,^ the passage
between the second and third hill of this ridge, I

came to a small hummock called Kariari, which is

situated about a mile from the ridge and perhaps
r><| miles from the south end of Narawut ./ridge.

A bout a mile and' a half from Karjyari I crossed ja small
wdndiug canal called the Liyani, which contains a good
deal of stagnant vaitcr.

Khori is at jircsent wrought in Ivhariyari, from
wlicnce its name is diwivc'd. It is a small round
hummock. The rock is a kind of intermixture of imper-
fect reddle ' and hornstor.e or quartz, in some places
containing imbedded in it fragments of Kbori, and
in some places stained yellow. The Khori has been
wrought in two j)laees, but to no grCcat extent. One
near the bottom of ibo hill " is in a very irregular

nest, smTounded by the imperfect reddle more or less

(1) Saren.

(2) Natesar.

(3) retua.

(4) MajhauM ghat.

(^) AppejuUx, 'No, 93.

(^>) No. 17.
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ajiproaching in nature to the Khori. The derivation of

the latter from the former is so evident that the natives

.that the‘Khori is the reddle corrupted or putrified

The mine has been coudacted with v'uy lUtlc'

. skuL The workmen first dug a narrow gallery into the

Khori until stopt by U'ater. They have gradually since

been beating pieces from the sides aiul roof, so that now
'they must have reeoarse to ladders to reach it and every

pio'ce tumbles to the botton;. from which it is brought

up with much trouble. This Khori is harsh, and C('nsist,s

of various layers of diil'ercut sliades of j>ale I’ed. In

the other vein the Khori’ is white and vioy harsh and
contains hits of ([uarfz unchanged. The vein is very

.siij)erficial and lies as yet been only just opcnel.

Tarther in it will probably improve.

Prom this hurnnocL I wamt rathe, less than a mile

to another at the village of M'i,jhuli. Tliis consists of

somewhat simihir materials, hut in a great state of

dcc,ay^ and becoming s'diistose. It may be considered as

an intermediate stale Ik'I ween rude Ja.sper and Khori.
None of this substaneo in ix perfect state lias been yet

discovered here. About a quarter of a mile farther

on, is still auotlier small luuumoek on wdiieh KhorP
was formerly dug, but, the rein has been exhausted.
The rock in decay is sjdittiiig into vertical thin strata

rmiuiiig cast-north-east and west-south-west or thereby,

and the vein has run the whole length of the hill

iu that direction, and has been wrought about four feet

wdde and deep. The rock on its southern side shows
in my opinion the transition from hornstono to reddle
or Khori.’ On one part are curious minute crys-

tallizations lil'.e those near Malipur.’’’ That on its

northern side is veiy curious.® It seems to bo a kind
of porphyry, (‘onsifding of an argillaceous cement
strongly impregnated with iron, containing coijcrefions

(1) Apl'Onclix, No. 5.

(-) Nu. 63.

(3) „ No 54,

(1) No. 21.

(-') At Kataiina lliil, Bbagalpur Journal^ 19th March, 1811.
AfpendiK, No, 3.
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partly silicious and partly changed, and has a strong

resemblance to the ganguc of the Khori which I saw
near Neduyanalah.

I’rom thence I went obliquely to Jornaghat,™ che

passage between the third and fourth hill of the

great range. There is no plain Iretween the two hills,

which are united by a very bteep rugged chain of grey

hornstone,' in some places stained red. The whole
of this range from Narawiit seems exactly of the same
nature wHh the sontlicrn range of the llajgriho hills,

only the northern face is not quite so parched, and
the bamboos and stunted trees exksnd farther up the
rooks. At the foot of the hill.is found an unctuous
yellow clay, calhul I’ila inati from its colour. Potters

use it, hut the (juantity seems to l)e inconsiderable. It

is rjiiitc sn])crficial, and mixed with many fragments of

3'()clc, nljitd) ai'o separated by throudng ihe whole into

wafor and collecting the [lighter sediment ).^ Near it is a
pit from whence the peoj)le have dug some indurated
pciiifdose clay, red \\ lute and yellow. T’rom thence I went
ohiiciuely for about a mile to Saren Nateswor, a village

sit.uadcd at the east end of a more considerable hummock
than the tliree above moiitioned.

Tlic second and fourth hill of the great ridge are the

most consul oral de for elevation.

The countiy at Saren [is] said to have formerly

belonged to the Bandawats, wlxo called themselves Baj-
pnts, hut. many of tlieni si ill live in Perganah Chay in

Jlamgarh. They speak Hindi, and cat pare, hut perform
Sagai. It is said that Ixehu’e the Bandawats the country
belonged to the Kol. Those are different from the

Cheru. The Bajah of Palamo is a Cheru. The Banda-
w^ats and Kol entirely hanisJ'.cd froiba this country.

There reniain many Bliungiyas.

The hummock or hill of Saren, cbe most consider-

able of this low range, consists of a variety of rocks, all

{^) N(^. 67.

(r) Lvft blank m Jimruai. ,S<c Eatt India,, Vol. I, p- 20^
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decaying in vertical masses running east and west. In
some parts is a Klxori more or loss perfect,’ some of

whijsh is dag for teadiing children to write. Indura-

W^veddle’* is still more common, but is very inferior

,in quality to that brought from Gwalior, which is

used by the Sannyasis for dyeing their clothes. The
great mass of rock on the north side of the hill,

and especially towards a peak at its west end, appears

to •me evidently a slag* containing much iron, partly

reddish, partly blackish, and in many parts containing

nodules of quartz and kbori. On tlic south side of

'•.the liill is what I consider as hornstone impregnated
with iron* disposed in wm^cd layers of various shades
of colour, exactly like some Hhoris but very hard. It

*]ias nothing of a slaggy appearance.

Sarcii is a pretty considerable vilbgc belonging to

Mitrijit, with tine lauds towards the north, and in a very
picturesque situation.

18^7j January .—I wont to Rajagriho,' said to bo
distant six coses, but my guide attempted to take mo by
a passage bet-wcen the transverse range and the great

hills, which being im])racticahlc after having advanced
t^\'o miles, i Avas obliged to return, and then to proceed by
Dukrig'lnit almost two miles from w here I turned. Dukri-
ghat passes over a corner of a large mass of hills, which
Jiiiiy 1)0 considered as a continuation or as the principal

])arfc of the range of hummocks containing Khori, and it

tills up the S2)acc between the groat quartsozo range of

llajngriho and the granite range of detached peaks that

extends cast from Patalkati, or rather i’rom Buralmr.
The granite * on the easternmost of these peaks ' is

very perfect and small-grained, W'hite felspar and
quartz and black mica. Paki’ighat itself consists of an
exceeding tough hornstone, of different thin layers

(^) Appendix, No. 94.

'

(^i) „ No. 99.

(.T)
,, No. 102.

(4) „ No. 47.

(5) Radgejir, B. ; Kajogur, B.A. ; Rajgir*

(^) Appendix, No. 66.

(V) Bathani Hill.
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of various shades of .grey and of very fine grain.^ It

resembles the stone of the hill of Sareu except in not

being iron-shot. „

Prom Dakrighat I went rather more tlian four miles

to Singhaul,* a village in Nawada. Before entering it"

I found some broken images on the ground. One
differed from that called Vasudeva or Narayon by
having two small figure.s on each side, in place of one.

The otlicr seemed to have been the throne of some idol,

and containing arBuddh sitting above the head of a male
figure, with two arms and standing.

From Singhaul I follow'ed a very grand old road

attriliuted to the infidel Jarasandha, and on tliat account
called tlie Asureii. It has run in a perfect straiglit lino,

and is about ICO feet wide, rising from the sides with
a very gentle ascent to the middle, whiclj may have
been about 12 feet perpendicular above the level of the

]ffain, which is very low laud. The pcoj)lo imagine that

it waas a reservoir intended to collect the rain u'ater and
convey it to llajagriho, and then this wiffer vas to be
raised to the lluwcr garden, which the priiicc chcjse

to have on the top of tlic hill. TJiat it served for

a reservoir I have no doubt, as it does so to this day,

and during the whole rainy season the space bciavccu it

and the lulls forms a lake, but in the dry season tlic

water disappears, and the bottom of the lake is cul Li rated.

The object of the work, I have no doubt, was for a road,

as it extends over this low plain only for about four miles,

and ends about a mile before it reaches Ilaj^grihi where
the land rises, so that it never could have conveyed
w'atcr to that place. The road was a noble apprcjach to

the residence of the prince, and may liave extended to

(Patana) the royal city, although it can now only bo
traced where it formed a very elevated bank. Originally

perhaps it was not so wide and much higher, as the
natural operation of so many rainy seasons would be to

reduce the height and spread the breadth. The water

(1) Appendix, Np. 9,

(2) Sin$tiaiil.
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collected in tlie ialce lias broken down the bank in

several places, so that as a road it has become perfectly

.•useless, for* the small banks with which *he gajis have
filled tip to preserve the work as a rescr-- oir -^vill

• with difficulty admit loaded oxen to pass.

l^th January.-—A-i Eajagriho are ^ wo ancient forts,

•one occupying the son(h-wcst corner of the olhi>r

is attributed to Sheer Shah, the external one I presume
is the Rajahgriho or abode of Jarasandha. I went round
this on an elejihaut in JS minutes, kccj)ing on the

outside of the rampart and inside of the ditch, which
may in most places Ijc traced, being Imver tlian the

adjacent fields, quite level, and cultivated entirely iiith

winter crops, which are watered, it is liowever most
entire on the south side where, the land sloping down
with some declivity from the bottom of the hills, it has
been probably deeper. 11 would apjsoar to have been
.aljove 100 feet wide and, so far as I can judge, the

original rampart has consisted entirely of the earth

thrown out from the ditch, and has contained mdther
liricks nor stones. Scvm’al gaps arc formed in the
rampart, but n hether or not they were originally gates

would be difficult to say, the po^iition being quite

irregular and some being evidently .too large. 1 can
observe no traces of outworks nor flanking defences in

this original raurpart, which is indeed reduced to a mere
mound of earth with some small fragments of stone

from the adjacent hills, perhaps originally intermixed
with the soil. The present toAvn of llajahgriho occupy-
ing the north-west corner of the fort and the adjacent
plain has occasioned considerable deficiencies there,

which owing to the narrowness of the lanes I could not
trace, but I suspect [that

]
at that corner which is the

lowest, there have been two or thi'ee lines of defence, and
some irregularities in the contour. The general form is

very irregular, extending about 1,200 yards each way.

The fort attributed by tradition to Sheer Shah
occupies the south-west corner of the above for about 600
yards square. The Avest and south faces are evidently
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contmuations of the original rampart, but hate been
much strengthened. Their surface is everywhere cover-

ed with bricks, which perhaps have proceeded fro:^

a parapet of that material, but no traces of it remain
except those fragments. These however are quite-

superficial, and the mass of the rampart, above 60 feet

wide and 30 high, consists of earth. Where gaps have,

been formed in the rampart, a new one has been built

,,up entirely of large rude blocks of stone from ’the

adjacent hills. This rampart is about 16 feet wide,

and exceedingly broken down. All along the old
earthen rampart it would appear that there has been
laid a platform of these stones some feet high, which
probably served for the foundation' of the brick parapet,

and this has been strengthened at short distances by
semi-circular projections constructed of stone. The
eastern and northern faces have had no ditch, and the
eastern one has consisted entirely of rude masses of

stone, with many semi-circular projections and about
18 feet thick. The eastern half of the northern face

has been built in the same manner, but the western
end has been constructed of brick.

Both these ramparts, especially that of stone

are much more decayed than one would cxjsect from
so short a period of time as has elapsed since the
reign of Sheer Shah, and although in- these rampart.s,

as well as in the external ones, tliere are several

gaps which may have been gates, there is not the
slightest trace of tlie buildings of a gate to be
observed. This I confess staggers mo with respect to

any part of the building having been erected by Sheer
Shah. It may be supposed that the two works are
coeval, but besides the gaps filled up with stone I observe
that at the north-west and south-east corners of the
small forfi a wide breach has been made in the earthen
rampart to serve as a ditch ; but had^fehe smaller fort

been a citadel more strongly fortified than the town,
we should have expected that the ditch would have
been continued round it. • Both areas contain many
irregular heaps having very much the appearance of thc^
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debris of building, but rising to very little height, either

front the lap.se of many ages or from removal of the

iaatfcrials. In some parts it would appear that there have

'

beeiftanks surrounded by these eminences, and these are

‘the only thing resembling ruins that retain any trace of

symmetry. The heaps consist cliiefly of earth, but contain

'many small stones and a few broken bricks. I hn v o

some doubts whether or not they may not be natural,

or formed of earth thrown out from the tanks. Hy far

the largest is in the outer fort, and if it has been a build-

ing, as on the whole I think probable, it has been very

large. Two conical mounds on its west side can scarce

be natural eminences.

The Seruyak here assembled say that the fort

was built by llajah Senok or Srinik, and as being
his residence was called Eajahgriho. The same person
built llaragong, and was contemporary with Maliavira.

He lived long after Jarasandha, uho they think
lived at Ayudiya. He lived 2,503 years ago. Senok’s
father and grandfather, Upaseuok and Mahasenok,
possessed the eountry. He was Nathbongs. The first

fiimily of kings was Akwakbongs, of whom was
Hikulj Deo of Ayudiya, Soini^ougS of Hustinapuri.
Sriaugs was one of these. An aecouAt of these fauiilies

is contained in the Hori Bongs, Padma Puran, Adapura

;

books belonging to the sect. Jara Sandliu "was of the
dudobongs and a Jain, as were also llama and Krishna
and Siva. They know nothing of the Buddhs. They
claim the whole images, Siva, (jauese, Surjo, etc., and all

the hot springs, which they call by the same names wilh
the Brahmans. They say that their images are known
by both hands being joined ou their lap, but on the same
stone here I find images with their hands in ail position.';.

They know uothiiig of Haiigsapuri. They^say that

some Seruyaks are Brahmans, some Kshatns, some
Vaisiyas, no Sudras admitted, but any roan may become
a. Seruyak. No one can be made a Jetti or Guru except
of the three pure castes, and any man of pure birth,

^’ihether his ancestors were Jain or not, may become a
Jetti. All the 84 castes are Vaisiyas. But in the south
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there are Brahmaus, and in the vest many Kshatria.

I’liey pray to all the gods of the Brahmans.

The Brahmans of Rajagrilio say that the road attri*

buted to Jarasandha was made by some infidel, they *

know not wdiom. Eajahgriho belonged first to a Rajah
called Chatorbnj, and then Raja Bosu, who brought 14 .

gotras of Bralimans from IMaharastra to worship the

gods of the hills. He gave them the whole Parganah,

which uas taken from them by the Muhi. They say

that Jarasandha lived at Geriyak. They say that Raja
Senik was Eaja of Hansupiirnagar, in the plain between
the live hills. The only remains are a math called Moni-
nag, and another called Nimulpuri, where the Serawak
worship, but there are no tanks nor appearance of a fort

or city. Bosu livetl after Srinik, and Srinik after Jara-

sandha. The last was a Kshatri of the Asurimath, and
derived his power from the worship of Jora Devi. The
Ron Bhiimi, where he was killed, is in the plain between
the five hills, a little west from Sonbondar. He was burned
on the field, which has made the eartli red. The
Brahmaus give the same names to the five hills that the

Jain do, but do not consider them as holy. Many
images on all tlie hills, but most on the two northern.

On that to the Av^st of the gap above Brihmakund is

shown a stone building, said to have ])een the place

where Jarasandlia Avas Avout to sit after bathing. The
old road very generally attributed to Jarasandha leading

directly to the fort gives great room to suppose that the

fort was the real abode of that prince, or rather perhaps
the garrison to secure his various abodes in the vicinity.

The whole space betAveeii the fort and hill is very irre-

gular, and maTiy eminences may be traced resembling the
foundations of buildings. In one or two, indeed, frag-

ments of the foundation of large stones may be traced, but
there are very few bricks. I suspect that a great part

of all the buildings have heen^of stone, and that those

of the more modern fort haA’cheen taken from the ruins.

From the north face of thp fort to the gap in the hills

are traces of a double rampart with a road between. ^
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Having visited the fort, I went to visit the onrio-

fiities towards the roots of the hills. Immediately west
^f I;he fort is a circular mound, containing a small

cavity surrounded by a rampart of earth, on which are

some broken bricks. The Brahmans say that this was
a math or abode built by a Dosnami named Gytanand

;

but this is quite absurd. A house could never hare
loft such a ruin . He may have indeed dwelt upon it,

and some small temples of Siva in the vicinity support

this opinion. The rampart entirely resembles that of

the fort, and this may have been some outwork, there

being only the ditch between the two ramparts. A
small river which comes from the gap between the hills

passes through the old ditch.

A little up its bank from this circuhir work, on
the west side, is a small ghat of brick recently made
at a place called Baiturni, which is holy. Hero are

lying a Ganesa, llireo fragments of the imago usually

called Vasudeva, and a stone—apparently the throne

of an image—which contains rows of sitting images,

some with their hands lifted up, some with both in

their lap holding an offering, and some with one of

their bands over their knee. This shows that nothing
from the position of the hands c^tn be determined
concerning the sect to which the images helonged.
The Serewak indeed said that those images with both
hands in the lap represented Gods and the other men,
hut the jiosition of the various figures does not favour
this opinion.

Some way up this torrent, at a place called

Soriswati in the passage between the two northern hills

of t he great range, is a new ghat on each side of the

torrent. Here is a very dirty pool in the torrent, which
is considered holy both, by Jain and Astiki* Imme-
diately above this ghat, on the lower part of the hill to

the west of the river, is a collection of various springs

and buildings, none of them old and some of thorn

quite recent. The most celebrated is Brahmakund, a

Square cistern v^y deep and built partly of stone,
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partly of bricks. The water is collected in a pool at

the bottom, and the thermometer in this stood at 109°,

being at 62° in the air when shadedh An image Ga

G anesa is built into the wall. Below Brahmalcund
towards the east is a terrace for the accommodation of

religious mendicants at the Mela, on its south end is a
small temple of Varaha with two Naginis somewhat'
difl'eront from those at Baragang. Below the terrace

is a square reservoir of brick, containing five sacred

springs “ which issue from an equal number of

spouts made of stone, and the water as it falls is

allow'ed to run off so tliat it is perfectly clean, limpid,

and tasteless. Where collected in kunds in which the

people bathe, it is abominable. The first spring named
Panchanon has stopped. In the second, named Kavsi,

the thermometer stood at 107°. In the third, called by
some Fanchanod but by others Langai because the Jain

women wash there naked, the thermometer is 104°, in

the fourth, called Fanchanod, the thermometer [is] 94°.

The fifth, called Gaumnkhi, has stopped. In the

reservoir is lying an image of Surjo.

Immediately south from Erahmakund . and west
from the temple of Varaha is a small temple of Siva,

and extending the whole length of this temple and of

Brahmakund, on their west side, is a long narrow
reservoir built of brick, containing seven holy springs

which issue from stone spouts, and the water is allowed

to run off as it issue.s, except that as usual part is

allow'cd to collect in puddle.s filled uifcJi frogs and other

vermin and overwhelmed ^vith Aveods and rulibish. The
first spring in this re.scrvoir is named Gautam, and
its heat is 104°. The second named

,
,
Faraduyar is of the

same heat. VisAvamitra, the third, misod the thermo-
meter to 110°. Jumdagani, the fourth, raised it to

(1) Mean iemperaliire of tJio hottest jiIjh'o lu Brt^4imakinicl, as measured
on twenty eight occa-sions sinro 1909, 107 Muxinmin 108 '5® in

He])toinher, 1914.
^ ^

'

;

(^\) There is no indepondont spring in 'liis Knnd, wlncli is .tsfied

* exelusivcly hy women. The outflow which Buchanan called

l^anchanon has disappeared, *' the <»therfi arc merely overflows from
tdiilis higher up.
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102“. Diirbasa, Vasishta and Parasari, the fifth, sixth
and seventh of these springs, have become dry.* In
the^wall of. this jjliice has been built on image of
% ti’uddh or Jain, with both han Is in the lap it haa
lotiis flowers on the soles of the feet, and lions on the
throne. It has a short inscription. In the cistern

is lying a male figure somewhat like tlmt usually called

Vasudeva, but somewhat dilTerent. Notwithstanding
its*sex the Brahmans call it Devi or the Goddess.

Immediately west or above thia reservoir and two
small temples (Maths) of Siva, and sout!) from them, [isj

a reservoir containing a spout of stone whicl) emits the
the finest stream in the place^ It is 1 10° hot, and per-

fectly liinjiid and tiisteless, but not near so oojiious as the
fine springs of the Mongger hills. In tiic rtsorroirare
lying two carved stones, one a Ganes. The other, such
an octagonal ornament as is so common at Buddh Gya,
and containing four images of Buddlis.

Immediately sontli from thence is another spring,

nearly as fine, and named Markunda'’’. In the reservoir

are lying some inmgos. A Gauri Sankar. A male and
female standing, both called Devi. Two such as are
usually called V.asudeva, with largo ears as usual. In.

one side of the reservoir is a dark liovel called a temple
of Kamaksha, but it contains no image. All these images
C-veept such as are objects of worship arc said to have
been brought from the hill above, and the same has
probably been the case with those which are worshipped,

(•) In tho Saptnshi tank, the thipd to seventh ontilows, aa well as
that in tho Aiinntriabi Kund to the north west, which Buchanan
did not notioo, are all connected with a common nruiorgj oniid

source, above the Veda Vyasa tank, which in tuTn is connect<3d with
the same sourc^e The third outflow iS closest to the sonice,

and Is therefore the hotte.st, though usually more than a dogreo
cooler than the source itself. Its mean tomperatiiie since 1909,
104 -6®. Maximum 107*4® in October 1914; miniimirn 96-3® in

April, 1809, when, with the exception of Brahmakuiid, •the whole
of the springs were practically dry.
The Veda Vyasa Kund, called Vyas by Buchanan in his drawing
and in tho Beport. Mean temperature since 1909, 106 *3®; maximuti
107*0® in April, 1912.

!(®) Fed from the same source as the Vedia Vyiuia, but the subterranea*

channel from the real source is* longer, and the outflow in slightly

• cooler on this itocount.

11 £ Uee. J-
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as they are in the same style and all resemble those at

Buddh Gya and Baragang, The whole water from ail

these springs unites at the bottom of the hilb and f(^?m#,

a stream rather larger than that of Sitakundb

Advancing a little farther up the river on the same'
side with Brahmakund is a fine little spring of clear

water issuing from a small square cistern cut in the.

rock. It is called Vanur Vanuri, from a monkey and
his n ife ht^ing been immediately translated to heaven
from bathing in it. A little farther up, the rivulet divides

into two branches, and in the fork is a small conical

mound of earth and stones. On it is a small modern
tem])le, but the traces of one more ancient and some-
what larger are observable. The * size of the mound could
never have admitted a large one. The image is broken
and is carved on a small stone. It represents one of
the most hideous forms of the destructive power that I

have seen, with three heads and eight hands, dressed in

armour and holding in its hands two serpents, various

implements of destruction, and a human head. It seems
to me clearly a male, and is probably the same deity with
the chief ligm'e in the caves of Elephanta, although that

rej)rcsent8 only the head and shoulders and this represents

the whole body. By the attendant Brahmans it is con-

sidered as a female', and called Jaradevi, and to its worship
it is supposed that Jarasandha owed all his power.

Beyond this is a considerable plain surrounded by
five hills held sacred by the Jain, but neglected by the
Brahmans. This plain with the adjacent hills is called

(1) Buehaimn did not notice the Ganga-Jamuina tank west of the
Anantrishi, which ia the third independent outflow. Mean
tfiriipcrature since 1909, 105 6^; iriaxinuim 107 ‘8^ in March, 1911.
Being at ihe highest level, it la often dxy. In the Report, he
snys :

—
“ I suspect that those near Brahmakunda have, in a state of

nature, been one spring; winch haiji been subdivided and conveyed
by various channels, so as to supply the various pools and spouts
frcun which it now issues; and in this manner I account for the
different degrees of heat observable, and for several of spouts
that formerly flowed being now dry.” This observation is correct
The wlnde of the area occupied by the springs and temples has been

'

built up artificially against the side of the hill. No substantial

changes have been made during the last century, and the general
agreement with Hiuen X^aifg’s account suggests that the subuivisiop
of the springs dates from ^ veiy early period.
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Hangsapurnagar, and is su|^osed to have been the
situation of a city, but of this I see no traces

; some zig*

«ag» structilres of stone both here and at Giriyak
werQ pointed out to me as walls of the old ciiy, but I
have not the smallest doulit that they have been, roads,

and it is probable that there has been a route communi-
cating by the hills with Giriyak, as the zigzags of Rfeja-

griho ascend the west end of the same hillontlie east

end of which those of Giriak are. It consists of five

bends, in all 1200 cubits long, with a roundish ri'sting

2)lace at each turn, and is four cubits v ide. The
people r sent to measure it could trace it no farther, but
they might lose it by a very short interruption, as the

hill is covered in many ])laces with thick recdsd They
saw no images nor traces of buildings.

A road leads through the lulls, towards the south

as well as to the north, and there is a narrow passage

towards the valley between the two ridges. On all other

sides are rugged hills. The situation is exceedingly

strong and in tliat respect well fitted for a city, and the

extent is considerable, three coses by one, but would no
doubt be exceedingly unhealthy. The Isituation however
is very grand, and well adaptt^d for occasional visits or

for insjiiring religious aive, and accordingly the three

great Hindu sects liave all chosen it as a favourite

residence and claim it as their own. The Buddhists of

Ava came to it, directed by their books, and considered

Rajagriho as the residence of Jarasandha, one of the

most religious princes of their sect.

In the south side of the hill by which the cenf viil

plain is bounded on the north and v est, has been dug
a cave called Sonhundar. The door is small, but there

is also a window, which occasions a circuiai ion of air

and gives a light unknown in the dismal cav('H of

Burabur. The materials here bon ever are vastly in-

ferior, as the rook, is everywliero inlersecLed liy fissures,

so that some parts have fallen down, and it admits

(1) This s^igg.ag road leads to a ffafc topped stone gnrh oj the top ol
• Batriagiri, not far west of the Jain temple.
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Orator which has stained'' 'the Walls with a led ferru-

ginous crust. The stone is an imperfect KhoriS varie-

gated red and grey in veins, layers, and blotches, -^anii

is evidently the rude jasper of the hills, similarly

markj'd, passing into an indurated clay. This caVe is'

ca||^ Sonbundar, and is an object of worship with the

Jaih. In its middle is left a small kind of quadrangular'

pyramidical figure, on each side of which is carved an
erect man with two arras. The chief figure is the same
on all the four sides, but on each he is accompanied,

by different emblems. On the wall is a short inscrip-i

tion in a strange character. It ijrobably merely contains,

the name of some pilgrim. •

On the east side of the rivulet also there are

sundry places of worship common to all sects. At
the west end of the northern hill is a cluster of springs

a,nd small temples, similar to those opposite, and
surrounding Snrjokimdo.® This is a small reservoir

in which tfie water is collected in a pool, and does

not fall from a spout, so tliat it is beastly dirty and
swarnis with frogs. Its heiit is 103°. An image of

Surja somt'what different from that at Kasi Tirtha is

built into the wall, and near it a fat male figure with
two arms, and one leg hanging over the throne. It is

surrounded by an inscription. This figure is in several

other places intermixed with Buddhs, and seems to me
to represent the cook of Gautama that I have seen in

Ava. Before th(} feet of Surja has been placed [a]

small figure of Buddh. In a small math of Siva sout^h-

west from this kund is an image of Buddh, and on the
outside [are] twra throne-like stones such as I saw
at the west end of the great Asuren road. Each llias

9i sitting figure of a Buddh over a standing figure, but
in the two the position of the hands is reversed. Here
a wetohod Sannyasi has taken up his abode. He sits,

all day besmeared with ashes in the position of a Buddh.

(1) Appendix, No. 56.

" (2) Surajkund. Usually in the cold weather the level of thp water,

in tbeae tanks is kept abowe Ihttt of the spouts which lead the
water into them, temx^eratnre of the inflow leince 1906 ,

104
'I®,

maxiinuoir 107*0® m. April, 1910.
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He neither moves nor speaks, and those who choose
bestow alms on him. If he gets none he fasts. Xt
igas . alleged ’that some thieves had stolen his blanketj
but I suspect that this was a more allegation to
^endeavour to extract a rupee from me ; no thief in all

probability would steal from so w retched an animal,
'esi^ially as viewed as being of the utmost purity and
enjoying divine favour,

West from that is a small ruined math, wilh a
stone containing tu'o feet, and a short, insorij)tion in

relief, which is not common. The Brahmans call it

the feet of Dototreya, one of the til Avatai*'! i f Vishnu,
but from the iuseriptiou it. o\idently belongs to the

*dain, as it commences with the ebaractor called Bala-

minda, vhich the Jain prelix as the Astik do the namO
of Ganesa.

South from Surjakund are two tora])lf's of Siva

with one of Tulasi betiveen them. One of them is called

Halokeswar. Here are several old images. A pedestal

like those already mentioned, containing a Buddh sit-

ting above a man standing.
,
A Gauri Sangkor. A

Vasudeva. Two Sahusera Lingas, which implies lOOO
Liugas. A Lion rampant, which is* an ornament of

Gautama. South from thence is SaTntonkund,* a pool

similar to Surjakundo. Its heat [is] 106°. North
from Surjakundo is that of Som or the moon®. Its

heat [is] 102°. Near it is lying an ornament similar to

those of Buddh Gya, with four Buddhs on the four

sides. Ganesakundo north from thence^ The heat

also is 102°.

P) The position of Sanknkuud in this accounl corresponds to that of

the present Sitakund, but- in Buchanan’s rough ])lan it is shown
as east and slightly north of Snrajkund, thus occupying a aito where
in 1017 I found that the earth back fallen in exposing channels

leading from tlie hillside further east, and divei'ging to the present

Sitakund, Sur&jkund and Chandramakund. Mean temf^erature of

Sitakund inflow, 104*7®. Maximum 106 0® in May, 1912.

P) Ohandrania or Somkund. Mean temperature of inflow 104*7®«

Maximum 106*0® in May, 1912.

(3) Oaneshkund. Mean temperaturift of inflow, 104*0®. Maximum,
106*0® in May, 1911. At the leading into this tank, as well da

those of Sitakund and Chandramakund, the temporaljire since 1909 k
batwaan 97® and 99®, Rnd has never reached 100®.
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Proceeding’ from Surjokundo some way east, along

the northern face of the hill, I came to the Dorga of

Snrufuddin Behari, built where that great saint passed

much time in prayer. The buildings although desti-

tute of architectural merit arc neat and clean, and'

the area anclades a hot spring formed into a pool,

called Singriki kundo.'^ Tlie Hindus are still permitted

to bath in the i)lacc, and have a small temple of Siva

•in the side of the pool. Tlie heat of the j)Ool is only

U7.°® During the llamaKan from eight to twelve hundred
of the faithful assemble, and are entertained by the

successor of the saint.

SOth January.—I visited the Baitaki, or seat of

darasandha, which is a considerable way up the hill above
Brahmakundo. No road Iras been made to the place,

which is a platform built against the sloping side of the

hill, of large rude blocks of jasper from the adjacent

rook. Its upper surface is 79| feet by 72|, and its

})erpendicular height at the highest corner is 27f feet.

There is nothing about it to indicate its real era, except

that the stones having been altered by the action of the air

for about an inch have probably been quarried at a very

remote period. It is very possible. that when Jarasandha
from policy or awe bathed in these sacred pools he may
have sat on such a place, and may thei'e have received

presents from his courtiers as is usual on such occasions.

A few stones have fallen fi'om one corner, but if not
disturbed it may remain to the day of judgment.
Even now, near the kunds and a considerable way above
them, various religious mendicants have erected small
Baitoks or platforms of brick, on which they sit during;
the months that pilgrims frequent the place, and raise

'

(1) The Ham-Lakshman tank wafj not in existence in Buchanan’s time»
but was made about fifty years ago. Th,e tepid water in
the spout called Lakshman comes in a long channel from a point on
the hillside about half-way to the Makhdum Kund.

(2) The Makhdum or Sringgi Itikhi Kund flows into a cistern from
a long channel leading from tho hillside. It is distinctly cooler

than the other springs, mean temperature since 1909, being 95'!^

and maximum 96 *4'^ in March, 1911 ; and ulnl tke the others it

appears to be coolest dftnng the rainy season, probably froai

admixture of water* from cold springs during this season.
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voluntary contributions,.,, If Jarasandba ever sat on tbo
place the contributions were probably somewhat more
than voluntary. A Moslem saint has been buried on
the platform, and his tomb has gone to decay, lie seems

* to have been too petty to have procured such a platform

to have been built on purpose for him. One M’^ould

• have supposed that Jarasandha might have had a road

cut for him to ascend this seat, but perhaps the dilliculty

of access vras a nefiessary part of the ceremony. The
rock consists of rude reddish jasper with white veius.^

I also ascended the opposite hiil to visit a mine of

rock crystal, Tutik, situated a considerable way up.

The lower part of the hill consists of a grey very small-

grained hornstone ^ or petrosilex M'ith veins of white
quartz. ® Further up it becomes more granulai', is

in some places stained red, and in otliers couiains round-

ed concretions of quartz, and the surfaces of fissures

and little cavities are covered witli minute crystals.

The rock among which the crystal is found * has been
reduced to a kind of sandstone, but is surrounded on all

sides by the petrosilex, and is disposed in trapezoidal

masses in a similar manner. Some of tliese blocks arc

white, some ferruginous inclining to .red. It must bo
observed that all the u]»por part of the next hill, situa-

ted south from this and named rtutcnachul, consists of

a similar sandstone ® while tlic lower part is a red

and white rude jasper. * Among these blocks the

workmen liavc found interstices from two to four feet in

diameter, and winding in various directions. These are

filled with small angular fragments of fjua)-tz, generally

semidiaphanous, but staijied red externally and

intermixed with a red ferruginous liarsh earth. Among
this are found small masses of the Futik or rock, crystal

generally in imperfect hexagonal prisms terminating

(1) Appendix) No. 12.

(8) „ No. 35.

(
3
) „ No. 72.

(
4
) ,,

Nos. 15, 29.

(6) No.*49.

(3) „ No. 12.
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in IxeKag’onal pyramids.' All that I could find were
very small, irregular, aud of al)ad quality, nor do the

workmen procure any larger than can be made inter

beads, and th.er.e seldom clear. The beads have geuqrally

a good deal of a smokine.ss in their colour. I Saw uouei

of the crystals adhering to the matrix. They were all

detached and in distinct crystals. There was another

mine of crystal lower down the hill, near a small temple
of Ganesa, but for some years since the one I visited has

been di.scoverod the workmen have de.serted this old

one. lu tlie iioav one ten or twelve excavations haA'e

been made, but to no great extent. None of them seem
to have contained above Aa'C or ^ix cartloads of gravel.

The workmen say that they follow the veins sometimes
20 or 30 feet, and that they wind very ranch among
tire stones. They bring out tlie gravel for day’s hire,

and the Hukak or head-makers pick out the pieces.

Two crystals are noA'er foutid cohering, nor do they ever

adhere to the rock. At Chnkra, “ north from Sophi
ghat, is also found rock crystal, but my informants do
not knOAr the particulars.

It is remarkable that the Jain knOAv nothing of

Haugsapur Nagar, AAhilethe Astik liere ])retend that it

wa,s the residence of Srinik liaja, chitd of the Jain. I’ho

GhatAA'al (aaIio) is a EajeAAar ajid ludds his office

hereditary. He aaus aciustom master and levied a tax
on all passengers going by that p.assngc. He tww col-

lects some duties on bamboos, etc. tor the zemindar an^
recnoes a share of the profits of the Brahmans. He is

quite impure and cuts everything but says ,that his

ancestors. “ Noav the descendants of his .ancestors

and’of a certain Bojok Brahniau divide in equal sterei

all the oifci'ings that the Jain make, and take care oitis

tlA® temples. He conducted one of jny people to what
he calls jlangsapur Kagar and the former residence of

'Srinik Esja. Jt is situated in the middle of the plain

at the west end of ilutiuagiri. Here is like the ruin
It .

(1) No. ^
(^) CHaHra ghat.

*

Pmtiom in italic* cr^saed aui.
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of a house about feO feet by CO, part of the wallg, built

of rough stoiio and clay, standing four or five feet high.

Thiif is called the fort of Senek Raja. Near it is

a sn'.^bll temple of ^tho Jain with an inscription. It is

‘built above a well lined with brick (Indera), which has

been filled up. It is supposed that Srinik hud 32 wives,

••to each of uhom he daily gave new jewels and threw

the, old ones into the well. These were afterwards

carried away by a lucky rogue of a Mcslem. There is

nothing like the remains of a tovvn round, hut the

people—On the west end of Rntinagiri is a zigzag

ascent built of stone, which the Ohalwal attributes to

the Da it os, and does not lead to any of the places

• considered holy by the Jain.

The Jain call the 5— The Hajagiri Mo,baton men‘
tions the 5 hills on which the Jain have most of their

temples.—The Astik have no ])laecs of worship on the

iive hills, nor do the pilgrims \ isit the hills. Tlie Jain

on the eontrary put little or no value on the Tirthas of

the Astik, and bathe in them merely for cleanliness or

comfort. This .seems to me doubtful. It was asserted

by the Rajagriho Brabmaiis, but they arc miserably

ignorant and mere im])ortunate beggars. Not one of

them, I am told, understands Sanskrit, altliough they
have the ceremonies by rote. Although many of tliem

could repeat the verses of the Raja.griho Mahato
containing the names of the hills, I found that no two
of them agreed about the apj)lication of these names
even to the two hills between which their holy springs

are situated, and between v'hich most of them pass

their time. There are alx)ut 100 families, one half of

which have become Bojoks and take the profits of the

hills. The others take the profit of the wells, a great

part of which arises from the offerings of the Jain.

Both coiltinue to intermarry and to take upad<Jsa from
the Eamanandis.

Vaykunt, who went up to copy the inscriptions on
the t’W: nearer hills, saysdliat on the western one He
saw no broken images nor any but those ki the new
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temples of the Jain, lirhich are five. Four contain

Padukas, at three of which is writing. At two some
images have been built into the walL One is the•Dos
Avatars with an inscription. At another, eight fepiales

sitting on different animals, oxen, elephants, swine,'

peacocks and geese. This figure at Gaya was called

Naugraha, and bas an inscription. The other temple"
which I saw contains a Jain standing with the palms
of his hands turned forward. It has an inscription.

On the western hill are about twenty temples still

standing. Two are large. In the largest is a Paduka
and inscription. The other is not quite finished. In
the small ones, which are very old, broken, and covered^

with grass, some have images with hands in various

positions, some are empty. They are not frequented

by the Jain. They contain no inscriptions. Besides

these he found many lieaps of brick, formerly small

temples but quite destroyed, with many pillars of

granite such as at Giriak but larger, and parts of doors,

jiartly standing partly scattered about. Many images
siudi as those below were also scattered about. On only

one did he find an iuscinption. It w^as a sitting Buddh.

21st January ,—I went rather more than five^ miles

called three coses to Baragang, passing through a very

large close-built village named Silau”'* rather more than
half a mile north* from the village of Itajagriho. It

contains a few houses of brick and many tharfi aifo tiled,

liajagriho is still a pretty considerable village, but has

decayed much of late, having been deserted-by a colony ..

of Muhammadans of rank who have left behind them '

the ruins of good brick houses. The .Tain Save erected

in it a temple and place of ac(*.ommodation for pilgrims

of rank. No resident Jain at the place.

On*my arrival at Baragang I took anothef view of

the ruins. The part of the ruins north of Surjo tank

(1) Bather more than eight miles.

{%y Sllao.

(5*) Bather more than three arid a half miles, the only considerable

mistake noticed in Buchanaii^s record of distances.
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vrould appear to be of a more ancient date than that to

the south. The heaps have been reduced to mere
masses of ruTbbish, in which no symmetry of parts can
be (jbserved, and the number of bricks except at

four small heaps is inconsiderable. The swelling

ground may indeed have merely arisen from its having
long been the situation of a mud-w'alled village, as all

such soon rise into eminences, the clay of old walls

constantly raising the ground, wliile fre^h clay is always
brought to build new' walls or repair old ones. The
four small hoajis, evidently temples, may have been the

only buildings of brick.

Near the Baitok Bhairab as it is called is a stone

containing an assembly of Buddhs such as I found at

llajagriho. A little south-west from the Jain temple
is standing a very large figure of the threc-hcaded Sakti.

The Pandit calls it a female Yarahun. 1 think it

more probable that it represents the Jara Devi.

In the evening I went about two miles south by
the way I had come, to see a large image said to be
in that direction. I found it on the summit of a small

mound of bricks called Yogespur,* which is situated on
the west side of a small choked tank., on the east side

of which also there is a small mound, of brick, but that

contains no images. On Yogospur arc several, but the

eye is immediately attracted by that of a great Buddh
seated with one hand over his knee, under a Nim tree.

On the stone round him he has many figures like that

near the temple of Surjo in the streets of Bara gang,
Init more numerous. It has a short inscription. This
image is the object of worship, and two Brahmans act

as its Pujaris. They called it Jagadamba, that is tlie

Goddess, for they totally disregard sex. . Near it is half-

immersed into the bricks a similar and less ornamented
Buddh. Here are also two small Buddhs with* uplifted

hands, one has an inscription. Also a male standing

with two arms, one leaning on a horizontal projection of

the stone. I have seen the same at llajagriho. Also tij^o

(I) Jagdispur.
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males sitting with one leg over tlie tlirone, one liaving

ft short inscription. Three SesanftgSj very cnriop-fl

figures. They represent two many-heafied Ne-gas- in

cjj^ulation, each having a human figijre under the hoodSj

and these figures terminate in the tails of serpents^ The
female embracing the male with her arms.

22nd January .—I went about miles to Sewanb
The villages as usual close-built, and placed on consi-

derable elevations evidently formed from the decayed
mud nails of former buildings. The ridges here straighli

Little or no garden. Some old mud castles, very rude
but still occupied. Just before coming to Sewan I
crossed the Mohanes here a channel of about 20 yards
wide, with only a little stagnant water and deep clay
banks. This was immediately below a dam by which
the stream is turned out on the fields. The dam is of
mud, and of course is renewed each season.

23rd January .—I went about nine miles to Hilsa,*
by an exceeding Ijad path from one bank to another.
About four miles from Sewan crossed the Nuni*
(Nanaiwanj), a small sandy channel now quite dry.
About miles farther on, at a village called Akbarpur,*
I found a conical mound of bricks, on its top had
been a small temple about six feet square within, but
the walls had fallen, the threshold of stone and founda-
tion entire. The image in its place occupied the whole
side opposite to the door, and is such as I have seen
nowhere else. It is a male standing with two armsj
but has lost the head and both arms. It has long robes
and boots. Above it are two Jlangsas, beneath, six
horses rearing. On each side two small figures

(1) Suan, B. and B.A. Nut .shown m ®'‘n«W^|||mdard maps, though
it was a stage on the old road between Caldittta and Patna, through
OidliRiur Rna Dftogarh, and tho bit6 of decisiv© on

15th, 1761, when Law and hi& Fr^ch force, w;ho
ivgsistmg the Shahzada, surrendered to t!ie British. Probably at
Bichloganj, on the v^est bank of the Mohane, and about a mile weat
of Faindapur jPoudipour, 11.).

(2) nilBfth, K. md B.A.; HHea.
Nanai N.

(<) Acbwrpour, R.

;
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standing. On thfe right hand a male spirit with a bow,
on the left a female. Against the side walls are resting

sevefal images which have been intended as ornaments.

Two %re Gauri Sangkor,^ as usual. One, a male sitting

with one leg hanging over the throne, but witli a slen-

‘“der waist. The others are so much defaced that they

'bould not be defined, but I have not seen them anywhere
else. Two Siva Iiingas. The people say that it is a
temple of the sun, and was built by a Bungiya Brahman
whose descendants still have land in Perganah Pilich^

from whence a tribe of that caste has its name.

January .—I went between eight and nine miles
j;o Ongari.* The whole path pretty tolerable, and so fae

as I continued on the route from Hilsa to Sahebgun
there was a road practicable for a cart. About seven
miles from Ililsa I came to Ekangur Dihi,- a pretty

considerable village, near w'hich is a heap extending
about 400 yards north and south and 150 east a!\d west.

It has lost all symmetry and is [of] no great height,

but contains many small fragments of brick. All
entire ones seem to have been long ago removed. On it

have been in late times erected two small mud castles,

both entirely ruinous, and a Moslem saint has been
buried on the place with some care? as the tomb is

surrounded by a wall of brick. Under a tree are placed
five or six images, two of which are objects of xvorship

and pretty entire, the others are so much defaced that it

would be difficult to say what they are meant to

represent. Both the enjjre ones have inscriptions.

The largest represents a female standing with two arms,

supported on each side by a dwarf, and having a Buddh
over each shoulder. She resembles exactly, except two
small figures of worshippers under the throne, one of

the figures at Kopteswori in Baraguug. The other is

a Buddh, sitting in the usual posture with a hand o\ er
the right knee. The people of the village attribute the

Vhole to a Ruhi Ohaudhuri of the Kurmi caste who was

(.
1

)
Aungarl. .

Caiig*rb, R. ;
CkiWgftf OHiji.
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proprietor of all tlie neighbouring country, but the best

informed persons both at Hilsa and Ongari say that
Buhi Cliaudhuri was a mere zemindar of a very late

period, and that the ruin was once the abode of !^arna,

a great King.

At Ongari is a good tank, (of) about 160 yardf^

square and free from weeds. For a. long period it seems
to have been a place of w^orship, and is said to deriv'e its

name from one of the apjiellations of the sun. There
are however no traces of any large building, but many
images are found in the place ; and the temple of the sun
seems to be old, although still in good rejiair. The door

now faces the west, but formerly was in the contrary

direction : for once on a time when the heretics were
powerful they came determined to destroy it, but as they

w^ere about to enter, the door turned round, by whicli

'

they were alarmed and desisted. There are in this temple
two images that are woishipped. One called Surjo is of

the form usual at Buddh Gya, etc. The other is called

Vishnu, and entirely resembles those called Vasudeva at

Giriak, etc. Before the door are lying many fragments,

very much muGlated. Most of them would appear to

have been portions of Vasudeva. One has been a Gauri
Sankar. C)n the west side of the tank opposite to Surja

(the temple ) is a clay hut called the abode of the serpent

(Nagasthau). Here are several images, three pretty

entire, namely, Gauvi Sanicar, Gaiicsa, and a Buddh sitting

in the usual posture. A little farther west is another
temple of clay, dedicated to^Jagadamba. In the wall
have been built several images. That of Jagadamba
entirely resembles those of Keyadol, etc. Two
Vasudevas. One of a slender man with tAvo arms,
sitting with one leg over the throne, and called

Saraswati. A small three-headed female standing, with
eight ai-tns as at Buragang. A man sitting, with a female
oil each knee. A bull, but no lion, beneath. It is

called Gawri but in there being tw'O females,

and in wanting the bull, it is entirely different nor have
I seen it anywhere else.
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Under a tree near the temple of Surja have been
placed several images. Devi with four hands, sitting

as ijsiial on ^a lion. A Vasudeva. An eight-armed
three-headed figure in armour exactly like the Jaradevi
ofBajagriho. It seems to me a male, but the Pandit
alleges that it is an old woman. It is called Kalli by
^he people of the village. A Surja. A female standing

with four arms, with a small Ganesa sitting at her feci.

All these images are attributed to Kama.

29tk Jamtary .—I went almost eleven miles to

Hulasganj.' About five miles from Ouga)‘i I crossed

the Mohane, a sandy channel about 100 yards wide only.

It has at present no stream, but gives a sutsply for

irrigation by digging a little way. Its banks, like those

of the Pulgo, rise In many ))arts into barren sandy
downs. Befoi'o reaching the river I passed some land
on which soda effloresced, part was waste, but where
the soda had effloresced in greatest quantity had this

year produced rice. On crossing the Mohane 1 passed
through Islampur,^ a large village with a few brick

houses, one of them pretty large. I here joined the great

road from Patna to Gaya, which at this season is

practicable for a cart with much difficulty, and that

is as much as can be said in its favour.
•

BOth January.—I went rather more than two miles
to a village named Daphtu,*'in order to see an old

tom])le of Surja. About two-thirds of the M'uy • I. came
to the Jilawar, * a dry channel about 100 yards wide,
but containing water under the sand. I went down
its channel some way, but did not cross. The place is

a little to the north of its left bank. There is a consi-

derable elevation, consisting of clay with fragments of

bricks intermixed, but the fragments would ap])ear to

have proceeded from the ruins of five small temples
that liaA^e stood on the place. At the north eud of the

elevation is an old mud fort, built by the Rani of

(1) Ola^Rguiige, R. and B.A. ;
Hunathganj.

(2) iHlampour, 11. and B.A. IsIampUT.

l^) Dabthu. •

(4) j^aiwar N.
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a Donawar Brahman possessed the country before

the present Bumkotars. The people hare no tradition

concerning the persons by whom the religious buildings

were erected- The Piijari, a Sakaldwipi Brahman, says

they belonging to the Tritaiya Yug. I shall follow his

nomenclature, although it is liable to much doubt,"

Immediately south from the miid fort is a tree with

several large stones of granite, said to have been a Pir’s

Dorga, but it lias gone entirely to ruin. A little north-

east from thence has been the largest temple of the

?
]ace, but it has been entirely ruined. It is called

'arswanath, but it seems rather to have belonged to

the Jain, for on a very fine Ipitel there is at each end
a lion rampant. On its middle is a female figure sitting

in the usual posture of the Buddhs. A large stone is

said to contain an image reversed.’ One of the sides

of the door also remains. The other si'ems to have
been taken to form the lintel for the temiilc of Kanaiya
when that was repaired. An image, said to have h(il5n

taken from this tem})le, has been erected in a garden
south from all the temples. It is called Jagadamba or

the (loddess, but is quite different from those so called

at Keya Dol, etc. It rcjircsents a female standing,
with four arms. The two foremost leaning on tuo
projecting cylinders. On each side is a lion rampant
and a small human figure. An image exactly similar,

but male, has been placed under a tree betu ccu this

garden tVnd Parswanath, but it has lost the head. I

have seen similar at Buddligya. It is called Kanaiya,

but is different from the otliers so called. Near it is

a male figure, also without a head. It has many arms,

is in a dancing ])osture, and is called Puspotinath.

One foot on a bull. An armed male without entrails

on one side. A female standing on a lion on the other.

Tw'O musicians, one on cymbals (Kurtal). Under the
same tee is a Siva Liuga with four human faces, two
male two female, on its sides, and the Joni terminating

(1) “I sent people to raise and draw it, and it entirely resenabl^j^ that
c usually called Vasudeva or Ijakshminarayan, except that each

' Ride it has the lion rampvmt, an emblem of the Buddhas. Tho
people, on seeing it, tailed it Kanaiya/* (M.S. Beport). "
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ia a crocodile’s moiitli. Iinmcdiaiely iiorMi from tlic

•rardeii cdntainiug the fomah; fii^orc has been a temple,

but^t is entirely destroyed. The imago lu.wf'.ver seems

to remain, but lias been removed from its tlirone. iu is

.called Kanaiya, that is, Krishna, but seems to be exactly

the same with what ia other ]daces is called Vasudeva

*jor Lakshmi Narayon. Immediately noith from thence,

is the most entire temple, that of Surjo. It consists

of a flat-roofed Nat nmndir or ])VO])yleum, and of a

pyramidical shrine or Mimdir. Tim roof consists of

long stones supported by stone beams, and these by

pillars. The intcrstio'.s lietweim ih.; outer rows are

hnilfc of brick, and the shrine is coiistruetcd entire! /

that material, except the door whieli is stone and
much ornamented. Jioth tiiis door and the stonework

of the outer tsmjile seem to beef mucli great'')' antiquity

than the bricknork, nhich has jirobably been renewed
sev'eral times, but there is no nqqiearancei of the image
01 the ]dan of the building having undergone any
altei'ation- The image nqn'oscuts Surjo in the manner
common at Buddli Gya, etc. On one side of it is placed

the usual figure of Va.sudeva, iiliieh the J’ujari calls

Lakshmi Narayon. In the outer tmijilc arc placed many
images, pretty entire, a.nd leaning jigainsf. the wall

without oi’der. ’bliey seem to have heeii taken from the
otlif-r teiii])los th'it have fallen. They stood as follows

—

A small Surjo. Tlic usual Jagadaailn will) builalo, etc.

Gauri Saiigkar, as usual. Ganosa, dancing. Gauii
Saugkar, again as usiffd. L.akshmi Narayon, that is,

a male figure standing with four arms, and dilTeriiig

from the common Vasudeva by having ^wo small
figures on each side in jdaee of one. A Surjo, with
boots. Vishnu, a male figure like Vasudeva but in

armour, es])ccially his legs. Gauri Sangkar, but it i'j

a male, sitting with a female on each side. No Imll nor
lion, but the male has his foot on a crocodile. Another
Gauri Sangkar like the l.ast. Narasingha. A male called

Trivikram Avatar. A female sitting on a bull, with two.
arms and a porcine face, called’Varahani. The outer door,
very mean, of brick. On one side is an image reiwesenting

2 Hue. J.
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a. pvincp lianting. It is called Ilairiib, and tbe animal on
which the prince rides is calledashc'cp. but it was j)robab-

ly intciided i‘or a horse. A little norfln [ro'm tii^s tofn])lo

has been another totally rnijied. It has coubiiue'l a,

very lar^c liiif;a, before which is what the Pujaia calls

Gauri Sanghar, but it is the male witli tno females^
Irrimediately iiorih frojn tliis is the temple of Kauai;}]'

which emisists only one chamber, supjiovted by pillars

of the same structurt; as that of iSurja. The briekwork
had fallen, but Avas la'paired by the j^rai id father of

Mittrjit, and has ai^ain ^'one mueh to decay. The door

is of stone and much ornaiuenled. Tbe sides rmuaiii,

but the lintel having' been broken the side of a door

from Parswauath has bc'cn put in its place. Th# .

broken lintel iyinej by the door. Tiie imnne semns to

me c-vactly similar to Vasudewa, and is of very consider- ^

able size.

Bisl Jatind^ry .—I AA'ent to a low rultyo of bills in onder

to see the phiee from AAdience Mr. Law took Jiis [)orcei;t.ia

earth. About a mile from Hoiasi'unj I cam(} to bhe

hanks of the Jilawar, and pvocci'dcd about a mile atom'

its w'est side. I then crossed, and ](rocoi>.ded uji its bank

about two miles farther. From thence to the noith-

cast corner of the rid^e of lulls is aboul 1'^ miles. 'The

rid^c consists of three hills, J)b(;rin]mr, ' Nuzora, ^ and

Sophneri, ^ so called after three ' iliartes, and (‘vteads

about ibree-fonrths of a cose norllwrist and soi'Lh-wcst

,

so as to bide Keni and Jiodi. Tiie mine is on the north

face of Dhermiiur, a little way up the hill. The stone on

the ascent has a hornstone fracture, and seems to consi.st

of grey hornstone containing disseminated in it grey

felspar or short, wnth little clusters of black pobits.'

H’he u])per ])a,rt of the hill consists of a stone similar,

but the proportions leverscd. The little black points

from l?lie greatest proportion, and tiie grey hornstone

the le;ist.' What is caTu'd the clay from which

(1) Dharampur.
(2) Nadira.

(3) supneri.
(t) Appemlix. No. 91.

(0) „ No 104.
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Mr. liaw made the porcelain is marl, and forms ti very

lara^e bed or nest, but its extent lias t)y no means*

lb(^en] ascertained. The exeavation however is con-

sidei;jx1)le. This ^ exactly resemliles tlie other marl
* which he is said to have used, and uhieh 1 have describ-

ed on the 23rd November. The noduies wdiich it

* contains ^ are exactly similar, and are the same with

the rock below the marl. In some pa-ts, however, the

marl is bounded by a rotten rock of a gTcenish colour,

whicli seems to be tlie aggregatt in an iiitermediato

state of ehimge into marl, and a kind of sreaJite.

TIsese Iiills, aiihough iJuy consist almost entirety

•of stones and rocks, wif’n a little moiihl in the crexices,

ai*e not near so rugged as those of granite, (lie masse.s

being small anal t-h(‘ interna Idled with earth. Nor
do they form th(‘ uhi ii]xt jiree.i |dct‘s of qnait/ose hills.

Tliey have not tlie sinall(‘st appearance' of stintincation.

Lumps of iron ore* are scahta'nal about the bottom
of ilie hill.

A little north-east, from th(3 corner of T)]ierm])ur

is a small rugged Immmocdv of very ])erlV‘ct gi'anite,

coinsisting of niiddle-si/aal i>Tajns of AVhite felspar and
quartz with a good di'a! of Idack micaceous matti'r.^’

^nd February .—I went about two miles north-east
to a village named Lath ^

(pillai*) to sec a ]ullar which
ha.s conimunicat(‘d its name t.o tlic place. It is a very
line piece of granite, tlie pedestal, shaft, and capital
constituting one piece, 53] feet long. The capital is 8G
inches long and 3(5 in diainetcw, and the base 70 inches
in length and TO in diameter, (both) are quadrangular.
Mdie shaft has sixteen plain sides, and 88^ inelies below
the base contr<xcts suddenly its diameter by about th]*ee

inches, so that the shaft consist of tv o parts, thtf upper
very short, and both taper in a very trifling degice.

(1) A})peridix, No 103.

(2) ,, No 68.

(1) ,, No. 115*

, (4) ,, 86
('>) ,, Mo hi)

(fi) Lat,
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The sides are quite straight and well-cut, but not
])0li8!ied. It is lying horizontally, about one-half sunk in

the earth, and is situated in the midst of a cultivated

plain without the smallest trace of buildings or of a

tank near it. The tradition is that it was brought by

two Gods, names unknown, from Nepal ; and cavities^

-like that used for beating rice in a mortar and pi’obably^

originally formed for that purpose, one in the capital

and tlu^ other in the pi'destal, are shown as the marks
made by the heads o1

' the Gods as they carried it along.

It has become an object of worship, and a Brahman,
its Pujari, has an endoiyment. It has probably been cut

in the Burabur hills, and has been carrying to Baragaug,

but has overcome the patience of the people.

3rd February .—I went not quite six cose to Manik-
nagar.* I first ascended the liank of the Mohaue for

about two miles. I then crossed it, turned west, and

about two miles farther crossed the Sungr, nhicli is

not so wide as the Wohane but contains a small

stream, Avhereas the Mohaue is quite dry. I then jiasscd

two granitic jieaks, one on each side of Bisunganj,^

at a little distance. I then went to the east end of the

northern division of Burabur, and passed the whole wr.y

between the tno. Muniknagar is a little west fnm
their termination.

4th February .—I nent first to Kesba^ about
six coses called four. About live miles from Manik-
nagar I ciosschI the Jamuna river, which is much
farther from the hills than Major Ilenncll places it.^

I’he channel is not a hundred yards wide, but contains

water from side to side, but nowhere above tAVO feet

deep, and through clear almost stagnant. The soil

(1) llflanil'pur (one nnle iiioth-'wccl oi K;iwa Uol).

(2) CUshuisgsni.
(’) Kospa.
(I) In JUnint-a’s mni)-?, (lie Bambar Hills are shown as exlenJing a*

least three miles to the west and (wo miles to the .south of tlien'

ti'iie position Opposite these hills, the Jamuna river swerves away
fioin Us northe-ly loiiiie, aliont two miles further west, so that

hotesH of ruiinirit' past tho western border of tiiesc hiPs, as showni m
the iii,i|is, It wivs at least live miles from them where Buchsaau
crossed.
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8eems peculiarly retentive of water, for some old clian-

nels beyond .the river arc even now quite full. Both

baifks of the Jamuiia are very uneven, like the saud-

hills.on the sides of tlie Ful^o, Imt they are not at all

Randy. About tlu'ee miles farther on, I crossed, the

' Morhar, a sandy channel about 200 yards v ide and con-
* (aining a very small stream. Rcsba is about three miles

faither. Soda seems very prc'valent in this part of

tlie country. I saw it on this route in three places

tdlorcscing on ihe surface, ajid s;iv/ some 2
)Of:ple gather-

ing it. The whole quantity, however, apiJcars to be

trilling.

• At Kesha is a eeleb'rated image called Tara Devi,

wliich I had gone to "ce. Jt is in a small square

temple, evident ly quite lecent and built of bricks and
clay witlunit ])lasttr, l)ut it is ,situat('d on a heap of

bricks and stones, evidently the rnins of a former build-

ing. Thre(! Erahmans of the i’a nda’s family were repeat-

ing prayers, and soeiticd ofi'ciul('d Avlien ask('(l by whom
or when the hnnple liad been built. Tlicy first nq^lied

in a surly maimer—in the Saliya Yug. Tlic.'v afterAvards

judiciously observed that it Alas needless to ask aaIicu

temides AAere built, ib.at the Gods Avere not the work of

men. On such 'a subject indeed I find it needless to

consult the oHiciating priest, who is always interested

to A'cil the truth. The image, is of the full humau size,

and is standing with a small figure on each side, bAit the
body is entirely covered with a jiiece of cloth, so that it

entirely resembles a Hindustani Avalting-maid, hut I
suspect is a Vasiidcva decked out in AA'omen’s clothes.
I could not unveil it Avithout giving offence.^ iVtauy
images are built into the wall, and others miicli broken
are lying h.v the door, and all occasionally receive a
smear of red lead. Some of the images, sucl>, as the
Vasudeva with his hands on the cylindrical ])roj(>ctions,

Lingas, Gauri Sangkars, etc., are simile.r to those cf Euddh
Gya, etc. Some L have seen nowhere else, especially
a female with many arms standing on a lion.

• (1) S Bcgliir, Airii Sui vcy Eui'ori.'., Vol. Vlil, 1372 75, jwgp 53.
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I was going to return when I was desired to look at

Bajah But, and the Burkandaz who served me as a
guide told me that this had been a lustful tyrant to

whom the country belonged, and who seized on alj tho_

beautiful women that he found, lara Pevi was an
oilman’s wife of great sanctity, wlio meetihg the Eajah *

and being afraid of her virtue prayed to her protecting’

Goddess, and both were turned into stone. The imago
is erect, surrounded by a heap of bricks with many
broken columns of granite, flags, and doors, which may
have formed a pretty large temple. It is a male with
two arms, in a standing posture. One of tlie hands
hangs down with the ‘palm turned forward, as usual
with the Munis of the Buddhists when represented*

standing. A small male is seated at his feet. A short

inscription over [hi.s] head. Near are several broken
images, with a Ganesa and a two-handed Goddess sitting

on a lion, both pretty entire. 1 was now joined by tu o

decent young men, who told mo that all over tlie im-
inefHate vicinily tlune were heaps of bnacks, and that

when ])ecipio were digging them out for building they
liad laid hare the stones and images, and said that in all

ten or twelve temples had thus been laid bare.

As I bad far to go, it was not in my power to visit

ihe whole. I saw only one more, called Kober. The
image represented a man with two arms sitting cross-

legged, and supporting on his shoulders another male
with four arms, fully as large as himself. The women
pelt this image with Ijricks. The men had no tradition

concerning any Bajali having lived at this place, hut
had heard that it had been tlie residence of Kasiop
Muni. It certainly has been either a city or place of

worship of very considerable note.

I then went three coses to Tikari, ‘ in a southerly

direction. Baja Mitrjit, and his son my acquaintance,

were absent. 1 had therefore no opportunity of visiting

the house. It is of abundant size lor the residence of

a man of rank, and has ‘ at a distance a picturesque

(1) Tickarry, K. and B.A. ; Tekarl-
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cilstle-like appearance, being built very irregularly witl*

many projections and elevated towers. It is surrounded

by a.double rlimpart of eartb and a wet ditch, which
contain a considerable space besides the castle, but are

now rhinons. Every village near has been fortified

»with a mud castle or fort, but all have been alloAved to

go to ruin. At n little distance is a garden surrounded

by £\ brick wall with turrets at the corners, and
containing some small buildings of brick. Also a tank

where a Sannyasi resides in a good brick bouse, and
entertains mendicants at the llajah’s es])euse. The
castle is not all whitewashed, wiiioh gives it a mean
appearance, especially conjoined to the decayed state of

ihe defences and many wretched buildings in the outer

fort. In the absence of the Hajab and his illegitimate

sou, I was visited by the Dew an, w'lio gave evasive

answers to almost every question. He would not even
speak of the Xol, and pretended to think tliat the
llajah’s ancestors Inid ])08f;e«Kcd the country from time
immemorial. No ])oi'i-'on was more communicative, as

witlio at a special order from the llajah no one dares

si)eak. Oji cacii side of the fort is a larg'e biizar, and in

some places the streets have been pnade wide and
straight like those of iSalieligunj. The houses are mostly
of mud, tiled, but in ge.\cral poor and slovenly.

5Ui February .— 1 went a]>oufc ten miles^ to Baraijni'*

by the way of Koch.® About four miles from Tikari
I crossed the Siaaiie,'*' a small channel in a stiff clay

soil, hut it conhxiiis a good deal of water. About 2.}

miles farther X crossed anolbor simi’ar rivulet named the

(1) In Ihe Report (Rastern India, Vol. I, pages 25 and 67 -63
)
Buchanan

tietcrfhcs, evidently ftom personal obscivation, extensive fortifications
at Ivabar, coriHidered as the piincipal leniains left by tlie Clicrus
or Kois; but the^'e is no record of this visit m the Jonnial. Kabar
is thieo miles sfiuth-v^est of KocIk and he probidly visited it on
tins day rathei’ Unii on the old December; though tho pait
of the dournal for 3rd December is Jitrelovttut. In the Report,
Buchaiiau. says Dn';t K.ibar is in tho iinineciialo vjcmity of .Bodn
(faya (pyge 25) aud some way north of Barwan (pa^,o 67). Jt ig

about tv/onty-fivo miles north-west of Bodb. (Jyya, and bi:s: miles
• south and slighily east of Barwan. •

(2) Berhah, E. ; 0am atl.

, (®) Cowrh, R., Couch, B.A. ; Kocli.

{*) Sidajig N., E. end B.A.; Sinitne N.
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'Mem, ' trhicJi sends off by a canal a fine little stream
for irrigation. The soil here is such a stiff^elay that the
rivers make little impression in the rainy s^son, and in

the dry are not swallowed up. Baraiya is a ^small

village belonging to an invalid sepoy. It is on the'

banks of an old tank, which is merely called the tank,

nor is there any tradition concerning the person by
whom it was dug. Under a tree on its banks are some
broken images. A Ganesa. Two Vasudevas, of the

usual form. A Narasingha, and one similar to that of

Kongh, where a male standing with four arms holds the

hand of a female with two arms.
’«

6ih February .—I went about eight miles tQ,

Deohara, ^ through Go. ® The whole road filled with
pilgrims passing to and from Baidyanath and the
west of India, each carrying a Kaungr. Few persons

of rank among them. Many w^omen in red petticoats.

A little from Deohara I crossed the Ponpon, w^hich is

about 100 yards wide, but contains more water than any
of the torrents in the district. It has now a fine clear

stream, perhaps thirty yards wide and from twelve to

eighteen inches deep.

'

In the aftern?oon, I w'ent about a cose south to see a

temple of Chinna musta, a goddess so eager after blood

that she cut off her owm head in order to drink the

blood. I was curious to see how this practical bull was
expressed, having been told that pictures of this goddess
represent her dancing on a man and woman in the act

of copulation, while three streams of blood issue from
her neck. One falls into her mouth, she holding her
head in her hand. Another stream is swallowed by a

jackal, and a third by a serpent. On my arrival at the

place I found the image was that of Gauri Sankar. A
small Bouddh, with one hand over his knee, and several

fragments of other images, were placed beside, and all

come in for a shai-e of the oil and red lead. Two
*

(1) Nehrah N.,.B. ; HIra N.
(2) Dowra, E. and B.A. ;JDaafeari.

{») Guw, R. smd 1J.A.; G&.
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Pujaris were at prayers by the bootb. The temple is

very small g,nd rude, built of clay and bricks taken

frodi the ruin of the old temple on the top of which it
*'

U placed. This has been a mut similar to Kongcb, but

more considerable. Bound it are several Lingas

and Somads of Sannyasis, but no traces of other

"buildings, nor have the people any sort of tradition con-

ceming the old temple. Prom the number of mud
stalls used by the Haluayis, a great many must attend

the Mela.

7lh ’February .—I went about ten miles to Daudnagar*

through a poor swelling sandy country. The road

pretty tolerable, and practicable for a cart with little

difficulty. The road still swarming M'ith pilgrims.

8th February .—I went about four coses to see some
antiquities at a village called Manora.* It is a large

village, and stands very high from the accumulation
of mud from fallen houses for many generations, but
has no bricks, so that it has always been a mere village.

A little way east from it is the foundation of an old

temple, which has probably been of the spire form.

The chamber square, not above ten feet in diameter, but
the walls are very thick, nor is there, any appearance of

there having been a Natmundir or of any other building.

'J he image is a Buddh, sitting with his right hand over
his knee and the podda flower on his soles. It is called

Buddhrup, and not only continues to bo an object of

worship, but the Pujari is a Brahman and has the title

of Patak. He however seemed to bo ashamed, and kept
out of the way.

A zemindar Brahman who showed me the place
said that there was absolutely no tr^ition concerning
the place, but he seemed afraid that I hac^ come to
make advantage of some old claim an,d to dispute his

property, for a Dusad told me that j^e would show me
the ruins of the house of the Kol Eajah, by whom the
the place had been built.. He accordingly took the

(
1
)
Daoudnagur, B. md B.A. ; DatHtnagftj*.

(*) Marowfiah, E.
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labout 200 yards north, where there was a heap of bricka
about 20 yards square and of very little elevation. On
the surface had been placed two lingas, and in the teuiple

adjacent to Buddhrup are two of these images, q,nd a
small Vasudeva, which the people here all call Mahama,'
l»esides some other fragments. The ornaments on*
Buddhrup being very entire, and there being an inscrip-*

tiOu, I have directed a drawing to be made.

From Manora, I went northerly about a cose to^

Boutara, where I was told I should find the ruin of a
small hou.se belonging to the Kol. I accordingly found
a small heap of bricks about tw'enty yards square and
perhaps twenty feet high, although many bricks have,
been removed. It seems to me to have been rather a
temple than a house, and the image wdiich has'been the

object of w'orship is probably buried in the ruins. On
the lop are lying tw'o small broken' Gauri Sangkars,

w’hich the people call Soka Bokta. The peoj)le of the

village attribute the building to the Cherus, another

proof of the Kol and Chera being the same. I then
returned to Daudnagar.

11th Febniayy .—I went about three coses east, by
the road I had formerly come, to a village named Tal

in order to see w'here a substance called JVJus is dug.

'The village stands on a very long eminence, having low
rice-ground on the south and a marsh towards the north,

and this is said to have been an abode of the Kol, and
it may have been a large village and the eminence
may have been formed by the gradual accumulation of

mud from the decaying walls, as usual in the country.

The soil as usual contains many fragments of pots and a
few bricks, but there is nothing about it like the ruin

of a fort, large house, or temple.

The Mus is found in a small field of perhaps thirty

yards square, on the slope towards the tank, and con-

sists of small nodules like the dross on some ores of

il«n. Two men that I ^procured to dig it said that

it wws found about a foot deep mixed with the soil, and
that they never dug farther, the small quantity required
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for medicine being thus easily procurable. Accordingly^

in digging a hole about three feet square to this depth,

they found three or four pounds weight iq small desfcached

masses mixed with the soil, which is sandy. I , then
•causdd them to dig about thi-ee feet deep, the soil

.becoming stifPer as they descended, but after the second

•foot the quantity diminished, and at three feet I found no

more ; but to be certain that none is found at that depth

would require a more extensive oldening than I could

make. It may be dross from an old iron work, although
there is no hill near from u hence ere could be brought,

nor is there the smallest trace of furnaces, ashes, or

cinders. No masses are found on the surface, but such
•may have been removed.

Daudnagar and Hamidgunj form one considerable

town ; the space between, u here tbe tbana is situated,

being small. Some of the streets, in Ilamidnagar es-

I)ecial]y, are straight and Avidc, but there are many
inisci'able gullies and tbe streets arc very irregular,

a wide one often tormiuatiiig in a lane, or being inter-

rupted by a hovel in the middle. Daud Khan, in the
town named after him, erected a handsome fortified

serai. It is a square, enclosed with -a, brick wall with
bfindsoine battlements and loojdioles. • It is strengthened
by round bastions, and has two largo gates. His des-

cendants occupy it as houses, in many poor buildings
erected within. In fact it was probably intended as
a stronghold, but called a Serai to avoid giving offence
to the jealousy of government. It has no ditch.

His son, Hamid Khan, built a real Serai in the
part of the town which bears his name; that is, he
allowed the Betiyaris to build a long straight wide
street with their Aa(s on each side, while he secured
each end with a mud gate. The only othe? public
building of note is a small Imambari in good repair,

and a mud building called a Ohautera, consisting of

three stories gradually decreasing in size, open on
air sides, but with a pent roof over each stage. It Is

n* very irregular and sorry structure, but is said to be
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»n exact models of a famous building cf the same
name at Jaipur. That however is built either of stone

or of marble, but unless of a much better d^ign
must be a poor thing. Two of the Nawabs.have
brick monuments near the Imambari, but they are

small and rude. The houses are very inferior to those*

of Gaya, bat are almost all built of mud with tiles,’

add are more comfortable than the lower classes in

this country usually possess, although none are fit for

persons of any rank.

‘ 12th February.—I went rather more than eleven

miles to Pahaleja.^ Y^st heaps of sand are blown up
by the west winds of spring, forming downs along#

the bank of the Son, as also near the Pulgo. The
town extends about two-thirds of a mile from
north to south, but much more from east to

west. Rather more than four miles from the town,

I came to Shumshirganj,* a market place and serai

formed by a Nawab Shumshir Khan, who is buried
in a garden a little south from the Village. It is a
handsome pretty considerable building of brick, and.

the garden is surrounded by a brick w^all as usual. It

has a small endowment, with which a Fakir burns a
lamp. The garden supports a mali, but has become wild.

The building is in tolerable repair. This Shumshir
Khan is commonly called Jubberdost Khan, or the

violent Lord, and is said to have married a sister of

Jovon Khan. A Borkandaj is stationed in the market
as a guard.

About a mile farther on, I came to Aganud Serai,

founded by a Mogul of that name. The serai forms
a street and is in good repair, being kept up by the
Uetiyaris, but the gates by which the ends w'ere secured
have become ruinous, and one still hangs over the heads
of passengers in a very tattering

.
condition. The other

has fallen and is no longer dangerous. Here also is

*
(1) I^nUijow, E. andB.A. ; pahlaja.

(SI) Sumseemitgjyr, E. ; Sumsernagur^ B.A. ; Stiafflsiieriifiiir..^ , .,4
•
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placed a Burkandaj, as is the case in a village some

way farther .on at a little distance from, the road.

Except to act as spies, what good these men can

do I l^now not, and no one of them can, I suspect, be

trusted to give information [any] more than he could

"be expected to fight. Pahaleja is a poor place. Some
Invalids near, very litigious fellows. I'his forenoon

I feit an earthquake very distinctly. It lasted above

a minute, and was accompanied by no noise.

13th February .—I went rather more than eight

miles by the great load ito Arval. ^ The road pretty

tolerable for a cart.

loth February .—My people brought me a pumifce

stone from the Son.

ISth February .—Arval is a poor small bazar, with a
ruinous bungalow built by Colonel Hutchinson. I went
rather more than eight miles to Mera, and halted on
the ruins of a Oheruwan’s house. 'Ihe Atarba Brah-
mans, who are the owners of the country, say that the
Kol and Cheru are the same, that none now remain,
but that they are to be found in the southern hills.

They were expelled by Mullik Beo, after which the Atarba
Brahmans came and occupied tKe country. Many
Musahars here, they are called Bunghiyars.

The ruin at Mera is an oblong heap, perhaps 300
yards in length and 150 in width, and consisting of earth
and fragments of bricks. On its middle has been a
space of perhaps 150 yards square more elevated than
the,rest, and there are traces of brick buildings round
it, some of the walls still standing. They are not

sufficiently thick for a fort, nor do they appear to have
been a wall surrounding a court, as there are several

hollow angles towards the plain as if there had been
separate Mildings. I suspect that this building has
been erected on a previous ruin. Under a tree are
five or six images. One ^^arasingha ; the others all

males with four arms, standing between two small

(1) Arval, B. and B.A. j Arwal.
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figures, but their houds in different positions aud [with]

different emblems. Under a tree in a village umj are
two images, one as above, the other Gauri Sangkar.
The people say that all around in digging wellff they

occasionally find images, many of which have beei^

tiirown into an old tank at the west end of the heap,

Abput 15 or 1(5 years ago an English gentleman was
persuaded by a Brahman to dig in search of treasure.

They found an old well lined with brick, in which was
an image, some keys, and hunran bones.

i9t/i ’February .—I went between twelve and thir«

teen miles’ to Vikrampur>’^ called by some, three coses,

by others five. About 3| miles, called one cose, I came*
to Palli,® the first place in Vikram. It is a pretty large

bazar, and at one end are the foundations of a brick

building.

21ht February .—I went rather loss than four miles

to see llaph, which I had passed before. It is a heap
extending about 400 yards east and west and 100 north
and south, of considerable elevation and very irregular

surface. I saw no stones, and the quantity of brick is

small. There is no trace of a ditch. On the whole it

probably has never been a place of consequence, and
owes its size chiefly to the gradual accumulation of

clay from the walls of a village situated on its summit.
At its east end under a tree is a male image, in the
usual form of those called Vasudeva, etc.

22nd February.—

I

went south three coses to Bho-
rotpur,® with a view of seeing some land that produces
soda, having previously sent people to dig a well in the
place in order to ascertain how far the water might be
affected. On coming to the well I found no soda near

it ; about,twenty yards from it a very little could be dis*

cerned in one spot of a rice field. The people said that

there was plenty there, and would not show me any

(1) Blkram.

(2) Pollay, K. and B.a! ; NIrakpur Pall.

(^) Burdpdrah, B. ; plimtlipiira.
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other place. The Zemindar "was busy at the nnwriage of

his daughter, his son-in-law had comefroina dist^ce,

he had pitehM seven or eight tents, two or three of them,

laige, and had three elephants. In short, he seems to be

*a, person of note, and is called a Raja. The house of

*the zemindar large, and some part of brick.

Sdth February .—I went to Seerpur,^ and proceeded

first to Eaph, although I had been told that it was not

near the road. Several of the villages that I saw north

from thence are situated on similar eminences, which
seom to me chiefly owing to the accumulation of mud
T/alls. The boundary between Gaya and Patna at Purnal®

,is about seven miles north from Raph. From thence to

the bank of the Ganges is about four and a half miles.

I then went east along the Patna road aljout a mile. I

did not keep the road from Vikram to the river, wdiich

is a cose round. The road from Patna to Arab is very
good, and seems much frequented.

February .—I w'ent to MonCr, ® passing along
the Son the w'hole way, for it now joins tlie Ganges at

Serpur, and not at Moner as in the time of Mr. Reunell.
The country very populous. 1'he huts tolerable.

Moner is a large place. At its W'est end is a fine tank,

which communicates wdth the Son by a subterraneous
tunnel, but at this season the water is dirty and full of
w’eeds. It is lined all round wnth brick, and at each
side has had a stair of brick with a platform on each
side, and on each platform is a small cupola but these
buildings have become ruinous, and the bare heaps of
earth by which the tank is surrounded must always have
spoiled the efCect. On its south side is the tomb of the
great saint of the place, merely a grave under a tree with
a white sheet spread over it, but it is surrounded by a
brick wall, and there is a small mosque within this and
some cloisters for the reception of Fakirs. Many of
rile faithful are buriM within the enclosure, which

(!) Sierpour, K. and B.A. j Slierpiirs^

(2) Palnal.

(3) Moneah, R. and B.A. ; WaiWf.
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is as usual slovenly and ruinous.* In ibh simple

manner was buried the first propagator of the . faith in

these parts. His grandson lias procured -a mausol^eum
worthy of the increasing power of his sect, and by far

the handsomest building that I have yet seen an the

course of the survey. On account, however, of the

superior sanctity of the grandfather, his tomb is callecf

the
,
.great Horga, while the splendid monument of the

grandson is called the little. It is in the usual style" of

the Muhammadan Mokbaris, consisting of a cubical

chamber covered by a dome and at each side ornamented
with a portico, while at each corner there is a small

chamber surmoimted by a cupola. The whole is of stone,

but the dome is plastered* on the outside to exclude the,

rain, and has been gaudily painted. I'he chamber is

light within, having windows secured with exceeding

neat fretwork in stone. '1 he whole walls, pillars, and
roofs of the porticos and small chambers are carved and
ornamented with foliages and fretwork, in some places

too minute and in too small a relief, but in others in

a very good style.

The north side of the enclosure is occupied by a
small mosque and a wing of cloisters, both in a very

good style and Constructed towards the area at least of

stone, and the cloister extends along the west . face to

the principal gate, which has been a very handsome
structure of stone. The ascent to it is by the only hand-
some stair that I have ever seen in a native building.

It has steps on three sides, and the steps are of a just

proportion, so as to render the ascent easy.

The other parts of the buildings enclosing the area

are irregular, but at one of the angles has been a cupola

(1)
“ In former times, it is said, Maner ’waA the residence of a Bgnhman
chief, but a saint of Arabia named Ahiya, who seems to have been
of^the military order, arriving in the counti'y smote the infidel and
threw his gods into the river. then took up his abode at the
place, and buried on the situatlion

.
,of the teipple twelve of his

companions, who in the struggle of conquest had obtained
martyrdom. When he died, he was buried in the vm-y spot where-
the idol had stood, and his descendants this day occupy .the

palace of the idolatrous chief, or at least a house built where it

stood,’- M* B. Beport, pages 144—145.
*
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of stone,*, the fretwork in the windows of which i6

remarkably fine. On the whole it is an, exceeding hand-*

some bttildihg. Its two chief defwjts are, ^hat it has a.

kind of castellated embrasure in placd of a bclustradei

and that un^r this it is surrounded by a row of sloping,

flags resembling the eaves of an Italian cottage, in place

of a cornice. The stone is from Chandalghur (Chunar)

and cuts well, but is not durable, so that touch of the

carving has silffcred from its decay, and the whole is in

the most disgusting state. Fakirs hafe been allowed to

boil their pots in the porticos, and have overwhelmed
them with soot, to remedy which irregdlar patches over

the pots have been whitewashed. One ,of the cornet
Chambers is occupied by a beastly ascetic, who has shot
tip the doors and Windows with old pots, clay, and cow-*

dung patched together in the rudest manner, nor are any
pains taken to keep the place in repair ; yet the doscen*

dant of the saint has 6,UOO bighas free of rent, and that
of the richest quality. The whole is said to be expended
in the feeding in idle sqttdlid mendicants, vagrants
who are in this country an intolerable nuisance. That
this account is true there is no reason to doubt, as his

abode although surrounded by a high brick wall and
occupying tlie seat of former Bajahs jjespeaks the most
squalid asceticism. The buildings are said to have been
erected by a certain Ibrahim Khan, who had been Bubah
of Gujerat, aiid who died befqrc they were entirely
finished, a oircufhstance that usually happens, as the
completing any work of this nature is Considered as Un-
fortunate as immediately to be followed by the death of
the founder. Hear it has been a hstodsCmo monument
for the mother of < the Nawab. It has become very
ruinoTls. There are no traces of the llajah’s palace
except some heaps. The great saint is bltried in the
place where bis God stood, which together with.all other
objects of idolatry were piously thrown into the river.

39th February ,—I went to the Golghar,* passing
^roti^ the elegant oar.tonmei.ts of l)hanapur.’ The

(1) The Cfolcif at Banklpora.

(2J Dynapour, E* B.A. ; Ol^pore.
18 2 Re®. Ji
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barracks forin an elegant building, and the mwrters for

European officers are very extensive and also Handsome.
The grounds of this place are neat, and vastly supeyiorc

to Bankipore. The bazars extensive^ The General ^has

a very good garden, in which he has English apples and •

Bokhara plums, both of which he says produce excellent

fruit. The plums of two kinds, purple and yellow. The'^

grafts of a year old already blossoming. He has also

peaches with a depressed fruit, which I have seen

nowhere else. Having a taste for cultivation as a florist

h® has procured some plants from Nepal, especially the

fine P'orana.

1st March.—Went ‘to Futwah by a road already

described^
*

Brd March.—Having heard from the Sannyasi of

Buddh Gya that the Vazirs of Ava had gone to Olliampa-

puri, about eight coses south-east from Patna, I had en-

quired after the place both at Hilsa and here, and at

both places learned that there was a village oE this name
on the banks of the Ganges^ about five coses below Fut-
wali, but that no remains of ancient buildings were to be

seen. I however sent a man, who told me that near it

some children in ' play had discovered an image, which
had been taken by the zemindar and placed under a tree,

where it was worshipped by a few persons of the vicinity.

I this way went to see it by the route which I had come
from Bar. The stone slab is about three feet high, and
contains as the principal figure a male standing, with one
head and two arms. No traces of weapons, but both
hands broken. > On each side a flower like what is called

the Chokor of Surjo, but there is no horse. Op, each side,

standing, are two male figures, one smaller than the other.

J^plow are some votaries. Above are five Buddhs and
tlie representation of two solid temples. The Buddhs
all sitting. The one in the centre has both hands in his

lap. The two next have one hand in the lap and one

(1) General Watson. (East India, Vol. I, page 288),

• (2) Champapour, R. ; Chumperpour, B.A. ; Cftaiiipapur, about xnile*

west of Bakhtiarpur, and twenty-eight miles by road from the

Golah. •
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over the right knee. The extreme one on the right has
both hands before the breast. That on the left has one

> hand on the lap, one raised towards the shoulder. The
village where the image is placed is called Gunsur ^ nor
doSs it contain any traces of buildings, except that it

stands on a large elevation of clay and broken pots, Bs
• usual in tip country.

• On the way back, my bearers halted at a tree where
some retailers of provisions t^^ere placed. These furnish^
them with copper vessels, out of which even Brahmans
will eat. They mixed barley and pease menl together

with a little salt and cold M'ater, and ate this with a dry
capsicum. Farther on they halted at a' hut where a
Sannyasi distributed water to the passengers, and each

,

man got a handful of« lentils (Cicer Arietinum) on the
straw. The Sannyasi said i hat he has five bigajis of land
and an Indera. He seemed to be constantly engaged in

pouring water from a brass pot down the throats of the

j)assengers, as from cleanliness he did not allow them to

touch it with their mouths. They held their hand under
their mouth, and he poured the water upon their hand
from whence they drank. In order to compdfisate for

this act of cleanliness, the Sannyasi held the pot with
his flneers in the inside and the thumb without, a custom
of which it is difficult to break the natives. His fingers

were of course in the water. Some passengers gave him
a cowrie or two, but his collections in that way cannot
amount to above «ne or two annas a day.

Futwa is a very large village or country town, and
some of the houses good in the opimon of the natives,

but the clay of the walls is exceedmgly rough and un-
seemly, as usual towards the east. West from Patna
they are piuch neater. On the bank of the river imme-
diately under the toum is a stratum of pale .yellowish
clay, which extends perhaps 200 yards, and is about foUr
or five feet above loW-water mark and perhaps 16 or 18
under the surface. It may be about six feet thick, and
from the name of the Mauza in which it is found k

« ^ ^ ,

(1) RIlOSW^.
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called Raipur clay.^ It is used as a wash fot’ the walls

of houses aud in the distillation of essences, put not by
the potters. It is a fine smooth light clay, and contains

many cylindrical cavities, as if it had been perforated^by
the roots of plants, but no remains of vegetables are to be
now seen.

6th Maron .—In the morning I went to Eekab-
gunj, in order to have an interview with Govind Das,

one of the chiefs of the sect of Nanak. He is a middle-

aged man without any hypocritical cant, but does not
seem to be a man of learning, and is exceedingly tire-

some from repeating a vast.number of I'urauic legends.

He pretends to b^'chief of a Bung or division contain-

ing 860 Gudis of the Kolasa sect. At Murshedabad and
Lucknow ai’e two others, and he Calls himself a Fakir.

The Fakirs of the' Kolasa admit only of Brahmans,
Kshatris, and Vaisiyas into their own order, but among
their followers they receive every Hindu who is not vile,

but they receive no Mlechhas. The Fakirs, like other

Hindus, consider that there is one chief God, Parame-
swor or Para-Brahma, but think that no one, even the
Gods, knows his name or anything about him, and that

he gives himself no trouble about worldly affairs. He
admits that Vishnu, feiva and Bmhmaare Gods (Iswara),

and occasionally makes offerings to them, but says he
merely does eo in compliance with custom, and that the
only object of worship is Parameswar. ^

They have no private form of prayer, but nave a.

short jkind of creed, like that of the Moslems, which they
repeatif> They hav^lso four forms of prayer for four

different times of the day, and when any person gives

an entertainment and offerings at Qie Sangot, one or

more of these forms are repeated according to^e time
when the offering is made. A person of any religion

may partake of the entertainment ; but is not consi-

dered m at all converted by diis, nor would any of

them admit him to eat at any othefir time.

m ** XUpura or Goii Mali «cc East India, Voi. I, pa^e 274.
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The T'akifs sometimes marry, l2>tit are somewhat^

disgraced by this. All Eakirs whatever iiieir mste
laay eat to^thex^ and abstain from kinds of food

and drink. They should give up^^all conpection with
Brahmans, but many in compliance with custom
employ Purohits to perform their ceremonies. Their

pupils not admitted into the priesthood,: follow exactly

the same customs that they did before, retain their Caste*

customs, Purohits and Gods ; they only change their

Guru.

Nanak had two sons from whonp. are descended

1,400 families, called Shahzadas, who aro much respect^

ed and reside at Dera in the Punjab, Sphere they se^
to be dedicated to religion and live on its profits. He
appointed as his successor Ungot, who was followed
by Amardas, Ramdas, Arjunji, Hara-Govind, Hara.
Rai, Hur Krishna, Tek Bahadur and Govinda. In his

time, the Moslems being exceedingly troublesome, he was
obliged to take up arms and the title of Singa, and thus
founded the Church militant called Kalisha in ord^^ to
distinguish J_it from the spiritual church Kolasa, and
there has been since his time no universal head of Ihe
sect. In the Punjab every Rajah is at the head of their
sect in their own dominions, and" they have become
persecutors, compelling Moslems and Hindus of all rank%
to follow their customs. They admit of the use of all

animal foo^except beef and ' spirituous liquors ; but
qach caste TOtains its own customs and worship. Ho
however does not seem well acquainted with the customs
of the Singas.

,
;,n

.

Govinda^^pn a^stuning the titlb of Singha appointed
four military chiefs, and called them Gurus but made
them quite equal. He himself never took to the sword.
He was bom at the Hari Mondir in Patna, ‘on which
account that place is'lnuch respected, but the owner is

a person of no authority, according to Govind Das, who
is evidently very jgalous of him and mil not allow that
^he is a Mahant. Both sects give Kora or entertain-

iments at Hatimaudir, and the owtier has at least the
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jwofifcs of this, but Govinda pretends that he has no<
authority aver inferior Gadis.

Among tht' 1,400 Shahzadahs, also called Bedis,

none it is alleged has produced a daughter. They marry
with three other ranks called Sori, Boli and Tihun»

who^ descent my informant does not know. The
daughters, I suspect, are privately murdered.

END 01 JOUENAL,



Patna

From Bucbanan’s MS. Report. Abridsed in Eastern
India, Vol. 1, pases 35—43.

There is 3,
good deal of difficulty in ascertaining the

boundaries of Patna. To exclude what is without the

walls would reduce its dimensions to a trifle, while the

suburbs are built in a very straggling ill-defined manner.
I find it most suitable for my purpose to include in this

section the whole of that part of Patna Pergunah, or

Haveli Azimabad, that is under thd jurisdiction of a
Kotwal and 15 Dardgahs, who are appointed to superin-

tend the police of the 16 wards (Mahullah), into which
the above-mentioned extent is divided. Each ward
includes part of the town, but several of them also

include an adjacent part of the country, consisting

chiefly however of garden land with some low marshy
ground that intervenes. The city of Patna, taken in
this sense, includes the suburbs of Bakipur and Jafier

Khan’s garden, an extent nearly of liine miles along the
bank of the Ganges. The width from the bank of the
Ganges is on an average about two miles, but some part
of the chani^l of the Ganges, and of the islands opposite
to the city, must be also considered as belonging to' this

jurisdiction, so that on the whole I shall allow it an
extent'hf 20 square miles. It must however be observed
that among the natjyes the gerdnamah or extent of the
city of Patna is usually said to reach alon^ the bank of
the Ganges from Sheifpur to Baikunthapur, about eleven
miles farther West and nine miles farther east than the
boundaries which I have assigned.
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A plan made by a n^ive assistant will show the
subdivisions and, explain my meaning. The city within,

the walls is rather more than a mile and a half fr«m*
east to west, (as may be seen by

,
the plan in the Bengal

Atlas, . No, 16), extends three-quarters of a mile nbrth

and south, and is exceedingly closely built. Many of

the houses are built of brick, more however are built of'

mud with tiled roofs, but very few are thatched. To
outward view they are exceedingly unsightly and slovenly,

and are rendered peculiarly mean by the lower story

towards the street, in even the best of them, being let

for shops to low tradesmen or even to artificers, who are

very careless. Within, m{iny of them are no donbt neat,

and according to the idea of the inhabitants very com-
fortable, as every one who has means to afford it resides

in this part of the town, nor is
i||i

fashionable for the
wealthy to have coxiutry houses. The Nawab Baku?
Ali Khan has indeed a house in a suburb, but this was
formerly occupied by an European gentleman, and, I

believe, has been bought by the Nawab with a view
chiedy to receive visits from Europeans, and his family
resides in the city. Kasinath, a rich banker, is the only
person, so far as I saw, that has a country house, and
both the buildings and garden are neat, and of a respect-

able size ; but, I beli$ye, are used very rarely and that

only on festivals and entertainments, and his family
constantly resides in the town. This predilection for

the city would be hard to explain, as it is difficult to
imagine a more disgusting place. There is one street

tolerably wide that runs from the eastern to the ^estern
gate, but it is by no means straight nor regularly built.

Every other, passage is narrow, crooked, and irregular.

The great street, when it breaks into sloughs, is occa-

sionally repaired with earth thrown iu by the convicts,,

the others? are left to nature by the police, and tha
neighbours are too discordant to think of uniting to
perform any work. Paring, cleaning, and lighting, con-
sidered so essential in every European town in such
circumstances, are totally out of the question. In tile

beats of spring the dust is beyond credibility, and in^
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tJ» mw ©very place is ©oyeyed witb mud, thrm^ls

which however it is contrived to drag the little oue-

horse chaises of the natives. In the ladny season thew
is**!!!! the town a considerable pon^ lahe, which, ©s it

dries up, becomes exceedingly &ty, and in spring is

offensive. ^

East firom the city is a verj- ^reat suburb, the chief

pdrt in which, called Marufganj, is situated between the

©astern gate and the river, and is the principal market.

It contains many store-hou.ses, for grain. Most of the

buildings, especially the store-houses, are built with
wooden posts and walls made of straw-mats, with tiled

roofs. Although almost the whole was burned the^

ground last year, dEud although a similar accident usually

happens once in five or six years, it has been rebuilt

exactly on the same footing. Immediately above th#
town is a long narrow suburb extending almost four

miles in length, but seldom half a mile wide, and there are
many short interruptions from gardens , but one great
street,' lined in most parts on both sides with houses,

extends the whole way aud near the city divides into two.

branches, u hich rejoin at the eastern gate. Many narrow
crooked alleys extend on both sides of this ro^, and are
lined with hovels of all kiifds, mostly, however, having
mud walls and tiled roofs, and some of them haveT two
stories ; but there are scarcely any respectable houses
occupied by natives. The Nawab Bakur Ali has,
however, as said above, a large house; Raja Kalyan
Singha, last native governor of Behav, has two or
three houses, which, from the caprice of enormous'
wealth, are now empty ; and Raja Mitrajit, of Tilcari,

has built a house, where he occasionally resides. This
part of the town se^s to have ri«ieu in consequence
of th© European settlement, and the houses of fi»©i

Emopeans are scattered through it, chiefly along the>
bank ot t^ river ; while, no precautions having been
taken, their dependents have huddjbd along the great,
road, and foriped lanes and, crooked passages between,
jt and the gentlemen’s premises, so that the access to ^

several of these has become exceedingly disagreeable,.
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and to some of them difficult. Notwithstanding that

this is one of the chief European settlements in India,

being the seat of a court of appeal, of a city iudfee

and magistrate, of t]|^ collector of a very fei;tfle

district, of a custom-house, a commercial resident,

of ^BXi opium agent, and of a provincial battalion, the 4

number of European houses is trifling, and they are

so sfcattered that they make no show. One of them
is a very elegant abode, and had it not been made to

consist of two orders, qne above the other, and both
therefore too small, it ''might have been a fine piece

of architecture ; as it is, however, it is undoubtedly the

best private dwelling that I have seen in India. The
'othels are indifferen.t, and some of them very bad.

Of the 5iLp00 houses estimated to be contained ; in

^his city it is said that 7,187 are built of brick, 11,639

are of two stories with mud walls and tiled roofs, 63
differ from the last in having thatched roofs, 22,188

are mud-w'alled huts covered with tiles, and the

remainder consists of mud-walled huts covered' with
thatch. Some of the roads in this quarter are kept in

tolerable repair by the labour of the convicts, but the

dirt, dust, and mud
,
of the greater part of the suburbs are

almost as bad as those of the., city.

The town is very indifferently supplied with water.

Near the river the supply from thence is abundant,
but in the dry season the bringing it from thence is

a severe task on the w^omen, and in the rainy season it

is very dirty and bad. Near the river the wells are

deep, and the Avater w hich they contain is generally

saline. Farther from the river many wells are good,

and some of them not very deep, so that on the whole
the people there are best supplied. One magistrate,

some timqago, compelled the peoplwto water the street,

each person in front of his ow-n house, and this, no
doubt, was a general comfort for the whole, but in

many particular cases was attended with hardship, so>

that this has been abandoned,- Ihe bank of the Ganges
occupied by the toAAn is tolerably high, and in most*
parts the town might be extended farther south than
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has been yet done, but all along its northern boundary

is a tract of low land d^jily inundated in the rainy

season; this, 'however, when the floods subside, js very

well cultivated, and I do not believe that it renders

the situation of the town unhealthy.

% A city nine miles long sounds large ; but, when
we come to investigate particulars, we shall be a good

deal disappointed. It having been last year proposed

to levy a tax on houses, the acting collector proceeded

to make an enumeration, and the returns procured

gave 45,867 houses, exclusive of those occupied by
persons dedicated to religion. Two or three houses
belonging to one person M ere often returned as one,

"which saved trouble, as the tax was to be laid on the

value of each property. On account of this and of

the religious houses, and a few that may be supposed
to have escaped the vigilance of the surveyors, the
number must be allowed to be somewhat more than
the return given to the collector. The late magistrate

had commenced an enumeration of the people, but it

was left incomplete, and has not been continued. I
am, therefore, under the necessity of proceeding by
conjecture concerning the number of people in each
house, and the addition that must be allowed to the
number of houses returned to the collector. On the
first point, the average conjectures of all the Darogahs,
each of whom had carried his investigation by actual
enumeration to a certain extent, will give an average
of six persons for each house, and the t#)tal number
of houses, according to the conjecture oj! the Darogahs,
amounts to rather more than 62,000. The »iwho]e

population will, therefore, amount to 312,000, uliich
I do not think liable to any considerable error. There
are besides a great many persons, sepoys, camp-followers,
travellers, boatmen, etc„ whose number fluctudt®; but
is generally pretty considerable.

The' principal road, especially in the city, is very*
much crowded

; but there ase no such multitudes of
p^sengers going in and out as are to be seen near the
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Isu^ towns w England. ^
A hundred jrards frcnn the

southern wall of the city you are comgletefy in the
country, and within sight of it 1 louni^ myselh in

looking aiser the curiosities of the place, just as great

a matter of wonder to the women and children *as in

the most remote parts of Bohar. It did not appear
that the villagers, at least the women and children*,

had ever seen an European, and they flocked round my
palanquin with great eagerness.

The inside of the town is disagreeable and disgusting

and. the view of it from a distance is mean. Indeed,

at a little distance south from the walls it is not dis-

cernible : there is no building that overtops Ihe inter-

vening trees, and no bustle to indicate the approacili

to a city. The view from the river, owing to the Euro-

pean houses scattered along its bank, is rather better,,

and is enlivened by a great number of fine-formed

native women that frequent the banks to bring watw.
Still, however, the appearance of the town from thence,

especially in the dry season, is very sorry, the pre-

dominant feature being an irregulax high steep bank
of clay without herbage, and covered with all manner
of impurities, for it is a favourite retreat of the

votaries* of Cloaciua, accompanied by the swine and curs

that devour the offerings.

Major Eennell has given in the Bengal atlas a
plan of the poor fortifications by which the city of

ratna is surrounded ; and, as ever since his survey they
have been totally neglected, their condition is now to

the last degrees, wretched. A very little pains would,

howpver, render them a security against predatory

horse, and would enable them to preserve the effects of

all the vicinity from suc^ a force, which in the present

reduced state of the native princes is now more likely

to be^employed than any other.* I have little doubt

(i) These observations had special refeflsnce to the conditions in th#
year in which this Beport was written. “ The body of Pindarrahs, which

Ipitely made an irruptibn into the Company’s territory near Mirzapore,^ haa

aiiice created a considerable degjree* of alarm at l^atna and its nelght^r*
hood.” (Calcutta Gazette, Aifil 2nd, 1812 j sea Sandeman’s ^elecUoiw^

Vol. IV4 .
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that ia ease of itexm the inkJbitants wouM willingly

underteke the neoessary worl, were they directed by

the iiagistrafe. The gates are now in a Boost deptb-

rable state of decay, and are ^mther alarming to

strangers that enter. In order W prevent accidents

they should f^bably be pulled down, as in the present

s^te of the rampart they can be of no use in defending

the place. The fort in the north-east corner of the

city is now so overrun with modern bnildings that its

form can be ho Jpnger distinguished, nor could I perceive

any remains, except some old gates. It is the common
idea amoiiig the natives that the fort and city were built

by Azlm, the grandson of Aurungzebe, . and that
fataliputra had long been completely destroyed when
that prince arrived ; and, as I have before said, it wbuld
appear thati in A.I). 1206 Patali had become a nest of

•robbers, and was then punished ; but a fort was built

;

nor can I trace anything relating to it in Dow’s history

until th^ year 1611, when a couvention of Afghan chiefs

assembled at the place, which was then the capital of
!^ehar. Farther, it would appear that about this time
ftie town was not only fortified, but had within the walls
a palace, where the bubah resided.

,
The inscription .

also on the gate of the fort, dated. in the H. 1042,
attributes its erection to a Feroz Jung Khan. The
vulgar opinion must therefore be a mistake, and takes
its rise from the name of Azim,having been given to
the city. It is alleged that until the Mahratta invasion,
the city walls contained all the inhabit8»ts, and its

principal increase and prosperity seem to have been
owing to the European commercial factories, for at one
time the English, Dutch, Danes and French had
factories here, and traded to a great extent, especially in
cotton cloth. This trade has no doubt suffered, and
although that of nitre and opium has increased, yet
the paVts of the town adjacent to the factories have
decUned

; but then the city is said to” have greatly
increased, and the value of the groujad ,in it, withiq

*

these fifteen years, is said to have doubly owing to the
diJSculty of procuring a spot for building a house.
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The English Compaq’s original factory is now
oconpied by the Opuim Srore-house, a ver^ substantial

good building, well fitted for the purpose to which •it is

applied. Near it i| the jail, also a large building, but
neither handsome, iror strong enough to confine ruffians’

The bouse at present occupied as the city fcourt is ne^
the jail ; but is a very abominable-looking place. The
court of appeal is a handsome modern building,.but

very small.

At the western extremity of the suburbs is a
building called the Golghar, intended as a granary, and
perfectly Bui generis. For the sake of the great man
by whose orders this * building was erected, the
inscriptions should be removed, were they not a beacon
to w^irn governors of the necessity of Studying political

economy, and were it not of use to mankind to know
even the weaknesses of Mr. Hastings.

Immediately above and below the city two native

merchants built brick keys, of considerable lepgth, to

facilitate the landing and shipping ot goods in the rainy

season. Boats can then l.ay along the key, and deliver

and take in goods with ease ; but they never would
ajipear to have been of use in the dry season, when some
contrivance to fyciditate the conveyance of goods up and
down the enormous bank is mo.st wanted. These keys
are called Poshta, are private property, and at present

are chiefiy used for lodging coarse goods, such as timber
and bambocs. which in the dry season are deposited on
the bank. 'Parallel to the city, at some distance south
from it, aUd extending some way farther each way is an
old bank, which seems to have been intended to exclude
the floods, and still answ^ers for that purpose.

These with the roads and a few miserable brick

bridges •are all the public works that I have seen, except

those dedicated to religion. In the middle of thli city

the Roman Ci^hoiics have a church, the best lookmg
building in the place. Near it is the common gravubf
l^e English w'ho were treacherously murdered by'the
orders of Kasem Ali before his final overthrow j it^s
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covered by a pillar of tbe most uncouth form, built

partly of stone, partly c# brick. There , are many
or -mosques, but none of them I'er/large, and.

many of them are now let as^warehouses by theirf

owners. This is the case with the handsomest of them,

•which is built entirely of stone, and of which a view is

annexed. It stands with one end to the street, and the

house of a descendant of the prophet, who is styled the

tnbtawoli of the mosque, is situated in front. This

drawing will give an idea of the style of building in

Patna, aiid of the manner in which it is disfigured by
the wretched sheds built in front for artificers and petty

traders. Although the owner has let his mosque for a
warehouse, he is strenuous in his calls on the faithful

to pray, and he is the loudest crier and the loudest

prayer in the whole town.
'

'

The chief place of actual worship among the Moslems
of Patna is the monument of Shah Arzani, about the

middlg of the w'estern suburb. lie was a native of the

Punjab, and, after a long residence, died here in the

year of the Hijri 1032. The proprietors are the chelas

or disciples of the saint, and not his descendants, and
all of these holy persons have abstained from marriage,

Kurimbuksh, the present occupant, is the seventh

successor in the office. JH e has considerable endowments,
and gives food daily to from 60 to 200 fakirs. Every
Thursday night from 100 to 600 pilgrims, Moslems
and Hindus, many of them from a distance, come to

intercede wuth the saint for his assistive, and make
offerings. In the month Zikad there is an annual fair

(Mela), which lasts three days. On the first, people

apply to. Shah Shujawol
;
on the second, to Vasunt

;

anu on the third, to the great saint ; the two former
having been among his successors, and the latter of

them, it must be observed, has a Hindu namef. About
SjOOO votaries attend. Adjacent to the tomb is an
Imamvara, where 100,000 people assemble with the

p^eantry used in celebration of the grandsons of the
prbphet. Near it is a tank dug by the saint, where, once'

the year, 10,000 people assemble, and many of them
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batlie. A public crier ce^s the peopfe tb ptayerls, btit

few or none assemble ; those who are rottsed to pray

by the crier perform their devotions on th6 spot trherd

ll&ey happen to be at the time. I have not observed among
the Moslems of Bengal or Bihar any meetings in thelf

m(wque8, such as we have in our ehtirches, in Ofdeif to

have public prayers and to hear their scriptures eitheif*

read or expounded. The only other place of worship

among the Moslems at all remarkable is the monument
of another saint, named Pir Bahor, vrhich was built

about 200 years ago, but it is only attended bj^a few in

its vicinity. It at present belongs to a widow, w‘ho,

since her husband’s death, acts as Pirzadah for the

families who were wont to require the assistance of the <

deceased.

The only places of worship at all remarkable among
the follow'ers of the Brahmans are the temples of the

great and little Patanadevi, Pataneswari, or Goddess of

Patana, i.e., the city. The great goddess is said to hare
been placed in her present situation by Patali, danghtef

of Kaja Sudarsan, who bestowed jthe town now called

Patna on his daughter, and she cherished the city like a

mother, on which account it was called Pataliputra, or the

son of Patali. The building is small, but avoWodly
recent, and erected at the expense of the priests. Par
from acknowledging the story of Patali, these allege

that their deity has existed here from the origin of

things. Th^ in India is an usual pretence* but there is

a circumsta^ attending the tutelar deity of this city

that in most parts is not so ordinary, although very

much so in these districts. The image (see drawing
No. 124) called a goddess is a male, and is ht) doubt a
representation of a Boudh, and probably of Gautama, as

,

he has seated by him two disciples as usual in Ava.
Near the* throne is placed a female de%, but this is not

the object of worship, and represepts, I hhve no doubt,

Pqmiramis seated pn a liou, and on her knee holdiM the

inmtnt Niniyas (see drawing No. 129). The Pandas, or

priests are Napoj Brahmans, and many goats aip

saorificed on Saturdays and Tuesdays, but they have no
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endowment. ’. The little goddess was placed in her

pr^ent sitifation by Man Singha, while that*»d^te

Mindu had the government of Bihar. The temple is o£,

•no great conseqnehee/' but is injjch more frequented,

than that of the great goddess, anm the priest, who is a
.Kanoj Brahman, is supposed to have very considerable

profit.

The Pataneswaris are properly the Gram-devatas of

the town, but as the worship of these deitiesi is not

fashiOnaole in Behar, this is considered by many as a
term too degrading. Still, how'ever, many are aware of the

circumstance, but Guriya, Pir Damuriya, Bam Thahur,
"Damuvir, Sam Sing, Benimadhav, Bhikkari-Kumaf»
Siriya devata, Karuvir, Patalvir, Jalapa, etc., are also

applied to as Gram-devatas. Near the eastern gate in

the suburbs is a small temple of Gauri and Sangkar, but
the image represents only the generative organs of these

deities.. Every Monday in Sravan from 1,000 to 6,000
v'otaries assemble, and make offerings. The priest is

a gardener. At the. north-east corner of the city, at
a place w^here some l«y, name unknown, burned with
her husband’s corpse, 60,000 assemble once a year, ai^
make offerings. In the great days -of bathing in the
Ganges, most people cross to the junction of the Gandaki j

but on a certain day about 10,000 women assepible and
bathe at a glat in the west erid of the city.

The followers of Nanak have at Patn^ a place of
worship of great repute, This is called th«Hari-Mandir,
and owes its celebrity to its having been the birthplace
of Govinda $ingha„' their last great teacher. The
Mandir itself is of little consequence, but it is sur-

roimded by pretty large buildingwfor the accommodation
of the owner. The meetings are less frequent and
nrunerous thi|ja formerly, the owners applying less of
their profits to what are called charitable purposes. The
Harimandir, which is in the city, belongs to the Khalesah.
sect founded by #ovinda, and c<8ifined in a great
measiim to the we.<»t.<. of India. ^ The. Kholasahs on
original Sikhs, who prevail in Behar, have in-tbe suburb
11- • 2Rf8.J_
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called EekabgunJ a considerable place of worship, and
the owner possesses very considerable anthprity and
income.

*

Petty causes, even under 6f) rupees, must be*

carried directly before the judge, who appoints a person

called Sales to determine ea<}li. Pour or five persons*

live by this emjdoyment; but the people of the eastern

suburb can apply to the commissioner of Phatuha.

The same man, however, is also commissioner at Bar,

under another judge, so that both duties ''mu^t be

neglect-ed.

The principal Pirzadfth among the Moslems is the

owner of the monument of Shah Arzani. One Kazi*
performs tlie ceremonies for the whole persons of rank,

but has deputies who attend the lower ranks, and as

usual in this vicinity are called Nekah-Khanis or

marriers. Most persons of rank do not employ the Kazi,

and their own kinsmen or dependants, having learning

sufficient, conduct their ceremonies. Of the Hindus,
2 annas are of the Sakti sect and 3 annas of the sect

of Siva. Of theso 5 annas, 2 annas follow Brahmans,
partly resident in Patna, partly in Tirahut, and a very

few in Bengal, but some men of extraordinary virtue

from Beuarcs, and called Baudis, intrude on the sacred

order; 3 annas follow the Basnanii Sannyasis, most of

them strangers. Tliroe annas of the whole arc of the sect

of Vishnu. ^By far the greatest part of these follow

the Bamaw^s and lladhaballahhis, nearly in about
equal numbers. Part of both classes of these instruc-

tors are Brahmans, but most arc Sudras. Most of them
reside, and thei-e may be 20, houses of both sects, but

some of the occupants pf thow houses haye married

;

and four only of the houses grp of considerable note.

They have very little endowment, but considp^abl®

profits, andthe buildings are prpety large, but all modern.
The best is in the salmrh of Mai’ufganj, and belongs

to. llam Krishna Das, a llainawat. Besides the Bama-
‘ wats and Eadhal)allabhis, an Akbara of the Nimawats
has a few followers. Pour annas of the Hindus are oi
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of Bektt1)gwhj, l)tii Hlei^ ai*o fevml r^lifer itt^enMr

Sanggdtfi Hot kbbVe 500 bouses {idher© the .’deirllie

©f riie Jvhalbsah sect in tbe Harimandu nat lunn;^

strati gers wrorsliip IVo lluiift’ed

baospl fire gixided by Ibt- TCaYirpant.u, o'" iiicH tbore

is ar Ah-bara. A few waa* » ate of tbe Q'^Matfcsit.u.ilhi

serl* and have ^Jurus of tht i. own Ab Ihesp atid a

fptt- oilier h’ining caatjos are eons^'Pof'nl as ortb ^dot

(Aetik). ^ree hundred houses --.f Tan oi b'^^awflT'- are

eonsiderea tis hetferodoy (Nastik). and betueati 3 and 1

annafe, flii* dregs of jtmpnre po'v<>rty, ja-e eonside* •!

;iliogether iluworthy of earn

Most of the few anfi^nifies, that unn:* n, hate been
abeady ineidcntrlly inentioiied Tb“ trao s that can

* i>e eou'iidored as bclontjing ti 'oe Hindu eity jatc

'XtH linglj trilling. Every nliet’» in slis,. .ug hrogenpots,
blit very, little else, urr- to be jvi,jd ami nhere the
nvei inisiics (iway tb« batik, mai.y i'’

'

wells an laid

bat nothing has Ijeoe discover .

0

to uidioab' lirge

or Tiiagnificent buiiding' In the (lanaes i>]posfte t<)

).o ^tibnI•us almre thr town 1 tbouj d !< se image
iv 'nc by the vtaler’s edge when the rive*’ wa.. a the lowest,
c IP". !( nrpspi,tod <1 tnale sta'ndin", u '< (, two arinn and

^

'> !ua<i, hut tlif' arms and b et, b.ive been hioken. Tbh
tni» ai-. is niufd, >uutj«ifed It is nearly of a natninl
“i/tj'nl ‘ery clumsy, and differs JrOtn most Hindu

uo>s tiiat I have seen m being completely farmed,
a-id not carved in relief with its hinder paVts adboring
f(/ the lock, from whence it has been cut On tht back
part of ',ho '^arf, whivli passes round the shoiddeis, are
sorne letters rrhich 1 have not been able 'o have ox-
piamed, and too imvch defaced to adfnit cf 1 eing lopied.
M'uh absolute precision. Some labourers otfi|doy“d to
bring this io my house infoimed me t’uat > had
beui 'ome yofes itgo taken f-om a Ifeld on the south

' hide of the sulicu'bs, and hnd li^en inleuded for an objeet

k
a groat fire having happeaed on

! V I
^ when it was removed, tho people were afrajd*,

aud threw il'^xito thci sacred tivm* also informed
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3tne ihat jut jtlic* same field tlie of aoother image
prdjeeted from ihe groond, and that many, yeara ago ar

Mf. Hawkins had removed a third, .^agoing to the place
I could ] tin inly discover that there had been a small .btuld-

ing of brick, perliayts lift v or sixty feet in length ; but most
of tiie materials have f)( i n removed. On digging I found
the imagn to be rxacriy similar to that which I found on
the river leit ti< nieviLat larger. Q'lie foot are entiro/and

Ronio ])a.rt of the firnis remain, but the bead has been
rtauoved. On its liubt sbouldor isiilaccd soiuetiiang which
seeniK iiifended to represent aThii)et bull’s taif This is

.an insignia of the I'atis, or priests of Jain, but in other

resiJOcts thi!> images haae little resemblance to such
persons, one of whom is* repEosented, in the Drawing
hlo. 182. I lather sujiposo that these images have been
intended as an ornament to the temple, aud to represent

the attendants on some god, whose image has been des-

troyf'd. In tlie drawing ICo. 2 tlie iniogn-f have been
repri.'Sfiifcd witli tlie inscript ion on the sinaUor,tthat On
the iapgi'r is totally illegible. ’ /

Jn the suburbs at a lule dl .'..nc.a from the eastern

gate arc tw o h(;n])s ea.Ucd which are sufiposed'

'to be of Hindn b.riviu ; bat there is no trailitioa con-

cerning tb’,} {-.ema) by whom tlioy are built, and their

8u« is trifling. South from these la.-aps about .a nxilo

is a. v<o',y eons!!b»i“ible heap, which witlv some small

ennneiK'cs in Hi(» neighbourhood are called the live hills,

ami !;rc ai1ribntc.il to I lio live sons of randu : but this

is yVri)b!«iiiy afi idle fable. One is at least 100 feet in

jKirpcudicalar heiglit, and has no liollow on its top, so

that' F-xiiSjK'vt it to have been a solid temple of the
Bnddh.is. The (St lows are almost level with the soil, and-

have probaWy been houses for tiie accommodation of

rclig.iot?,s men. it is said by the peasants of the neigh-

bourhood that they eonsi.st oiitirely of brick, but the

owner of the larger obstinately refused, his consent to

allow me to dig for its examination.

I ltonot Jearnany tre lition concerning the, island

Ji^mljalpur,,.opposite to Ihxtna, having over, been a'tbwy;
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nor, 60 far as I caa learn, are any ceremonies jserfonji^-

^iJiere, as Major WiU’ord had hoard,

It need not be wonderofi, that so li.' tlo trscoa of

•the BSndu city shonld rem.-u!i, as the accnj»a;isci !>f meli

total ly’rcgard loss of the momiuKnt-s of .tr.tiyuh^ 'Oon

<n.ditoi’8tes every trace ; and it is o;dy in remotf' au l

wii^l parts of the country, limt the ruiiu? -d huiMhu;''-

ureallowodto reraain un(llo!urho'] ; or n/uieiis

very far civilized, that any lUtoiition is hest.iwed on tlio

presorvat/onot' the monnuicnts of i^rt, ChohelsnVjon,

thc|iftla|p of the viceroys of Below, wlueh h''> accujamo-

dated many personagf'ti of roya? hh-tli, .and ahioli fifty

.years ago was in perfect pres»;rvaf ion, and iioeiipied t)y

the king’s son, can now be scarcely traen! -iii a fev"v

detached p^|rtions retaining no marks of gramieur
; and

the only remain of a court of justice, that had been
erected in the ye^ir of the Hijri llt2, is a stono
commemorating the erec tion, which was tiug ap in tJie

(year) 1621 (a.t). 1S07), wJieo .a poHcc! uffice was about
to be erected cm iho spot where the otiior bad formerly
stood, and whicjh in 79 yeai's from its loimdation br.a

bc(!u completely obliterated



Tbe iKinoral Si»eciiiiei$fl#

* BttchafuiirV repoit <m the ^lanera^ Patua and Qa^''^

j[(^prodiKie(t wit)i(mt. ahridpmeni iri Easier)! India, V^^rue

h lie classified the hilk in which tiuo^iof

the !sp^yviijafi'iS were fc^.ind int'? tinw main groups, as follows —

;A) Tb' varige oT HilU^ conbisiii)g of fwo masn

appic^sima^dv parallel to e?|AJh^otheTr-*(f hill^ \yhK^^

pT !><. ])nre gti^nitc;, forniio-' ib(- spulheni -

the (^Jorpa^ IlUl^^o BaiiyMirijih and,!^ri1|^^

opai' I5'«i2^^di| tbiS. granite %rthot to tho esiiSt. and* sonth o£

iUp'aili becorping mutdi modified in the neighlwurhood of iW
itiica mines of Belam and Bubatir fand (2), hills of-qnart;^^

jasper* or borrisfcone, Htrotehing from Ektar^ and M.aijabhat m
the hoigbbourhfKxl of Akbaypurj in^ a north -rasierly Jireetipiy

as t’.^ir,as the billF^ of Oidhaur ia western^ Monghyr Ks,al?i;

thought thif he ^'ouk!^ (fl), a scrpfH uf Briial|,isolat3d^d^^o|,

granite, lyiiig, north of the laiko' iidg^, and U^eVk^fi^pynipdW

onrO >"
‘‘v iiron the noighh4,*;tn* i- oC 'If^tyhpWt, throdgl!;

fcijtarifUTlj'* ;n? kn wMbt' Ki'onp oi hillsif olps^^yto, Lakhi Sarai iuid

' Jiini. ^
^

f

(B) Tbt’ ih"ij;rn Hills/ whnO* bo *0? O' Buhdivided iiit«^ f Wtf

priueiTja] purtiouvS^ — (i), the i, ilk* fraceahio, in iao^'l>

’ double ndge^ fnUn .i Hmallhriij r- oh -'f H,il rjii olow f,o B^xlh

Oaja to a norths eastf a f>< 4hi'ret5o»‘ pa^t f'apobaxp Hanrnij, Kajgih

italh and an far as the Mieikhpura bilJw, hut in?*,hiding

also the isolated bill at. Bihar
;

all id ihesi] heuig alnu^st euiirely

8ilit!i(His isowid veit hille modified by eoniaei. aotion
^ and (2)^^ fhe

SuhKkUaty |Hingt‘ v( small isolat-ed bilk which lie close tx) the

noii'h‘nn ridgt^ of iho main group, C'>jameocing from NarawaB

ami coitfirnuog through Msjhar.U and Samxi to the vonfused

hea]) of low hills north of Chakra Ghat in the main n’dgo, aucl

. called Dukr^ Gliat or Belsara. U'hese lie c.0Tisulei”od to be mamly

kilicious, but much more ]n[]ieta»iorj)hosod.
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(C) Rirebir fff?!*' Vrfeb iir r-jjg:ird^vd as (1)’^

feiif, Biirahar liilK u or dJng Kc».wa Doli nil wm'
*g’t’acu>> 5 (ii) an c'lijiiirn .mr rhe series of isfvlatol

5^11'^^ OlieTOjms ni (.n T'AvIjigta

' i'litioa) l^^^.^r'^ t r'. a ! 'V ^ u.o, f U u s'drii;
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- ‘
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f'Sfh, IS] K lh'^ noHL ».f ilio
'

Sif'*"!’ ttiu' ISoSSu^lJli''' -

1 i J 1 txtl Car ti® ."^itamarha aiid thaf U 0|> * ’'UM*ry * Hh W
10., 1., ife i p4SiVhir<»’ iho Oo rr *

) ^ h.f hr h-aigir llidw

fr<<ut Hi-iau;a r,; ;iixx] A .M 1 "v '!’!i. J(>rrnuf b’howR:^

that lid tiOt, }‘xa:nirtO {. '
,'!» '

'

‘i\ i/ h! u, Hi .' oro?^

whioU ih. 1UOH1./.-!! i) •Jg. .i. <>.o > ‘iOi iuU.; ciulhug

x>i’ thr rari at ami ?h0 i;»,!! v,.',i h'l.i !' ri’as

JaJ^iiirj vV‘ai / ,
ii\i* O'* * «M’* 5 t^vA rr t> h ‘

:
, an<!‘

y if i'!'! V o',,> .

’
<1 'fl Ui 'tU i! .'0 lliO

j)i re-’i?, i7a-NauMu< r*ad lu' .u WO-n i
' r; ‘of»s'^omniost

of ' *4 \n'<
f*

U<i
i i

’* t I'd the Bin-aiiar

urii ',. froi iidHkvIy 'h;;.? 1;
' '

' 1 .

^ u.''>d id ‘d hi$ rlufsi-

;o »,< i ^mxiv oiSjnS >i;o V«: f . ' .i''
t .y t i iH.v'r a^f'O .Uii.^di

4 hilin Mioo) 1
>

»

(

*, V
^y -

1 (! ri> -lauely

- ^f.}t hw ;i' ouilur^ri di' ' ;mi t

Tlu ’.V
t < r : iUrrah ‘vhn li i •do\\s ha*^ h<MM , 1 Mr.pihnl f^oin

!l •
'it -nh 5^ I ho JcfUl iifd, iL ’m'A h in tin»

^ariuu' footnotoT It SL‘<‘!i»5 ‘imf'w ?.;!<, i# hauji b* jnn^arflo'd

;^5^ ar./tlurg' tiiurr f,hau ‘a* I'-mporary vhf n*-..iUoi» jk-T:dia;’ the
uiov d/-^t*ilb;d exajuiiutioa which iJuoIm.iaji uiadc dainf^ his atay
si X aiua sfici bis toui h td bcou coJnplc:to<"l

, if i? as ro^jl'etrfbj

mmbers fiairly eotjapleie/

Judgliig, from the Ilepoit., the collirotlo); \i oirsemjn from (fe

^
!iilk of jPatim md Gays consisted of ekter iU or 1 Ix^
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’tod at leistAree ot font s<>oaH(^d MiiK^^als ot, tbe Plains warS

j>to!>ably slso include^L TIu- higbosfc number definitely assigned

to any *'eecb»en in the Journal isl]'>^ but- there are sovonteeii <

wfeiatite in the list.* Amongst the speeimeuB culleeled from the

' bills, foevieeu of these oi.ussions ean be o>*:plaiijru. for

' leisi three Buehanau bas assigned the sanio iiuuibrr hi the

' 'dournal to two difToroni tuinerals, and in elevni oiher futey"'*

* has not \'’'’inieu dovn aay riamber at.alL

In ih\H io4 the hnei’ dcsfription of oaeh s}njOiiiJrn fr^bowF:

that '
.' ralJu'n'' Mian UiO Joornaf, as the forni^'i rrmn?-

^

sentf» nuehe-nanV matured v!^;^svs l^ho hill at whidi each )=;}^eh

men wms found Is rmndioniio ia the Journah but iu tiie list its

locality is shown aceordirig to Buchauan^s (Jashilication ikscrlbed

above.
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Kaw-
bor.

Dffcicnpliofi.
•

i

Whoro
found.

Rcfe
ro*ce,

Quut'i, fiivl ju^^iv aggrrj?-i*t:. rUh red and hlflcJr -

7

n h. L 62
fipeelkrf

1

74 Q,wftrta; or bomswrif, rod, grarinlnT. See also No. 30 ... ! L 1 70

% NV< rofOnl
*

0'rftn:fco, fmotwrc rftfcte concboidal, cortnibiing o£ wlutf' C. 2. n
and felttpaiv aBci granular bcrnblendt?, rather like

No. iOl
77 1 Nu r‘.‘co:'d.

«

IS Granite, J^perfori, very dark and dilBcuU to break,
Rp]*'j> impregnated with bori»i)l(iude.

.

C. 3- 48

*79 ;x 01 Jiwpor, with red ritains . *». Ik 1. 0?

HO
r

No jticotd

81 MwMf 4 in decay, white, red, cr green ith, perhaps approach-
I C. 8. 50

i inf. to coriioilao, with greasy rip •trance, and can be -
«

poni'ucd. i

R2 G ran ito (called Urdiya) like Np. BB ,,, (h. 2. 25

83 Qnartr., Hinaii opa-ino masuei a7iited by a ^eyigh powdery A.S- 86
i^ubhtancOj, which does not tike e, i*

'

jV* Trd Tory sohd
rock.

81 Kock Crystal (called Pbatik) -
i

B. h UX
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a 8. m
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